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1.0
THE LARGE HADRON COLLIDER: 
AN INTRODUCTION
Lyndon Evans
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On the July 10, 1908, in his laboratory in Leiden, Heike Kamerlingh Onnes
became the first person in the world to liquefy helium. Between 6.30 p.m and
7.30 p.m he succeeded in producing 60 ml of liquid, enough to fill a small
teacup, beating Sir James Dewar to the race to liquefy the last remaining gas.
He measured its temperature to be –269 ºC, the lowest temperature ever
achieved on earth.

The preferred temperature scale for scientists, particularly for cryogenic
applications, is the Kelvin scale. It has the same size of graduation as the Cel-
sius scale but its zero is shifted; zero Kelvin corresponds to –273 ºC, the ab-
solute zero of temperature below which no material can be cooled. It got its
name from William Thompson, a pioneer of the science of thermodynamics,
who, when he was ennobled (for work on transatlantic telegraphy), took the
title Lord Kelvin after the name of the river that meanders through Kelvin-
grove park in front of Glasgow University. The most famous temperature scale
in science is named after a Scottish river! The temperature of the liquid on
this scale measured by Kamerlingh Onnes was precisely 4.22 K.

He tried to solidify the helium by reducing the temperature even further
using an old trick. It is well known (at least to the English) that tea tastes better
at sea level than on the top of a high mountain. This is because the lower at-
mospheric pressure at high altitude makes the water boil at a lower temperature.
By reducing the pressure above the helium liquid using giant vacuum pumps,
he was able to further cool the liquid to 1.5 K but could not freeze it. In fact,
he missed a very important discovery. Surprisingly, it took a further 20 years to
realize that at 2.17 K, the liquid undergoes a phase transition (just as water
does at 273 K). At precisely this temperature, these days called the lambda
point, the liquid becomes a macroscopic quantum state, exhibiting bizarre prop-
erties that can only be explained by the laws of quantum mechanics. Kamer-
lingh Onnes produced superfluid helium without knowing it. Looking back, it
is quite surprising that he missed it because he could see the liquid in his glass
vessel, and the transition to the superfluid state is visually quite impressive.
Above the lambda point, the liquid boils violently. At the transition tempera-
ture, the boiling suddenly stops because one of the characteristics of the super-
fluid state is a very high thermal conductivity. The liquid is unable to support
the temperature gradient that leads to bubbling; it becomes totally quiescent.

Kamerlingh Onnes soon used liquid helium to cool down other materi-
als in order to measure their properties at very low temperatures. In 1911, he



discovered that the resistance of solid mercury abruptly disappeared at 4.2 K,
a property that he dubbed “superconductivity”. In later years, a large number
of metals were found to exhibit the same property, the ability to sustain an
electrical current without loss at low temperature. Modern superconductors
can carry very large currents. The most effective of these readily available is
an alloy of niobium and titanium (NbTi).

Almost exactly 100 years later, these two discoveries, superconductivity and su-
perfluidity, have been brought together as the two pillars on which the design
of the largest and most complex scientific instrument ever built rests. The Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) at the European Centre for Particle Physics (CERN)
will allow scientists to delve even deeper into the secrets of nature. The con-
struction of the LHC and its detectors was a monumental effort spanning al-
most 15 years and involving scientists and engineers from all over the planet.

The LHC is the latest and most powerful in a series of particle accelera-
tors that allows scientists to probe the structure of matter at its tiniest dimen-
sion. It consists, in fact, of two particle accelerators located in a 27-km circular
tunnel, 100 meters underground. Two counter-rotating beams of protons (the
nuclei of the hydrogen atom, from the family of particles called hadrons, hence
its name) are accelerated to the unprecedented energy of 7 tera-electron volts
(TeV) and brought into collision in four huge detectors that capture the debris
from the collisions. It can also accelerate other projectiles. In particular, there
is an approved program of physics with heavy (lead) ions during a modest
part of the machine operating time. The beams are guided around their cir-
cular orbits by powerful superconducting magnets cooled in a bath of super-
fluid helium. However, compared with the few grams of liquid first obtained
by Kamerlingh Onnes, the LHC requires 130 tons to cool it.

The LHC is a wonder of modern technology. The LHC detectors are no
less so. In the following chapters, the main challenges encountered during
their construction are described and some of the fundamental questions in sci-
ence to be addressed are discussed. But first, as with any large and expensive
scientific project, there were a number of political hurdles to be crossed.

4

1. The original refrigerator of Kamerlingh
Onnes in Leiden University. With it, he
managed to liquefy 60 ml of helium in an
hour. One LHC plant liquefies 4,000 l/h.

2. Resistivity of various materials as their
temperature approaches absolute zero.
The first superconductor discovered 
in 1911 by Kamerlingh Onnes was
mercury. It loses its electrical resistance
entirely at about 4.2 K.

A century of progress



The LHC had a difficult birth. Although the idea of a large proton-proton col-
lider at CERN had been around since at least 1977, the approval of the Su-
perconducting Super Collider (SSC) in the United States in 1987 put the
whole project into doubt. The SSC, with a centre-of-mass energy of 40 tera-
electron volts (TeV) was almost three times more powerful than what could
ever be built at CERN. It was only the resilience and conviction of Carlo Rub-
bia, who shared the 1984 Nobel Prize in physics for the discovery of the W
and Z bosons that kept the LHC project alive. Rubbia, who became Director
General of CERN in 1989, argued that, in spite of its disadvantage in energy,
the LHC could be competitive with the SSC by having luminosity (basically the
rate of production of collision events) an order of magnitude higher than could
be achieved with the SSC, and at a fraction of the cost. He also argued that
the LHC would be more versatile. As well as colliding protons, it would be
able to accelerate heavy ions to world-beating energies at little extra cost.

The SSC was eventually cancelled in 1993 after a series of cost overruns
that escalated the expected cost from the $4.4 billion approved to more than
$11 billion. This made the case for the building of the LHC even stronger, but
the financial climate in Europe at the time was not conducive to the approval
of a large project. CERN’s largest contributor, Germany, was struggling with
the cost of reunification and many other countries were trying to get to grips
with the problem of meeting the Maastricht criteria for the introduction of the
single European currency.

During the course of 1993, an extensive review was made in order to
reduce the cost as much as possible, although a detailed cost estimate was
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3. An outline of the position of the 
27-km LHC ring. The airport of Geneva
can be seen in the foreground. 
The dotted line is the border between
Switzerland and France. The LHC 
tunnel is approximately 100 meters
underground: nothing can be seen 
from the surface.

Approval of the LHC



particularly difficult to make since much of the research and development on
the most critical components was still to be done. In December 1993, a plan
was presented to the CERN Council to build the machine over a ten-year pe-
riod by reducing the other experimental programs of CERN to the absolute
minimum, with the exception of the full exploitation of the Large Electron
Positron (LEP) collider, which was the flagship machine of the decade.

Although the plan was generally well received, it became clear that two
of the largest contributors, Germany and the United Kingdom, were very un-
likely to agree to the budget increase required. They also managed to get
Council-voting procedures changed from a simple majority to a double ma-
jority, where much more weight was given to the large contributors so that
they could keep control.

On the positive side, after the demise of the SSC, a US panel on the fu-
ture of particle physics recommended that “the government should declare its
intentions to join other nations in constructing the LHC”. Positive signals were
also being received from India, Japan and Russia. 

In June 1994, the proposal to build the LHC was made once more to the
Council. Seventeen member states voted to approve the project. However, be-
cause of the newly adopted double voting procedure, approval was blocked by
Germany and the UK, who demanded substantial additional contributions from
the two host states, France and Switzerland, claiming that they obtained dispro-
portionate returns from the CERN budget. They also requested that financial plan-
ning should proceed under the assumption of 2% annual inflation, with a budget
compensation of 1%, essentially resulting in a 1% annual reduction in real terms.

In order to deal with this new constraint, the organization was forced to
propose a “missing magnet” machine where only two thirds of the dipole mag-
nets needed to guide the beams on their quasi-circular orbits would be in-
stalled in a first stage, allowing the machine to run with reduced energy for a
number of years, eventually upgrading to full energy. This would have been
a very inefficient way of building the machine, costing more in the long run
but saving some 300 million Swiss francs in the first phase. This proposal
was put to the Council in December 1994. The deadlock concerning extra
host-state contributions was broken when France and Switzerland agreed to
make extra voluntary contributions in the form of a 2% annual inflation ad-
justment, compared with the 1% adjustment from the other member states.
The project was approved for two-stage construction, to be reviewed in 1997
at which point the size of the contribution offered by non-member states in-
terested in joining the LHC program would be known.

There followed an intense round of negotiations with potential contrib-
utors. The first country to declare a financial contribution was Japan, which
became an observer to the CERN Council in June 1995. The Minister attended
the Council meeting personally, and a very interesting ceremony took place.
There is a Japanese custom that at the start of collaboration, one eye of a
Japanese Daruma doll is painted. This was duly done by Minister Yosano and
the then Director General of CERN, Chris Llewellyn Smith. At the successful
termination of a project, the other eye is filled in. 

Thirteen years later, the representative of the Japanese government at the
LHC Inauguration Ceremony, senior vice-minister Toshio Yamauchi, repre-
senting Minister Yosano, completed the job by painting the other eye in the
presence of the serving Director General Robert Aymar, Chris Llewellyn Smith
and Swiss President Pascal Couchepin, thereby signaling the end of a long
and fruitful collaboration in the construction of the LHC.

6



The declaration from Japan was quickly followed by India and Russia in
March 1996 and by Canada in December.

A final sting in the tail came in June 1996 from Germany who unilaterally
announced that in order to ease the burden of reunification, it intended to re-
duce its CERN subscription by between 8% and 9%. Confining the cut to Ger-
many proved impossible. The UK was the first to demand a similar reduction
in its contribution in spite of a letter from the UK Minister of Science during the
previous round of negotiations stating that the conditions are “reasonable, fair
and sustainable.” The only way out was to allow CERN to take out loans, with
repayment to continue after the completion of LHC construction.

In the December 1996 Council, Germany declared that “a greater degree
of risk would inevitably have to accompany the LHC.” The project was approved
for single-stage construction with the deficit financed by loans. It was also agreed
that the final cost of the project was to be reviewed at the half-way stage with
a view to adjusting the completion date. With all contingency removed, it was
inevitable that a financial crisis would occur at some time, and this was indeed
the case when the cost estimate was revised upwards by 18% in 2001. Although
this was an enviable achievement for a project of such technological complex-
ity and with a cost estimate from 1993 before a single prototype had been made,
it certainly created big waves in the Council. CERN was obliged to increase the
level of borrowing and extend the construction period (which in any case was
necessary on technical grounds for both the machine and detectors).

In the meantime, following the recommendation of the US panel, and in
preparation for a substantial contribution, The US Department of Energy, re-
sponsible for particle-physics research, carried out an independent review of
the project. They found that “the accelerator-project cost estimate of 2.3 bil-
lion in 1995 Swiss francs, or about $2 billion US, to be adequate and rea-
sonable”. Moreover, they found that “most important of all, the committee
found that the project has experienced and technically knowledgeable man-
agement in place and functioning well. The strong management team, together
with the CERN history of successful projects, gives the committee confidence
in the successful completion of the LHC project.” In December 1997, at a cer-
emony in Washington in the splendid Indian Treaty Room of the White
House Annex, an agreement was signed between the Secretary of Energy and
the president of the CERN Council. More than 1,300 American physicists are
users of CERN today, a remarkable number for a non-member state.

After a shaky start and a mid-term hiccup, the project has proceeded rea-
sonably smoothly to completion. The LHC is a fine example of European col-
laboration and leadership in science.
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4. Minister Yosano and the former
Director General of CERN, Chris
Llewellyn Smith holding the Daruma doll
with one eye painted. Between them 
is the President of the CERN Council 
and former French Minister of Research,
Hubert Curien.

5. To mark the LHC Project completion,
the second eye of the Daruma doll was
painted by Mr Toshio Yamauchi (left),
senior vice-minister of education 
in Japan in the presence of Director
General Robert Aymar (right), 
Chris Llewellyn Smith (second right) 
and Swiss President Pascal Couchepin.



The LHC is a machine of discovery. It will take us into a new energy regime
where, through the famous relationship E = mc2, new particles of greater mass,
inaccessible to existing machines, will be produced. It is not known what the
LHC will discover, but there are a number of fundamental questions in physics
on which the machine will certainly shed light. The four detectors of the LHC
are each designed to answer these questions.

The origin of mass
Mass or weight (mass under the influence of a gravitational field) is such a fa-
miliar concept that we take its existence for granted. The structure of matter at
the most fundamental level has been elucidated over the last 35 years by ex-
periments at CERN and at other laboratories around the world. These experi-
ments have revealed an astonishingly simple picture. All matter is made up of
a small number of elementary particles (six quarks and six leptons) held together
by forces mediated by a small number of “force” particles. The most familiar of
these is the photon, the particle of light. The photon has no mass but this does
not mean that it is useless. It brings the energy from the Sun that allows life on
earth, it allows us to see, and where would we be today without TV or mobile
phones? On the other end of the spectrum, the particles that mediate the weak
nuclear force (the W and Z bosons discovered at CERN in 1983), which are re-
sponsible for the burning of the Sun, are very heavy, weighing respectively 80.4
GeV and 91.2 Gev, a little less than an atom of silver. The fundamental mech-
anism of how particles acquire mass and why there is such a large difference be-
tween them was not understood. The most promising theory predicted the
existence of a particle called the Higgs boson (there may be more than one)
which is responsible for the process that gives mass to the other particles. It was
known from previous experiments that if the Higgs existed, it would be very
heavy. It should be heavier than 113 GeV or it would have been seen already
at the CERN large electron-positron collider (LEP), the previous CERN flagship
accelerator. On the other hand, fundamental arguments require that it should
be less than about 850 GeV. The LHC was designed to cover the whole energy
range; if the Higgs existed, the LHC would find it. The two largest detectors,
ATLAS (an acronym for A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) and CMS (the Compact
Muon Solenoid detector) are general-purpose detectors capable of observing the
unexpected, but they are especially sensitive to all possible manifestations of
the Higgs boson. These experiments are discussed in detail in Chapters 5.1-5.3.

In July 2012, the discovery of a particle consistent with the properties of
the Higgs boson was announced simultaneously by the ATLAS and CMS col-
laborations. After collecting more data, it was confirmed beyond doubt that this
particle with a mass of 125 GeV is indeed the Higgs boson. The 2013 Nobel
Prize for Physics was awarded to the two living theorists, Francois Englert and
Peter Higgs, who predicted its existence in the 1960s. Due to the restrictions of
the Nobel rules, which states that the Prize can be awarded to, at most, three
individuals, there was no place to recognize the Herculean task of the machine
builders and experimentalists who made the monumental discovery possible.

The story of the discovery of the Higgs in ATLAS and CMS is told by two
of their leaders in Chapter 7.

Matter-antimatter asymmetry
All matter particles have antimatter cousins which can be created in our ac-
celerators. These are particles of the same mass but with opposite electric

8
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charge. When matter and antimatter meet, they annihilate one another, con-
verting into radiation. If there were perfect symmetry between matter and an-
timatter, then during the early Big Bang, these annihilations would have taken
place leaving a universe with only photons, no place for us! The LHCb de-
tector (“b” for the Beauty Experiment) is designed to study this very subtle
asymmetry; the experiment is described in Chapter 5.5.

Dark matter and dark energy
The first person to postulate the existence of a vast unseen form of matter was
Swiss astrophysicist Fritz Zwicky in 1933. In the late 1960s and early 1970s,
solid experimental evidence began to emerge from the work of Vera Rubin, a
young American astronomer. Rubin and colleagues measured the rotational ve-
locities of galaxies as a function of distance from the galactic center using spec-
troscopic techniques. They found that, instead of dropping off with increasing
distance, most stars orbit at roughly the same speed. The only way that this can
be explained is that the density of matter is constant far beyond the visible
galaxy. Another equally mysterious effect was discovered in 1998, when the
LHC was well into construction. Measurements of the recession speeds of dis-
tant supernova have produced evidence that the expansion of the universe is ac-
celerating. To explain this, a new kind of energy, “dark energy”, has been
postulated. It is now thought that this invisible dark matter and dark energy
make up about 96% of the total mass; only 4% of the universe is observable.

These two phenomena are examples of the convergence of particle
physics and cosmology. The LHC will provide a laboratory environment
where it may be possible to elucidate their cause.

The quark-gluon plasma
By colliding beams of lead ions, the LHC will be able to produce a state of
matter that only existed a few millionths of a second after the Big Bang. The
properties of the so-called quark-gluon plasma can be studied in detail in the
specially built ALICE detector (an acronym for A Large Ion Collider Experi-
ment), presented in Chapter 5.4.

From its foundation in the 1950s until the late 1960s, particle physics re-
search at CERN was done in a way similar to that Rutherford used at the be-
ginning of the 20th century when he discovered the atomic nucleus by
bombarding a thin foil target with energetic alpha particles (the nucleus of the
helium atom) from radioactive decay. In CERN’s early accelerators, beams of
protons (the hydrogen nucleus) replaced the alpha particles as projectiles.
They could be accelerated to much higher energy and could be made to col-
lide with the nucleons in any selected target material. Now, when a high-en-
ergy proton collides with a stationary proton or neutron in a target, new
particles can be created by the conversion of energy into mass according to the
famous Einstein relationship. However, not all of the energy of the incoming
projectile is available due to the conservation laws of energy and momentum.
As a consequence, the available energy for new particle production only in-
creases very slowly, as the square root of the energy of the incoming proton.
For example, in the 450 giga-electron volt (GeV) Super Proton Synchrotron
(SPS) at CERN operating in this “fixed target” mode, only about 30 GeV is
available for making new particles. On the other hand, if the two particles can
be made to collide head-on, each with 450 GeV, the full 900 GeV is available.

A brief history of CERN colliders
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This is equivalent to the real life observation that the damage is much worse
if two cars collide head-on with a given velocity than if a car strikes a station-
ary vehicle with the same velocity. In the second case, much of the energy is
dissipated in pushing the stationary car forward.

These colliding beam machines (storage rings), with two beams of particles
circulating in opposite directions and colliding at a point on the circumference
where particle detectors could be placed were the dream of accelerator builders
in the late 1950s. In the early 1960s the first machines started to appear at Stan-
ford in the US, Frascati in Italy and Novosibirsk in Russia. Instead of protons,
these machines collided leptons (electrons or positrons). One great advantage in
using leptons is that, when bent on a circular orbit, they emit light (synchrotron
radiation). The dynamics is such that the emission of this radiation has a natu-
ral damping effect on the transverse dimensions, concentrating the particles into
a very intense beam, essential if there is to be a reasonable probability of two
particles colliding instead of the beams just passing through each other like two
clouds. It is also desirable that the beams can circulate for many hours while data
can be collected. During this time the particles are subjected to perturbations due
to imperfections in the guide field or the electromagnetic field of the other beam
that can make them unstable. Synchrotron radiation also plays an important
role in combating these external perturbations due to its natural damping effect.
However, the emission of synchrotron radiation makes the particles lose energy,
which has to be replaced by the acceleration system. Essentially, the beams have
to be permanently accelerated in order to keep them at constant energy. The en-
ergy lost with each revolution increases dramatically (with the fourth power) as
the energy of the machine increases, eventually making it impossible for the ac-
celerating system to replace it. In spite of its usefulness, synchrotron radiation
naturally limits the maximum achievable energy of the machine. The way
around this is to revert to particles that emit much less radiation.

Proton storage rings
In the late 1960s, a very bold step was taken at CERN with the construction of the
first proton storage rings, called the Intersecting Storage Rings (ISR), which started
operation in 1969. The advantage of protons is that they do not emit synchrotron
radiation of any consequence since the energy loss per revolution varies as the in-
verse fourth power of the mass of the particle, and protons are 2,000 times heav-
ier than electrons. The disadvantage is that they have to operate without the benefit

6. The Intersecting Storage Rings was
the first proton-proton collider. The two
separate rings can clearly be seen. 
In the ISR, accelerator physicists learned
how to store proton beams and
experimentalists learned how 
to build detectors.



of the strong damping provided by synchrotron radiation. Indeed, many acceler-
ator physicists doubted that proton storage rings would work at all.

In the end, the ISR was a great success and an essential step on the road
to the LHC. The machine eventually reached 31 GeV per beam, compared
with the few GeV available from the lepton beams at that time. The accelera-
tor physicists learned how to build proton storage rings that overcame the lack
of synchrotron radiation damping. The experimentalists learned how to build
detectors that worked in the difficult environment of a proton-proton collider.

Another disadvantage of using hadrons (protons and antiprotons) is that,
unlike leptons, they are composite objects. Each proton contains three more
fundamental particles (quarks) held together by gluons. Each quark carries, on
average, about one fifth of the hadrons’ energy. The rest is stored in the other
quarks and the gluon field. When two quarks collide, the exact collision en-
ergy is not known a priori. It must be measured in the detectors by calorime-
try, a technique that measures the energies of all the created particles. In
addition, there is a very large background of unwanted events due to “soft” col-
lisions of the gluon fields. In fact, many physicists were initially skeptical about
our ability to dig out rare events from this large background.

Construction of the LEP
For these reasons, it was decided that the next machine for CERN would be
LEP, the Large Electron Positron collider. In order to minimize the effect of
synchrotron radiation it was necessary to build a very large, 27-km circum-
ference ring. Even so, the maximum energy of LEP was limited to around 100
GeV, at which point it was radiating away a substantial fraction of its energy
with each revolution. Although LEP produced an enormous amount of preci-
sion data, it came to the end of its useful life when it hit the synchrotron ra-
diation barrier. It was shut down in 2001 to make way for the LHC. The way
to higher energies was once more to revert to protons as projectiles. The LEP
tunnel is the major piece of real estate inherited by the LHC.

The final step on the road to the LHC was taken during the long period
of LEP construction. During this time, Carlo Rubbia proposed that the Super
Proton Synchrotron (SPS), built in the 1970s as a “fixed target” machine, could
be turned into a hadron collider using the newly discovered technique of ac-
cumulating and cooling antiprotons produced in CERN’s oldest machine, the
CERN Proton Synchrotron (PS). Since protons and antiprotons have the same
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7. The Large Electron-Positron collider.
LEP ran from 1989 to 2000. The
maximum energy achieved was 104.5
GeV per beam. At that energy, it was
losing more than 5 GeV per turn due to
synchrotron radiation. It was dismantled
in 2001 to make way for the LHC.

8. In January 1983, the first unambiguous
signal for the W boson was obtained in 
the UA1 detector at CERN (colored track).
Beams of protons and antiprotons were
brought into collision in the CERN Super
Proton Synchrotron at 273 GeV. This picture
also illustrates the large background that
must be dealt with in hadron collisions.
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9. The history of colliders. 
In squares are the lepton machines; 
in stars, the hadron machines, three 
of the four constructed at CERN. 
The energy available in the quarks 
or gluons is about one fifth of the beam
energy.

mass but opposite charge, they could be accelerated in opposite directions in
the single vacuum chamber of the SPS. Collisions at 273 GeV per beam pro-
duced the first W and Z bosons, the mediators of the weak nuclear force re-
sponsible for radioactive decay. The Nobel Prize was awarded to Rubbia and
van der Meer (who developed the cooling method of antiprotons) in 1984.

The Proton-Antiproton collider (PPBAR) also provided the essential 
remaining information needed for the design of the LHC and its detectors.
For the LHC machine it elucidated the main factors that would limit the per-
formance of the LHC, and the two detectors UA1 and UA2 served as proto-
types for the much larger LHC detectors. Indeed, the nucleus of the teams
designing ATLAS and CMS comes from these earlier collaborations.

An essential feature of the LHC in terms of cost reduction is that the CERN
infrastructure, with 50 years of investment, is used to produce the beams that
eventually collide in the LHC. Without this, the cost of the project would have
doubled. No single machine can accelerate the beam all the way up to 7 TeV.
It needs a cascade of accelerators, all working in tandem.

Protons are the positively charged nuclei of the hydrogen atom. They
are created in an ion source called a duoplasmatron from which they are ex-
tracted with an energy of 50 kilo-electron volts (KeV). The next step in their
journey to the LHC is through a 35-meter-long linear accelerator (Linac) where
their energy is increased to 50 mega-electron volts (MeV). Originally, the beam
was injected directly into CERN’s oldest machine, the 100-meter radius Pro-
ton Synchrotron (PS), built in 1959, but in 1972 a booster synchrotron (PSB)
was inserted between the Linac and PS to improve its performance. The PSB
is one quarter of the circumference of the PS and contains four superposed
rings to allow filling of the whole PS circumference in one pulse.

The beam is accelerated to 1.4 giga-electron volts (GeV) in the PSB and
then transferred to the PS where it is further accelerated to 26 GeV. It is in the PS
that the particles are grouped into a train of bunches, each containing one hun-
dred billion protons. Each bunch is about 1.2 meters long and they are separated
by 7 meters. This separation is maintained all the way to collision in the LHC.

The path of the protons
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10. The LHC injection chain. Protons 
are accelerated in stages through four
machines before reaching the LHC.

11. The source of all the protons.
Hydrogen from the bottle in the
background is ionized in the
duoplasmatron source and protons are
extracted through the nozzle on the right
by applying a high voltage.

12. One of the accelerating tanks 
of the original CERN Linac with the top
removed. The particles travel through 
a series of “drift tubes.” An oscillating
electric field in the gap between the drift
tubes accelerates the particles. When 
the field is in the wrong direction, 
the particles are inside the drift tube 
and therefore shielded from 
the decelerating field.

13. The workhorse of CERN, the Proton
Synchrotron, built in 1959.



At 26 GeV, the bunches are transferred into the next machine in the chain, the
1,100-meter-radius Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) built in 1976, where they
are further accelerated up to 450 GeV and injected into the LHC, first in one
ring and then into the other. When the two rings are filled, the magnetic field
of the LHC is slowly ramped up and the beams are simultaneously accelerated
by the radio frequency system (Chap. 4.5) which keeps them in the center of
the vacuum chamber as the magnetic field rises. After about 20 minutes, the
beams reach the nominal collision energy of 7 TeV. They are then steered into
collision in each of the four detectors.

At nominal intensity, there will be millions of collisions per second.
However, in view of the enormous number of protons in each bunch, the in-
tensity only decays very slowly. Typically the beams will remain in collision
for about 10 hours after which any remaining beam is safely dumped onto an
absorber block and the machine is brought back to its injection energy where
the whole filling and acceleration cycle is repeated.

The injection of lead ions for the heavy ion program is slightly more
complicated. It needs a special source and a Linac capable of accelerating lead
ions. In order to get sufficient intensity, it also needs an accumulator ring
where several Linac pulses can be accumulated before transferring the beam
to the PS. The rest of the path through the PS and SPS to the LHC is similar
to that of protons.

The fact that the LHC was to be constructed at CERN making the maximum
possible use of existing infrastructure to reduce cost imposed a number of
strong constraints on the technical choices to be made.

The first of these was the 27-km circumference of the LEP tunnel. 
The maximum energy attainable in a circular machine depends on the prod-

uct of the bending radius in the dipole magnets
and the maximum field strength attainable. 
Since the bending radius is constrained by the
geometry of the tunnel, the magnetic field should
be as high as possible. The field required to
achieve the design energy of 7 TeV, is 8.3 tesla,
about 60% higher than that achieved in previous
machines. This pushed the design of supercon-
ducting magnets and their associated cooling sys-
tems to a new frontier.

The next constraint was the small (3.8 m)
tunnel diameter. It must not be forgotten that the
LHC is (just like the ISR) not one but two ma-
chines. A superconducting magnet occupies a con-
siderable amount of space. To keep it cold, it must
be inserted into an evacuated vacuum vessel called
a cryostat and be well insulated from external
sources of heat. Due to the small transverse size of
the tunnel, it would have been impossible to fit
two independent rings, like in the ISR, into the
space. Instead, a novel and elegant design with the
two rings separated by only 19 cm inside a com-
mon yoke and cryostat was developed. This was

14

The Super Proton Synchrotron

The design of the LHC

14. The LHC.



not only necessary on technical grounds but also saved a considerable
amount of money, some 20% of the total project cost.

Finally, the re-use of the existing injector chain governed the maximum
energy at which beams could be injected into the LHC.

In parallel with the approval of the LHC machine, proposals for the experi-
mental program were being examined by the LHC Experiments Committee
(LHCC) whose job it was to give advice to CERN management and through
it to the Council. Unlike the machine, the detectors have considerable inde-
pendence. Only 20% of their funding comes through CERN. The rest comes
from collaborating institutes all around the globe. However, it is the respon-
sibility of CERN to provide the infrastructure, including the caverns in which
the experiments are housed. Eventually, the LHCC proposed approval of two
large general-purpose detectors, ATLAS and CMS, as well as two smaller more
specialized detectors, ALICE for heavy-ion physics and LHCb for the study of
matter-antimatter asymmetry.

Civil engineering
The first job was to decide where these detectors were to be located. The
LHC ring is segmented into eight identical arcs joined by eight 500-m Long
Straight Sections (LSS) labeled from 1 to 8. Four of these LSS (at Point 2, 4,
6 and 8) already contain experimental caverns in which the four LEP detec-
tors were located. These caverns were big enough to house the two smaller
experiments. ATLAS and CMS required much bigger caverns, where excava-
tion had to start while LEP was still running, the four even points therefore
being excluded. Point 3 lies in a very inhospitable location deep under the
Jura mountains and for various reasons, Point 7 could also be excluded.
There remained Point 1, conveniently situated opposite the CERN main cam-
pus and diametrically opposite to Point 5, the most remote of all. Needless
to say, there was considerable pressure from both ATLAS and CMS collab-
orations to get the more convenient Point 1. In the end, geology prevailed.
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15. A cross-section of the two-in-one
LHC bending magnet. The two rings 
are concentrated inside a single vacuum
vessel to save space (and money), 
see Fig. 10 of Chap. 4 for a more
detailed view.

Machine layout

b

b

b



Sample borings showed that Point 1 was much better suited for the larger cav-
ern required for ATLAS. CMS was allocated Point 5, which at least had the
advantage of being spared an endless flux of visitors. ALICE re-used the large
electromagnet of one of the old LEP experiments at Point 2 and LHCb was
assigned the cavern at Point 8.

The excavation of the large caverns at Points 1 and 5 posed different
problems. At Point 1, the cavern is the largest ever excavated in such ground
conditions. The work also had to continue whilst the LEP machine was still
operating. At Point 5, although the exploratory borings showed that there
was a lot of ground water to be traversed when sinking the shaft, the speed
of water flow took the team by surprise. Extensive ground freezing was nec-
essary to produce an ice wall around the shaft excavation.

An additional complication at Point 5 was that during the preparation
of the worksite, the foundations of an ancient Roman farm (4th century AD)
were discovered. Work was immediately stopped so that the mandatory arche-
ological investigation could be made. Articles of jewelry and coins minted in
London, Lyon and Ostia, the ancient harbor city 35 km south-west of Rome,
were found. The coins minted in London were dated 309-312 AD, proving
that in those days, the UK was part of the single European currency zone!
But at that time, they didn’t have a choice. One striking feature easily seen
from the air (Fig. 18), is the precise alignment of the villa with respect to the
boundaries of the present-day fields. This is evidence that the “cadastre”, or
land registry of today, is derived from the time of the Roman occupation.

A third civil engineering work package was the construction of two 
2.6-km-long tunnels connecting the SPS to the LHC and the two beam dump
tunnels and caverns.

It takes more than just magnets to make a particle accelerator. Once the four
straight sections were allocated to the detectors, the other four could be as-
signed to the essential machine utilities.

Figure 22 shows a schematic layout of the LHC ring. The two beams
cross from one ring to the other at the four collision Points 1, 2, 5 and 8;
elsewhere, they travel in separate vacuum chambers. They are transported
from the SPS through two 2.6-km-long tunnels. Due to the orientation of the
SPS with respect to the LHC, these tunnels join the LHC ring near Points 2
and 8. It was therefore necessary to integrate the injection systems for the two
beams into the straight sections of the ALICE and LHCb detectors.

16

16. Excavation of ATLAS. The cavern 
is the largest ever built in the type 
of rock encountered in the Geneva basin.

17. The inauguration of the ATLAS
cavern on June 4, 2003 in the presence
of the President of the Swiss
Confederation, Pascal Couchepin 
(fourth from the left).

Machine utilities
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18. Aerial view of Point 5 in 1998. 
In the bottom of the picture are 
the original buildings from LEP. The
foundations of a Roman farm from 
the 4th century can be seen top-center.
Note how its walls are aligned perfectly
with the boundaries of the surrounding
fields.

19. Roman coins found during
archeological excavations at Point 5. 
The larger coins are from Emperor
Maxentius minted in Ostia between 309
and 312 AD. The smaller coins are 
from the Emperor Constantine minted in
London and Lyon between 313 and 315.

20. An underground river made 
the excavation of the shaft of the CMS
cavern very difficult. A ring of pipes
carrying liquid nitrogen was used to form
a wall of ice inside which the shaft was
excavated and lined with concrete.
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21. On February 1, 2005, the CMS
cavern was inaugurated.

22. Schematic machine layout.

23. When protons are accelerated, 
the beam size becomes smaller. 
The collimators restrict the aperture 
to 12 mm at the injection energy but 
at 7 TeV they are closed to restrict 
the aperture to the size of the Iberian
Peninsula on a one-euro coin.
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Clockwise from Point 2, the long straight section at Point 3 lies deep
below the Jura mountains. It contains no experimental cavern from the LEP
days and moreover, it is known from the experience of excavating the LEP
tunnel that the geological conditions in this region are very difficult. Cracks
and fissures in the rock allow water to percolate from the very top of the
mountain, more than 1,000 m high, producing a large static water pressure.
In view of this it was decided that no additional civil engineering for tunnel
enlargement would be allowed in this region. It was therefore assigned to one
of the two collimation systems, which could be fitted into the existing tunnel.

Collimation is essential in a collider. As the beams are stored for many
hours, a halo of particles slowly builds up around the core, mainly due to
nonlinearities in the magnetic field or by the interaction of one beam with the
other (in a lepton machine this halo would be damped by synchrotron radia-
tion). If it were left uncontrolled, eventually particles would hit the vacuum
chamber wall, producing unacceptable background in the detectors and risk-
ing a quench (a transition from the superconducting state due to the accom-
panying temperature rise) in some of the magnets. Collimators are specially
designed motorized blocks that can be driven into the machine aperture to
“clean” the beam by removing the halo locally. The collimators constitute the
primary aperture restriction in the machine. When they are at their operating
positions, the machine aperture is equivalent to the size of the Iberian Penin-
sula on a one euro coin (Fig. 23)!

Point 4 is assigned to the all-important Radio Frequency (RF) accelera-
tion system. Acceleration is obtained by a longitudinal oscillating electric field
at a frequency of 400 Megahertz (MHz) in a set of resonant cavities. The elec-
tric field in the cavities is very high, in excess of 5 million volts per meter.
Once again, superconductivity comes to the rescue. The cavities are made of
copper but there is a thin film of niobium deposited on the inside surface.
When cooled with liquid helium, this film becomes superconducting, enabling
currents to flow in the cavity walls without loss.

Each revolution, the beam is given a small increase in energy as long as
the field is pointing in the right direction. To achieve this, the frequency of the
RF must be a precise harmonic of the revolution frequency so that each time
a particle comes around, the field is pointing in the same direction. As the en-
ergy slowly increases, the magnetic field must also rise to keep the beams in
the center of the vacuum chamber since the magnetic field required to bend a
particle on a constant radius is proportional to its energy. The RF system
needs considerable infrastructure and profits fully from the space available in
the old LEP cavern at Point 4.

At 7 TeV with nominal intensity, the stored energy in one of the beams
is 350 MJ, equivalent to more than 80 kg of TNT. If, for any reason this beam
is lost in an uncontrolled way, it can do considerable damage to machine com-
ponents, resulting in months of down-time. It is therefore essential to have a
system that can reliably extract the beams very quickly and deposit them on
special absorber blocks. This “beam-dump” system is located at Point 6 
(and described in detail in Chap. 4). A set of special magnets can be pulsed
very rapidly to kick the whole beam out of the machine in a single turn. The
extracted beams are transported 700 m in an evacuated pipe and deposited
on absorber blocks specially designed to take the enormous power.

The beam dump can be triggered by many sources, for instance, if an ex-
cessive beam loss on the collimators is detected or if a critical power supply
fails. It is also used routinely during operation; when the intensity in the beams



falls too low, the beams are “dumped” by the operators in order to prepare the
machine for the next filling cycle.

Finally, Point 7, like Point 3, contains a second collimation system.
The long straight sections each side of the four detectors house the equip-

ment needed to bring the beams together into a single vacuum chamber and
to focus them to a small spot with a radius of about 30 microns at the colli-
sion points inside the detectors.

The building of detectors has, for many years, been the subject of interna-
tional collaboration. CERN, as the host institute, is generally responsible for
providing the infrastructure including the experimental caverns and all the
services needed to run the detectors but plays a minor role in the construction
of the detectors themselves. These are managed by collaboration boards which
divide the work of building the different components among many collabo-
rating institutes and universities all around the world. This model has worked
surprisingly well over the years considering the fairly loose management struc-
ture which has no direct hierarchical control over individual institutes. The
common cause seems to be a very strong motivator in keeping individual in-
stitutes on track. This is the model that has been used for all four large detec-
tors of the LHC.

Each LHC experiment produces about 10 petabytes of data per year 
(1 PB = 1,000,000 GB). This corresponds to about 20 million DVDs. The
analysis of this data requires enormous computing power, equivalent to about
100,000 of today’s fastest PC processors. The collaborating institutes are
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24. The superconducting 
radio-frequency cavities at Point 4.

International collaboration



spread all over the world and need access to data locally. In order to address
these needs, an enormous amount of effort has been put into developing the
LHC Computing Grid. The Grid infrastructure ties together hundreds of thou-
sands of processors across the globe. Scientists can access data through the
Grid freely from their home institutes without having to know where it is
stored or where it is being processed. More details about the Grid are provided
in Chapter 5.6.

Although detector construction has a long tradition of broad interna-
tional collaboration, machine construction has generally been the sole re-
sponsibility of the host laboratory. However, in the case of the LHC, it was
necessary to find external collaborators to relieve the financial burden and the
load on CERN staff. External contributions, at least from the larger countries
were also needed to justify access to the LHC experimental program. In the
end, it has been a great success. Machine components have been built in
Canada, India, Japan, Russia and the USA in a similar way to the construc-
tion of the detectors. Extra manpower has also been provided by several of
CERN’s member states for the design of components and to help in the enor-
mous effort of commissioning the machine hardware. Without this help, the
LHC would not have been possible.

The construction of the LHC and its detectors has been a mammoth task.
Right across the board, technologies have been pushed to their limits. In the
following chapters, you will learn more about the fundamental scientific ob-
jectives of the LHC and of many aspects of construction of the machine and
the four detectors from the people who built them. You will also learn how
the challenge of finding the enormous computing power required to analyze
the vast amount of data coming from the LHC detectors has been met.

Finally, you will learn about the first great discovery, the Higgs boson,
from two of the founding fathers of the ATLAS and CMS experiments.

The LHC is truly a tribute to human ingenuity and of international col-
laboration on a massive scale.
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An invitation to explore the LHC



2.0
THE FUNDAMENTAL PHYSICS
BEHIND THE LHC
John Ellis
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The fundamental scientific purpose of the LHC is to explore the inner structure
of matter and the forces that govern its behavior, and thereby understand bet-
ter the present content of the Universe and its evolution since the Big Bang, and
possibly into the future. The unparalleled high energy of the LHC, which is de-
signed to be 7 TeV per proton in each colliding beam, and its enormous colli-
sion rate, which is planned to attain about a billion collisions per second,
enable the LHC to examine rare processes occurring at very small distances in-
side matter. It is a microscope able to explore the inner structure of matter on
scales an order of magnitude smaller than any previous collider. The energies
involved in these proton-proton collisions are similar to those in particle colli-
sions in the first trillionth of a second of the history of the Universe. By study-
ing these processes in the laboratory, the LHC experiments are, in a sense,
looking further back into time than is possible with any telescope.

Although the collision energies achieved with the LHC dwarf those
achieved with previous accelerators, they are nevertheless exceeded regularly
by the highest-energy cosmic rays striking the Earth. However, these collisions
are very difficult to observe, and their energies, locations and timings cannot
be controlled, unlike in the LHC. This control enables the LHC to study in de-
tail the processes occurring naturally in these cosmic processes, and unravel
the underlying physics.

At the energies and distances explored with previous accelerators, mat-
ter is described successfully by a very precise theory called the Standard Model
of particle physics, which is described in more detail in the next Section. Ac-
cording to the Standard Model, matter is composed of fundamental con-
stituents, fermions called quarks and leptons, and the forces between them
are carried by other particles, the fundamental bosons. Experiments at lower-
energy accelerators agree very well with the predictions of the Standard Model.

However, the Standard Model is incomplete, and raises – but leaves
unanswered – many fundamental questions. These include the origin of par-
ticle masses, the small difference between matter and antimatter, and the pos-
sible unification of the fundamental interactions. Moreover, the Standard
Model has no explanation for some of the basic puzzles of cosmology, such
as the origin of matter, and the natures of dark matter and dark energy. 

As discussed in this Chapter, there are high hopes that the LHC will
make breakthroughs in resolving at least some of these basic issues in physics
beyond the Standard Model and in cosmology. Indeed, LHC experiments



have already discovered a convincing candidate for the Higgs boson, the par-
ticle within the Standard Model that gives mass to other fundamental particles,
and its properties for evidence of physics beyond the Standard Model are now
being studied. In many extensions of the Standard Model, there are also high
hopes that experiments at the LHC will observe particles of dark matter. More-
over, if we are lucky, studies at the LHC of the differences between matter
and antimatter may cast light on the mechanism whereby matter came to dom-
inate over antimatter in the early Universe. The LHC may also provide some
circumstantial evidence for theories of all the particle interactions, e.g., by re-
vealing supersymmetry and/or extra dimensions of space, both of which are
essential ingredients in string theory.

The LHC is therefore poised to make many breakthroughs in the funda-
mental physics of matter and the Universe.

The Standard Model is based on the discoveries made in the early 20th century
that ordinary matter consists of electrons and nuclei, the latter being assemblages
of protons and neutrons. It was discovered in the second half of the 20th cen-
tury that protons and neutrons are themselves composite objects, made out of
(as far as we know today) fundamental particles called quarks. Experiments with
cosmic rays and accelerators have shown that there are six species of quark. To-
gether with the electron and two similar particles, the muon and tau lepton, and
their neutrino partners, these comprise the roster of the basic elementary parti-
cles that make up the Standard Model, displayed in Figure 1.

There are four fundamental forces acting on these elementary particles,
illustrated in Figure 2. Two of them are very familiar: electromagnetism, which
is the dominant force at the atomic and molecular scales, and gravity, which
is relatively unimportant at the distances and energies probed by accelerators,
though very important at macroscopic scales. In addition, there are two short-
range forces that are important at the elementary-particle level, namely the
strong and weak nuclear forces. The first of these holds nuclei together, and
the latter causes, among other phenomena, the beta decays of neutrons, heav-
ier quarks and leptons.

The Standard Model places these fundamental particles and the forces
between them on a solid theoretical basis that enables highly detailed calcu-
lations to be made for the strong, weak and electromagnetic forces between
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The Standard Model of particle physics

1. The fundamental building blocks 
of matter in the Standard Model.

2. The four fundamental forces: 
gravity, electromagnetism, and the weak
and strong nuclear forces.



the fundamental particles. Each of these forces is described classically by a
field extending through space, and is represented at the quantum level by the
exchange of some species of particle. In the case of electromagnetism, the field
quantum is the photon, as postulated by Einstein in 1905, the corresponding
quanta of the weak nuclear forces are the massive W and Z vector bosons dis-
covered at CERN in 1983, and the quantum of the strong nuclear forces is the
gluon, discovered at the Deutsches Elektronen Synchrotron (DESY) in 1979.
The corresponding quantum of the gravitational field is the hypothetical gravi-
ton, which has not been observed, though corresponding classical gravita-
tional waves have now been observed.

The great merit of the Standard Model is that it unifies the descriptions
of the strong, weak and electromagnetic forces, and enables accurate calcula-
tions of their effects to be made. In particular, one can reliably calculate quan-
tum corrections to processes involving these forces, as was first shown by
Gerardus ‘t Hooft and Martinus Veltman in 1970. Subsequent theoretical cal-
culations made using the Standard Model agree very well with data taken at
accelerators that have operated at lower energies than the LHC, such as
CERN’s LEP electron-positron accelerator in the 1990s and the proton-an-
tiproton collider at Fermilab. In particular, data taken at LEP agreed with the
Standard Model at the per-mille level, this success enabled the mass of the top
quark to be predicted successfully before its discovery at Fermilab. Subse-
quently, ‘t Hooft and Veltman shared the 1996 Nobel Physics Prize for mak-
ing the success of the Standard Model possible.

However, these theoretical calculations were valid only with an ingredient
that was missing until its discovery at the LHC in 2012, namely the Higgs
boson. Without this missing ingredient, the calculations would yield incom-
prehensible infinite results. The agreement of the data with the calculations im-
plied not only that the Higgs boson (or something equivalent) must exist, but
also suggested that its mass would be well within the reach of the LHC, as is
now known to be the case.

Why should this Higgs boson exist, and were there any alternatives? In
the underlying equations of the Standard Model, none of the elementary par-
ticles appear to have masses. However, in the real world only the photon and
gluon, the carriers of the electromagnetic and strong nuclear interactions, re-
spectively, are massless. All the other elementary particles are massive, with
the W and Z vector bosons and the top quark weighing as much as decent-
sized nuclei. The underlying symmetry between the different particles of the
Standard Model must be broken, so that some may acquire masses while oth-
ers remain massless.

There are two ways to break the underlying symmetry of the Standard
Model. The preferred way is to respect the symmetry in the fundamental equa-
tions, but look for an asymmetric solution to them, much as the reader and
writer are lopsided solutions for physical equations that have no preferred ori-
entation. In the Standard Model, the breaking of the symmetry is thought to
be present already in the lowest-energy state, namely the so-called vacuum.
This “spontaneous” symmetry breaking is ascribed to a field that permeates all
space, taking a specific value that can be calculated from the underlying equa-
tions, but with a random orientation in the internal “space” of particles that
possesses the underlying symmetry. This arbitrary choice of direction hides the
underlying symmetry of the theory.
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The Holy Grail of particle physics



This idea was first exploited in condensed-matter physics by Phil Anderson
and others, and related ideas were introduced into particle physics by Yoichiro
Nambu, winner of half of the 2008 Nobel Physics Prize. The idea that this
mechanism might be used to provide masses for vector bosons was suggested
by Robert Brout and Francois Englert, and independently by Peter Higgs. As
incorporated into the Standard Model, their mechanism requires some ele-
mentary particles to remain massless, such as the photon, but gives masses to
others, such as the electron, the quarks and the W and Z vector bosons, in pro-
portion to their couplings to this vacuum Brout-Englert-Higgs (BEH) field.

An analogy may help the reader to visualize how this BEH mechanism
works. Imagine a flat, featureless snowfield, extending uniformly throughout
space. Now consider a skier crossing it: s/he glides rapidly across the snow
without sinking into it, much as a massless particle such as the photon (which
does not interact with the BEH field) always travels very fast, namely at the
speed of light. Consider next a snowshoer crossing the snowfield: s/he sinks
a bit into the snow and moves more slowly than the skier, rather like a mas-
sive particle that interacts with the BEH field, which thereby acquires a mass
and always travels slower than light. Finally, consider a hiker: s/he sinks
deeply into the snow and moves very slowly, just like a particle with large
mass that interacts strongly with the BEH field.

Just as the electromagnetic field has a quantum particle associated with
it, namely the photon, this vacuum BEH field would also have an associated
quantum particle: a snowflake, if you like! This is the long-awaited Higgs
boson, so-called because Higgs was the first to notice that its existence is an
inevitable consequence of the theory. It became the Holy Grail of particle
physics, and was the first objective of the large LHC experiments, ATLAS and
CMS. Unfortunately, the Standard Model made no a priori prediction as to
what the mass of the Higgs boson might be.

Experiments at LEP told us only that it must weigh at least 114 GeV
(about 120 times the mass of the proton). If its mass were less than about 200
GeV, the Fermilab proton-antiproton collider might have been able to find
some hint of the existence of the Higgs boson before the LHC came into oper-
ation. In the event, however, the Tevatron collider experiments were able only
to exclude the possibility that it weighed between around 160 and 170 GeV.
Just as LEP measurements were used to successfully predict the mass of the top
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3. Simulation of the production 
and decay of a Higgs boson into 
an electron and positron (which deposit
their energies on the right side, seen as
two blue towers) and a muon-antimuon 
pair (seen as the yellow lines 
on the left side).



quark, they and the more recent Tevatron measurements of the masses of the
W vector boson and the top quark suggested (within the Standard Model)
that the Higgs boson should weigh less than about 140 GeV.

The large LHC experiments, ATLAS and CMS, set out to look for the
Higgs boson in several different ways. The Higgs boson was predicted to be
unstable and decay into other particles, such as photons, bottom quarks, tau
leptons, W or Z bosons. One simulation of Higgs boson production and decay
at the LHC is shown in Figure 3. Searching for these different decay modes and
combining them, it was expected that the LHC experiments should be able to
find the Higgs boson even if it weighed as much as 1 TeV. In the event, a can-
didate for the Higgs boson was discovered during the first couple of years of
LHC operation, setting the seal on the success of the Standard Model.

Hopes were high when the LHC started making substantial numbers of colli-
sions at 7 TeV in the centre of mass in 2011. In December of that year, the
ATLAS and CMS experiments presented preliminary results from their
searches for the Higgs boson, and both reported intriguing hints at a mass
around 125 GeV. In 2012 the LHC made collisions at 8 TeV, and by June had
accumulated as many collisions as in all of 2011. On July 4, 2012, the ATLAS
and CMS experiments both announced that they had detected a new particle
with mass around 125 GeV at 5-standard-deviation significance, the “gold
standard” in particle physics. It was observed primarily via its decays into pairs
of photons and into quartets of charged leptons from pairs of Z bosons, with
supporting hints also in pairs of W bosons. The question then became, was
this new particle the (a) Higgs boson, or perhaps some impostor with differ-
ent spin and/or parity (the Higgs boson was predicted to have spin zero and
positive parity) with non-standard couplings to other particles (the Higgs
boson was predicted to have couplings proportional to their masses). 

With the impending confirmation or disproof of the Brout-Englert-Higgs idea,
and even after the discovery of this new particle, many theorists were ex-
pressing doubts and staking their claims to alternative scenarios that went be-
yond the Standard Model.

One popular suggestion was that the Higgs boson might not be an “ele-
mentary” particle in the same sense as the quarks, leptons and photon, but
might be composed of more elementary constituents. This scenario would be
analogous to the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory of superconductiv-
ity, in which the photon acquires an effective mass by interacting with Cooper
pairs of electrons that are bound together. The analogy in particle physics
would be to replace the elementary BEH field by a composite object made
out of some new, as-yet-unknown matter particles held together by super-
strong, as-yet-unknown forces.

It was rather difficult to reconcile this BCS-inspired composite alternative
with the accurate data available from LEP and the Tevatron, but some en-
thusiasts continued to pursue this possibility. Such a scenario would in gen-
eral predict non-standard couplings for the Higgs-like particle and a
cornucopia of new, heavy particles, the excited bound states of the new, as-
yet-unknown matter particles, which would certainly be exciting for the LHC!

The most radical alternative to the Higgs hypothesis is to exploit a differ-
ent way of breaking the Standard Model symmetry, namely to postulate that,
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If not the Higgs boson, then what?

The discovery of a new particle



while the underlying equations are indeed symmetric, their solution is subject to
boundary conditions that break the symmetry. What boundary, since space is ap-
parently infinite, or at least very large compared to the scale of particle physics?
The answer is that there may be additional, very small dimensions of space
with edges where the symmetry between the different particles may be broken.

Such models would have no Higgs boson, but predicted a different spin-
zero particle, the “radion” which would be related to the sizes of the extra di-
mensions. Many such theories also predicted that there might be an excited
state of the spin-two graviton that might be detected at the LHC and could be
confused with the Higgs boson.

The LHC experiments gathered much more data in the second half of 2012,
and set to work to characterize the newly discovered particle. Many measure-
ments were made of its decays into pairs of photons, Z and W bosons: all were
consistent with Standard Model expectations and excluded negative-parity and
spin-two impostors with great confidence. The new particle was observed also
to decay into tau leptons with high significance. All measurements were con-
sistent with the expectation that Higgs couplings to other particles should be
proportional to their masses, as seen in Figure 4, and constrained strongly al-
ternative composite models. For these reasons, the Physics Class of the Swedish
Academy awarded the 2013 Nobel Physics Prize to François Englert and Peter
Higgs, stating that “Beyond any reasonable doubt, it is a Higgs boson”.

The discovery of the Higgs boson has set the seal on the Standard Model.
However, as mentioned in the opening paragraph, there are plenty of other
reasons to expect new physics beyond the Standard Model. Specifically, there
are good reasons to expect new physics at the TeV energy scale, within reach
of experiments at the LHC. Indeed, some might consider these to be the pri-
mary motivations for the leap into the unknown that the LHC represents, even
more than the iconic Higgs boson.
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If the Higgs boson, then what?

Beyond any reasonable doubt, it is a Higgs boson

4. Compilation of measurements of the
Higgs couplings to massive bosons and
fermions (solid red line, green and yellow
bands at the 68 and 95% confidence
levels), which are very consistent with
the Standard Model (dashed blue line).
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For example, it is generally thought that the elementary Higgs boson of
the Standard Model probably could not exist in isolation. Specifically, within
the Standard Model one can calculate the overall energy of the vacuum as a
function of the magnitude of the BEH field. There are two potential disasters,
the Scylla and Charybdis of Higgs physics! For example, if the mass of the
Higgs boson were too large, the energy of the BEH field would grow, and
there would be nothing in the Standard Model to prevent it from becoming
infinitely large: the Higgs Scylla. Presumably some new physics beyond the
Standard Model comes in to damp down the over-enthusiastic BEH field en-
ergy, but what? Alternatively, if the mass of the Higgs boson were too small,
the energy of the BEH field would actually evolve into a bottomless pit at
large field values, and our present vacuum would be unstable, and would
eventually decay into this Higgs Charybdis.

The measured value of the mass of the Higgs boson lies within the range
where the present vacuum is unstable, according to the Standard Model. Cal-
culations indicate that the rate of this decay would be very slow, but also sug-
gest that (most of) the Universe would have plunged into the Higgs Charybdis
when it was very young. It is therefore thought that some new physics beyond
the Standard Model must intervene to block off the descent into this Charybdis.

The new physics required to avert this theoretical disaster might look a
lot like supersymmetry, the cure-all theory that also has many other motiva-
tions, as we will now discuss.

The first of these is provided by the difficulties that arise when one cal-
culates quantum corrections to the mass of the Higgs boson. Not only are
these corrections infinite in the Standard Model, but, if the usual procedure is
adopted of controlling them by cutting the theory off at some high energy or
short distance, the net result depends on the square of the cutoff scale. This
implies that, if the Standard Model is embedded in some more complete the-
ory that kicks in at high energy, such as a grand unified theory of the particle
interactions or a quantum theory of gravity, the mass of the Higgs boson
would be very sensitive to the details of this high-energy theory. This would
make it difficult to understand why the Higgs boson has a (relatively) low
mass and, by extension, why the scale of the weak interactions is so much
smaller than that of unification or quantum gravity.

One might be tempted simply to wish away this “hierarchy problem”, by
postulating that the underlying parameters of the theory are tuned very finely,
so that the net value of the Higgs boson mass obtained after adding in the
quantum corrections is surprisingly small, as the result of some sneaky can-
cellation. This is probably mathematically possible, but it seems physically
unreasonable, even unnatural.

Surely it would be more satisfactory either to abolish the extreme sensi-
tivity to the quantum corrections, or to cancel them in some systematic man-
ner. Indeed, this used to be one of the primary motivations for believing that
the Higgs boson might be composite. In that case, the Higgs boson would
have a finite size, which would cut the pesky quantum corrections off at some
relatively low scale. In that case, as already mentioned, the LHC might dis-
cover a cornucopia of new particles with masses around this cutoff scale,
which should be near a TeV, or at least the interactions of the W and Z bosons
would be modified in an observable way.
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The alternative is to cancel the quantum corrections systematically, which is
where supersymmetry could come in. Supersymmetry is a very elegant theory
that would pair up fermions, such as the quarks and leptons that make up or-
dinary matter, with bosons, such as the photon, gluon, W and Z that carry
forces between the matter particles, or even the Higgs boson itself. Super-
symmetry also seems to be essential for making a consistent quantum theory
of gravity based on string theory (of which more later). However, these ele-
gant arguments give no clue as to what energies would be required to observe
supersymmetry in nature.

The first practical argument that supersymmetry might appear near the
TeV scale was provided by the hierarchy problem: in a supersymmetric the-
ory, since for each fermion there is a corresponding boson, the quantum cor-
rections due to the effects of fermions and bosons cancel each other
systematically, and the large hierarchy of mass scales in physics no longer ap-
pears unnatural. The residual quantum corrections to the mass of the Higgs
boson would be small if differences in masses between supersymmetric part-
ner particles were less than about 1 TeV. Why this should be the case is an-
other question, but at least the naturalness aspect of the hierarchy problem is
solved.

The only snag is that the fermions and bosons of the Standard Model do
not pair up with each other in a neat supersymmetric manner. Therefore, this
theory would require each of the Standard Model particles to be accompa-
nied by an as-yet-unseen supersymmetric partner. This hypothesis may seem
profligate, but at least it predicts a ‘scornucopia’ of new particles that should
weigh less than about 1 TeV, and hence could be discovered by the LHC.

In the wake of this hierarchy argument, at least five other reasons have
surfaced for thinking that supersymmetric particles might weigh about 1 TeV.

Historically, the next was that, in many supersymmetric models, the
lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) would be an ideal candidate for dark
matter. Astrophysicists and cosmologists tell us that some 80% of the matter
in the Universe is made of some invisible stuff of a different nature from visi-
ble matter, as seen in Figure 5. Explaining dark matter requires some new
physics beyond the Standard Model, and supersymmetry is an ideal candi-
date. This is because the LSP is stable if a suitable combination of baryon and
lepton numbers is conserved. This is indeed what happens in the minimal su-
persymmetric extension of the Standard Model, as well as in simple models
of grand unification and neutrino masses. In this case, the stable LSPs would
be left over as relics from very early in the Big Bang, and calculations of their
abundance yield a density of dark matter in the range favored by astrophysics

5. The cosmic “pizza” has a strange
combination of “toppings”: the density 
of cold dark matter is several times
larger than that of conventional visible
matter. CMB stands for cosmic
microwave background.

Why supersymmetry?



and cosmology if the LSP weighs at most a few hundred GeV, probably put-
ting it within reach of the LHC.

The third motivation for low-mass supersymmetric particles was the ob-
servation that they would facilitate the unification of the strong, weak and
electromagnetic forces in some simple grand unified theory. Starting from the
strengths of the fundamental strong, weak and electromagnetic forces meas-
ured at LEP, it was possible to extrapolate them to much higher energies. In
a grand unified theory, one would expect the coupling strengths of the three
basic forces of the Standard Model to become equal at some high energy. This
is not the case in the Standard Model, as seen in the left panel of Figure 6.
However, if one adds to the particles of the Standard Model the effects of their
hypothetical supersymmetric partners, and assumes that their masses are
about 1 TeV, there is a high energy (around 1016 GeV) where all the Standard
Model forces have equal strengths, as seen in the right panel of Figure 6, and
grand unification becomes conceivable.

A fourth argument was that simple theories with low-energy supersym-
metry predicted that the Higgs boson should weigh less than about 130 GeV.
As discussed above, this is in perfect agreement with the measured mass of
125 GeV.

A fifth motivation for low-energy supersymmetry is the desire to avoid
the Higgs Charybdis of an unstable vacuum, as also discussed above.

Finally, mention should be made of the one low-energy experiment that
does not agree prima facie with the Standard Model: the measurement of the
magnetic moment of the muon. The corresponding measurement for the elec-
tron agrees with the Standard Model to many decimal places and is the most
accurate verification of quantum electrodynamics. However, the experimental
agreement with the Standard Model calculation is not so good for the muon.
The situation is not clear-cut, because the Standard Model calculation requires
input from other experiments, specifically either low-energy positron-electron
(e+e–) annihilation or the decays of tau leptons into hadrons. Using e+e– data
generally yields a significant discrepancy with the experimental value of the
magnetic moment of the muon, whereas the discrepancy is not so significant
if tau decay data are used. Therefore, it is not clear whether new physics be-
yond the Standard Model is required at all. However, if it is needed, super-
symmetry would fit the bill perfectly.

Run 1 of the LHC has added yet another reason to like supersymmetry
(in addition to successfully predicting the Higgs mass and stabilizing the pres-
ent vacuum, as mentioned above), because supersymmetry also correctly pre-
dicted that the couplings of the Higgs boson should resemble those of the
Higgs boson in the Standard Model.
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6. When extrapolating the strengths 
of the Standard Model couplings to high
energies, they do not unify if only 
the Standard Model particles are
included (left panel), but could unify 
if supersymmetric particles are included
(right panel).
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So, there are at least seven reasons for hoping to find supersymmetry at
the LHC. However, to paraphrase Richard Feynman, if you had one good
reason you would not need to mention seven! Nevertheless, I consider su-
persymmetry to be the best motivated extension of the Standard Model.

Supersymmetry could be a bonanza for the LHC, with many different types
of supersymmetric particles waiting to be discovered. In many models, the
LHC would produce pairs of strongly-interacting sparticles, either gluinos (the
supersymmetric partners of the gluons) or squarks (the supersymmetric part-
ners of the quarks). These would subsequently decay rapidly via various in-
termediate supersymmetric particles, such as the supersymmetric partners of
the W, Z and Higgs bosons, or sleptons (the supersymmetric partners of lep-
tons), yielding finally a pair of LSPs that would carry energy away invisibly.
In this scenario, the key experimental signature would be an imbalance in the
transverse momenta carried by the visible particles, as seen in Figure 7.

Many such scenarios have been simulated in the ATLAS and CMS detec-
tors, with the conclusion that supersymmetry could be discovered in a large part
of the parameter space of supersymmetric models. In favorable cases, the masses
of several intermediate particles produced in the cascades could be recon-
structed. With a bit of luck, one might learn enough about the supersymmetric
spectrum to be able to calculate what the supersymmetric dark matter density
should be, so as to compare the result with astrophysical estimates. It would
truly be a tremendous connection between microphysics and macrophysics if
one was able to verify the nature of cosmological dark matter in this way.

Further cause for optimism is given by a global fit to experimental data,
with the precise measurements of electroweak quantities, including the mag-
netic moment of the muon, as well as the cosmological estimate of the cold
dark matter density. In some of the simplest supersymmetric models, the masses
favored for the supersymmetric particles place them within the range accessible
to future runs of the LHC as shown in Figure 8. However, it is also possible that
supersymmetric particles might be too heavy to be produced at the LHC.

It is also possible that supersymmetry might have a rather different ex-
perimental signature at the LHC. The classic missing-energy signature would
hold if the LSP is some combination of the supersymmetric partners of the W,
Z, Higgs boson and photon, called a neutralino. Another possibility is that
the LSP is the supersymmetric partner of the graviton, the gravitino. In this
case, the next-to-lightest supersymmetric particle (NLSP) might well be
metastable, decaying into the gravitino only via gravitational-strength inter-
actions. There are various possibilities for this NLSP: for example, it might
be a sneutrino (supersymmetric partner of a neutrino), or a charged slepton

7. Simulation of the production of a pair
of heavy supersymmetric particles 
at the LHC, followed by their decays into
invisible dark matter particles, leaving 
an apparent imbalance in the tranverse
momentum.

Supersymmetry at the LHC?
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(supersymmetric partner of a charged lepton), or a stop squark (supersym-
metric partner of a top quark). The sneutrino NLSP case would give a classic
missing-transverse-momentum signature, but a charged slepton would have a
distinctive signature as a metastable charged particle, and a stop squark would
not only be metastable, but would would form bound states that changed
charge as they passed through the detector.

These examples show that the experimental signature of supersymmetry
may be very different from what would be expected in simple models. The
LHC experiments must keep their eyes open for the unexpected!

Postulating a composite Higgs boson or supersymmetry are not the only
strategies that have been proposed for dealing with the hierarchy problem.
Another suggestion, already mentioned above, has been to postulate addi-
tional dimensions of space. Clearly, space is three-dimensional on the scales
that we know it so far, but the idea that there might be additional dimensions
curled up so small as to be invisible has been in the air since it was first pro-
posed by Kaluza and Klein over 80 years ago. This idea has gained currency
in recent years with the realization that string theory predicts the existence of
extra dimensions of space. 

According to string theory, elementary particles are not the idealized
points of Euclidean geometry, but are instead objects extended in one di-
mension (the eponymous strings) or as membranes in more dimensions. In
order for the quantum theory of strings to be consistent, they have to move
in a space with more than the usual three dimensions. In the original formu-
lations of strings without fundamental fermions, there were thought to be 25
spatial dimensions. However, supersymmetry seems to be (almost) essential
for the consistency of string theory, in which case it was thought that 9 spa-
tial dimensions were needed. Subsequently this was increased to 10 in the
general formulation known as M theory.

Initially, it was thought that these extra space dimensions should be very
small, curled up on scales that might be as small as the Planck length, namely

8. In the simplest minimal
supersymmetric model, much of the
preferred ranges of the fundamental
supersymmetric boson mass m0
and fermion mass m1/2, which are
surrounded by the red (68% confidence
level) and blue contour (95% confidence
level), lie within the reach of the LHC
(dashed purple contour). The solid purple
line shows the limits obtained during 
Run 1 of the LHC, and the colored
shadings correspond to different
mechanisms for fixing the dark 
matter density.

If not supersymmetry, then what?
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around 10–33 cm. However, subsequently it was realized that at least some of
these new dimensions could be much larger, possibly even large enough to
have consequences observable at the LHC.

If the extra dimensions are curled up on a sufficiently large scale, ATLAS
and CMS might be able to see excitations of Standard Model particles, or even
the graviton, which appear when particles spiral around an extra dimension as
they move through the usual three-dimensional space. The spectroscopy of
these “Kaluza-Klein excitations” might, in some extra-dimensional theories, be
as rich as that of supersymmetry. If so, how to tell which cornucopia the LHC
uncovers? There are significant differences in the relations between, for exam-
ple, the masses of the partners of quarks and leptons in supersymmetric theo-
ries and those with large extra dimensions. Moreover, the spins of the
Kaluza-Klein excitations would be the same as those of their Standard Model
progenitors, whereas the spins of supersymmetric partners would be different.
These underlying differences translate into characteristic differences in the spec-
tra of decay products in the two classes of model and into distinctive correla-
tions between them. Studies indicate that ATLAS and CMS should be able to
distinguish between real extra dimensions and their supersymmetric imitators.

It is amusing that, in some theories with extra dimensions, the lightest
Kaluza-Klein particle (LKP) might be stable, rather like the LSP in supersym-
metric models. In this case, the LKP would be another candidate for astro-
physical dark matter. Thus, there is more than one way in which LHC physics
beyond the Standard Model might explain the origin of dark matter. Fortu-
nately, as discussed in the previous paragraph, tools seem to be available for
distinguishing between them.

One of the most dramatic possibilities offered by speculations about
extra dimensions is that gravity might become strong as it spreads into these
extra dimensions, possibly at energies close to a TeV. In this case, according
to some variants of string theory, microscopic black holes might be produced
by the LHC. The theory that predicts these microscopic black holes also pre-
dicts that they would be very short-lived, decaying rapidly via Hawking radi-
ation, as shown in Figure 9. Measurements of this radiation would offer a
unique laboratory window on the mysteries of quantum gravity. The micro-
scopic black holes would emit energetic photons, leptons, quarks and neutri-
nos, providing distinctive experimental signatures. In particular, the neutrinos
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9. Simulation of the production 
of a microscopic black hole at the LHC,
followed by its decay via Hawking
radiation.



would carry away even more invisible energy than the supersymmetric mod-
els discussed previously.

It has been suggested that microscopic black holes might instead be sta-
ble, and concern has been expressed that they might then gobble up the mat-
ter in the Earth and threaten humanity. Any such fears are groundless.

Independently from the argument that black holes should decay via
Hawking radiation, elementary quantum physics would predict that any ob-
ject produced by the collision of a pair of particles would be able to decay
back into them. Since microscopic black holes would be produced, at the el-
ementary-particle level, by the collisions of quarks and gluons, they should
be able to decay back into the same particles.

Nevertheless, what if some microscopic black hole was stable? Recall
that the Earth has been bathed in cosmic rays for billions of years, ever since
it was formed, and some of the cosmic rays hit the Earth with higher energies
than those the LHC will achieve. We calculate that the entire LHC experi-
mental program has already been carried out on Earth some 100,000 times,
and that every second it is being carried out over 1013 times by cosmic-ray
collisions with stars throughout the visible Universe. If there was any danger
from the paltry LHC collisions, the Earth, Sun and other stars would not exist.

There is an apparent loophole in this argument, namely that objects pro-
duced at the LHC would tend to be moving more slowly than the same ob-
jects produced in cosmic-ray collisions. However, detailed analysis shows that
this does not invalidate the basic argument. Electrically charged black holes
would stop inside the Earth or Sun even if they were produced by cosmic rays,
and neutral black holes would stop inside neutron stars or white dwarfs. The
fact that the Earth and Sun continue to exist, and that long-lived neutron stars
and white dwarfs also exist, tells us that cosmic rays do not produce danger-
ous black holes capable of eating the planet. Therefore, neither will the lower-
energy and less copious LHC collisions.

In the previous two sections we discussed ways in which the LHC could cast
light on the dark matter in the Universe: is there any way in which it might
help explain the origin of conventional matter? As was first pointed out by the
Russian physicist Andrei Sakharov in 1967, the fact that matter and antimat-
ter have slightly different properties, as discovered in the laboratory in the de-
cays of K mesons, could enable particle physics to explain the origin of the
matter in the Universe. The other ingredients in the Sakharov mechanism are
forces that generate matter, which are predicted in grand unified theories and
even in the Standard Model, but have never been seen, and some non-equi-
librium process in the early Universe. Combining these ingredients, the
amount of matter could have come to slightly exceed the amount of antimat-
ter during the evolution of the Universe, all the antimatter would subsequently
have annihilated with matter particles to form radiation, and the small resid-
ual excess of matter is what we see in the Universe today.

The matter-antimatter differences seen in the laboratory, in both K and
B meson decays, are in very good agreement with the mechanism of Makoto
Kobayashi and Toshihide Maskawa, which operates within the Standard
Model. Their mechanism requires six or more quarks, which seemed rather far-
fetched when they proposed it in 1973, at a time when only three quarks were
known. Their insight was rightfully recognized with the other half of the 2008
Nobel Physics Prize.
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The origin of the matter in the Universe?



However, the Kobayashi-Maskawa mechanism in the Standard Model
and the matter-antimatter differences seen in the laboratory so far would not
have yielded enough matter. The differences are just not large enough, and a
suitable non-equilibrium process in the early Universe has not been identified.
The latest epoch at which such a process might have occurred was when the
BEH mechanism switched on in the early Universe, when typical particle en-
ergies were about 100 GeV or so. However, in the Standard Model the BEH
mechanism would have switched on very smoothly, and the Universe would
have stayed in thermal equilibrium.

The Sakharov mechanism could work at the 100 GeV energy scale if
there were additional sources of matter-antimatter differences, and if there
were additional light bosonic particles around that would make the BEH
mechanism switch on more jerkily. Both of these features might be present in
new physics at the TeV scale that would be accessible to the LHC. For exam-
ple, supersymmetry allows many more possibilities for differences between
the properties of matter and antimatter than are possible in the Standard
Model, some of which might be able to explain the amount of matter in the
Universe. Furthermore, some supersymmetric bosons might be relatively light,
helping to make the evolution of the Universe jerkier.

This provides one of the motivations for the LHCb experiment, which is
dedicated to probing the differences between matter and antimatter, notably
looking for discrepancies with the Standard Model. In particular, LHCb has
unique capabilities for probing the decays of mesons containing both bottom
and strange quarks, the constituents of the B and K mesons that were probed
in other experiments on matter-antimatter differences. There are also many
other ways to explore the physics of matter and antimatter, and the ATLAS
and CMS experiments are contributing to this, in particular, by searching for
rare decays of mesons containing bottom quarks. So far, the LHC measure-
ments have not found any clear-cut disagreements with the Standard Model,
though there are some intriguing discrepancies.
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10. The phase diagram for nuclear
matter. In the bottom left corner,
quarks and gluons are confined into
hadrons, whereas at high temperatures
they are deconfined. Other accelerators
explore the transition at non-zero net
baryon density, whereas the LHC will
explore physics at low net baryon
density, similar to that in the early
Universe.
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If they detect any new particles beyond the Standard Model at the TeV
scale, the question will immediately arise whether this new physics distinguishes
between matter and antimatter, and whether or not this new physics could ex-
plain the origin of the matter in the Universe. For example, if the Higgs boson
is discovered at the LHC, are its couplings to matter and antimatter the same?
If supersymmetry is discovered at the LHC, do sparticles and antisparticles
behave in the same way? There are testable scenarios in which matter-anti-
matter differences in the Higgs or sparticle sector could be responsible for the
origin of the matter in the Universe.

In discussing the relations between LHC physics and the early Universe, we
have been assuming implicitly the conventional Big Bang theory of the Uni-
verse. This was motivated initially by the present-day Hubble expansion, and
subsequently by the observation of the cosmic microwave background radia-
tion. This tells us that the Universe was once about a thousand times hotter
and smaller than it is today, containing no atoms but only electrons, light
ions and radiation. Currently, our earliest window into the Universe is the
successful comparison between the light-element abundances observed by as-
trophysicists and those calculated by cosmologists using particle and nuclear
physics within the standard Big Bang model. This tells us that the Universe
was once about a billion times smaller and hotter than today, with a temper-
ature around a billion degrees and typical particle energies around 1 MeV.

The LHC will help us look back further in time. By colliding relativistic
heavy nuclei, it will create regions with effective temperatures around a trillion
degrees, with typical particle energies approaching a GeV. At that epoch, it is
thought that quarks and gluons acted as free particles, whereas afterwards
they were confined inside hadrons. As the Universe cooled, the free quarks
would have converted into hadrons, and the LHC will be able to recreate this
quark-hadron transition on a microscopic scale, as illustrated in Figure 10.

Theorists have various ways to calculate the behavior of the primordial
plasma and the nature of this transition, which can be tested by the ALICE ex-
periment, in particular. One of the most exciting new theoretical approaches
uses techniques borrowed from string theory, which relate the strongly-inter-
acting plasma just above the transition temperature to a weakly-interacting
gravitational system in five dimensions. According to this picture, the primor-
dial plasma may be the most perfect fluid ever observed, with a viscosity even
lower than the superfluid helium that cools the LHC magnets! These theoret-
ical calculations are consistent with the LHC measurements so far, reinforcing
our confidence in our description of the very early Universe and reducing the
uncertainties in our speculations about the origins of visible and dark matter.

Even after the first full-energy collisions of the LHC took place, it took some
time for the accelerator to build up to its designed nominal collision rate.
Much of the initial operation served to test our understanding of the Standard
Model, for example, by looking at the production of jets of strongly-interact-
ing particles and measuring the properties of the W and Z bosons and the
top quark. So far no surprises have emerged, but maybe the higher luminosi-
ties of Run 2 and beyond will show that quarks are composite, or perhaps
there are additional W, Z or Higgs bosons?

Recreating the primordial plasma

Into the future
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Run 1 of the LHC discovered the Higgs boson, and Run 2 is measuring
more of its properties, such as its couplings to top and bottom quarks, and per-
haps to muons.

Run 2 also offers good prospects for discovering other new particles such
as those predicted by supersymmetry, if they are not very heavy. Run 2 might
also enable many properties of supersymmetric or any other new particles to
be checked, e.g., whether their spins are the same or different from those of
their Standard Model counterparts.

What might be possible using the LHC, beyond these planned phases of
exploitation? One possibility is to add new components to the existing ATLAS
and CMS detectors that could provide new ways to study the Higgs boson.
Another possibility is that supersymmetric or other new particles might show
up in unexpected ways. For example, in some supersymmetric scenarios there
would be a metastable charged particle that would have quite distinctive ex-
perimental signatures, and it might be interesting to devise new detectors to
explore this possibility in more detail.

It is planned to increase the LHC collision rate significantly beyond the
nominal value. This possibility will be interesting for detailed studies of the
Higgs boson, and will also be particularly interesting if Run 2 of the LHC dis-
covers new physics with a very low production rate, perhaps because it has a
high-energy threshold. Some increase in the LHC collision rate will be
achieved by redesigning the collision points using new magnet technologies,
and it is also planned to upgrade at least some of CERN’s lower-energy ac-
celerators so as to feed more intense beams into the LHC. The first step in this
program, the construction of a new low-energy linear accelerator, has already
started, and other technical schemes for increasing the LHC collisionrate are
now being implemented.

Particle physics stands on the brink of a new era, with the LHC poised
to make the first exploration of physics in the TeV energy range. There are
good reasons to hope that the LHC will find additional new physics beyond
the Standard Model and the Higgs boson, but no guarantees. The most one
can say for now is that the LHC has the potential to revolutionize particle
physics, and that in a few years’ time we should know what course this revo-
lution will take. Does the Higgs boson behave in the same way as in the Stan-
dard Model? Will space reveal new properties at small distances, such as extra
dimensions or supersymmetry? Will experiments at the LHC cast light on
some fundamental cosmological questions, such as the origin of matter or the
nature of dark matter? Whatever may be the answers to these questions, or
whatever other surprises the LHC may provide, it will surely set the agenda
for the next steps in fundamental physics.





3.1
THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE LHC
Lessons in Big Science 
Management and Contracting
Anders Unnervik
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The world’s largest and most complex scientific instrument ever conceived
could not have been built without good organization, innovative procurement
and careful oversight. In addition, the completion of an instrument on this
scale, in the context of a vast international collaboration and a nine-figure – yet
extremely tight – budget, had to take the following constraints into account:
. some of the most important technologies, production methods and instru-

ments required did not yet exist at the start of the project;
. spending had to take account of national interests and ensure a fair indus-

trial return to the member states;
. the procurement service had to navigate the risks of lowest-bidder eco-

nomics and work out how to balance the need for innovation and creativ-
ity against quality control and strict procurement procedures;

. due to the tight budget and schedule, the impact of long lead times for es-
sential components and tooling, as well as business failures, cost overruns,
disputes, etc. had to be minimized.

In the first part of this Chapter, we will present the project’s starting phi-
losophy and discuss how it evolved once the work actually got under way,
using a number of specific examples. In particular, we will show how the man-
agement of the perceived risk from the supplier perspective was minimized,
thus significantly reducing cost estimates and keeping the LHC very close to
on-budget performance.

2. ATLAS toroid magnet end cap being
transported to ATLAS Point 1.

1. Delivery of an LHC cryogenic dipole
magnet to the CERN.
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3. Total contract expenditure for the LHC
project broken down into its main
components.

Table 1. Breakdown of main LHC costs,
including personnel costs. Figures are in
millions of Swiss francs.

The total amount charged to the CERN budget for the LHC project was
4.3 billion CHF. This amount includes CERN’s share of the expenses for
R&D, machine construction, tests and pre-operation, LHC computing, as well
as CERN’s contribution to the cost of the detectors. It is important to note that
this figure does not include CERN’s personnel costs (another 2.2 billion CHF,
cf. Table 1). In addition to purchases made for the LHC that were financed
by CERN’s budget, a significant workload resulted from CERN’s procurement
activities related to requirements financed by non-CERN budgets, such as re-
quirements for the major LHC experiments and the LHC Grid. 

Amounts in MCHF
Personnel Material

LHC machine and experimental areas,
incl. R&D, injectors, tests and pre-operation 1,224 3,756
CERN contribution to detectors, incl. R&D,
tests and pre-operation 869 493
CERN contribution to LHC computing 85 83
Total CERN costs 2,178 4,332

The following key figures give an indication of the challenges faced by the
procurement service. The construction of the LHC required:
. the issuing of 1,170 price enquiries and invitations to tender (for require-

ments exceeding 50,000 CHF each);
. the negotiation, drafting and placing of 115,700 purchase orders (for

amounts up to 750,000 CHF each) and 1,040 contracts of various types
and amounts;

. the commitment of 6,364 different suppliers and contractors (not including
subcontractors).

The total amount can also be broken down into the various main items
of the LHC, as shown in Figure 3.

As these figures show, the procurement activities related to the LHC proj-
ect covered everything from orders for a few tens of CHF to contracts ex-
ceeding 100 million CHF each, from purchases of a single unit to the series
manufacturing of hundreds of thousands of components delivered over several
years, from off-the-shelf purchases to the development and manufacturing of
equipment in accordance with specified performance criteria, beyond what
was considered state-of-the-art at the time the contracts were placed.

Before describing the strategies and procedures applied to the selection
of suppliers and contractors, and the award of contracts and their follow-up,
we must first discuss the implications of CERN’s legal status and consider
how the organization’s historical approach to its suppliers and contractors
evolved under the constraints of the LHC project.



Legal framework
CERN was established as an intergovernmental organization in July 1953 by
the “Convention for the Establishment of a European organization for Nu-
clear Research”. The Convention was initially signed by 12 member states, the
number of which has since increased to 22.1

It has its seat in Geneva, with installations on both sides of the Swiss-
French border. It has two main sites: the Swiss site (Meyrin), which covers ap-
proximately 110 hectares, and the French site (Prévessin), which covers
around 450 hectares. However, even the Swiss (Meyrin) site itself straddles the
Swiss-French border, meaning that some buildings are located in Switzerland
and some in France. This peculiarity can sometimes cause confusion for firms
working as contractors on the CERN site, for instance with regard to the ap-
plicable law. Figure 3 of Chapter 1 shows a view of the site straddling the
French-Swiss border.

As an intergovernmental organization, CERN is not a legal entity under
national law but is governed by public international law. The member states
have recognized the organization’s international status (via Host State Agree-
ments with Switzerland and France and a Protocol on Privileges and Immu-
nities with the other Member States). These agreements ensure that CERN
benefits from immunity from national jurisdiction and execution. Thus, legal
disputes between CERN and its suppliers and contractors are not submitted
to national courts but are resolved through international arbitration. The agree-
ments also enable CERN to function without interference from individual
member states and guarantee independence from national authorities. CERN
is thus entitled to establish its own internal rules necessary for its proper func-
tioning, such as those under which it purchases equipment and services.

Procurement procedures and national interests
Before the LHC project was approved, the CERN procedures governing the
award of purchase orders and contracts could be summarized as follows:
. no fewer than three competitive tenders to be sought for the purchase of

plant, equipment, supplies and services;
. invitations to tender to be limited to manufacturers and contractors located

within the territories of the member states;
. contract to be awarded to the firm whose tender satisfactorily complies with the

technical, financial and delivery requirements and whose price is the lowest.
However, in the discussions leading up to the approval of the LHC project,

the 20 member states of the organization (Israel and Romania were not mem-
ber states at the time), finding the distribution of contracts among the member
states unsatisfactory, made it clear that approval of the project would be subject
to revision of the procurement policy and procedures to improve the situation.

In September 1992, the organization’s Finance Committee, consisting of
delegates from all member states, therefore decided to set up a working group
to “identify ways in which all member states are given an opportunity of ob-
taining a fair share of CERN contracts, whilst at the same time ensuring that
CERN’s procedures do not become too cumbersome and that the Organization
obtains best value for money.”
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1 In November 2017, the
CERN member states are:
Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, 
the Czech Republic, Denmark,
Finland, France, Germany,

Greece, Hungary, Israel, 
Italy, the Netherlands,
Norway, Poland, Portugal,
Romania, the Slovak Republic,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland

and the United Kingdom.
In addition, Cyprus, India, 
Pakistan, Serbia, Turkey 
and Ukraine are associate 
member states.



In December 1993, the working group submitted a report along with a
set of proposals, which were unanimously approved by the organization’s
Council on the recommendation of the Finance Committee. The most im-
portant elements of the new procurement procedures were as follows:

1. The goals of the general procurement policy were defined to be threefold:
. to ensure that bids fulfil all the necessary technical, financial and de-

livery requirements;
. to keep overall costs for CERN as low as possible;
. to achieve well balanced industrial return coefficients for all the

member states.
2. All CERN contracts were to be divided into two separate categories –

supply contracts and industrial service contracts.
3. National interests would be protected by a system of target return coeffi-

cients,2 defined for both supply contracts (0.8) and industrial service contracts (0.4).
4. For the purposes of the adjudication of supply contracts/industrial serv-

ice contracts, a member state was to be considered poorly balanced if its sup-
ply contract/industrial service contract return coefficient fell below 0.8 or 0.4
respectively, and well balanced if it were equal to or greater than that value.
The target value of 0.8 for supplies was subsequently replaced by the “mean
return, based on the current overall budget expenditure on supply purchases
in the Member States and accessible to firms in all Member States over the pre-
vious four calendar years” (as a result, the target increased to around 0.9).

5. For contracts with a value exceeding 200,000 CHF, CERN was to
apply alignment rules which, under certain well-defined conditions, allowed
bidders offering supplies/services originating in poorly balanced member
states to align their price to that of the lowest bidder and thereby be awarded
the contract, provided that the bid with the realigned price complied with all
the stipulated requirements.
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2 The return coefficient of a
member state for, e.g., supply
contracts for a given calendar
year, was defined as the ratio
between that member state’s

percentage share of all
purchases of goods during 
the preceding three calendar
years (excluding energy, fluids,
PTT and communication fees

and insurance) and that
member state’s percentage
contribution to the budget 
over the same period.

4. The twenty Member States of CERN.



These procedures were implemented and used for all invitations to ten-
der issued from 1994 onwards. The Council further decided that the impact
of the revised procedures would be evaluated after three years. 

However, a significant proportion of the contracts placed by CERN were
not financed by the CERN budget but by funds provided by collaborations of
institutes and laboratories participating in the construction of the LHC ex-
periments. Due to a perceived need for increased financial control of the very
large LHC experiments, the Finance Committee requested a financial strategy
for these collaborations and for their use of the various funds available. The
document, entitled “Financial Guidelines for the LHC Experiments”, was ap-
proved by the Finance Committee in September 1995. Part 2 of the docu-
ment contained a set of procurement rules and procedures to be applied in
four different types of funding arrangements:
. Case A, where no CERN money is involved and the collaboration does not

desire CERN’s involvement;
. Case B, where no CERN money is involved but the collaborations request

that CERN be the contract partner on their behalf;
. Case C, where CERN contributes 100% of the financial resources for a con-

tract;
. Case D, where contracts are to be funded by a “common fund” established

by the collaboration, to which CERN makes a contribution.
The guidelines stipulated that the rules concerning industrial return and

alignment would not apply to contracts funded partly or fully by sources other
than CERN (Cases A, B and D).

In addition to the above procedures, CERN made special arrangements
with a number of non-member states (e.g. India, Israel, Japan, Pakistan, Rus-
sia and the USA) for the handling of their respective additional contributions,
part of which was provided in cash and part as in-kind deliverables.

These measures, with some slight subsequent adjustments resulting from
an evaluation of the first three years of their implementation, proved to be
fully adequate and led to a substantial improvement of the distribution of con-
tracts among member states. Crucially, the cost of LHC construction does not
appear to have increased as a result of these measures.

Further adjustments to the procedures were approved by the Council in
June 2008, based on the experience gained from the LHC contracting. It was
decided, in particular, to award industrial service contracts on the basis of
“best value for money” rather than on the basis of the lowest bid. 
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5. Components of the ALICE dipole
magnet yoke in Dubna, Russia, ready 
for transport to Geneva.



Procurement strategies used for the LHC project
As the previous section has shown, the procurement activities related to the LHC
project required a wide range of strategies. The bulk volume of orders covered
straightforward supplies involving placing an order, delivery and payment. In
some areas, however, the tendering and contracting strategies had to be consid-
erably more elaborate. The procurement requirements for the main components
of the LHC can be divided into the following categories (in chronological order):
. civil engineering;
. superconducting magnets and their associated components;
. cryogenics.

The tendering and contracting strategies differed for each of these cate-
gories and were based on whether or not CERN had expertise in the field;
whether the requirement covered standard products or required extensive de-
velopment; whether the contracts were based on build-to-print solutions de-
veloped by CERN or on functional specifications, and so on. It is impossible
to cover all the different types of contracts and strategies used for the LHC
here, but some examples of the different approaches taken for the three cate-
gories will be discussed below.

The total value of civil engineering activities for the LHC project amounted to
approximately 500 MCHF. Time constraints and lack of internal CERN re-
sources called for a novel approach to the contracting, in which contract al-
location and inspiration from a standard contractual framework would both
play important roles.

Due to significant personnel reductions in CERN’s civil engineering
group, it was clear from the start that CERN would not have the resources re-
quired for the design and supervision of the work and that a conventional di-
vision of tasks between three parties – client (CERN), consultants and
contractors to perform the work – would therefore have to be adopted. Under
this scheme, the consultants, selected from among international civil engi-
neering consultancy firms, were entrusted with comprehensive assignments
(design studies, preparation of the specifications for the invitations to tender
for the work, and supervision of work execution).

The contractors entrusted with the construction work were to execute it
using price lists (bill of quantities) and drawings produced by the consultants.
For certain work packages, however, they were given the additional respon-
sibility of preparing the detailed working drawings.
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6. Delivered cold masses awaiting
cryostating and testing (September
2003).
7. Series fabrication of the main
quadrupole cold masses.

Civil engineering



Organization of engineering work into packages
One of the earliest decisions, taken around 1994, during the early planning
stages of the LHC project, was to divide the civil engineering project into pack-
ages, with the aim of
. limiting the risks in the event of difficulties with any single consultant or

contractor; and
. creating work packages of a sufficient size to interest consultants and con-

tractors of international standing, with the capacity and references com-
mensurate with such an ambitious project.

For the LEP project, which preceded the LHC, the surface work and un-
derground work had been separated and contracted out to specialized con-
sortia. The “surface” consortia took over work-sites in stages, as and when
their counterparts responsible for the underground structures completed their
work. This process was plagued by friction regarding completion delays, ac-
cess sharing, and pollution and waste removal.

CERN learned from that experience and decided to divide the new proj-
ect into three large packages along strictly geographic lines:
Package 1: the buildings, related surface structures and underground struc-
tures in the vicinity of the ATLAS detector (Point 1);
Package 2: the buildings, related surface structures and underground struc-
tures in the vicinity of the CMS detector (Point 5);
Package 3: the remaining surface and underground work around the ring,
including caverns, the TI2 and TI8 transfer tunnels (Fig. 9) and the beam
dumps.

In addition, in view of the complexity of packages 1 and 2, it was de-
cided that no single bidder would be allocated contracts for both packages
(for either the design or the construction work) and that the tenders for the
package estimated by CERN to be the more costly would be opened first. The
successful bidder for this package would then be excluded from the tender
opening for the other package.

In February 1995, CERN issued the preliminary enquiries with a view to
qualifying bidders for the design work. A jury of four experts (three non-CERN
experts and one CERN expert) conducted the selection process, which resulted

8. CMS cavern under construction 
as part of Package 2.
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in a list of 17 consortia that were to be invited to
tender using the “double envelope” procedure. In
accordance with this procedure, the tenders were
to be submitted in two separately sealed envelopes
– one for the technical documentation and another
for the commercial aspects. The idea was to first
evaluate the technical proposals without knowing
the prices and only then to open the price infor-
mation submitted by those bidders who were
judged to be technically qualified.

The technical envelope comprised adminis-
trative information, work program, proposed meth-
ods, equipment characteristics, the proposed

workforce, and a list of subcontractors together with evidence that they also
fulfilled the qualification criteria. The commercial envelope consisted essen-
tially of overall prices, financial conditions, a detailed price breakdown and
payment schedules. Once the tenders had been received in November 1995,
the jury of experts met again to examine the contents of the technical en-
velopes and select the consortia whose tenders fully met the technical specifi-
cations. The financial envelopes from those consortia were opened in January
1996, and the contracts were awarded to the lowest bidders in April 1996.
The consultants were then able to start design work immediately.

Shortly after design work began in the spring of 1996, the Swiss Confed-
eration decided to finance the work for the T18 injection tunnel as a special
Host-State contribution to the LHC project. As the work had to be performed
by Swiss firms, package 3 was at this point divided into two sub-packages: 3b
for the tunnel and 3a for all other package 3 work. Another additional package
was later defined for a contract covering work for CNGS (CERN Neutrinos to
Gran Sasso, a project whose goal was to measure the oscillations of neutrinos).

The design consultants prepared the technical parts of the invitations to ten-
der (specifications, drawings and price lists), and the selection procedure for the
construction contractors began in August 1996. This was organized in the same
way as for the selection of the design consultants. Thus, the tendering for the
three packages was based on a double-envelope principle, whereby the technical
part of the bids was evaluated first, by a panel of internal and external experts.

The selection jury, consisting of four experts in large-scale underground
construction work, was convened twice, and only the financial envelopes of
those firms whose technical bids had been declared acceptable by the jury
were opened. Contracts were then awarded in accordance with CERN’s pro-
curement procedures. The three winning consortia (for packages 1, 2 and 3a)
were awarded contracts in February 1998. Package 3b was subject to a sepa-
rate selection procedure, which was organized and conducted with the par-
ticipation of the Geneva cantonal authorities.

Civil engineering construction contracts
As CERN’s standard general conditions were not suitable for civil engineering
contracts of this magnitude, it was decided early on to use the internationally
recognised Conditions of Contract for Works of Civil Engineering Construction
– the 1987 edition of the “Red Book” issued by the International Federation of
Consulting Engineers (FIDIC) – as the basis for the LHC civil engineering con-
struction contracts. However, these conditions were adapted for the purpose of
the LHC contracts, in particular in order to reflect CERN’s status as an inter-

9. Construction on the LHC
transfer tunnel.



governmental organization and its internal decision-making procedures. Thus, for
instance, a number of approval duties (concerning, in particular, final document
approval, payments and decisions relating to claims and time extensions) were
transferred from the consultant to CERN. In addition, it was decided to refer
any disputes to an adjudication panel of independent experts, with a view to ob-
taining settlements within a few weeks. If a party were still dissatisfied, arbitra-
tion would then be possible. However, arbitration could be requested only when
the contract had terminated; until then, the parties were required to accept the
adjudication panel’s decision and continue to execute their contractual obliga-
tions. It is interesting to note here that later editions of the Red Book include pro-
visions for such an adjudication panel, similar to those implemented by CERN.

The contracts clearly defined the share of risk between CERN and the
contractors according to the standards of the Red Book. CERN’s share of the
major risks included:
. ground or other physical conditions being different from those described in

the tender documents;
. adverse climatic conditions;
. force majeure;
. legislation changes in the country where the construction takes place;
. changes in work quantities from those described in the tender documents;
. changes in planning by CERN.

Adjusting contractual terms in real time
Perhaps unsurprisingly for a project of this magnitude, a number of events oc-
curred during the actual construction period that necessitated amendment of
the construction contracts. The major events are described in detail in Chap-
ter 3.2 and are summarized below:

Package 1: In this package, which related to the construction of the
ATLAS shafts and caverns, the main events were (a) a significant underesti-
mation in the invitation to tender of the quantities to be used; (b) the discov-
ery that the design of the vault of the cavern using reinforced concrete beams
was technically unacceptable and that a completely new design and con-
struction method were required; (c) changes in Swiss legislation; and (d) some
additional requirements by CERN. CERN and the contractor were able to set-
tle the issues without involving the adjudication panel.

Package 2: In this package, which covered work on the CMS shafts and cav-
erns, the main events were (a) the discovery of unforeseeable ground conditions
during the construction work, which considerably delayed the ground-freezing op-
erations; (b) the need for design modifications after the geological conditions for
the underground structures were found to be worse than the geotechnical inves-
tigations had suggested, requiring significant changes to the construction of the
structures; and (c) changes in French legislation. These events were significant
enough to lead to the submission of disputes to the adjudication panel. How-
ever, a satisfactory settlement was eventually reached at the end of the contract.

Package 3a: As regards the various tunnel work, a delay in the notification
of the commencement date by CERN meant that the schedule on which the
contract had been based was no longer valid, significantly altering the require-
ments in terms of equipment and personnel. In addition, unforeseeable
ground conditions delayed progress and, as a consequence of the continuous
changes to the design of the LHC machine, CERN made several significant
changes to the scope of work. The contract and its bill of quantities, which were
based on a completely different scenario, thus became almost unworkable.
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Instead of following an agreed plan and schedule, the work progressed on the
basis of daily ad hoc instructions issued by the consultant to the contractor,
making it impossible to evaluate costs or plan the work correctly. Relations
with the contractor thus began to deteriorate.

In order to resolve the problem, CERN and the contractor for package 3a
agreed to completely change the contractual basis for the work. Based on the
rates and prices given in the contractor’s original tender and CERN’s revised
requirements in terms of the schedule and the scope of the underground civil
engineering work, an initial maximum cost-to-completion estimate was estab-
lished and agreed upon. In order to create incentives for the contractor to find
ways to reduce the estimated cost-to-completion, CERN and the contractor es-
tablished a “Supplemental Agreement” that took into account the revised re-
quirements. Under the “Supplemental Agreement”, the method of calculating
the remuneration was modified such that the contractor would be paid for ac-
tual costs incurred, rather than in accordance with the initial contractual bill of

10. ATLAS cavern under construction
100 meters underground.

11 Freezing of ground with liquid
nitrogen to overcome unforeseen ground
conditions during the excavation of 
the CMS shaft.
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quantities. In addition, the revised conditions stipulated that the contractor
would be rewarded if the final out-turn were lower than the cost-to-completion
estimate and that he would be required to contribute to any overrun of the cost-
to-completion estimate. With the “Supplemental Agreement” as a basis, it was
thereafter possible to collaborate actively with the contractor with a view to re-
ducing the cost-to-completion and proceed with the work as fast as possible.

In all cases (packages 1, 2, 3a and 3b), despite the technical difficulties
encountered by the contractors and the contractual challenges that arose, all
disputes were successfully resolved, either between the parties directly or, in
a few cases, with the help of the adjudication panel. In no case did any party
request arbitration at the end of the construction period. Thus, the civil engi-
neering phase of the project was completed to the satisfaction of all the par-
ties, in terms of both deadlines and costs.

It would be difficult to exaggerate the contractual, technical and logistical chal-
lenges that were involved in supplying CERN with the magnets needed for the
LHC. The machine contains some 1,800 superconducting twin-aperture main
dipole and quadrupole magnets, as well as their ancillary corrector magnets.
These magnets are very large and needed to be assembled with absolute pre-
cision. CERN’s approach to their manufacture therefore required creative plan-
ning. In addition, as Figure 3 shows, the total value of the magnets amounts
to approximately 50% of the value of the whole LHC machine, and the dipole
magnets represent some two thirds of this amount.

Creative bargaining: CERN as “middleman”
The dipole magnets were designed and developed at CERN, although several
firms were involved in early prototyping work throughout the development
process. The aim was to get industry involved in the manufacturing techniques as
early as possible. In order to gain time and to reduce the risks related to transport,
CERN adopted an unusual policy for the manufacture of the dipole magnets.

As described in Chapter 4.1, a dipole magnet consists of a cold mass (in-
cluding the shrinking cylinder/He vessel) covered with superinsulation and posi-
tioned on composite support posts inside a cryostat/vacuum vessel (see Fig. 15
of Chap. 1 for a cross-sectional view of the dipole magnet). It was decided at
an early stage that the main components and tooling required to assemble the
dipole cold masses would be purchased by CERN and delivered to the con-
tractors responsible for assembling them. The cold masses, being relatively
sturdy items of equipment, would then be delivered to CERN for final inser-
tion into the vacuum vessels, completing the assembly of complete dipole mag-
nets. Transport of the final dipole magnets (with precisely aligned 30-ton cold
masses resting on thin composite support posts) could thus be minimized.

Although CERN’s decision to purchase the main components and equip-
ment itself and deliver them to the assemblers gave rise to contractual com-
plications, this approach was necessary for several reasons. The main items of
tooling consisted of 15-meter-long heavy presses, specially made for curing
the coils and welding the cold-mass shrinking cylinders. From the date on
which the order is placed, it takes more than a year to manufacture and com-
mission this equipment. If the tooling had been the responsibility of the as-
semblers, the start of cold mass production would have been delayed by more
than a year, since they would not have ordered the tooling until they had
signed contracts for the assembly of the cold masses.

Superconducting magnets and the associated components



This approach was also applied to the superconducting strands and ca-
bles. The quantities required for the LHC were so huge that all major Euro-
pean manufacturers were involved, as well as one US and one Japanese firm.
Since the cables were needed in the early stages of the cold mass production,
and since their production required more time than the production of the cold
masses, the contracts for the cables had to be placed before the contracts for
the assembly of the cold masses.

For some of the other components (some 20 in total), such as the low-
carbon steel laminations in the magnetic yokes and the austenitic stainless
steel used for the collars, CERN’s main concern was to obtain material with
identical properties for all the magnets. Since the cold masses were to be as-
sembled by more than one firm, CERN therefore decided to place the con-
tracts for the material itself, thereby ensuring that all the assemblers used
identical material for the magnets and, at the same time, obtaining economies
of scale.

CERN as supplier and client
In order to keep the project on schedule and on budget, CERN decided to act
as both supplier and client to contractors. This policy led to complications,
however. The order for superconducting cable is a good example of the con-
tractual complexities that resulted from the chosen strategy. CERN placed con-
tracts with one contractor for the supply of niobium-titanium alloy bars and
niobium sheets. This material was delivered to four European cable manufac-
turers with whom CERN had placed contracts for superconducting cable, while
the US and Japanese cable contractors procured the same material themselves.
The cable was delivered to CERN, tested and delivered to the assemblers.
CERN thus acted both as a supplier and as a client to the cable manufacturers
and the assemblers. This was a delicate operation; in the event of a problem
with the dipole magnets, the assemblers and cable manufacturer might have
been tempted to try to blame CERN as their supplier. Similar contractual
arrangements were made for the laminations and collars: CERN placed con-
tracts with fine-blankers for these components and for low-carbon steel and
stainless steel, respectively, and had the material delivered to the fine-blankers.
The laminations and collars were then delivered directly to the assemblers.
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12. Cold mass assembly by workers 
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Although several firms had been involved and had shown interest in the
early development phase, only three bidders with the necessary expertise and
experience of prototype manufacturing remained committed to the project at
the time of tendering for the dipole cold masses. However, the production of
single units had taken a year or more during the prototyping phase; for the se-
ries production, the assemblers would each have to produce three to four units
per week! CERN feared that this manufacturing time would lead to budget
overruns; bearing in mind the significant risks perceived by the bidders quot-
ing for the assembly of the cold masses, it would not have been unreasonable
for them to include significant risk margins in their tender prices. The fact that
all three bidders would probably be needed for the production of the series
only exacerbated the problem of potentially high prices, since the competi-
tion was bound to be very limited.

Creative bargaining part II: assembler contracting
Once more, creative bargaining with the assemblers was required. The first
idea was to contract each assembler for the production of dipole cold masses
for one sector (out of a total of eight). In order to reduce the perceived risks
for the assemblers, who had no experience of the series manufacture of di-
pole cold masses, these first contracts would be based on a target price with
incentive fees and on open-book principles. Thus, each assembler would be re-
warded if the final outturn cost were lower than the target price, but they
would also have to contribute to any overrun of the target price. Once the as-
semblers had gained sufficient experience from the series production to be
able to correctly calculate firm prices for the production of the remaining di-
pole cold masses, a new invitation to tender would be issued and new con-
tracts for the remaining five sectors would be placed with two or three of the
assemblers, on a fixed-and-firm-price basis.

The invitation to tender for the production of the dipole cold masses
for one sector (156, including two spares) was issued in December 1998.
The bidders were asked to give very detailed breakdowns of all cost items in
the tender. However, even with this strategy, CERN and the assemblers could
not agree on a target price compatible with the LHC budget for the dipole
cold masses. Furthermore, the strategy would require significant resources
for cost auditing of the assemblers, a completely new idea at CERN and one
for which no procedures or organizational structure existed.

As a consequence, this initial approach failed, and CERN abandoned the
idea of target prices and of sharing cost overruns or underruns with the as-
semblers. Instead, CERN negotiated firm and fixed prices with all three as-
semblers for the production of 30 cold masses each. It was estimated that this
number would be sufficient to allow the assemblers to approach the foot of the
learning curve and thereafter be in a position to make a reliable estimate of the
assembly costs for the remaining part of the series production. At the same
time, the number was low enough to reduce the perceived risk for the assem-
blers if it turned out that they had underestimated the assembly costs.

The negotiations with the assemblers were successful, and contracts were
subsequently placed in November 1999 for the assembly of 30 dipole cold
masses each. Towards the end of that period of production, CERN issued an
invitation to tender for the production of the remaining dipole cold masses,
requesting that the three assemblers quote firm prices (subject to revision using
a price revision formula). The prices initially quoted were again considerably
higher than allowed by the LHC budget but, after numerous rounds of lengthy
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negotiations with all three assemblers, during which CERN succeeded in con-
vincing them that they had overestimated the time required for several as-
sembly operations and proposed a modification of the payment conditions to
better match payments to the costs actually incurred, all three agreed to prices
for the assembly of the cold masses that were compatible with the LHC
budget. A contract was subsequently placed with each of them for a third of
the remaining quantities required for the LHC.

The perils of creative negotiation
The perils of this complex arrangement became apparent when, almost im-
mediately after having received a significant down-payment under the con-
tract, one of the contractors became insolvent. This was completely
unexpected and was the result of a clearing arrangement between the assem-
bler concerned and a holding company, which had run out of liquidity. For-
tunately, CERN had resisted the assembler’s earlier proposal to reduce its
price by having the down payment guaranteed by the holding company rather
than by a bank, in which case the down-payment would not have been re-
coverable. CERN was therefore able to recover the funds lost in the insol-
vency and negotiated a new contract with the restructured assembler.

In the end, CERN’s strategy proved to be sound. The assembly of the di-
pole cold masses, with the associated tooling, materials and components pro-
vided by CERN, was considered to be the most challenging aspect of the LHC
project. The contractual strategy worked on all levels – technical, financial,
contractual and logistical – and neither delayed the project nor resulted in sig-
nificant cost overruns. This experience taught us a lot about the negotiation
of equipment procurement contracts for large international scientific collabo-
rations.

The superconducting magnets discussed above operate in superfluid helium at
a temperature of 1.9 K. This required the construction of cryogenic installa-
tions on an unprecedented scale around the whole circumference of the LHC
machine. Cryogenic temperatures are produced and maintained by eight large
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13. The 27-km cryogenic distribution 
line before the installation of the dipole
magnets.
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refrigerators, each supplying one sector of the LHC. To distribute the cryo-
genic cooling power, helium is transported over long distances and distributed
to the local magnet cooling loops via a 27-kilometer-long cryogenic distribu-
tion line (the QRL). A detailed discussion of the cryogenic challenges pre-
sented by the LHC can be found in Chapter 4.3.

Since several firms in CERN’s member states were competent in the de-
sign, production and installation of cryogenic transfer lines, CERN deemed it
unnecessary to design the QRL itself. However, it was clear that asking bid-
ders to quote competitive prices for the complete QRL before any design or
prototyping work had been carried out would result in prices with significant
risk margins, since the bidders would perceive the risks associated with such
a big installation with such stringent technical requirements to be too great.
Once more, CERN had to find a procurement strategy that would reduce the
perceived risk and keep the production on schedule and on cost. These dis-
cussions were based on the following two-stage approach:

Stage 1 (Qualifying pre-series test cell): Based on a functional specifica-
tion, bidders were invited to submit bids for the design, manufacturing, in-
stallation, and commissioning of a 110-meter-long pre-series QRL test cell, to
be located at CERN, and also to quote net ceiling prices for one to eight 3.3-
kilometer-long sectors of the final QRL. The adjudication of the pre-series con-
tracts was based on the sum of the price of the pre-series test cell and that of
half the price for all eight sectors, and on the goal of working with at least two
contractors. The contract(s) for the series QRL would be subject to a second
round of bidding among the successful bidders whose pre-series test cell had
been technically qualified by CERN.

Stage 2 (Series QRL): After delivery and successful testing of the pre-series
test cells, the contractors were to be invited to re-tender for the series QRL,
with the stipulation that the new tender prices must not exceed the net ceiling
prices quoted for the series QRL in the first tendering round (Stage 1).

From three contractors to a single contractor
As a result of the tendering exercise in Stage 1, CERN placed contracts with
three contractors, each for the design, manufacturing, installation and com-
missioning of a 110-meter-long pre-series test cell at CERN. All three con-
tractors produced a test cell meeting CERN’s requirements and were invited
to submit revised bids for the supply and installation of the QRL (Stage 2). Ini-
tially, CERN intended to split the work between two contractors, each re-
sponsible for part of the eight sectors, thus following a dual-sourcing policy
as a provision against potential supply difficulties involving one of the con-
tractors. Bidders were therefore informed that the adjudication would be based
on the average price quoted for four sectors of the QRL (i.e., for 50% of the
complete QRL). However, they were invited to quote separately the price per
sector should they be awarded a contract for the construction of a larger or
smaller number of sectors.

To CERN’s surprise, one of the bidders who had successfully passed the
pre-series test quoted a very advantageous price for the complete QRL. CERN
therefore decided not to split the requirement in two, but to place a contract
with this firm only. The contract, which was signed in June 2002, was based
on fixed prices per sector of the QRL (the eight sectors were not identical)
and included a price revision formula.

Work began quickly, but by the spring of 2003 a number of problems
had arisen. These included the delivery of non-conforming components by a
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subcontractor; a change in subcon-
tractor for the installation of the QRL
in the LHC tunnel; the subsequent in-
solvency of that subcontractor; and
corrosion caused by the flux used for
brazing operations. This situation
caused serious concern among the
LHC management because it delayed
work enough to have a knock-on effect
on the rest of the LHC project sched-
ule. For example, the installation of
the magnets in the tunnel could not
start until the QRL had been installed
and tested in the sectors concerned. 

CERN rescues its supplier
CERN was forced to take a decisive but rather unusual course of action in
order to make up lost time in the production and installation of the QRL.
Firstly, CERN agreed to pay the contractor certain costs in order to speed up
component production and to obtain the additional tooling and supervisory
personnel required for accelerated installation. Secondly, CERN agreed to
take on a number of tasks that had initially been assigned to the contractor.
For example, a contractual amendment was signed under which CERN agreed
to take over responsibility for installation of sector 7-8 (the first QRL sector
installed by the contractor), thus freeing the contractor to focus on the rest of
the work. Much of the sector had already been installed by the contractor, but
the work was found to be defective as well as being behind schedule. Taking
over sector 7-8 meant that CERN had to remove the installed lengths, repair
them (as well as the faulty components in stock yet to be installed), and install
or reinstall them. This allowed the contractor to concentrate on the produc-
tion of components and the installation of the other seven sectors, without
having to interrupt production lines to repair faulty components.

As a result of these exceptional efforts, the installation sped up consid-
erably and, despite the short time available for the installation of the final sec-
tors, they were of high quality. The changes implemented resulted in lengthy
discussions and negotiations regarding extra costs incurred by both parties,
but an overall settlement was reached at the end of the contract.

Striking the balance with pressured suppliers
It is important to place the individual events and actions described above in
the context of the overall project. CERN had to balance many conflicting in-
terests whilst dealing with the problems associated with the QRL. Given
CERN’s international role and reputation, the pressure to complete the LHC
project on time was clearly intense. The target date was jeopardized by the
problems with the QRL, but CERN had no alternative contractor to turn to.
In the circumstances, CERN was unable to apply too much pressure on the
contractor, as the situation would have escalated to a point of no return if the
contractor had decided to “down tools” or bring arbitration proceedings
against CERN before completing the work. In fact, CERN’s decision to col-
laborate with the contractor ultimately proved more efficient in ensuring the
successful completion of the work.

14. Dismantled sections of the cryogenic
transfer line awaiting repair.
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The LHC machine and its detectors have now been built and are operating
successfully. This section will discuss the experience gained during the decade-
long LHC construction period. 

In the first part of this Chapter 3.1, we looked in some detail at the most
costly contracts of the LHC construction. The examples detailed in the chap-
ter demonstrate the innovative interaction with suppliers and contractors that
enabled the LHC to be built only very slightly over budget. 

In the context of a large international scientific collaboration, it is criti-
cal to ensure that the governmental support at the start of the project is not
undermined by cost overruns and continuous delays. The following recom-
mendations may therefore be useful for similar future endeavors. The list is not
exhaustive and reflect the author’s specific experience during the course of the
execution of the contracts for the LHC machine and the four main experi-
ments (ALICE, ATLAS, CMS and LHCb). The recommendations are in no
way revolutionary, but rather based on common sense. They have been cate-
gorized according to the various phases of the contract management lifecycle:
. Phase 1 – Selecting the procurement strategy; 
. Phase 2 – Specifying the requirements; 
. Phase 3 – Drafting and issuing the tender documents; 
. Phase 4 – Evaluating the tenders; 
. Phase 5 – Decision and implementation; 
. Phase 6 – Monitoring of contract performance; 
. Phase 7 – Conclusion

However, before listing any specific recommendations, it is worth men-
tioning that very close collaboration between the people responsible for the
different aspects of the contract management lifecycle (project management,
technical, commercial, financial and legal aspects, logistics, etc.) proved to be
instrumental in the success of the LHC contracting activities. Without this
teamwork, the LHC procurement activities would not have been as success-
ful as they were.

15. Transport of the ATLAS barrel 
toroid to CERN.

Lessons learned and recommendations
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Selecting the correct procurement strategy
The procurement strategy depends on the risks associated with the contract.
One of the first actions should therefore be to draw up a risk matrix/register
for each requirement as early as possible and assess whether or not the risks
can be eliminated or attenuated at a reasonable cost by selecting an adequate
procurement strategy and including relevant provisions in the invitation-to-
tender documents.

The procurement strategy depends on the type of equipment or services
to be purchased.

(i) Standard off-the-shelf industrial products or systems easily available on
the market. Suppliers have all the necessary know-how and have already pro-
duced identical or very similar products before. 

(ii) Non-standard products or systems that have never been produced by
industry but for which the expertise and know-how exist to develop, design and
produce them using existing manufacturing techniques and/or technologies. 

(iii) Non-standard products or systems that have never been produced by
industry and for which industry has neither the required know-how nor in-
terest to develop and design them.

(iv) On-site services (maintenance, operation, etc.).
In all cases, it is important to carefully weigh up the benefits and costs of

dual-sourcing. If a dual-sourcing strategy is implemented at the outset, the risks
are reduced in the event that one of the contractors involved fails to meet its
contractual obligations or decides not to continue the work for whatever rea-
son, in particular when procuring critical components with long lead times.
Introducing a second source at a later stage will have only a limited effect as
training and qualifying a new contractor is a very time-consuming process.
Dual-sourcing will in most cases cost more and require more resources for the
follow-up of contracts (as well as a duplication of non-recurring engineering
and specialized tooling costs, variation in quality between suppliers and con-
tractors, etc.). However, the extra costs can be seen as an insurance policy,
which can allow significant delays and extra costs to be avoided if a contrac-
tor faces delivery problems, becomes insolvent or encounters other difficulties.

It is also vital to ensure as much competition as possible throughout the
bidding process. In order to do this for series production, it may be necessary
to pursue R&D activities and prototyping with several contractors in parallel.
The extra costs incurred are in most cases more than offset by the savings ob-
tained for the series production. This is particularly relevant in cases (ii) and
(iii) above, where competition would often be limited otherwise. 

In the case of complex requirements involving sub-suppliers, it may be
wise for the customer to act as a general contractor handling the complete
procurement chain. This brings benefits in terms of quality assurance, eco-
nomy of scale, safety and flexibility of supply and balanced industrial return.
It may also save time, since the contracts for items with long lead times can
be placed before the contracts for the final assembly. This may include the
supply of raw material, tooling and components to the final assembler. The
downside is the additional responsibility and workload in terms of managing
the interfaces, the logistics and the continuity of the supply chain. The deci-
sion has to be made on a case-by-case basis.

Although most contracts for the LHC project concerned the supply of
equipment, an essential part of the construction work on the CERN site was
executed by personnel on various types of service contracts (see case (iv)
above). In order to avoid a “race to the bottom” during the tendering for such
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contracts, it is essential that the evaluation of the bids and the subsequent ad-
judication is based not only on the price but also on quality and technical
aspects, in accordance with the “best value for money” procedures. The de-
tailed methodology used for the adjudication should be as objective and tran-
sparent as possible.

Different contracts require different tendering and contracting strategies.
In the examples we saw earlier there were three distinct approaches (a) inter-
nationally recognized contract standards were applied for the civil engineer-
ing; (b) the dipole cold masses were developed at CERN and the contracts
based on “build-to-print” specifications, with CERN even supplying the main
tooling and all major components for the assembly; and (c) the QRL contract
was based on a functional performance specification, with the contractor re-
sponsible for the design and development.

Flexibility and innovation in the procurement process is of the utmost
importance. If a strategy does not work as planned because of unforeseeable
conditions, you must be prepared to change it. In the case of the LHC, the ap-
proach to civil engineering contracting was changed after the work began, and
the tendering strategy for the dipole cold masses was adjusted in the middle of
the tendering process. These changes, although difficult and complicated at
the time, ultimately proved instrumental in getting the budgets under control.

Finally, CERN’s procurement strategies were all based on the fact that
the technical expertise and competence existed in-house in all relevant fields:
cryogenics, superconductivity, ultra-high-vacuum applications, electronics,
computing and civil engineering.

Specifying the requirements (in the technical specification)
The level of detail required in the specification of requirements depends on the
type of equipment to be purchased.

There is no “one-size-fits-all” solution in procurement for different re-
quirements and specifications range from “build-to-print” to functional speci-
fications confined to the required performance and interfaces. In the case of
the procurement of components available from industry, either “off-the-shelf”
(refer to case (i) above) or developed and manufactured ad hoc (refer to (ii)
above), functional and interface specifications leading to “turn-key” contracts
are sufficient. 

In the case of specialized supplies developed for a project, which are con-
sidered to be “core” technologies for the customer and where the know-how re-
sides with the customer (refer to case (iii) above), it is important for the customer
to keep the ownership of the technology and issue “build-to-print” specifications. 

In all cases, to ensure maximum efficiency and keep the cost of the pro-
curement process to the minimum, the technical risk of the supply must be
borne by the owner of the technology, i.e., the party who knows most about
the risks concerned. This means that, for non-standard products in particular,
the requirement must be well defined in the specification and should
. be clear and unambiguous;
. be realistic and based on detailed market knowledge (hence the importance

of market surveys), e.g., it should identify the cost drivers, the suppliers’ ca-
pabilities and any potential problem areas;

. focus on the processes involved rather than on technical details (except if
the customer issues “build-to-print” specifications, which must be suffi-
ciently detailed to ensure that the end product meets the requirements if the
specifications are fully adhered to);
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. clearly place the responsibility for dealing with potential risks with the party
in the best position to control them;

. clearly describe the quality control, testing and acceptance procedures in
place on the contractor’s and customer’s premises.

An essential procedure for ensuring the above is technical auditing, whe-
reby all technical documents are reviewed thoroughly by an “independent”
specification committee of recognized and experienced experts from various
fields to ensure that the specifications are objective and unbiased, cover all
aspects of the requirements and take into account the risk factors identified ear-
lier in the process.

As far as possible, invitations to tender should not be issued until the re-
quirements are well understood and can be clearly specified. Changes reque-
sted after contract signature inevitably cause problems and it is often
complicated to evaluate the financial and delivery consequences, which can re-
sult in difficult and lengthy negotiations.

Drafting and issuing the invitation-to-tender documents
When drafting the invitation-to-tender documents, any problems that could
occur during the contract execution phase should be anticipated and clauses
included to mitigate the risks involved.

The procedures, rules and contract conditions to be applied should be
adapted to the needs of the customer, in our case a big international research
organization. By ensuring that the procedures, rules and contract conditions
have been agreed on by the relevant governing bodies (the Council compris-
ing all member states), they can be implemented with minimal risk of con-
tract awards being challenged and delays being incurred during lengthy legal
processes. The invitation to tender should therefore include all relevant con-
tractual conditions so as to minimize discussions once the contract has been
signed.

The total tender amount used for adjudication purposes should include
all relevant cost elements for the procurement, such as design, manufacture,
installation, operation (including energy consumption, where relevant), main-
tenance, spares, consumables and possibly also dismantling of equipment and
training of personnel, reflecting as far as possible the total cost of ownership. 

Bidders should always be asked to provide a detailed breakdown of the
total tender amount, even if a contract is to be placed on a fixed and firm
lump-sum basis. The price breakdown should be as detailed as possible, not
only to facilitate comparison of bids during the tender evaluation phase but
also as a means of keeping control of price increases during the contract exe-
cution phase if (or rather when) variation orders and amendments have to be
negotiated. As a minimum, the breakdown should preferably include the fol-
lowing elements:
. design costs and the production of a complete manufacturing file;
. specialized tooling costs;
. raw material costs and costs of subsystems;
. manufacturing costs;
. testing/QA costs;
. packing costs;
. transport costs;
. installation costs;
. commissioning costs;
. maintenance costs and spares.
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Payment conditions should be clearly defined. The use of performance
bonds should be evaluated. It is particularly important that advance payments
be covered by an on-demand bank guarantee in a defined format. 

If the contract is expected to cover a period of more than one year, a
price revision formula may be envisaged in order to avoid requests for price
increases due to changes in raw material and/or labour costs. The price revi-
sion formula can include a fixed coefficient and a variable part for materials
and labour, based on indices from the country in whose currency the contract
has been drawn up.

Bidders should also be asked to specify any part of the work to be per-
formed by subcontractor(s). Information should be requested in particular
about the nature of the subcontracting and the name of the proposed sub-
contractor(s). In order to minimize risk, restrictions on the extent of the sub-
contracting can be imposed at the tendering phase, by specifying, for example,
that
. the management and follow-up of the contract is not to be subcontracted;
. any change in subcontracting/subcontractors under the contract is subject

to prior written approval by the customer;
. any subcontracting implies the contractor’s agreement that, in the event of

a breach of the performance of any of his obligations towards the subcon-
tractor(s), the customer will be entitled to exercise the contractor’s rights
and obligations under the subcontract(s).

An appropriate dispute resolution mechanism and the potential reasons
for and consequences of contract termination must be clear and unambigu-
ously mentioned in the invitation to tender. 

Evaluating the tender bids
Tenders must be scrutinized in order to identify errors or potential non-com-
pliance with the invitation-to-tender documents, including the technical spec-
ifications. The detailed price breakdown of the best (lowest) bidder(s) must be
compared with that of other bidders to identify errors/omissions. Pre-award
discussions with the best (lowest) bidder(s) should take place in order to en-
sure that invitation-to-tender documents and the contractor’s obligations have
been fully understood.

It may be useful to prepare a technical questionnaire for bidders to fill in
and submit with their bid for easy cross-checking of compliance with techni-
cal requirements in the specification. 

Adequate time for exploring common interests, in particular identifying
the bidder’s objectives in performing the contract (financial, image, product
development, market development, diversification, etc.), should be provided
for in discussions. This information may help the parties to find a mutually ac-
ceptable solution in the event of problems during the contract execution
phase.

Decision and implementation
Before the contract starts, technical, financial, commercial and safety risks
should be re-evaluated and the risk matrix/register updated according to the
characteristics of the selected contractor.

For contracts of significant values, it may be worth setting up a moni-
toring group composed of the customer (the technical representative and
his/her hierarchy, the procurement officer and his/her hierarchy), the con-
tractor and any other representatives deemed necessary.
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The monitoring group should hold a kickoff meeting at the start of the
contract to address issues such as:
. the organization proposed by the contractor;
. the quality system and its implementation;
. the material and human resources available for the contract;
. confirmation of defined performance indicators and key milestones, as well

as remedial measures if needed.

Monitoring of contract performance
One cannot rely solely on a properly written contract or on the contractor to
ensure proper performance. Contractors’ progress must be monitored closely
on a regular basis to ensure that equipment of the required quality is delivered
on time. Although many contractors have a well-defined quality assurance
plan and organizational structure, the execution of contracts for state-of-the-
art equipment required for projects like the LHC must be thoroughly scruti-
nized by the customer. This is particularly relevant for contracts in which firms
specialized in prototyping and small series manufacturing are required to scale
up to high-volume production while maintaining quality and full control of all
production steps. In some cases, it is necessary to assign resident inspectors
to the production sites (including the sites of subcontractors) where critical
items are produced. This is the only way to ensure a timely and precise flow
of information allowing fast interventions to ensure that the production meets
all requirements.

The regular – almost daily – follow-up of a contract is usually handled
by one person on the customer’s side. Some contracts have a duration of many
years and inevitably involve many changes and discussions. In order to avoid
the risk of disagreements becoming personal, it is essential that a monitoring
group involving the hierarchy of both parties meets regularly. The monitoring
group evaluates the progress of the contract execution and discusses any issues
that threaten to affect the performance of the contract. More detailed moni-
toring is needed for non-standard products where industry has no previous ex-
perience of manufacturing the products concerned.

It is important to be aware of a possible “grab-and-run” attitude from sup-
pliers and contractors. Projects like the LHC will be a once in a lifetime op-
portunity for many suppliers. Based on the premise that the customer may not
have any similar major requirements in the foreseeable future, suppliers may
be tempted to try to maximize their short-term profits by lowering the quality
of their work, neglecting any possible repercussions on their reputation.

All meetings must be properly documented and the procurement service
should be involved whenever issues with the potential to impact prices, per-
formance or delivery dates or penalties and/or liquidated damages, etc. are dis-
cussed.

Conclusion
It is essential to learn from the experience (both positive and negative) derived
from previous contracts. The result of contracts should be documented in a
standard questionnaire. This questionnaire should be completed whenever key
milestones are reached (e.g., after delivery of the equipment concerned and
after expiry of the warranty period) and should cover both technical and com-
mercial aspects. The contractor should be given specific feedback on his per-
formance and how it can be improved for future requirements. The general
lessons learned should be shared with other interested internal stakeholders
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(other procurement officers, technical colleagues, etc.), as well as with exter-
nal stakeholders. This knowledge should be applied to future procurement
projects by improving the templates of technical specifications, tender forms
and technical questionnaires, and contracts, as well as the follow-up proce-
dures (feedback mechanism).



THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE LHC
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From the point of view of the civil engineer, the construction of the LHC rep-
resented a series of unique challenges, some of which were foreseen while oth-
ers, as is the case with all projects of this magnitude, could not have been
anticipated. The starting point was the existing tunnel built for the Large Elec-
tron Positron (LEP) machine, constructed between 1984 and 1989. Great
care was taken to re-use, as much as possible, the existing civil engineering in-
frastructure that was created for the LEP machine, and in fact all LEP build-
ings, some with modifications, are now being re-used for the LHC. In this
chapter, we will present an overview of the construction works, after which we
will discuss the general needs and modifications of the underground and
above-ground structures. Some of the more challenging aspects of the con-
struction are highlighted, with the hope that this will convey to the reader the
scale and complexity of the task. We will finish the chapter with a few com-
ments on safety and environmental aspects.

The focus of the civil engineering work was of course to supply the scientists
with the infrastructure required for the hadron beam and detectors. As for the
LEP, the equipment had to be housed in an underground tunnel because of
the sub-millimeter positional stability that the machine requires. Indeed, the
civil engineering was not a minor component of the LHC project:
. the basic tunnel configuration was already established, but more room was

clearly needed than supplied by the existing LEP infrastructure;
. caverns and tunnels had to be excavated taking the geology of the site, in-

cluding the presence of hydrocarbons and shifting aquifers, into consider-
ation;

. huge amounts of sensitive equipment would have to be lowered into position;
existing structures would have to be re-equipped;

. the protection of the environment and the safety of workers and local in-
habitants would remain a priority.

In summary, the scientists required a main beam tunnel, with access
shafts from the surface to the underground areas, together with various un-
derground caverns and other ancillary structures for housing equipment that
could not be located on the surface. On the surface, buildings were required
for housing compressors, ventilation equipment, electrical equipment, access
control and control electronics. New underground equipment to be added

The challenge at hand
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included the new injection lines and the beam dumps. In addition several
small caverns were required to house equipment at various locations around
the main beam tunnel.

Of the four LHC experimental areas, two were constructed on almost
“green field” sites (with very little existing infrastructure). As such, two large ex-
perimental zones for ATLAS and CMS had to be constructed at Points 1 and
5 respectively, as shown in Figure 16, where the concentration of red under-
scores the extent of the new construction. These two new experimental zones
are similar in that they both consist of two new large caverns, one for the de-
tector and one for the services, together with various galleries, tunnels and
chambers for housing equipment and providing access routes. For the two
smaller experiments (ALICE and LHCb) the existing infrastructure required
only minor modifications to accommodate the new detectors.

Most of the civil engineering works for the LHC Project lasted 4.5 to 5 years,
except for Point 5 (CMS experimental area), where it took approximately 6.5
years to complete. The schedule is summarized in Figure 17. It is of interest
to note that the final cost of the civil engineering project was approximately
498 million Swiss francs, of which 50 million francs were for the consultants,
experts and architects, and 448 million francs for the construction work itself.

Until November 2000 when CERN decided to stop and dismantle the
LEP accelerator, the civil engineering work had to be carried out with the least
possible disturbance to the operation of this accelerator (for instance, all blast-
ing was prohibited for underground excavations, precautions were taken to

Timeframe and planning of the civil engineering works

16. A schematic drawing of the new
structures added to the existing LEP
infrastructure for the construction of the
LHC. The new elements are shown in red
and are concentrated at the Points 1 and
5, the construction sites of the ATLAS
and CMS experiments. Other notable
additions include the beam transfer
tunnels from the SPS (near Point 1) and
the beam dumps (around Point 6).
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minimize the infiltration of dust in the LEP areas and movements of the ex-
isting LEP structures had to be minimized). After November 2000, these pre-
cautions could be lightened but the constraints from the general LHC program
meant that a lot of work had to be carried out in parallel.

One early complication was the French “Declaration of Public Utility”
(DUP) procedure, which must be obtained for all project work sites in France,
and for which an Impact Study had been submitted in advance. With the full
agreement of the Swiss authorities, the same study covered the extent of the
project in Swiss territory. While the approval of the Swiss authorities was ob-
tained at the start of 1998, the DUP was not approved until July 30, 1998.
Construction on French territory therefore started with delays of six to eight
months. For the injection tunnel, the delay seriously disrupted the work sched-
ule, which had been established around the planned stoppage dates for
CERN’s LEP and SPS machines.

After extensive negotiations, CERN was able to reach an agreement on
delivery dates for the different structures of the LHC project that satisfied the
LHC Project Management Unit, took account of the constraints of the other
participants and complied with the contract provisions.
. The main structure for the ATLAS cavern was to be delivered to the in-

stallers in mid-April 2003, and the last building in this area in mid-June of
that year.

. The cavern for the future CMS detector was to be handed over to the physi-
cists in early 2005, while the final buildings, including the one housing the
experiment’s control room, were to be delivered in mid-May 2005.

. The TI2 injection tunnel and associated structures, in particular the two large
magnet transit buildings above the access shaft, were to be handed over to
CERN at the end of January 2003. The other major structures in this pack-
age, those for the beam dumps, were to be finished at the end of April 2004.

. All the structures relating to tunnel TI8 were to be completed in mid-Oc-
tober 2002.

In spite of several unanticipated events, we were able to meet these am-
bitious deadlines – this chapter tells the story of how a certain number of these
challenges were met.

Before describing the LHC structures themselves, it should be mentioned that
the LEP tunnel, 26.7 kilometers in circumference, was built at depths of be-
tween 45 and 170 meters, and lies in a plane that is inclined at 1.4 degrees

Underground structures

17. An early schedule highlighting 
the extent of the civil engineering works
that were accomplished while the LEP
was still in operation.
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from the horizontal; this was done so that the tunnel would lie almost entirely
in the Leman basin molasse.

This was dictated by the need to ensure that the machines installed in the
tunnels, with components aligned to one-tenth of a millimeter, remained per-
fectly stable. The molasse is a veritable layer-cake of alternating marl and sand-
stone, the individual layers having a thickness in the order of 10 centimeters
in places. The hardness of the molasse also varies considerably, further com-
plicating the work.

Details of the new work for the LHC
Although the LHC re-used most of the underground structures built for its pred-
ecessor, a number of major underground construction projects were required.
. Entirely new experimental areas, dwarfing those for the LEP experiments,

had to be built for ATLAS and CMS at Points 1 and 5 of the ring, respec-
tively. This necessitated the excavation of several very large caverns and ac-
cess shafts. 

. To transfer the LHC’s proton beams, consisting of particles that weigh
2,000 times more than the electrons and positrons of the LEP, new trans-
fer tunnels were also required. This is indicated in Figure 16 by the red tun-
nels leading from the SPS near Point 1.

. Once the beams’ quality begins to degrade (after roughly 24 hours of op-
eration), they have to be stopped with massive steel-graphite beam dumps
housed in specially constructed caverns. These are seen as the red tunnels
branching off the ring at Point 6 of Figure 16.

19. Showing the position of three test
borings near the CMS cavern. Note 
that the caverns and tunnel are deeply
imbedded into the molasse, and that 
the overall depth is about 100 meters.
The variability of the local conditions 
is also highlighted.

18. Schematic section of the regional
geology, showing the 1.4% tilt of the LHC
tunnel ring as it lies within the molasse 
(a sort of sandstone) under the Swiss
plain. Points 4 and 8 are indicated 
with arrows.
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Despite the considerable amount of information already available on the
subsurface geology (a legacy of LEP construction), extensive geotechnical in-
vestigations were conducted for this project. The investigations involved mak-
ing 34 test borings, representing a total of over 30,000 meters of borings.
Numerous field and laboratory tests and measurements were conducted, in-
volving some ten firms and institutes.

The basic parameters sought were those relating to
. the location of the top of the molasse;
. the groundwater flow rate in the moraines, measured using tracers;
. field stresses;
. rock strength, swelling and abrasiveness.

The position of three test borings around the site of the CMS cavern is
shown in Figure 19, where it is seen that the underground construction is
imbedded into the local molasse.

In some cases this testing proved invaluable, as in the case of the design
studies for the injection tunnel TI2, where it led to modifications to the lon-
gitudinal profile of the tunnel to take into account a depression in the
moraine/molasse interface under the French commune of St. Genis-Pouilly.
The final configuration of the tunnel is drawn in Figure 60 of Chapter 4,
where it can be seen how the trajectory of the tunnel was modified to main-
tain its position entirely in the molasse. In other cases, the studies confirmed
the presence of natural hydrocarbons (heavy petroleum) in some areas of the
project (tunnel TI8 and ATLAS detector cavern). This made it possible to take
them into account in contractual arrangements and to make the necessary
preparations, both technical and administrative, for dealing with them.

Working in the molasse of the Franco-Swiss plain
CERN had from the outset ruled out the use of explosives for all the project
excavation work (except as a last resort). There were two main reasons for
this decision, one of them external (the need to protect the inhabited areas
around the CERN sites) and the other internal (the need to avoid disruption
to CERN facilities, in particular LEP accelerator operations, which continued
until November 2000). The contractors performing excavations in the mo-
lasse accordingly relied on a range of conventional equipment:
. hydraulic rock-breakers for most of the caverns (Fig. 20);
. road headers for tunnels and cavern finishing work;
. tunnel boring machine for tunnel TI8 (Fig. 21);
. temporary support for in-molasse construction, relying on the “New Aus-

trian Tunnelling method” throughout, with some
variations between packages and structures;
. application of sprayed concrete (shotcrete) vary-

ing in overall thickness from 75 to 500 millime-
ters, with or without fiber reinforcement (Fig. 22);

. welded lattice reinforcement, in some cases,
imbedded into the shotcrete (Fig. 23);

. rock bolts 25 to 40 millimeters in diameter and
1.50 to 12 meters in length;

. in certain cases, Swellex expansion-type rock
bolts were used.

The ATLAS, CMS and certain tunnel sites rep-
resented specific challenges; we present these in
separate sections below. The ATLAS situation high-

20. A view of the use of hydraulic 
rock-breakers during the construction 
of the ATLAS cavern.

21. The head of the tunnel boring
machine that was lowered for the
construction of tunnel TI8.

22. The application of “shotcrete” 
to reinforce a subterranean cavern.

23. A view of the welded lattice
reinforcement used in the CMS cavern.
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lights the resourcefulness of the engineering team to design their construction
site under the strictest specifications imaginable; the CMS job shows how an
unforeseen force of nature had to be overcome by “on-the-fly” engineering.

In the case of ATLAS, two caverns, arranged at a right angle, needed to be
constructed. The finished dimensions of the main cavern are impressive, with
a length of 53 meters, a width of 30 meters, and a roof height of 35 meters.
The service cavern is smaller, with a diameter of 20 meters and a length of 65
meters. The two caverns are connected by five L-shaped tunnels, measuring
2.20 to 3.80 meters in diameter. Two smaller caverns were excavated to house
the electrical equipment for the LHC machine; they are situated either side of
the experimental area on the existing tunnel.

This area is located at Point 1 of the accelerator, opposite the main en-
trance to CERN’s Meyrin site (Switzerland). As the top of the molasse extends
to within six or seven meters below the surface at this point, no particular
problems were encountered in excavating the vertical access shafts. 

However, the excavation and concreting work of the ATLAS large cav-
ern proved to be a real challenge. The users of the LEP accelerator, whose
tunnel runs through the middle of the cavern, insisted that the excavation of
the upper part of the cavern must under no circumstances result in an upward
displacement of the top of the beam tunnel by more than 30 millimeters. To
avoid lengthening the critical path for the work package, it was decided that
initially only the top 10 meters beneath the crown of the cavern would be ex-
cavated, based on the results of a simulation conducted using a three-dimen-
sional model. In this way it was possible to finish the concrete work on the
cavern roof, while LEP lived out the final weeks of its operational life, largely
unperturbed, 17 meters below. The next problem was ensuring the stability
of the roof, which also included the future beams for the overhead traveling
crane and the upper portions of the two end-walls.

ATLAS construction site

24. The axonometry of the underground
ATLAS experimental area, showing the
position of the supporting cables.
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After examining several different options, further complicated by the po-
sition of the ATLAS cavern between an existing cavern and its own service cav-
ern, the team of engineers came up with an original solution. It involved
suspending the roughly 8,000 tons of concrete using 38 thirteen-stranded ca-
bles running from different points of the roof to four small galleries located 20
meters above, which would be constructed from the two access shafts. The ca-
bles were positioned before the concrete was poured. Finally, the cables were
tensioned to 220 tons from the four galleries holding the active anchorage
points. Some photographs of this engineering feat are shown in Figure 25. A
view of the suspended ATLAS vault is shown in Figure 26.

The entire operation went off exactly as planned. In March 2002, some
nine months after the work was done, measurements showed that the roof
had moved – amazingly – by no more than about one millimeter, confirming
the soundness of the scheme. After the concrete for the cavern’s five-meter
thick base slab and for its two-meter thick wall had been poured, grout injec-
tion was used to fix the crane rail beams, at which point the tension was taken
off the cables and anchors.

For the CMS detector, the two principal caverns were placed in parallel to
keep connections as short as possible. The finished experimental cavern meas-
ures 26 by 53 meters, while the service cavern is 18 by 85 meters. As the dis-
tance between the two caverns is fixed at approximately 7 meters, the section
of molasse between them had to be replaced by a concrete pillar 50 meters
long and 28 meters high. This work was done first, after the two shafts had
been bored and before the two large caverns were excavated.

This area is situated near the French village of Cessy, in the Pays de Gex.
Unlike the ATLAS area, the moraine-molasse interface is situated at a depth of
more than 50 meters at this location, only 18 meters above the cavern vaults,
on average (Fig. 19). There are also two aquifers in the moraines at different

CMS construction site

25. Images of the use of stranded
cabling as suspension for the roof of 
the ATLAS cavern; (a) cable as extending
through the roof ceiling; and (b) the
secured upper ends of the cables 
within a gallery.

26. The ATLAS cavern suspended
concrete vault.

a

b
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levels, further complicating the construction of the two access shafts, as will
be seen below. As for the ATLAS area, ancillary tunnels and caverns needed
to be built, including a complete bypass via the service cavern.

Different solutions were found for the various aspects of the construction
site. In the case of the vulnerable shaft-cavern intersection, as at Point 5, an-
chored rings were built up with shotcrete and sprayed onto the molasse with
15-m-long pre-stressed ties. Also, tunnel-boring machine (TBM) operations
for tunnel TI8 encountered numerous obstacles. For example, rock fall (up to
twenty cubic meters), both in the roof and the sides of the tunnel, stopped
the machine’s advance on several occasions. In general, such falls occurred
where molasse strata had been weakened or degraded, in some cases as a re-
sult of inadequate overhead shoring. In some sections, the presence of hy-
drocarbons formed a sludge with the molasse debris at the machine head and
slowed progress of the bore.

However, the most challenging stretch of the CMS construction site in-
volved the excavation of the two access shafts at Point 5, where we needed to
pass through 50 to 55 meters of groundwater-bearing moraine to reach the
top of the molasse. Two options, deep diaphragm walls and ground freezing,
were studied over a period of several months. A conventional ground freez-
ing procedure was employed, with a primary cooling circuit using ammonia
and a secondary circuit using brine at –23°C, circulating in vertical tubes in
pre-drilled holes at 1.5-meter intervals.

There were two moraine aquifers, at an approximate depth of 15 and 40
meters respectively, with local groundwater flow rates of up to 20 meters per
day, which initially overwhelmed the engineer’s efforts.

27. The axometry of the CMS
experimental area.
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After freezing commenced, problems arose in both shafts with “windows”
opening up in the frozen soil wall. The subcontractor handling the ground freez-
ing work tried several ways of remedying the problem: additional injections,
more brine tubes, bentonite cement injections to reduce the flow rates, and using
liquid nitrogen in some of the existing tubes. In both cases, the firm finally man-
aged to seal the frozen wall, but at the cost of a roughly five-month delay on the
critical path and cost overruns that resulted in a large claim against CERN.

A schematic of the technique is shown in Figure 28(a); and a photograph
of the site can be seen in Figure 28(b).

Additional infrastructure was required to allow the injection and removal of
the circulating protons. The protons for the LHC are provided by the Super
Proton Synchrotron (SPS) which is located near the ATLAS experiment at
Point 1, where two transfer tunnels were built. Also, at the end of a run or in
the event of a malfunction, the beam must be “dumped” (as described in 
Chap. 4.4); for this two tunnels were designed as well.

The two transfer tunnels for the proton beams between the SPS and LHC
accelerators have the same finished diameter of 3 meters, and roughly the
same length of about 2.5 kilometers. The first, named TI2, connects Point 2
of the LHC to the 8-km-circumference SPS accelerator. It is of interest to note
that the access shaft is the only one on this project to have an elliptical cross-
section (12 by 8 meters). It was used to lower the machine’s 1,330 16-m-long
dipole magnets in horizontal position. The tunnel’s longitudinal profile had
to be modified during the design process, to allow for a dip in the upper limit
of the moraine and an aquifer underneath the French commune of St. Genis-
Pouilly (see Fig. 61 of Chap. 4). The second tunnel connects point 4 of the SPS
accelerator to Point 8 of the future LHC; the tunnel already had an access shaft
situated at the SPS end. This tunnel has a relatively constant slope of 3.8%, and
lies 50 to 100 meters below the surface. A photograph of the start of the tun-
nel work is shown in Figure 10.

The structures needed for the beam dumps are situated on either side of
Point 6, near the French village of Versonnex. For the beams to be ejected
tangentially and to obtain the distance required for their dispersal, it was nec-
essary to construct an extraction cavern (8 by 20 m), a tunnel (3-m diameter
and 330 m in length), and an end cavern (9 by 25 m), joined to the existing
tunnel by a short gallery. Environmental and economic considerations led to
the decision to carry out this work from the existing shafts at Point 6, rather
than constructing a new access from the surface. Some more details about
these efforts are provided in Chapter 4.4.

Transfer tunnels and beam dump

28. Views of the CMS shaft construction,
(a) schematic drawing showing the
linking up cylinders of ice to construct 
a temporary wall; and (b) image of the
use of liquid nitrogen to freeze the soil.

a b
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Underground construction represented the most challenging aspects of the
LHC civil engineering. Thanks to careful planning and some improvisational
engineering, we managed to keep the construction projects more or less on
time and on budget. For reasons of economy, the number of other underground
structures to be realized on the existing ring was reduced to the absolute min-
imum. Thus, apart from a few new foundations for the ALICE detector in its
cavern at Point 2, some concrete cutting operations and reinforcement of the
end wall of the Point 8 cavern (housing the LHCb detector) to deal with un-
expectedly high pressure from the molasse, the additional work not mentioned
in this section is limited to the excavation of two caverns at Point 7.

Surface construction is far less of an engineering challenge; we briefly sum-
marize the modifications that were carried out to the existing structures (in-
herited from the LEP experiment). A total of 30 new buildings were erected
in the frame of the LHC Project, representing a total gross area of 28,000 m2:
. construction of a clean room in building SXL2 and a counting room in

building SX2;
. at Point 1, erection of a total of eight new buildings in order to shelter the

shafts on top of the service experimental caverns, including all services re-
quired for the running of the ATLAS detector;

. at Point 5, construction of a total of nine new buildings to shelter the shaft
on top of the experimental cavern, the single shaft on top of the service cav-
ern and all services required for the running of the CMS detector. The SX
building was completed very early in the project to allow CMS to start pre-
assembly of the detector.

Apart from the surface buildings mentioned above, new ones were con-
structed at the Points 2, 4, 6 and 8 to house the cryogenic compressors for the
LHC machine. Three other steel buildings were erected at Points 2, 4 and 8
to house cryogenic equipment such as cold boxes. 

CERN is proud of its record in safety and environmental protection; indeed,
CERN exercised particular vigilance in this area, mindful of the European di-
rective emphasizing client responsibility for worksite safety and awareness of
the major risk potential that is inherent in any underground work.

For this reason the decision was taken to use French regulations (as had
previously been done for the construction of the LEP), which were the most

Subterranean structures: final notes

Surface buildings

Safety and the environment

29. Two aerial views of the major
surface construction sites; (a) the ATLAS
site at Point 1; and (b) the CMS site 
at Point 5.

a b
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advanced at the time of the call for tenders. Under this unusual arrangement,
the competent Swiss authorities in this field graciously agreed to take part in
this process. Accordingly, a fully-fledged cross-border health and safety or-
ganization was set up. CERN awarded the task of coordinating health and
safety for the program to two companies: one for the design phase and a sec-
ond for the construction phase.

The numerous worksites experienced several minor incidents, most of
them relatively harmless. Indeed, no serious accident occurred, despite the
magnitude and complexity of the work involved; this is a testament to the ef-
fectiveness of the prevention program.

CERN also exercised great vigilance in the field of environmental pro-
tection, especially for the abatement of water, dust and noise pollution, in
particular from the underground construction sites, where work went on con-
tinuously, with three shifts operating five or six days per week. CERN was al-
ways very attentive to any complaints from those living in the vicinity of the
work sites, on occasion going so far as to set up regular meetings with them
to allow complaints to be aired and provide an opportunity for information
exchange.

In particular, CERN ensured that the 600,000 m3 of excavated rock and
soil were deposited, either on the same site, or in the immediate vicinity of each
site, thereby minimizing the impact of trucking traffic on the local road network.

Another remarkable illustration of this environmental concern can be
seen in the arrangements made for disposal of the spoil excavated from the
ATLAS area on Swiss territory. Following a year’s negotiation, a temporary
cross-border road was constructed so that the excavated soil and rock could
be transported and deposited underneath a 400 kilovolt power line on French
territory. Once all of the excavated material had been deposited, the area was
re-landscaped, as was done in the case of the LEP construction sites, so that
it blends into the lush surrounding landscape.

By mid 2005 all major civil engineering works for this ambitious project were
complete. The inherent difficulties encountered during construction of a proj-
ect of this scale within the molasse of the Lemanic basin and in the environ-
mental constraints of the Geneva – Pays de Gex area, were overcome without
the need for any arbitration process. The success of the operation can be at-
tributed to the experience of CERN with its previous construction sites, very
careful planning, and resourceful engineering when confronted with the un-
expected. The organization and technologies deployed for construction played
a major role in the LHC’s success.

Conclusions

30. View of the metal frame of the SMX
building under construction at the CMS
construction site.

31. Landscaping with the disposed spoil
of the LHC construction sites, used to
reinforce a centuries-old roman path 
in the vicinity of Cessy.
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As in other chapters of this book, our discussion must begin with a quick
overview of the remarkable property of superconductivity. Some materials lose
all electrical resistance below a temperature Tc, called the critical temperature.
The lack of resistance means that these materials can carry electrical current
without power dissipation. This discovery was made possible by the first liq-
uefaction of helium (1908) at the temperature of 4.2 K, i.e., –269°C. In 1911,
H. Kamerlingh Onnes (pictured in Fig. 1) discovered in Leiden that a very
pure mercury sample becomes superconductive at 4.2 K [1]; the experimen-
tal curve he measured is shown at the start of Chapter 1 (Fig. 2). Supercon-
ductivity immediately raised great hopes for the production of “supercables”,
“supermagnets” and other powerful devices. However, the first trials were
quite disappointing in terms of practical applications, and this remained the
case for about 50 years. Superconductivity was for a long time confined to fun-
damental research and laboratory experiments. In 1933 Meissner and Ochsen-
feld [2] discovered what today is considered as the most peculiar signature of
superconductivity: an almost perfect diamagnetism, i.e., the expulsion of the
magnetic flux from a superconducting specimen.

Basics physics of superconductors and critical surface
After many phenomenological theories [3-5], the mystery of the origin of su-
perconductivity was finally unveiled about 50 years after its discovery, with
the BCS theory [6], named after J. Bardeen, L. N. Cooper and J. R. Schrieffer.
According to the BCS theory, superconductivity is based on coupling of elec-
trons near the Fermi surface; under particular conditions and when brought
below a transition temperature, spin-opposite electrons (particles with spin )
“condense” in pairs, forming a boson entity (i.e., a particle with integral spin)
that is no longer scattered by the lattice. Therefore, the electron pairs may be
accelerated and travel without resistance across meters, or even kilometers, in
the superconducting material, keeping perfect phase correlation of their wave
function. This is one of the most striking macroscopic manifestations of quan-
tum mechanics.

However, the binding energy of the electron pairs is very weak – on the
order of a few milli-electron volts (meV). The temperature at which the asso-
ciated energy is sufficient to break the pair, the critical temperature, is very
low: typically 4 to 20 K for what are known as classical superconductors 
(LTS for Low Temperature Superconductors), and 50-150 K for what are

Superconductivity



known as HTS (High Temperature Superconductors [7]). A second effect is
that the presence of a magnetic field lowers the transition temperatures; more-
over, beyond a certain magnetic field (called critical field) the material is no
longer superconducting. Thirdly, the current density flowing in the supercon-
ductor also lowers the transition temperatures. Therefore, each superconduc-
tor is characterized by its critical temperature, its critical magnetic field and its
critical current density.

In the space (T,B,J) above the critical surface, the material is in the nor-
mal, resistive state, whereas below the critical surface the material is super-
conductive (Fig. 2, left). If we take a section of the critical surface at zero
current, we have the critical field, i.e., the maximal magnetic field under which
the material remains superconductive, as a function of temperature (Fig. 2,
right). On the other hand, if we take a section at a fixed temperature, which
is the normal operating modality for magnets, we have the critical current as
a function of the field, as shown in Figure 3.

Critical current and stability
There are thousands of superconducting materials both for LTS and HTS.
Many pure elements are superconducting, and so are many different alloys,
metallic compounds and oxides that are nearly insulators in the normal state.
Even though the first discovery of a superconductor element dates back nearly
one century, new superconducting materials are being discovered every year.
The most significant recent discoveries include MgB2 [8], one of the most
promising for applications, and the family of the ferro-oxypnictides, discov-
ered in 2008 [9].

Superconductivity is not a rare phenomenon, and it still provides sur-
prises and thrills to the scientific community. However, very few of these ma-
terials have properties good enough for practical applications: materials with
critical current density in excess of 1,000 A/mm2 and critical field beyond 
5-10 tesla were found only at the beginning of the 1960s, i.e., fifty years after
the discovery of superconductivity. For applications, we need materials with
good basic physical properties; however, materials also need to be relatively
common (i.e., reasonably cheap), easy to form into the practical shapes of tape
or round wire of sufficiently long length and, for most applications, easily 
assembled in form of cable. In addition, they have to be able to withstand
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1. The discoverer of the experimental
evidence of superconductivity in Hg [1], H.
Kamerlingh Onnes.

2. Superconductor critical surface in 
the space temperature, current density,
magnetic field for Nb-Ti and Nb3Sn (left),
and critical field Bc2 vs. temperatures (at
zero current density) for the most popular
superconductors (with // we mean that
field is applied parallel to the wide size of
ribbon-shaped sample of the material).



mechanical stresses. The materials shown in Figure 3 are all good candidates
for applications.

Both the critical temperature and the critical field are a characteristic
of the material; therefore, for a given material, all experimental and indus-
trial effort aims at improving the critical current Jc. However, improving Jc

is not the whole story. The transient regimes induced by changing the cur-
rent, the electromagnetic stresses and other phenomena can generate a sud-
den transition to resistive state. Superconductors are neither stable nor
usable without embedding them in a stabilizing material that can take the
current if a part of the superconductor ceases to behave as such [10]. For
classical superconductors, this role is played by copper, whereas silver is
used for HTS. But this is still not enough; the superconducting element must
also be divided in extremely fine filaments, of 5-50 µm diameter for accel-
erators, and 30-70 µm for detector magnets or other applications. The small
filament sizes are necessary to improve stability and to limit the undesired
effect of persistent current.

The copper or silver stabilizer plays two different roles: it provides the
necessary stabilization against small perturbations and “protects” the magnet
when, due to a too large perturbation, the material loses the superconductive
state (we call this a quench). In this second case, the stabilizer must carry the
enormous current density that usually flows in the superconductor, i.e., 100
to 1,000 A/mm2. These values are about 100 times the usual current density
in copper cables, and therefore the current must be quickly damped to avoid
over-voltages and the possible melting of the cable. To be effective both for sta-
bilization and for protection at low temperatures, copper/silver must be pure
in order to have good electric and thermal conductivity.

In order to have sufficient margin of stability against perturbation, a su-
perconductor cannot operate too close to the critical surface. In general, the
LHC main magnets work in a range between 80-85% of the maximum current
attainable, i.e., with a margin of 15-20%.

For high-temperature superconductors, stability is not critical, since they
usually operate in the 10-70 K temperature range where the specific heat (i.e.,
the quantity of heat needed to raise the temperature of a unit mass of material
by one degree) is much larger than at 2-4 K; however, the main issue for their
use in practical applications is the lack of sufficient overall current density in
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3. Current density averaged on the whole
conductor (Jc, i.e., engineering current
density) versus magnetic field for some
typical superconductors at 4.2 K; also
shown are the 1.9 K valves for Nb-Ti,
courtesy of Prof. P. Lee, National High
Field Magnet Laboratory, Tallahassee
(FL), US.



long lengths and the lack of mechanical robustness. The cost issue, especially
for bismuth-based compounds, is very relevant, too.

Superconducting wires and cables for the LHC magnets
In practice, the ductile alloy niobium-titanium (Nb-Ti, 47 wt.%) and the in-
termetallic compound Nb3Sn are currently the only materials used for mag-
nets, despite the requirement that they must be operated at liquid-helium
temperatures. Nb3Sn has much better properties in term of Jc and Bc , but it is
mechanically brittle and at least five times more expensive than Nb-Ti. More
than 95% of the superconducting magnets built every year (about 3,000, 80%
of which are for magnetic resonance imaging) are wound with Nb-Ti, as are
the 1,700 large magnets and the 8,000 corrector magnets of the LHC. 

The basic element of the LHC magnets [11, 12] is the single wire, about
1 mm in diameter and composed of one third superconducting material and
two thirds copper. The Nb-Ti filaments are 6-7 µm in diameter and precisely
positioned with 1 µm spacing in the copper matrix. The wire is obtained by
multiple co-extrusion of Nb-Ti ingots with pure copper rods and cans. 
The strands and the multi-strand cables are shown in Figure 4. In Figure 5 we
show the distribution of the critical current measured for one type of strand
and on the corresponding cables used for the LHC.
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4. LHC superconductors: wire cross-
section (top right), zoom on the filaments
(top left), cable cross-section (left,
center) and cable flat side view (bottom). 

5. Critical current as measured on the
entire production of the LHC-dipole inner
strands (left); and for the corresponding
inner cable (right) in one producer
(courtesy of T. Boutboul, CERN).



Superconducting tape for the LHC feed-through
In 1986, G. Bednorz and A. Muller discovered that lanthanum-based cuprate
compounds have a superconducting transition above 30 K [7]. They under-
stood this to be a new class of superconductors, opening a new way towards
superconductivity at “high” temperatures. Critical temperatures of 85 and
110 K (i.e., well above the 77 K boiling point of nitrogen) were quickly found
for new cuprates based on yttrium and bismuth. The two scientists were
awarded a Nobel Prize that same year, one of the fastest in Nobel-Prize his-
tory. This was the fourth of the five Nobel Prizes awarded for discoveries re-
lated to superconductivity, together with Onnes in 1913; Bardeen, Cooper
and Schrieffer in 1972; Esaki, Giaever and Josephson in 1973; and Abrikosov,
Ginzburg and Leggett in 2003.

Among the high temperature superconductors, the material most widely
used is the compound Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10 known as Bi-2223, usually with Pb
doping. Its use for magnets is strongly limited by its poor critical current den-
sity; in magnetic fields, Jc is large enough only near liquid-He temperature,
where classical superconductors are already available. Moreover Bi-2223 is
brittle, due to its ceramic nature. The third bad feature is the cost, which is
about 20 to 50 times greater than that of Nb-Ti, partially due to the require-
ment that silver be used as the stabilizing material.

However, at zero magnetic field, Bi-2223 can carry more than 100 A/mm2

in a thin ribbon of 0.25 × 4 mm2 at 77 K (liquid nitrogen temperature), and
Jc increases at lower temperatures. These features provide a unique opportu-
nity for using Bi-2223 as the current-lead material in the warm-to-cold transi-
tion of the current feeder (the system that brings the current from the electrical
network to the magnets). At the warm end of the current lead, a large copper
section (~2,000 mm2) would have been required to carry the elevated cur-
rents (13 kA) planned for the LHC; the presence of this much copper would
constitute a major source of cryogenic loss in the ring due to the heat trans-
ferred to the cold superconductors by the room-temperature copper cables.
This situation is much improved by intercepting the current with lighter HTSs
near 60 K, because the heat input resulting from the 60-to-4-K transition can
be made negligible. In this way the heat input at 4 K can be reduced by a fac-
tor of ten with respect to traditional leads such as copper. In the LHC we have
to feed many circuits with total amperage of 1.5 MA; the saving is about 3 kW
at 4.2 K, i.e., a non-negligible fraction of all cryogenic power. Current leads
are one of the most successful applications of HTSs. The 13-kA LHC current
leads are shown in Figure 6.

Functions and categories
Most of the LHC does not accelerate beams, but rather guides them from the
exit back to the entrance of the accelerating structure [13]. The bending is pro-
vided by vertical dipolar magnetic fields that act via the electromagnetic force.
Let N be the number of dipoles and l their magnetic length: the field B deter-
mines the energy E according to:

The total length Nl is limited by the budget of the project (and in this case
the size of the existing tunnel), since it is related to the size of the machine.
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Design of the LHC magnets

6. Two views of the 13-kA high-
temperature superconducting leads used
in the LHC: full lead (a) and detail (b)
showing a close-up of the lower part. 
In (b), the transition between the high-
temperature superconductor (on the left)
with the low-temperature superconductor
(on the right) is visible. Resting in liquid
helium, the low-temperature
superconductor is connected to the
busbars conveying the current to the LHC
magnets. (courtesy of A. Ballarino,
CERN). 

a

b



The dipole length l should be chosen as long as possible; indeed, two 5-m-
long magnets cost more than one 10-m-long magnet. The physical limit that
determined the final value (l = 14.3 m, more than 15 m of physical length)
was decided by the maximal length allowed by regular transport on European
roads, as well as by constraints in installation in the tunnel. On the other
hand, the maximum operational field was fixed at 8.3 T to have sufficient
margin (for stability) with respect to the critical surface of the Nb-Ti, as we will
see in more detail below. We have shown in the previous section that this
second choice has its roots in the realm of quantum mechanics rather than in
European Union regulations.

The LHC is divided into eight arcs separated by straight sections. In the
LHC, the dipole field covers about 80% of the arcs, corresponding to N = 1232
dipoles, l = 14.3 m in length, with B = 8.3 T field for a 7 TeV energy. A ma-
chine consisting of only dipoles cannot function because the particles would
diverge from the nominal orbit and would be rapidly lost. A force is needed
to bring them back, with a spring-like action, i.e., with a force that is zero on
the reference orbit but that linearly increases with the distance from it. This
force is provided by the field of the main quadrupoles (MQ).

The spacing between quadrupole magnets must be carefully considered;
at larger spacing, fewer quadrupoles are needed, and thus a larger fraction of
the arc becomes available for dipoles. On the other hand, greater quadrupole
spacing increases the beam size, requiring a larger magnet aperture. The op-
timal spacing for the LHC was set to approximately 50 m (Fig. 7), resulting
in a magnet aperture of 56 mm. This was accomplished with Nb-Ti technol-
ogy providing a 223 T/m gradient over 3.15-m-long quadrupole field. The
quadrupole coils take up about 6% of the arcs; and together with the dipole
coils, more than 85% of the arcs are filled. The rest of the space is needed for
magnet ends, corrector magnets and interconnections between adjacent mag-
nets. Corrector magnets and higher order harmonic magnets (up to dode-
capoles in the LHC) are necessary (Fig. 7) to guarantee the full beam stability,
to compensate imperfections of the main magnets and to provide flexibility to
the machine operation.

Close to the experimental stations, dipoles are needed to bring the beams
together at the collision points and then to separate them back to the nomi-
nal distance of 194 mm. Some of these dipoles are superconducting, built as
a special contribution from the USA, while the others are resistive and were
provided by the Russian Federation. Also, in the long straight sections the
optical quality needs to be preserved. This is obtained through individually
powered quadrupoles, which are a mix of the standard MQ, and of
quadrupoles with a different design (MQM) or a larger aperture (MQY). Fi-
nally, a large aperture triplet of quadrupoles (MQX) was placed on each side
of the interaction points to be able to squeeze the beam as much as possible
in order to maximize the probability of collisions between particles. These
magnets were built by the USA and Japan as a special contribution. Otherwise
all LHC superconducting magnets (except some correctors) were manufac-
tured by European industry.

Basic design of superconducting dipoles
In superconducting magnets, most of the field is produced by a high current
density flowing in a small winding. For a dipole, the coil is arranged around
the beam tube according to the geometry shown in Figure 8 (top). The cross-
section of the winding can be approximated by a sector of thickness w and
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7. Sketch of the LHC main cell (MBA,
MBB are dipoles; MQ are quadrupoles).
An LHC arc, which takes up about 1/8 
of the whole machine, is made of
approximately 23 cells.



120° angular width carrying a current density j (seen in Fig. 8 center and bot-
tom):

For the LHC main dipole, the coil thickness is about 30 mm; an average cur-
rent density of 400 A/mm2 provides a field of approximately 8 tesla.

The dependence of the maximum field (without the operational margin)
on the coil width is shown for a series of accelerators in Figure 9. Previous coil
widths ranged from 10 to 25 mm, providing fields from 4 to 6 tesla. Opera-
tion at 1.9 K instead of at 4.2 K, as in previous accelerators, results in a gain
of 1-2 tesla. Doubling the coil width, i.e., from 30 to 60 mm, would only
have resulted in a gain of 1 tesla, i.e., a field increase of 10%. Because the su-
perconductor is expensive (25% of the total cost of the magnets), 10 T can be
considered the ultimate limit of the Nb-Ti technology when cost is factored
into the calculation.

As outlined in the previous section, the superconductor has to work at a
safe distance below the critical surface; in general, one assumes a working
point at 70-85% of the material’s limit. For the LHC dipoles, the upper value
of 85% has been retained, resulting in an operational field of 8.3 tesla [11-14].
Short models and pre-series magnets have demonstrated that the design has
the potential to reach 9 T [11].

During magnet powering, strong forces push the coil outward and to-
ward the midplane. A mechanical structure called a collar is used to keep the
coil in the correct position and to avoid movement during the powering of the
magnets. Collars were first introduced in the Tevatron magnets at the end of
the 1970s [14]: the LHC dipoles have the special feature of having a unique
collar structure for the two coils used for the oppositely rotating beams, thus
providing both magnetic and mechanical coupling between the two apertures
(Fig. 10). This design choice increased complexity, but in exchange provided
significant cost saving (about 15%) and a more compact magnet that could fit
the tight constraints of the tunnel size.

To limit the stray field, thus protecting proximity electronics and 
increasing the central field, the coils are surrounded by a cylinder of iron,
called the yoke. Iron (actually low carbon steel) saturates just above 2 T; it can
be calculated that, for the LHC dipoles 10 cm of yoke are enough to cancel

any residual magnetic field out-
side the magnet. The iron yoke
increases the maximum field by
3% only; however it reduces the
operational current by about
20%, thus easing aspects related
to protection and powering.

In the LHC dipoles, the
iron yoke and the shrinking
cylinder play a limited role in the
coil mechanical support, which
is mostly guaranteed by the col-
lars. A 10-mm-thick stainless-
steel shrinking cylinder, welded
around the iron yoke, provides a
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8. The 3D sketch of a cosq coil (top),
and schematic cross-section of a sector
coil with aperture radius r and coil width
w (center), and schematic cross-section
of the LHC dipole (bottom).

9. Maximum field versus coil width for
five dipoles (markers), an estimate based
on a simplified ironless model at 4.2 K
(red line) and at 1.9 K (blue line). The
same Nb-Ti cable properties have been
assumed for all dipoles.



vessel for the liquid helium and gives the needed flexural rigidity. Each one of
the 1,232 dipoles of the machine bends the beam by 2π/1232, or 0.29 de-
grees. Over the length of 14.3 m, this corresponds to a sagitta (deviation) of
9 mm. This means that if the dipoles were straight, 9 out of the 28 mm of
aperture with “good field” would be lost due to the beam curvature. To avoid
this waste of precious aperture, the dipoles are curved.

The main LHC quadrupoles
Quadrupole magnets are characterized by the field gradient (T/m) rather than
by the field; the field gradient interacts with the off-center particles to provide
the main corrective force to keep the beams tight. The main guideline was to
reuse the technology, superconducting cables and components of the main
dipoles to save cost. The outer-layer cable of the LHC main dipole was used
in a two-layer coil configuration, where the outer layer is wound on the top
of the inner layer. This total coil width of about 30 mm provides a nominal
gradient of 223 T/m over an aperture of 56 mm. This corresponds to a field
on the superconductor of 6.85 T; the quadrupoles work with a larger margin
than the dipoles. The collars mechanically support all electromagnetic forces,
and the iron is merely a flux return yoke playing no role in the mechanical
structure (see Fig. 11).
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10. Cross-sectional model of the LHC
dipole without cryostat (cold mass),
highlighting the position of the
superconducting coils with respect to the
beam apertures. The drawing on the right
shows the magnetic coupling between
the two apertures. A detailed view of the
dipole in its cryostat is shown in Fig. 15
of Chap. 1.

11. Cross-section of a basic quadrupole
field shape (above) and schematic
drawing of an actual LHC quadrupoles
(right); the coil is structured as a double
layer.



Correctors
As mentioned above, the corrector magnets provide fine-tuning and flexibil-
ity in beam manipulation; at the LHC, we have sextupoles, octupoles, de-
cupoles and dodecupoles. All the correctors are superconducting single-bore
modules, working with a large operational margin (40-60%). The coil is made
up of flat multi-wire ribbons of Nb-Ti strands with diameters ranging from
0.3 to 1 mm. The wires of the same cable are then connected in series at the
end, allowing a low operational current, a feature that is important to simplify
powering (there are 8,000 corrector magnets in the LHC). A special iron-yoke
structure, called “scissor laminations”, provides the mechanical support for re-
taining the forces acting on the coil, while at the same time providing a field
enhancement. The final assembly of the MCS (sextupolar corrector in the
dipoles) is shown in Figure 12.

Porous insulation and collars
When a quench occurs, i.e., when the superconductor returns to its normal
conducting phase, the resulting current flowing through the copper creates a
turn-to-turn voltage on the order of 20 V. In addition, the voltage at the ter-
minals and the voltage to ground may rise to 500-1,000 V. The insulation
has to withstand this voltage, but at the same time must be porous to liquid
helium to allow effective cooling of the coils. The adopted solution is to in-
sulate the cable by wrapping three layers of polyimide tape. Each layer has a
thickness of about 0.05 mm; the first two layers have a 50% overlap to avoid
any free path between the adjacent cables. The third layer is wrapped with a
5-mm gap (Fig. 13) to leave micro-channels between cables, thus allowing the
superfluid helium to penetrate the coil and to have a more efficient heat re-
moval.

The mechanical structure used to restrain the coil and to withstand the
large electromagnetic forces arising during magnet powering is based on
austenitic steel collars common to both apertures (Fig. 14). Collars are not
machined in a single piece but they are made of packs of 3-mm-thick lamina-
tions. Since stainless steel is paramagnetic, it affects the field homogeneity. For
this reason, the magnetic properties of the collar have to satisfy tight toler-
ances, and a low-permeability stainless steel was chosen. Mechanical toler-
ances on the collar shape are ± 0.02 to ± 0.03 mm; this is particularly
challenging in the LHC case, where the shape of the twin collars is extremely
complex (Fig. 14).
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Development of the main components

12. LHC sextupolar corrector in the
dipoles (spool piece MCS). There are
2464 MCSs in the LHC.

13. Insulation scheme of the LHC cable
(left) and wrapping of the third layer
(right).



Protection components: quench heaters and diodes 
The energy stored in the magnetic field of all the LHC dipoles under opera-
tional conditions is one order of magnitude larger than the energy of the
beams. For the twin aperture dipole operating at 8.3 T, the stored energy is
7 MJ; the energy of the string of 154 dipoles – powered in series in each oc-
tant – is about 1 GJ. This is the kinetic energy of a fully loaded 200-ton-Boe-
ing 767 approaching the tarmac at 350 km/h, or the energy required to lift
the Eiffel tower by 10 meters. In case of a transition from super to normal
conducting state – the quench – this energy has to be safely removed from the
magnets [10,12-14].

The first issue of magnet protection is to avoid excessive energy deposi-
tion in the tiny zone (of the order of a few millimeters) where the transition
to the normal state occurs. As soon as the transition is detected, the energy dis-
sipation is spread over the largest possible area. This is done by bringing the
whole coil in a normal conducting state by heating it with “quench heaters”,
placed between the coils and the collars, capable of raising the coil tempera-
ture by 10 K in 25 ms.

The second stage of magnet protection then kicks in to prevent the en-
ergy of the other 153 dipoles of the octant from being dissipated in the
quenching dipole. Each dipole, and any large magnet, features a high-current
bypass diode operating at 1.9 K. When the quench occurs, the resistance of
the coil induces a voltage that opens the diode, and the current through the
quenching dipole decays in less than one second. When the quench is de-
tected, the power supply is switched off, and the diode conducts an initial cur-
rent of 12 kA, with a decay time of around 100 s.

Cryostats and interface
Just as the yoke shields the devices located in the tunnel from the magnetic
field inside the magnet, the cryostat shields the coils operating at 1.9 K from
room temperature heating. When the coils, the collars and the yoke are at
1.9 K, the external part of the cryostat is at room temperature and only about
20 cm separates materials at these extreme temperatures, corresponding to a
gradient of approximately 10°C/cm.

The helium vessel, formed by the shrinking cylinder and by the end caps,
is the primary element of the cryostat. To reduce heat transfer by conduction
and convection it is housed in a second cylinder kept under a vacuum of about
10–9 atm, called the vacuum vessel. Its size is exactly that of a standard oil
pipe, to profit from large-scale industry production. It is made of carbon steel,
to both minimize costs and to provide a further magnetic screen to avoid stray
fields in the tunnel. An intermediate aluminum cylinder, kept at approximately
60 K, intercepts the radiation heat from the room-temperature surroundings;
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14. LHC coils ready for assembly (left)
and collars (right).



since radiation power scales with T4, the presence of this thermal shield re-
duces the radiation power onto the helium vessel by a factor of 600. What re-
mains is the power radiated by the thermal shield and the conduction through
the posts that support the 30-ton cold masses. The three support posts nec-
essary to support the static and the dynamic load (20% greater than the grav-
itational force) are of a rather complex design. They are made of composite
material to provide the necessary stiffness, while minimizing the conduction
heat input: the heat loss of each support post is only 0.05 W at 1.9 K and
0.5 W at 10 K, while 6 W are intercepted at 50 K. This engineering chal-
lenge is similar to that of making special gloves that allow you to hold a very
heavy block of ice for a long time without freezing your fingers! A view of the
dipole support post is given much later in this Chapter (Fig. 51).

In addition to providing the access for the instrumentation for each mag-
net, the cryostat is the interface of the magnet cold mass with the floor, and
therefore it is of primary importance for the geometry. A longitudinal sliding
of the two lateral support posts is necessary to accommodate the 5-cm con-
traction of the cold mass with respect to the room-temperature vacuum vessel
when passing from 300 K to liquid-helium temperature. The sliding of the
central support post is important for the final shape of the cold mass, which
has to follow precisely the 9-mm sagitta to within 1 mm and even 0.3 mm at
the extremities. The accuracy in obtaining the geometry was one of the prac-
tical challenges in the main dipole production. In order to precisely measure
the curvature shape inside the 15-m-long dipole and to position the cold mass
inside the cryostat at ± 0.2 mm, a survey system based on laser tracking had
to be developed (see Fig. 15). It is worth mentioning that the cryostat for the
short straight sections housing the quadrupoles (SSS cryostats) is far more
complex than the dipole cryostat because the SSS has to accommodate 65 dif-
ferent magnet types!
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15. The laser tracker developed at CERN
to measure the magnet shape, with 
its accompanying instrumentation. 



The LHC dipole cold mass construction
The LHC dipole cold masses, i.e., the part that, during operation, has the same
temperature as the superconducting cable, were assembled by three different
manufacturers, with the main components provided by CERN. The assembly
operation was about one third of the total cost of the magnet and involved ex-
tensive dedicated tooling. The first operation was the highly precise winding
of the insulated cables; the coil was then closed using a mold that when under
pressure reaches the nominal size; then it was heated to activate the glue lo-
cated between the turns of the insulation. With this procedure, the coil posi-
tion can be controlled with a reproducibility of about 0.03 mm. This level of
precision in the coil position (along 15 m!) is needed to obtain the required
homogeneity of magnetic field. After curing, the collars were assembled around
the four poles that constitute the two dipoles. The whole assembly was then
inserted into a 15-m-long press that locked the collar keys (collaring) to give
the necessary pre-compression in the coil midplane (Fig. 16, left).

The collaring concludes one of the most delicate phases, i.e. the con-
struction of the active part of the magnet: the coils have now reached their
nominal position in room temperature conditions and are no longer accessi-
ble. A low current (~10 A) is fed through the cables, and magnetic measure-
ments are done to verify the electrical integrity and the correct cable position
and to obtain a first assessment of the field homogeneity.

The iron yoke and the busbars were then assembled around the collared
coil, and the two half-shells were welded around the assembly with another ded-
icated, 15-m-long press designed to introduce a circumferential stress of about
150 MPa (Fig. 16, right). This operation provided the final longitudinal shape
to the dipole, i.e., an arc with a sagitta of 9 mm. The assembly of spool-piece
correctors on the magnet ends, and the welding of the end covers completed
the construction of the cold mass. These were then shipped to CERN by road.

QA, non-conformities and analysis of the industry production
One of the main challenges of the LHC dipoles is to have the whole set of
1,232 dipoles working at 85% of the theoretical limit of the superconductor
performance: this required careful overseeing of the production, with inter-
mediate tests and procedures for rejecting faulty parts. Considering the total
cost of a single dipole (about one million Swiss francs), the quality control
could not rely on the rejection of the final product, and all tools were designed
to intercept a fault in the production chain as soon as possible.
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Construction

16. LHC coils ready for the collaring (left)
and cold mass ready for welding (right).



Numerous series of tests were conducted on the components – starting
with the most costly one, the superconducting cable – and partial assemblies,
mainly dimensional measurements, electrical tests and checks of the magnetic
properties. At the manufacturer, magnetic measurements at room temperature
were used as a sort of “X-ray machine” to detect anomalies resulting from the
assembly procedure. In all, 19 faulty assemblies (1.6% of total) were inter-
cepted, disassembled and repaired (Fig. 17).

The final acceptance tests were conducted at CERN after placement of
the magnet in the cryostat. The dipoles and quadrupoles were tested in oper-
ational conditions at 1.9 K. In all, 31 magnets (2.4% of the production) were
returned to the manufacturer after cold tests: 14 for insufficient quench per-
formance and 10 for electrical shorts or insulation faults. With the exception
of one case, all defects were reparable.

Cold power
There are more than 1,000 superconducting circuits that need to be powered,
with an amazing number of variants; in this short discussion, we focus on the
three main 13 kA circuits (one with 154 dipoles, and two with 22 or 23 main
quadrupoles) present in each octant of the machine. The current for these circuits
must remain exceptionally stable over long periods of time: within 20-50 ppm
(parts per million, i.e., 10–6) over one year and 5 ppm over one day. The stabil-
ity over a half hour of constant machine settings must be within 3 ppm, and the
resolution (smallest increment in current) is limited to 1 ppm. These stringent re-
quirements are imposed by the machine operation and beam dynamics and are
achieved by a new generation of suitably developed power converters.

A special cryostat, called DFB (Distribution Feed Boxes, see Fig. 18) is
needed to connect the room temperature power converter to the magnets at
1.9 K. Power converters distribute current in 106-mm-diameter copper/alu-

minum resistive cables that are rubber insulated and
water cooled. Magnets receive current from copper sta-
bilized Nb-Ti superconducting busbars that carry the cur-
rent all along the 3.5-km-long continuous cryostat of each
sector. In the DFB, the entering current leads are copper
cables that take the current from room temperature up
to the 60 K thermal anchoring. Then the current leads
made with HTS material described earlier in this chapter
bring the current from 60 K down to 4 K, before con-
necting to the Nb-Ti cables. The leads need to be carefully
monitored because their correct operation depends on
many parameters and may suffer a dangerous thermal
runaway if the cooling is stopped or even reduced.
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Powering and protection

17. A case of bad coil curing resulting 
in an inner radial movement of two turns
of the inner layer, upper pole, of about 
1 mm (left); and a misplaced folded 
shim (green strip in the right part), found
through anomalies in room temperature
magnetic measurements.

18. Distribution FeedBox (DFB) 
in the LHC tunnel which house the 
high-temperature conducting leads 
shown in Fig. 6.



Quench protection
As described earlier in this chapter, a careful strategy has to be followed to
avoid the permanent damage of a magnet during a quench. Quench detection
can be schematized as a hard-wired circuit that compares voltage of different
poles of the same magnet. If a certain voltage threshold is exceeded for a min-
imum time, a quench is assumed and a capacitor bank is automatically dis-
charged into resistors inside the magnets (these are the quench heaters
described earlier). This initiates a global quench that raises the magnet termi-
nal voltage above the diode conduction threshold. For the LHC main circuits,
the voltage threshold to trigger the quench heater discharge is 100 mV for at
least 10 ms. Over the next 20-30 ms, heat enters in the coils and the coils
start to discharge into the busbars. With these values, we achieve a balance
between different needs: on one hand we cannot risk delaying the action of fir-
ing the heaters when confronted with a real quench (another 50 ms may lead
to a peak temperature in the coil of more than 400 K, with the major risk of
damaging the insulation); on the other hand, frequent unnecessary quenches,
resulting in magnet heating to more than 300 K within a few seconds, may
become the major mechanism for the aging of the magnets.

All 1,232 LHC dipoles and most of the other 500 large quadrupoles were
lowered into the LHC tunnel through the same elliptically-shaped pit (Fig.
19); to save money on civil engineering, the pit dimensions were only slightly
larger than the dipoles with no possibility to rotate the magnet to correct mis-
takes. The dipoles were then transported at 2 km/h on automatically guided
vehicles in the narrow tunnel (the clearance point was of the order of a cen-
timeter), and then each magnet in its cryostat was posed onto two supports
anchored to the tunnel and adjustable along the three axes in order to allow
for a precise alignment by reference to fiducials on the cryostat (the magnet it-
self was no longer accessible once placed in the tunnel).

Then, the magnets and cryostats were interconnected. The 13-kA super-
conducting cables of the main circuits were connected though resistive joints
of typically 1 nΩ, by means of soft solder melted through an inductive heat-
ing technology, specially developed for LHC (Fig. 20). Single superconducting
wires for corrector magnets were welded through ultrasonic heating, specially
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Installation and interconnection

19. Image of dipole (left) being lowered
into the LHC tunnel; and (right) a photo 
of the installed dipole with an open
connection. 



developed for the LHC, too. In total, about 10,000 large cables and 60,000
wires were connected in the LHC tunnel over a two-year period.

Another formidable challenge was to form the two 27-km-long beam
pipes, requiring about 4,000 ultra-high-vacuum welds capable of functioning
at cryogenic temperatures; in order to connect all cryogenic and vacuum pipes,
about 40,000 welds were necessary in the magnet interconnections or in the
cryogenic interfaces (Fig. 20).

In total, the interconnections form the 3.4-km-long continuous cryostat
that covers almost the entire sector. Each one of the eight continuous cryostats
contains about 200 large magnets, and 1,000 correctors, grouped in about 
15 circuits. At one point, a team of 200 people were working in the tunnel and
more than 100 people were dedicated to quality control, especially for the
vacuum welding and the electrical checks. In Figure 20, the ultrasonic weld-
ing equipment is shown; Figure 21 shows a photo of the ELQA (ELectrical
Quality Assurance) team, ready to enter the tunnel for routine checks.

Quench performance during reception tests
All the LHC main magnets were “cold tested” under operational conditions
at CERN in a dedicated test station (Fig. 22). Cold tests are designed to ver-
ify the electrical and mechanical integrity at 1.9 K, as well as to assess the per-
formance in terms of maximum attainable magnetic field (quench
performance). The level of the first quench in a superconducting magnet is
highly variable, even within magnets built with the same design and by the
same manufacturer. Typically one observes first quench at 70-90% from the
critical surface. For the large production of the LHC case, a first quench value
of 70-90% (i.e., for magnetic fields 7 to 9 tesla) was obtained for 95% of the
dipoles, and the remaining 5% had a first quench above 60% (see distribution
in Fig. 23).

If the magnet is not limited by a degradation of the superconductor, by
instabilities, or by spot defects, the magnet trains, i.e., it has successive
quenches at successively higher fields to approach the critical surface (Fig. 24).
As shown in Figure 23, the second quench level is on average 0.5 T larger
than the first one. Training quenches are due to the release of extremely small
amounts of energy (10-100 nJ) during coil movements, pushed by electro-
magnetic forces, and subject to friction. Even though the physical principles
governing the training are well understood in principle, and notwithstanding
the experience acquired in the production of a few thousand superconducting
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20. LHC busbars splices (top) and
ultrasonic equipment for welding (bottom).

21. Electrical Quality Assurance team 
in the tunnel for routine checks.



magnets for large accelerators, today we cannot claim to have attained a level
of control of the manufacturing process that would allow us to push the mag-
nets close to their limits without training.

But this is not the end of the story. If the magnet is warmed and then
cooled down again (called a thermal cycle), the first quench normally hap-
pens at a higher level than the first virgin quench (Figs. 23 and 24). The ini-
tial strategy followed for the LHC dipoles was to train all magnets up to 9 T
to establish the ultimate potential of the machine and, especially, to ensure a
safe operation at 8.3 T. During production, this ambitious goal was lowered
to 8.4-8.6 T to reduce the time between the production and the installation.
About 11% of the production was tested after a thermal cycle; mostly magnets
that performed poorly during the first round were selected for this additional
test. On this biased sample, we have estimated that the average level of the
first quench after thermal cycle is similar to the second virgin quench, i.e.,
about 8.5 T. The fraction of magnets requiring a quench to reach nominal
field after a thermal cycle, determines the number of quenches needed to bring
the LHC dipoles to 7 TeV equivalent beam energy after installation. Since
there are 1,232 dipoles, even 10% of magnets training entailed about 120
quenches in the LHC during the powering tests. At the end of the produc-
tion, this fraction was estimated to be ~15%, based on the biased sample
tested after thermal cycle. Therefore, 180 quenches were expected in order to
reach 7 TeV.

Quench performance during circuit powering and operation
In 2008, just before the incident, one of the powering sectors of the LHC (one
eighth of the machine, corresponding to 154 dipoles) was pushed towards
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22. LHC dipoles undergoing reception
tests at cryogenic test benches at CERN.

23. First and second quench of all 
the LHC dipoles during test at 1.9 K, 
and first quench after thermal cycle 
for the 11% sample tested.

24. Typical training of an LHC dipole, 
and detraining after thermal cycle.



7 TeV equivalent energy. These tests showed that a part of the production re-
quired a longer period of training than expected. The sector reached 6.6 TeV
with 27 quenches, i.e., a 15% fraction of magnets required a quench to reach
6.6 TeV rather than 7 TeV, as expected from cold acceptance tests. Moreover,
24 out of 27 quenches belonged to the third production line (each one of the
three production lines manufactured one third of the dipoles, based on the
same specifications and components given by CERN). 

After this unexpected result, an analysis showed some traces of anomalies
in the third production line already in the production data, in particular, a
significant batch of magnets had a first quench at a very low current, and a
worse memory. However, these data were not able to completely justify the
observed behavior. The campaign was stopped by the incident of September
2008, and a further training campaign to see the behavior of the whole ma-
chine had to wait until the LHC consolidation of 2013-14. 

During that period, based on the limited set of data for 6.6 TeV, and just
extrapolations for higher energies, it was decided to train the LHC to 6.5 TeV,
to avoid the risk (and the schedule overhead) of having too many quenches
to reach 7 TeV. The estimate was ~100 quenches to reach 6.5 TeV, and at the
end 173 quenches were needed to reach this energy, plus a 100 A margin
needed for operation. Since in one day 2 to 3 quenches can be performed, this
corresponds to about two weeks of training per sector, a time that is still in-
sufficiently recognized during the commissioning and powering activities re-
quired at a machine startup after a long shutdown. This successful training
campaign confirmed the anomaly of the third production line, accounting for
80% of the total quenches. The LHC operated successfully at 6.5 TeV in 2015,
and the quenches have not been a bottleneck for operation: only five magnets
quenched spontaneously during the year. 

At the restart after a three-month shutdown in winter 2015-2016, when
the LHC machine was kept cold, the dipoles reached 6.5 TeV without
quenches: as expected, if the dipoles are kept at cryogenic temperature, no re-
training is needed. On the other hand, the comparison of the 2008 and 2015
data shows that they are compatible with a scenario where a warm-up to room
temperature erases the memory of the previous trainings (except the first one). 

At the time of writing the second edition, the dipoles installed in the tun-
nel have reached a maximum field of 7.7 T, corresponding to 6.5 TeV energy
plus 100 A of margin. At the end of 2016 or during 2017 one or more sec-
tors could be pushed towards 7 TeV: this will allow an estimate of the risk and
the time overhead associated to the operation at 7 TeV versus the 6.5 TeV to
be calculated. This is strategic information that is to be integrated with the re-
quirements coming from the analysis of the experiment results, to establish the
LHC energy for the next runs.

Field quality
The quality of the magnetic field in a superconducting magnet is mainly de-
termined by the position of the superconducting cables. This translates into
tolerances on the order of 0.03 mm for the position of the Rutherford cable
in order to obtain well-behaved bulk property. Fortunately, cable position (the
main mechanism governing field quality) can be monitored with room tem-
perature measurements, where a small current of about 10 A is circulated
through the stabilizing part (copper) of the superconducting cable.

A very important parameter is the magnet-to-magnet uniformity of the di-
pole strength, i.e., the integrated field in T×m provided for a given current.
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The beam dynamics of the machine require that the LHC dipoles remain
within a 0.08% r.m.s. distribution over the whole production. Room temper-
ature measurements over all the production (Fig. 25) have shown that this
target was attained, with a remarkable homogeneity between the three mag-
net assemblers. 

A second important parameter is the strength of the quadrupoles, since
it gives the number of transverse oscillations of the particles around the ring.
The protons in the LHC oscillate around the reference orbit 64 times in the
horizontal plan, and 59 in the vertical one. Indeed, this number of oscilla-
tions should never be integer otherwise the particles go back on the same orbit
after one accelerator turn, and all the small imperfections in the lattice would
build up coherently, i.e., one has a resonance phenomena that can lead to
beam instability. For this reason the number of oscillations has to be set at a
precise particular value. For the LHC the number of oscillations is set at
64.280 and 59.310, with an accuracy of about 20 ppm (20 × 10–6). Since the
quadrupole gradient is proportional to the tune, it has to be controlled with
the same precision. In the accelerator, the control is done via a magnetic
model (based on magnetic measurements) and an online feedback system. 

The knowledge of the quadrupole gradient for a given current is built
up through magnetic measurements, estimated as having an absolute preci-
sion of the order of 0.1-0.2%. In the LHC the situation is complicated by
i) the existence of several families of quadrupoles (5 different superconduc-
tive types, plus the resistive ones), ii) by a non-negligible iron saturation that
makes the relation current-gradient non linear for high fields and iii) by the
fact that only a fraction of the magnets have been measured in operational
conditions. The interesting feature is that since the current used by the feed-
back system to lock the tunes on 64.28 and 59.31 is known, by removing
this effect one can estimate the absolute precision of the magnet model. This
is shown is Figure 26, where the LHC tunes during the ramp from injection
energy to 6.5 TeV are reconstructed in the absence of feedback. A perfect
knowledge of the magnetic field would produce a boring plot with only one
dot at (64.28, 59.31). The distance of the two experimental curves (one for
each beam) from the nominal value corresponds to a precision of 0.2% at in-
jection and goes down to 0.1% at 6.5 TeV. This is an amazing cross-check
of the whole chain of magnetic field model, with its implementation of the
control system.
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25. Evolution of integrated transfer
function measured at room temperature
during the LHC dipole production, 
shown for the three assemblers.



The design, construction, installation and commissioning of the LHC super-
conducting magnets has been a fascinating adventure that has lasted two
decades. The first challenge is the safe operation of the magnets, with respect
both to their enormous energy (some 11 GJ in total) as well as to the beam
energy (350 MJ) that can easily damage many magnets or impede their reli-
able operation. The beam control system and the machine protection system
are very sophisticated and have allowed us, in a few years, to reach almost
nominal performance of the magnets and of the entire LHC machine.

The second challenge is the development of larger aperture quadrupoles
for the interaction regions of the LHC, to increase the beam focalization and
therefore the collision rate. This new adventure has already started, in the
frame of the approved High Luminosity LHC project, with the goal of attain-
ing, in a few years, the fitting of superconducting magnets capable of peak
fields in the range of 12 tesla, a step requiring the development of a new class
of magnets, based on superconductors such as Nb3Sn.
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THE TECHNOLOGY OF THE LHC
The LHC and its Vacuum Technology
Pierre Strubin and Cristoforo Benvenuti
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State-of-the-art vacuum technology is one of the pillars of the LHC. In this
chapter, we present a summary of the basic needs of the machine in terms of
vacuum, before discussing in more detail three novel elements of the beam-vac-
uum system that allowed us to meet the performance criteria required during
routine operation of LHC, taking into account undesirable dynamic phe-
nomena. Specifically, the techniques presented involve mitigating heat sources
of the circulating beam by use of a beam screen; improving a special family
of chemical pumps (referred to as non-evaporable getters); and the develop-
ment of the connectors that are located between adjacent magnet cryostats,
called the cold interconnects, the design of which involved trade-offs permit-
ting them to function over rather extreme ranges of temperature and pressure.
This aspect of the development of LHC thus ranges from the routine installa-
tion of adequate components to the frontiers of vacuum science, with a num-
ber of brilliant successes, as well as a few setbacks that needed to be overcome
along the way, thanks to the fast thinking and ingenuity of our team.

The LHC has the particularity of having not one, but three vacuum systems:
insulation vacuum for the cryomagnets, insulation vacuum for the helium dis-
tribution line (QRL) and beam vacuum.

We consider first the insulation vacuum, one of the technologies required
for the extremely high thermal insulation between the magnets at 1.9 K and
the tunnel, which is at room temperature. The magnets are installed in a ves-
sel (a cryostat), which is pumped-out (Fig. 26). Heat cannot propagate
through vacuum, and so the only remaining heat sources are due to conduc-
tion via the unavoidable magnet supports and by radiation. An everyday item
using the same principle is a thermos bottle in which tea or coffee can be kept
warm for a long time: it is made out of a double wall with vacuum between
the two walls.

Driven by the requirements of the cryogenic system, the room tempera-
ture pressure of the insulation vacuum before cool-down does not have to be
better than 10 Pa (10–1 mbar or 10–4 atmospheres), a value which is relatively
easy to obtain by standard mechanical pumps, even for large volumes. At
cryogenic temperatures, in the absence of any significant leak, the pressure
will stabilize at five orders of magnitude below this value (10–9 atm) because
the residual gas molecules are condensed onto the cold surfaces and stick to
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them until the temperature is raised again. If a small leak develops on the en-
velope of the magnet cryostat, the gas molecules coming from the tunnel air
will also be condensed onto the cold surfaces. The performance of the cryo-
genic system will not be changed, but there will be more molecules of gas re-
leased from the surfaces when warming the system up, and the magnet
enclosure could be submitted to an overpressure. It was therefore necessary to
install safety devices on the insulation vacuum systems.

A more difficult situation would be a leak between a helium circuit and
the insulation vacuum, because helium does not condense on the surfaces,
even at very low temperatures. To cope with the eventuality of a helium leak,
permanently installed turbo-molecular pumps will automatically start to limit
the pressure rise to an acceptable value until a proper repair can be made. In
summary, the insulation vacuum does not require any new technology; it re-
lies on a combination of standard pumps to start-up and the surfaces at the
temperature of the liquid helium, leading to a very efficient cryogenic pump-
ing system. Not to be forgotten, the performance can only be guaranteed if the
whole system is free from any significant leak.

The beam vacuum is required to minimize the probability that a proton in the
LHC hits a gas molecule and gets lost while it is going round the 27-km cir-
cumference some 10,000 times each second, hence maximizing the useful
beam lifetime. The interaction between the protons in the accelerator and the
rest gas is commonly referred to as beam-gas scattering and has a strong im-
pact on the lifetime of the beam. The beam-gas scattering is driven by two
processes, both of which are proportional to the residual pressure in the beam
pipe: (1) single proton-nuclear collisions leading to a high-energy collision in
which a proton is lost and (2) multiple small-angle proton-nuclear Coulomb
collisions in which the beam protons are deflected, leading to an increase in
emittance (i.e., a loss of beam collimation). The first process is not only un-
desirable because the number of particles for physics is reduced, but also be-
cause the lost particles will activate the materials they are impinging. Not only
must the residual pressure be minimized, but the gas composition must also
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be controlled, as the heavier molecules like CO2 have a larger probability of
interacting than the lighter ones like H2.

There are also a number of dynamic phenomena to be taken into ac-
count during the design of the beam-vacuum system. Synchrotron radiation
will hit the vacuum chambers mainly in the arc, and electron clouds (multi-
pacting) could affect almost the entire ring. Specific equipment has been added
in the cold part, like the beam screen (described later in this chapter) to min-
imize the impact of these dynamic phenomena with respect to the pressure and
the heat transferred to the cold magnets.

The required pressure is therefore much lower for the beam vacuum
than for the insulation vacuum and falls in the range of Ultra High Vacuum
(UHV), with values as low as 10–14 atm, required to ensure 100 hours of
beam lifetime per run. In the cold parts, the pumping is insured by the cold
surfaces for all gases but helium, as for the insulation vacuum. However, to
minimize the desorbing of condensed gas molecules via dynamic effects, the
residual pressure before cool-down should be much lower than what is re-
quired for the insulation vacuum. Sets of mobile turbo-molecular pumps,
backed-up by rotary vane pumps, reduce the initial pressure to 10–9 atm be-
fore cooling down.

The requirements for the room-temperature part of the accelerator beam
pipe are driven by the background to the experiments as well as by the beam
lifetime; these requirements call for a value in the range from 10–8 to 10–9 Pa
(10–13 to 10–14 atm). This high vacuum requires the system to be heated to
300°C to eliminate the heavier gas species. Thin film getter coatings, also
called Non Evaporable Getter coatings (NEG, described later in this chapter)
provide most of the pumping capacity, with additional sputter ion pumps for
the noble gases which are not pumped by the NEG.

The beam vacuum system is divided into sectors of manageable lengths
using more than 300 all-metal valves. The most common location for a valve
is at the transition between a cold and a room-temperature part (Fig. 27), so as
to allow warming of the cold part without saturating the NEG coating and los-
ing the vacuum in the adjacent room temperature parts; or to perform the bake-
out of the room temperature sector (i.e., the warming of the room-temperature
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27. (a) Sector valves at a cold to warm
transition; (b) a close-up view of the
sector valves.



sector to remove gas and thus improve the vacuum) without loading the cold
part with gas.

The performance of the beam-vacuum system will ultimately be assessed
by the quality of the beam, but sets of gauges are also installed, all in the room
temperature parts. A few vacuum sectors will be equipped with more instru-
mentation, integrating also residual-gas analyzers to assess the quality of the
vacuum and injection facilities to measure the residual pumping speed of the
NEG coatings.

The required leak tightness is also very challenging, with detection levels
of better than 10–9 Pa m3 s–1. To illustrate what this level means, if a car tire
was to have the same level of leak rate as the beam vacuum system of LHC, it
would lose half of its inflating pressure only after several million years.

Now that we have concluded the general introduction, the remaining part
of this chapter will highlight three specific aspects of the LHC vacuum system:
the beam screen, the NEG coatings and the interconnections in the cold part.

Any heat load into the magnets must be minimized, as it affects the perform-
ance at high field. As the beam pipe is embedded into the magnet, the vacuum
team is also highly concerned about the quality of the thermal conditions of
the LHC. Indeed, basic physics teaches us that there are several heat sources
associated with a circulating proton beam; each of these were carefully eval-
uated during the design phase of LHC. The four main ones are 
. synchrotron light radiated by the high energy circulating proton beams 

(0.2 W m–1 per beam, with a critical energy of about 44 eV);
. energy loss by nuclear scattering (30 mW m–1 per beam);
. energy dissipation by image currents (0.2 W m–1 per beam);
. energy dissipated during the development of electron clouds, which form

when the surfaces seen by the beams have too high a secondary electron yield.
The beam tube in the magnet, also referred to as the cold bore, is im-

mersed in the 1.9-K helium bath of the magnet. As everything was made to
minimize the heat input to the 1.9-K cryogenic circuit (Chap 4.1), a solution
had to be found to intercept and evacuate the power sources mentioned above
at a higher temperature, i.e., on a surface other than the beam tube. This led
to a major conceptual improvement, namely the idea of an internal sleeve that
shields the cold bore from the beam-generated heat loads; this is the device we
refer to as the beam screen. Its cross-section has a racetrack shape, which op-
timizes the available aperture while leaving space for the cooling tubes
(Fig. 29). The nominal horizontal and vertical apertures are 44.04 mm and
34.28 mm, respectively, but other sizes had to be built to adapt to different
magnet apertures. The beam screen is maintained at a temperature between
5 and 20 K by circulating helium through two cooling tubes welded on the
flat sides of the beam screen as seen in Figure 30, thus evacuating the heat load
at a temperature higher than 1.9 K.
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Heat meets vacuum: the beam screen

28. (a) Light shining in the non-reflective
direction of the beam screen, highlighting
the saw-tooth surface treatment that
minimizes reflected photons; (b) light
shining in the reflective direction of the
same beam screen.
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Beam screen design criteria
Three additional design criteria were selected to optimize performance of the
beam screen. Firstly, as the cold bore at 1.9 K is an almost ideal pump for all
gas species but helium, rectangular holes (referred to as pumping slots) with
a total surface area of 4% are perforated in the flat parts of the beam screen
to allow condensation of the gas on cold bore surface, now protected against
the direct impact of energetic particles (ions, electrons and photons). The
quasi-randomized pattern of the pumping slots was chosen to minimize lon-
gitudinal and transverse impedance, and the size was selected to keep the RF
losses through the holes below 1 mW m–1. Secondly, its surface was produced
with a saw-tooth structure to intercept the photons of the synchrotron radia-
tion in the horizontal plane and minimize the amount of reflected photons.
Figure 28 illustrates how this works: on Figure 28(a) the light shines toward
the steep edge of the saw teeth (perpendicular incidence) whereas on Figure
28(b) it shines toward the sloping edge (grazing incidence). Finally, a thin
copper layer (75 µm) on the inner surface of the beam screen provides a low
resistance path for the image current of the beam, i.e., the current that the
beam generates on the accelerator walls by electrical induction.

Manufacture of the beam screens
The history of the beam-screen design underscores the need to accommodate
unforeseen phenomena, despite the most careful study and planning, and to
resolve these issues through intelligent fixes.

The manufacturing process starts by co-laminating a specially developed
low permeability 1-mm-thick austenitic stainless steel strip with a 75-µm high-
purity copper sheet, and then rolling the saw-tooth structure which will inter-
cept photons at normal incidence. The co-laminated strip subsequently
undergoes a partial annealing treatment in a continuous furnace to restore the
mechanical properties of the stainless steel and to increase the residual resistivity
ratio (RRR value) of the copper layer, which defines the heat dissipated by the
image current of the beam. The pumping slots are punched into this compos-
ite strip, which is then rolled into its final shape and closed by a longitudinal
laser weld. The grade of the stainless steel has been specifically developed to
maintain a homogeneous fully austenitic structure in the welds as well in order
to minimize the perturbation of the magnetic field seen by the beam.

The beam screen is cooled by two seamless stainless steel tubes, with an
inner diameter of 3.7 mm and a wall thickness of 0.53 mm, allowing for the
extraction of up to 2 * 1.13 W per meter of beam screen in nominal cryogenic
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29. The beam screen extremity 
with sliding ring and cooling tubes.

30. The cross-section showing the
position of the pumping slot shield.



conditions. The helium temperature is regulated to 20 K at the output of the
cooling circuit at every half-cell, resulting in a temperature of the cooling tubes
between 5 and 20 K for nominal cryogenic conditions. The cooling tubes are
laser welded onto the beam screen tube, entailing a total of 80,000,000 laser
welds that all have to be leak tight to prevent the cooling-circuit helium from
entering into the beam vacuum. The cooling tubes are fitted with adaptor
pieces at each end, which allow their routing out of the cold bore without any
fully penetrating weld between the helium circuit and the beam vacuum.

A particular concern for any stainless steel component of a vacuum sys-
tem is stress corrosion cracking, which can be initiated by the presence of traces
of halides, such as chlorides or fluorides, and accelerated by thermal cycles
(e.g., welding or cool-down) and in presence of ionizing radiation (such as
beam losses). Indeed, a leak on a beam screen cooling tube attributed to cor-
rosion was discovered in the String 2 test cell built to validate the magnets be-
tween 1998 and 2004. Traces of chlorides were found inside the faulty cooling
tube, probably residues of the chloride-containing lubricants used during the
manufacture of the tube that had not been properly removed during the final
cleaning process. After having integrated an additional nitric acid rinse before
the final cleaning process at the manufacturer, all beam screens were finally
cold-tested at 80 K before being installed in the cold bores of the magnets.

So-called sliding rings with a bronze layer towards the cold bore are
welded every 750 mm onto the beam screen to ease its insertion into the cold
bore, to ensure centering in the cold bore and to provide for a good thermal
insulation. Figure 29 shows the extremity of a standard beam screen, with the
last sliding ring and the cooling tubes prepared for the final assembly.

Late modifications
When it became clear that electron clouds (i.e., electrons that surround the
beam because of Coulomb attraction) would appear in the LHC, and that
they would be capable of depositing up to 500 mW m–1 per beam into the
cold bore at 1.9 K through the pumping slots, a way to shield the cold bore
from the electrons had to be found. At that time, the beam screens were al-
ready manufactured and delivered to CERN. The situation called for retro-
fitting the existing equipment, while preserving the pumping of the gas from
the beam path to the cold-bore. In addition, any solution would have to allow
for the thermalization of the shield to the beam screen cooling tubes and min-
imize thermal contact with the cold bore. A clever solution, consisting of pre-
formed copper-beryllium strips, which are “clipped” onto the cooling tubes of

the beam screen was proposed and implemented
(Fig. 30). This solution fulfils all the requirements,
in particular the one of pumping with help of ad-
ditional pumping holes in the “wings” of the
shields. Despite the late date of this modification
request, there was no delay in the supply of fully
equipped beam screens.

The beam screens had one last technological
hurdle to overcome: some magnets in the region of
the interaction points, the so-called long straight
sections, are not cooled to 1.9 K, but to 4.5 K. 
At this temperature, the cryo-pumping capacity for
hydrogen is significantly reduced, unless one uses a
special pumping material, called a cryosorber. 
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For our application we used one made of carbon fiber in strips 370-mm long
and 8-mm wide. As much as the requirement for shielding the cold bore from
electrons was an additional difficulty, the proposed solution provided an ele-
gant way to support the cryosorber strips: they are riveted between perforated
support strips and the “wings” of the pumping slot shields using a mechanical
press as shown in Figure 31.

To conclude this discussion, we have seen how the final, complex struc-
ture of one of the key elements depended not only on the careful planning
and execution of the vacuum design team, but also evolved towards its final
form for which clever technological improvisation played a significant role.
Table 1 summarizes the most important technical solutions adopted.

Design options Reason
Racetrack shape Optimize aperture for beam while

accommodating the cooling tubes
Saw-tooth surface Prevent forward scattering of photons
Choice of steel-copper Provide mechanical properties (steel) and low
co-lamination electrical resistance (copper)
Pumping slots Allow gas to be pumped from the beam path 

to the 1.9 K surface
Pumping slot shields Prevent electrons accelerated by the beam to

deposit energy in the magnets
Copper beryllium used for Make them act as a spring to “clip” them on
pumping slot shields the cooling tubes of the beam screen
Gold finishing of the Minimize electrical resistance between beams
extremity of the beam screen screen and interconnection module
Cryosorber Increase pumping capacity for hydrogen in

magnet operated at 4.5 K instead of 1.9 K

Getters are “pumps” consisting of materials (usually metallic) capable of fixing
gas molecules on their surface by irreversible chemical reaction. Gas mole-
cules are therefore converted into stable chemical compounds (surface pump-
ing). As such, getters are one of the standard tools in the vacuum scientist’s
kit. Getter technology is quite old, the first patent and applications may be
found at the end of the 19th century. Getters were widely used in the second
half of the 20th century for UHV applications, mainly in the form of sputter-
ion and titanium sublimation pumps.

In the case of a vacuum system, the trapping of gas molecules helps to
maintain and improve the vacuum after the evacuation of atmospheric air. All
metals, with only very few exceptions, react with atmospheric oxygen, but
only a few (i.e., the getters) react with all the gases usually present in a UHV
system; these include hydrogen, nitrogen, water vapor, carbon monoxide and
carbon dioxide. Noble gases and methane are not chemically reactive and
therefore cannot be pumped by getters. Pumping of gas molecules results in
a progressive increase of the getter surface coverage and, consequently, in a
decrease of its pumping capacity. In the case of titanium sublimation pumps,
this phenomenon is overcome by a periodic deposition of a fresh titanium
film, sublimated from a hot filament. An alternative strategy consists in dif-
fusing the adsorbed gas molecules from the getter surface into its bulk by heat-
ing; in this case the getters are referred to as Non Evaporable Getters (NEGs).
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Thin film getter coatings

Table 1. Summary of design criteria 
for the beam screen.



The temperature required for this operation of re-
generation (activation) depends on the permeabil-
ity of the getter to the different gases, an additional
requirement that further limits the number of us-
able materials for this technology. The large ma-
jority of NEGs are made of titanium – and
zirconium – based alloys.

NEG pumping for LEP
NEGs were used for the first time to provide the
main pumping of an accelerator for the Large Elec-
tron Positron Collider (LEP) at CERN, built in the
1980s in the same tunnel that today houses the

LHC. A total of 23 kilometers of metal strip, in sections 6-m long and 30-mm
wide, coated on both faces with a zirconium-aluminum powder as the getter,
were inserted along the entire length of the LEP vacuum chambers, in a sep-
arate volume but connected to the main beam pipe. The heating required for
activation of the NEG was provided by circulating 100 A through the strip,
which was suspended via electrical insulators. The cross section of the LEP
chamber with the NEG pump is shown in Figure 32. The vacuum perform-
ance of LEP was excellent and very reliable. This solution has since been
adopted for other machines, in particular HERA in Germany.

Further developments of the NEG technology
The solution adopted for LEP, however, is not free from inconvenience, the
main one being the large size of the vacuum chamber required to house the
NEG pump. Furthermore, the NEG required complicated mounts and was
subject to the risk of electrical short circuits. The LHC improved on both these
design limitations by replacing the NEG pump with a NEG thin film, coated
on the internal surfaces of the vacuum chamber. This approach provides ad-
ditional advantages, namely a larger pumping area and the elimination of the
need to degas the chamber. Furthermore, a clean getter film would also de-
crease the degassing of the surface induced by the circulating beams, created
when bombarding the surfaces under vacuum by electrons and ions.

The successful design of Ti-sublimation pumps is clear evidence that thin
getter films may provide pumping when deposited under vacuum. But we did
not know if a titanium thin film, if exposed to the air, could recover its chem-
ical reactivity by heating under vacuum. For niobium films, however, we had
some evidence that this is indeed the case. During the construction of LEP, a
better production technique for the superconducting accelerating radiofre-
quency cavities was developed. During this work, copper cavities coated with
a thin film of Nb were proposed and studied as an alternative to the more ex-
pensive “traditional” cavities made of bulk Nb. In the end, Nb-coated copper
cavities were adopted for the energy upgrade, the second phase of the LEP
project. Niobium is a good getter but becomes contaminated if deposited
under poor vacuum conditions, thus leading to the deterioration of the su-
perconducting performance.

A similar deterioration was also experienced by heating a coated cavity
under poor vacuum, indicating the existence of post-coating gettering action,
good news in view of the LHC design.

From a chemical point of view, the possibility of regenerating the chem-
ical reactivity of a surface by heating depends on the permeability of the getter
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32. The LEP chamber consists of a
cylindrical tube through which the beam
passes and the parallel chamber housing
the NEG coated strip. 



material for the gases to be pumped, which may be enhanced by increasing
the temperature. Heating a coating implies heating the coated chamber; there-
fore only NEG films with an activation temperature compatible with the me-
chanical stability of the chamber may be considered. This requirement reduces
the choice of the candidates for coating use, in particular for chambers made
of aluminum. Because of its low density, aluminum is an interesting candi-
date for the construction of the vacuum chambers located at the intersecting
points of storage rings, but unfortunately aluminum chambers cannot be
baked at temperatures higher than 200°C. At the very beginning of the NEG
coatings study many coatings were obtained with activation temperatures
ranging from 250°C to 350°C; but it took much longer to find out that a ti-
tanium-zirconium-vanadium (TiZrV) film could be activated at 180°C, which
was then adopted for LHC.

Production and performance
The coating is applied by atomic sputtering. Wires of the three elements are
twisted together to form a straight rod, which is inserted in the middle of the
chamber to be coated (Fig. 33). Atmospheric air is then evacuated and the
chamber is filled with a rare gas (argon or krypton) at a pressure of about 
1 Pa (10–5 atm). By applying a negative electric bias of a few hundred volts to
the rod, a gas plasma is produced inside the chamber. Under the effect of the
electric field, the getter (cathode) is bombarded by the positive ions, and atoms
sputter off and coat the surrounding chamber.
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33. The NEG coating facility for the LHC
vacuum chambers.



After coating, the chamber is vented to air, the cathode is extracted and the
chamber is ready for installation. The NEG coating will later be activated during
the bake-out of the chamber, which is part of the standard commissioning process.

The NEG coatings performed according to our expectations. Inside the
coated chambers, pressures down to the 10–12 Pa (10–17 atm) range were meas-
ured. Chambers exposed to synchrotron radiation at ESRF-Grenoble (France)
showed an impressive reduction of radiation-induced degassing when com-
pared to uncoated chambers, an effect which resulted in the much-improved
performance of the associated experimental lines. Besides these anticipated
benefits, an additional important bonus of NEG coatings is the very low sec-
ondary electron yield they display after activation (i.e., the number of elec-
trons created when the material is hit by a beam particle), with values between
1.1 and 1.2, compared with values of about 2.0 for untreated vacuum cham-
bers. Such a low value prevents the multiplication of electrons in the presence
of circulating beams, which otherwise contribute to the detrimental electron
clouds. For these reasons the decision was taken to coat all the room tem-
perature chambers of the LHC with NEG films.

LHC and other applications
More than 1,200 chambers, representing a total length of some 6 km of the LHC
vacuum system, were coated with 1-µm-thick films. At the time when the coated
chambers were needed, industry was not equipped for the job. 
To face the tight schedule, a dedicated facility was built at CERN. It consists of
three cylindrical magnetron sputtering systems that allow vacuum chambers,
with a maximum length of 7.5 m and maximum diameter of 60 cm, to be coated.
Each unit consists of a vacuum pumping system, a manifold, a base support and
a vertical solenoid (Fig. 33). The chambers were assembled on a special cradle,
able to support up to four chambers if their diameter is less than 100 mm.

A 16-m-long assembling bench allowed the horizontal insertion of the
cathodes in the chambers. The whole structure could then be lifted up with a
crane and inserted into the solenoid, which is installed inside a 6.3-m-deep pit.
In the simplest geometrical configuration, a three-wire cathode is inserted in the
chamber and aligned along the pipe main axis. For more complicated struc-
tures, more than one cathode is necessary to guarantee uniform film thickness.
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34. Drawing of one dipole-dipole beam
vacuum interconnect.



An average production rate of about 20 chambers per week was
achieved. Quality of the production was monitored by coating sample sur-
faces simultaneously with the main chambers and analyzing them for thickness
and pumping performance.

The work to develop the NEG coating technology is one of the out-
standing success stories of the LHC, even before it entered into full operation.
The coating technology is protected by patents, which have been licensed to
five institutes and companies. These NEG coated chambers are now com-
mercially available and frequently used for new accelerators. Other applica-
tions are envisaged in the fields of semiconductors and solar energy.

The cold arcs of the LHC consist of twin aperture dipole, quadrupole and cor-
rector magnets in cryostats, operating at 1.9 K, as described in Chapter 4.1.
The beam-vacuum chambers, which are embedded in the superconducting
magnets, along with all connecting elements, require flexible “interconnects”
between adjacent cryostats to allow for thermal and mechanical offsets fore-
seen during machine operation and alignment. In addition, the electrical con-
tinuity of the beam screens described earlier in this chapter must also be
ensured by providing low impedance in the interconnect zones; this is done
with the so-called RF bridges.

The design had to take into account (a) offsets expected during normal
operation of the machine; (b) transient offsets during machine cool-down and
warm-up; and (c) “exceptional” values due to possible faults, for example, in
the cryogenic system. The layout of a dipole-dipole beam vacuum interconnect
is shown in Figure 34 with the main features labeled. Each interconnect zone
contains two such beam lines in parallel.

Mechanical and electrical requirements
The mechanical requirements are mainly driven by the limited space of the
500 mm available between magnets to accommodate the thermal expansion
and contraction, together with lateral misalignment of the magnets. The stroke
of the interconnect module between room temperature and 20 K, showing
the contracted and expanded bellows, is illustrated in Figure 35.

From the electrical point of view, two
constraints had to be satisfied. The first one
is to have a low longitudinal resistance (less
than 100 µΩ at working temperature) be-
tween two consecutive beam screens. The
second one is to shield the outer bellows,
the convolution of which would otherwise
be seen as an RF cavity by the proton
bunches of the beam, hence inducing losses.

The solution
The mechanical aspects are covered by the
use of two bellows: an RF bellows around
the RF bridge which allows for the thermal
contraction (up to 62 mm across one inter-
connection) and lateral offset (up to ± 4 mm)
of the magnet cold masses; and a beam-
screen bellows which absorbs differential
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The cold interconnects

35. Drawings of the contracted and
expanded RF bellows, corresponding 
to the position at room temperature 
and when the LHC is operating at 20 K.



thermal expansion (34-mm nominal, but 75 mm in exceptional cases) between
beam screen and magnet cold mass during thermal transients, preventing dam-
age to the cooling tube feedthroughs. The minimized space in the intercon-
nection zone imposes strong limitations on the length of both bellows units.
The RF bellows is a hydroformed U-type profile. The size and axial stiffness
were optimized for mechanical stability (buckling) and fatigue (thermo-me-
chanical cycles). For the beam screen bellows a very compact “nested bellows”
was selected to compensate for the large transient axial offsets that occur dur-
ing cool-down and warm-up. On the beam screen side, the cooling tubes are
routed out of the vacuum chamber in a way that avoids all direct welding be-
tween the beam vacuum system and the helium lines. The end of the beam
screen is equipped with a conical clamp to maintain it in place, and is fin-
ished with 3 µm of gold over the last 3 mm to optimize the electrical contact
between the beam screen and the interconnection module. The various com-
ponents that insure all the required functionalities are shown in Figure 34;
Figure 36 shows the two extremities of a magnet, completed and ready to be
interconnected.

The RF bridge itself consists of a set of copper-beryllium fingers sliding
on a copper insert. Using copper-beryllium for the fingers allows them to act
as springs and to exercise enough contact forces over the whole expansion
range of the RF bridge. The ends of the fingers are coated with 5 µm of gold
to optimize the electrical contact and avoid fusion due to induced currents
during magnet quenches. The copper insert is coated with 3 µm of rhodium
to avoid cold welding under vacuum. The RF bridge design concept was de-
veloped to avoid the high shear stress in contact fingers associated with the
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36. Magnet ends, ready 
for interconnection.

37. The components of a plug-in-module
(PIM).



large lateral offsets required to re-align the machine when warm. The solu-
tion adopted was to provide clearance, rather than contact, when warm and
to use a change in the chamber wall diameter to apply the contact finger force
only when the magnets are cold. This can also be seen in Figure 37.

The RF bridge and the RF bellows were assembled as an independent
module, called a plug-in module or PIM, which could be assembled, cleaned
and tested individually before installation. Figure 37 shows all components of
a plug-in-module, Figure 38 shows a mock-up of a PIM in its nominal (ex-
tended) position at cold.

The plug-in-modules were delivered in a “compressed” state to make their
installation between two magnets relatively easy. Figure 39 shows a com-
pressed PIM during installation and the same after the compressing tooling
has been removed. The sequence of installation in the tunnel has been opti-
mized to cope with the limited space available in the interconnect zone. The
final welding which makes the beam pipe leak-tight was done with automatic
orbital welding machines, specially adapted to the limited space (Fig. 40).
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38. A mock-up of a plug-in-module 
in its nominal position.

39. The installation of a plug-in-module.
Compressed as supplied to facilitate
installation (left); and in place (right). 

40. The orbital welding machine installed
and ready to weld.



Difficulties encountered and overcome
The mechanical design of the PIMs had been ex-
tensively tested under all possible situations of
cool-down and warm-up before the construction
was launched. Despite all these precautions, a
number of them failed during the first warm-up of
LHC sector 7-8 in August 2007. A variable number
of contact fingers buckled towards the inside of the
beam pipe on 6 out of 366 modules, hence ob-
structing the beam path almost completely as can
be seen on Figure 41.

A crisis task force was set up to investigate
this rather catastrophic and completely unexpected
behavior of the PIMs. All parameters were once

again verified using sophisticated finite element calculations, which demon-
strated that a PIM built as it was designed should not fail. Measurements were
made, at cold, of the friction coefficients, which also showed values within
the expected range. An analysis of the displacements due to thermal effects re-
vealed that indeed some PIMs were more vulnerable than others, but still
within design tolerances. One interconnect was equipped with remote meas-
urement of the displacement during cool-down, which confirmed the calcu-
lated values. The position of all magnets was measured in the tunnel, and
even if this survey campaign revealed a systematic displacement of the
quadrupoles by 2 mm, this could still not explain the failure of the modules.
The effort then continued with the verification that the modules had been built
according to the specification, which was in theory the case from the manu-
facturing documents. It was found that an initial manufacturing error in the
curvature of the end of the contact fingers was corrected by introducing too
large an angle in another part of the finger, thus the stability of the fingers
could no longer be guaranteed under all circumstances. Figure 42 shows two
pieces that highlight the difference between the specified and measured values
for the erroneous curvature.

Finite element calculations, consolidated by a number of laboratory tests,
using the “as-built” geometry of the fingers, confirmed the origin of the prob-
lem. The team developed a method to restore the geometry of the contact fin-
gers for the modules not yet installed, but more than 80% of all modules were
already welded in place when the problem was discovered. X-ray imaging was
used to localize other faulty modules, but the shielding by the outside bellows
of the interconnection reduces the accuracy of this method. For the longer
term, X-ray tomography may become a valid method, as shown in Figure 4.43
on a laboratory test, but in the short term a perfectly dependable method was
needed to find PIM failure during LHC warm-up. We came up with a very
clever idea, consisting of “blowing” a small ball equipped with an RF trans-
mitter through the entire arc and using the beam position monitors to follow
the ball. The ball is “pushed” by connecting a mechanical pump to one end of
the arc under test, thus creating a “vacuum” of about 200 mbar, enough to cre-
ate a draft of 6 m s–1 which makes the ball roll at a speed of about 2 m s–1.
This method was successfully tested when sector 4-5 of LHC had to be
warmed-up to connect the final focusing magnets. Twelve faulty modules were
found, all in the most vulnerable locations, also confirming the expected sta-
tistics. Two more sectors were tested recently, in which the quadrupoles had
been previously re-aligned. Three faulty modules were found in each sector.
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This lower number confirms again that the calculations were correct, but also
that the problem would persist until all vulnerable PIMs have been repaired.

Design options Reason
Sliding RF fingers Shield the beam from the convolutions of 

the external bellows which are seen as RF 
cavities, while allowing thermal expansion 
during cool-down

Copper beryllium RF fingers Provide a constant contact force over the 
full expansion of the module during cool-
down

Copper insert Minimize electrical resistance between two 
adjacent beam screens

Concept of “plug-in” module Allow for easy installation in a tight space
Gold coating of the extremities Minimize electrical resistance between RF 
of the RF fingers fingers and copper insert
Rhodium coating of copper Avoid “cold-welding” between RF fingers
insert and copper insert under vacuum

In this chapter, we summarized the requirements for the vacuum system and
the main stages of the vacuum technology development for the LHC, from
the use of standard techniques to the development of new technologies. The
spirit of ingenuity of the team in charge is highlighted by the three special
cases, where a very complex parameter field had to be considered to design
the equipment and to implement improvements. These efforts have already led
to the licensing of new technologies and to approaches that will find ever-new
applications in particle accelerators and other scientific fields. Finally, we have
seen that despite considerable effort to study, plan and implement a techno-
logical design, the unforeseen failure of a component is always possible.
Thanks to the commitment and ingenuity of the team, we were able to keep
the impact of these failures to a minimum and to continue development, man-
ufacturing and installation according to a very ambitious schedule. The next
step will be to verify the quality of the vacuum system when submitted to the
dynamic effects induced by the beams.

Prepared for the next steps

42. Sample contact fingers showing
the critical parameters as specified 
and “as-built” for the PIMs.

43. X-ray tomography on a complete
mock-up of an interconnection zone,
showing its potential utility in detecting
defective PIMs.

Table 2. Summary of design criteria 
for the cold interconnect.



THE TECHNOLOGY OF THE LHC
The Cryogenics Challenge of the LHC
Philippe Lebrun and Laurent Tavian

4 .3



In order for the LHC to operate as planned, a major challenge had to be over-
come: the development of adequate cryogenic technology on an industrial scale.
As explained in previous chapters, the refrigeration system must operate at low
enough temperatures to push the operating range of the Nb-Ti superconductors,
thus allowing the magnetic field strength to be extended beyond 8 tesla (Sec-
tion 4.1). In practice this means operating in superfluid helium, the very pecu-
liar liquid phase of helium existing below 2.17 K. More than 23 km of the
circumference of the LHC with a cold mass weighing tens of thousands of tons
therefore needs to be cooled down close to absolute zero in order to benefit
from the physical properties of the superfluid helium. Nothing on this scale
had ever been attempted. Before entering into the details of the cryogenic sys-
tem, let us consider some of the implications of the refrigeration requirements:
. approximately 80 tons of superfluid helium must be maintained at 1.9 K

during the entire period of operation;
. the total mass cooled to this temperature is 37,000 tons;
. just pre-cooling this mass down to about 100 K uses 10,000 tons of liquid

nitrogen;
. the surface area cooled exceeds 40,000 m2;
. tens of thousands of welds had to be made reliably leak-tight to superfluid

helium
. a new family of efficient, low-temperature refrigerators had to be developed;
. refrigeration had to be transported over the 3.3-km length of sectors under

minute temperature differences;
. several thousand high-precision temperature sensors, instruments and ac-

tuators have to operate reliably in a hostile radiative environment. 
In this chapter, we will explore the science and technology behind these

challenges, organized according to the aspects of magnet cooling, heat-load
management, refrigeration, instrumentation and fluid management.

A brief background on superfluid helium is presented in Chapter 1; here we
recall some aspects of this history relevant to the technologies discussed later
in the chapter. 

Although the superfluid phase of helium was undoubtedly produced by
H. Kammelingh Onnes in his Leyden laboratory as early as 1908, when he
lowered the pressure on the saturated liquid and unsuccessfully tried to solidify
it, it took another twenty years for his disciple W. H. Keesom to establish the
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phase diagram of helium and identify the second-order phase transition, oc-
curring at 2.17 K, from the standard liquid (“He I”) to a second liquid phase 
(“He II”). One reason for this delay is that efforts were distracted by the un-
expected discovery of superconductivity in pure mercury in 1911, soon fol-
lowed by tin and lead. Thereafter, the laboratory studied materials at low
temperatures in addition to their work on the thermodynamic properties of flu-
ids, its original raison d’être in the wake of the pioneering work by J. D. Van
der Waals, Kamerlingh Onnes’ mentor [1]. There is no latent heat associated
with the phase transition from He I to He II, but there is a peak in the specific
heat, the shape of which led Keesom to name it the lambda point (Fig. 44).

In the 1930s, liquefaction of helium had diffused from Leyden to several
other laboratories in the world, as interest in low-temperature research ex-
panded. Thus in 1938, P. L. Kapitsa in Moscow, and J. F. Allen and A. D. 
Misener in Cambridge independently discovered superfluidity in He II, man-
ifesting itself through totally unusual characteristics such as the absence of vis-
cosity, thus enabling the liquid to flow through very fine-pore plugs (called
superleaks); a very high thermal conductivity prevents the saturated liquid
from nucleating bubbles in order to vaporize; and – even more surprising – the
liquid is seen to creep upwards and above the brim of a container. In addition,
they discovered the thermomechanical effect, i.e., the direct conversion of a
thermal gradient across a superleak into a pressure difference, allowing he-
lium fountains to form. As we see below, these properties were put to good
use in the cryogenic technologies employed for the LHC.

We note for the interested reader that this wealth of experimental ob-
servations proved a challenge for theoreticians to explain. F. London very
early related superfluidity to a quantum effect and the superfluid phase to a
Bose-Einstein condensate. L. Tisza proposed a phenomenological model of
two interpenetrating fluids (“two-fluid model”) which successfully accounted
for the observed behavior, but had no microscopic foundation. L. D. Landau
addressed the question of elementary excitations in the fluid, introducing the
concept of quasiparticles which proved fecund in condensed-matter physics
[2]. Only after the Second World War did these different approaches harmo-
nize with the theory of quantum liquids, the explanation of the excitation spec-
trum and the observation of quantized vortices in the superfluid.

With the development of superconducting magnets for scientific appli-
cations in the 1970s, it is quite natural that the lower temperature range and
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44. Specific heat of liquid helium,
showing the lambda transition.

45. Helium phase diagram, showing
working points of Tore Supra, CEBAF 
and LHC.



unique transport properties of superfluid helium be considered for refrigera-
tion. Saturated superfluid helium, however, shows several technological short-
comings. First, it only exists under low pressure, thus requiring large-capacity
vacuum pumps to maintain the pressure on the liquid bath, and absolute tight-
ness to atmosphere in order to prevent inward leaks of air and moisture which
would instantaneously freeze and block piping. Second, the low-pressure he-
lium vapour exhibits low dielectric strength, a major drawback in electrical de-
vices that operate at moderate or high voltage. Third, stories of superleaks
frightened engineers and technicians who had to design and build helium-tight
vessels using the standard construction techniques of cryogenic engineering,
such as tungsten inert-gas welding of stainless steel. Still, the potential bene-
fits of helium-II cooling of superconducting devices for reaching higher fields
were a strong enough incentive for G. Claudet and his team in CEA Grenoble,
France, to study, establish and promote its use as a technical refrigerant. To
circumvent the question of sub-atmospheric pressure in the device cryostat,
they proposed using pressurized superfluid, i.e., liquid at atmospheric pres-
sure, sub-cooled by heat exchange with a heat sink consisting of a saturated liq-
uid bath. The first sizeable project using this technique was the high-field
hybrid magnet at the Service National des Champs Intenses in Grenoble in
1980. This constituted the working model for the first large-scale application
of superfluid helium to the cooling of magnets, the Tore Supra tokamak which
began operation in Cadarache, France in 1988 [3]. Tore Supra contains
520 kg of superfluid helium, cooled by a 300-W-at-1.8-K refrigerator. 

In parallel with the cooling of high-field magnets, the emergence of high-
field superconducting radio-frequency (RF) cavities for linear accelerators raised
the question of limiting alternating-current losses in the superconducting wall of
the cavity (see Chap. 4.5). When subject to rapidly varying current, supercon-
ductors, in spite of their zero direct-current resistance, exhibit power dissipation.
Since this dissipation grows exponentially with temperature in the range of in-
terest, operating the cavity at a lower temperature immersed in a saturated he-
lium-II bath proves to be globally efficient, in spite of the higher thermodynamic
cost of refrigeration. This solution was retained for the re-circulating linear ac-
celerators of CEBAF, built in 1995 at the Thomas Jefferson Laboratory in New-
port News, USA. In contrast to Tore Supra, housed in a single hall with the
refrigeration plant adjacent, CEBAF features the extended geometry of an accel-
erator, spreading over several hundred meters. It contains 12 tons of superfluid
helium, cooled by a 4.8-kW-at-2.0-K refrigerator. Both Tore Supra and CEBAF
established industrial feasibility of the superfluid helium technology, and paved
the way for its implementation on a novel and much grander scale at the LHC.

The main reason for superfluid helium cooling of the LHC magnets is the
lower temperature, which extends the operating range of the Nb-Ti super-
conductor and thus results in field strength beyond 8 tesla (Chap. 4.1). How-
ever, the rapid drop in specific heat of the conductor at low temperature also
requires making use of the transport properties of superfluid helium for ther-
mal stabilization, heat extraction from the magnet windings and heat transport
to the heat sink. With its low viscosity, superfluid helium can permeate the
windings, where it buffers thermal transients thanks to its high specific heat
(2,000 times that of the conductor per unit volume). The excellent thermal
conductivity of the fluid (peaking at 1.9 K with typically 1,000 times that of
good copper) enables it to conduct heat without mass transport, i.e., with no
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need for fluid circulation or pumps. In order to benefit from these unique
properties, though, the electrical insulation of the conductor must have suffi-
cient porosity providing percolation paths, while preserving its main functions
of mechanical resistance and dielectric strength. These conflicting require-
ments are met by a multilayer wrap of polyimide film with partial overlap (ex-
plained in more detail in Chap. 4.1).

The practical thermal conductivity of superfluid helium remains finite,
and therefore insufficient to transport refrigeration along a full LHC sector, the
3.3-km stretch of tunnel cooled by one refrigerator. Moreover, we know, since
the time of J. Fourier, that heat can only be transported across a thermal gra-
dient, so that the temperature at the refrigerator must be lower than the 1.9-K
upper bound of the warmest magnet, located some 3.3 km away. In order to
limit the thermodynamic penalty of having to produce refrigeration at too low
a temperature, the total temperature gradient used for the cooling of a sector
is a mere 0.1 K, thus requiring an extremely efficient cooling scheme.

The LHC magnets operate in static baths of pressurized superfluid he-
lium close to atmospheric pressure, according to an unconventional cooling
scheme. This high-conductivity single-phase static liquid is continuously
cooled by heat exchange with saturated two-phase helium flowing in a heat
exchanger tube, made of cryogenic-grade copper threading its way over the
length of the magnet string (Fig. 46). The deposited heat is eventually ab-
sorbed quasi-isothermally by the latent heat of vaporization of the helium
flowing in the tube. The residual temperature gradients are those generated by
the thermal impedance at the tube wall (known as Kapitsa resistance) and by
the pressure drop in the two-phase flow. To minimize the pressure drop, the
scheme is implemented in 107-m-long strings of magnets, parallel connected
to supply and recovery headers running along the tunnel in a separate cryo-
genic distribution line, located alongside the magnets, spanning the length of
each sector (Fig. 47). Other benefits of this cooling scheme are
. the little transverse space it occupies in the magnet cross-section;
. the capacity to absorb large heat loads such as generated by current ramps

or resistive transitions; and 
. the thermal decoupling of the magnets as soon as the flow dries out, thus lim-

iting quench propagation in the string and protecting the neighboring magnets.
This unconventional cooling scheme was investigated and tested exper-

imentally for flow stability and heat transfer performance, and finally vali-
dated in a prototype magnet string. It is now routinely operating up to
expectations in the LHC tunnel (Fig. 48).
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46. Schematic of LHC magnet cooling
scheme.
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With their cold mass of 37,000 tons at 1.9 K, presenting an external surface
area of some 40,000 m2 (five soccer fields!), the LHC magnets must be effi-
ciently insulated to meet the refrigeration requirements: this is the task of the
cryostats (Fig. 49). Conventional thermal design and cryogenic construction
techniques usually applied in clean workshops on laboratory-size equipment
had to be implemented here on an industrial scale, involving field assembly
underground in sometimes difficultly controlled conditions. Priority was there-
fore given to robustness of design and reliability of construction over sheer
thermal performance.

As in other low-temperature apparatus, the first concern was to reduce
gas conduction, which could represent a major path of heat in-leak. This is
achieved by placing the cold mass inside a vacuum enclosure and maintain-
ing it under high vacuum (a residual pressure below 10–9 atm). Thanks to the
low temperature, the high vacuum is maintained by a phenomenon referred
to as cryo-pumping, in which all gases other than helium are removed by con-
densation on the cold surfaces; this works provided the helium circuits are
tight, the latter condition being ensured in the long run by integrally welded
stainless steel construction.

Thermal insulation and heat-load management

47. View of LHC in tunnel, showing string
of magnets and cryogenic distribution
line.

48. Temperature profile along a 3.3 km
sector: all magnets are isothermal within
0.05 K.

49. Artist’s view of the LHC main dipole
magnet in its cryostat.



Thermal radiation is reduced by interposing a radiation shield, cooled 
at 50 to 70 K by circulation of gaseous helium. The power radiated from 
the room temperature vacuum vessel to the shield and the residual heat in-leak
from the shield to the cold mass are further limited by multilayer insulation blan-
kets, prefabricated in industry and installed during cryostat assembly (Fig. 50).

The cold mass is supported on column-type support posts, made of glass-
fibre epoxy composite working in compression, with heat interception at both
50-70-K and 5-K temperatures in order to limit the solid conduction at 1.9 K
(Fig. 51).

In order to accommodate the cold mass shrinkage by 0.3% during cool-
down (i.e., 45 mm on a 15-m-long magnet, or 8.4 m on the cold length of
each sector), the support system incorporates low-friction sliding surfaces, and
the interconnecting pipe-work features compensator bellows, which must also
take alignment tolerances during installation (Fig. 52). The assembly of the
cryomagnets in the tunnel to form a continuous string incurred the proper ex-
ecution of 65,000 low-resistance splices on the superconductors, and of
40,000 helium-tight welds on cryogenic piping, carried out by an industrial
contractor. This was achieved by proper preparation of methods and tooling;
maximum automation; training of personnel; establishment and enforcement
of quality assurance procedures; and strict control. Overall, the measured lin-
ear heat in-leak to the cold mass of the LHC cryomagnets is as low as 0.2 W/m,
in agreement with the calculated value. This is a remarkable achievement.

Besides the leaking in of heat by the above processes, the LHC magnets
are also subject to dynamic thermal loads induced by a number of processes:

. residual electrical dissipation in the conductor
splices;

. eddy currents and hysteresis during charge and
discharge;

. circulating-beam loads such as synchrotron radi-
ation, beam image currents, loss of particles from
the beam halo and bombardment by electrons
resonantly accelerated by the beam potential (the
so-called electron cloud).

Since some of these losses dominate at high
beam energy and intensity, the magnet apertures
are equipped with beam screens (Chap. 4.2)
cooled by circulation of supercritical helium be-
tween 5 and 20 K, to intercept most of them at a
higher temperature than the 1.9 K of the cold
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50. Assembly of LHC magnets in their
cryostats.

51. Glass-fiber/epoxy composite support
post for LHC cryomagnets: thermal
intercepts at 50-70 K and 5 K reduce 
the conductive heat in-leak to the top
plate at 1.9 K.

52. Interconnection between two
cryomagnets with vacuum sleeve open
and thermal insulation removed, showing
welded seams and compensator bellows
on piping.



mass, thus reducing the associated thermodynamic penalty. Primarily in-
stalled for cryogenic reasons, the beam screen is also used as the protective
baffle of the distributed cryopump constituted by the wall of the beam pipe
at 1.9 K, so as to improve substantially the dynamic vacuum seen by the cir-
culating beams.

In this section, we discuss the helium refrigerators that cool the LHC sectors.
This section is more technical than the others of this chapter, and because of
space limitations we assume that the reader has some background in thermo-
dynamics.

A common practice for comparing different cryogenic systems is to
transform their refrigeration duties in equivalent entropic capacity at 4.5 K
by applying Carnot factors. For the LHC, this amounts to a total of 144 kW
at 4.5 K, thus making it the world’s most powerful helium refrigeration sys-
tem. In practice, a sector refrigeration plant is composed of a 4.5-K refrigera-
tor with an equivalent capacity of 18 kW at 4.5 K, coupled to a 1.8-K
refrigeration unit producing a cooling capacity of 2.4 kW at 1.8 K. Four out
of the eight 4.5-K refrigerators were recovered from the previous LEP accel-
erator, and suitably adapted to LHC duties. The helium refrigerators of the
LHC operate in mixed duty in order to absorb a variety of heat loads at dif-
ferent temperatures (cooling of the magnets, beam screens, radiation shields
and current leads).

Previous experience at CERN with large 4.5-K refrigerators, delivered
by European industry in the framework of turn-key contracts, has demon-
strated their dependable performance, good efficiency and high operational re-
liability. Consequently in 1997 CERN issued a functional and interface
specification for the procurement of four such refrigerators. The adjudication
rule took into consideration, besides capital investment, the integrated costs
of operation over a period of ten years, thus giving a premium to efficiency,
and, indirectly, compactness. The LHC 4.5-K refrigerators show efficiencies
around 29% with respect to the Carnot cycle, corresponding to a coefficient-
of-performance around 230 (i.e., 230 W electrical consumption per W re-
frigeration at 4.5 K). Based on a modified Claude cycle with three pressure
levels (typically 0.1 MPa, 0.4 MPa and 2 MPa), a refrigerator consists of a
compressor station and a cold box (Fig. 53). Each compressor station has five
to eight oil-lubricated screw compressors, water refrigerants for helium and oil,
as well as a final oil removal system achieving a residual content of a fraction
of a part per million. The installed electrical input power is about 4.5 MW per
refrigerator. The vacuum-insulated cold box houses aluminum plate-fin heat
exchangers and eight to ten turbo-expanders to provide the cooling capacity.
To prevent any pollution from air which could enter the cycle and become
solid at cryogenic temperature, switchable 80-K adsorbers remove up to 50
parts per million of air and a 20-K adsorber removes remaining traces of hy-
drogen and neon. Switchable dryers are connected at the ambient temperature
inlet of the cold box to remove humidity.

A novel requirement set by the LHC project is the efficient and reliable
production of 1.8-K refrigeration in the multi-kW range. This can only be
achieved in practice through combined cycles making use of sub-atmospheric
cryogenic compressors and heat exchangers. As early as the mid 1990s, CERN
stimulated industry to develop low-pressure heat exchangers and hydrody-
namic cryogenic compressors of different designs, through procurement of
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Large-capacity refrigeration

53. 4.5-K-helium refrigerator for LHC:
compressor station (top); and cold boxes
(middle and bottom).



several prototypes. In particular, the cryogenic compressors involve advanced
mechanics and hydrodynamics, with impeller wheels rotating at up to
50,000 rpm. At their low temperature of operation, they cannot be lubricated
and to avoid any contact, their rotating assembly operates suspended on ac-
tive magnetic bearings operating at ambient temperature. The prototypes of
low-pressure heat exchangers and cryogenic compressors were thoroughly
tested in nominal and off-design modes. Design and optimisation studies were
also performed in liaison with industry on refrigeration cycles matched to the
expected performance of full-size machinery.

This preparatory work permitted the launch of the procurement for
eight 1.8-K refrigeration units in 1998 (Fig. 54). The overall coefficient-of-
performance of these 1.8-K refrigeration units, once attached to the main
4.5-K refrigerators of the LHC, reaches around 900 (i.e., 900 W electrical
consumption per W refrigeration at 1.8 K), corresponding to efficiencies
around 18% with respect to the Carnot cycle. The cycles are based on 3 or 4
stages of axial-centrifugal cryogenic compressors (Fig. 55) raising ambient
temperature through heat exchangers, before its final compression to above at-
mospheric by volumetric screw compressors, thus limiting the size of the lat-
ter. The machines now operate routinely in the accelerator.

120

54. 1.8 K refrigeration unit for LHC: (top)
room-temperature compressors, (bottom)
cold box with cryogenic compressors.
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55. Axial-centrifugal cryogenic
compressors.

56. Cernox™ temperature sensor 
(right) with thermalisation plates (left) 
and support blocks for pipe mounting
(center).

The cryogenic operation and monitoring of the LHC requires a large number
of sensors, electronic conditioning units and actuators. About 15,000 instru-
mentation channels are located inside the machine tunnel and must therefore
withstand the radiation environment, imposing strict radiation qualification pro-
cedures. While a large variety of sensors and actuators are commercially avail-
able, specific tests on prototypes were performed to select the suitable types.
Furthermore all tunnel electronics are custom designed to be radiation tolerant.

The very limited temperature excursions allowed along the cryomagnet
strings require the implementation of precision cryogenic thermometry on an
industrial scale, with several thousand channels exhibiting long-term robustness
and reliability. The overall measurement uncertainty must be less than ± 10 mK
with respect to the operating temperature of 1.9 K. Following the dedicated
construction and commissioning of cryogenic calibration facilities of metro-
logical class at CERN and CNRS Orsay, France, several types of sensors were
tested for performance in LHC environmental conditions on statistically sig-
nificant ensembles. In particular, the effects of neutron irradiation at cryogenic
temperature and of thermal cycling were investigated on several hundred ther-
mometers, in order to select appropriate solutions for the project (Fig. 56).
The stringent requirements on temperature measurement, once applied to
signal conditioning, cannot be met by commercially available equipment.

Cryogenic instrumentation
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Several conditioner architectures able to simultaneously provide the large dy-
namic range, high accuracy, stability and tolerance to radiation levels were
investigated, prototyped and series produced in application-specific integrated
circuit (ASIC) versions (Fig. 57). The complete system is now commissioned
and delivers the expected performance.

Helium is mainly contained in the magnet cold mass, where a minimum
amount of superfluid is necessary for enthalpy buffering, and in the cryogenic
distribution line running in parallel to the cryomagnets. The total helium in-
ventory of the machine is about 130 tons, with about 60% in the superfluid
state. The complete storage of all the helium would have been too expensive,
requiring a large facility. To limit investment and reduce the environmental im-
pact, it was decided to provide long-term physical storage in gaseous form for
only half of the inventory. Additionally, liquid can be stored for limited peri-
ods of time in vacuum-insulated reservoirs. In total, 90 medium-pressure
gaseous helium vessels totalling 1,500 m3 capacity (Fig. 58) and six liquid he-
lium reservoirs totalling 720 m3 capacity (Fig. 59) are available for storage,
distributed over the different technical sites around the LHC. The gaseous he-
lium vessels are interconnected by a medium-pressure line, allowing inven-
tory to be shuffled around. During machine shutdown when all the sectors
must be emptied, loss of helium is economically not acceptable. Consequently,
the helium which cannot be stored on-site is recovered (and later re-supplied)
by gas companies in the framework of ad hoc supply contracts featuring “vir-
tual storage” clauses.

Liquid nitrogen is only used for pre-cooling the accelerator down to
about 80 K, and for regeneration of the adsorbers. This avoids permanent
liquid nitrogen consumption and the need for corresponding delivery logistics.
For reasons of safety, liquid nitrogen is not distributed in the LHC tunnel, but
vaporized by heat exchange with gaseous helium at ground level. For cool-

Cryogenic fluids

57. Radiation-tolerant conditioner for
temperature signals (top) and level
signals (bottom), using submicron ASIC
technology.



down of a 3.3-km sector, the 600-kW pre-cooler uses 1,260 tons of liquid ni-
trogen, vaporized at rates up to 8 tons per hour. Simultaneous pre-cooling of
the complete machine requires about 50 liquid nitrogen semi-trailers per day,
i.e., about one truck delivery every half-hour, day and night. The liquid ni-
trogen delivery logistics is therefore essential for a continuous cool-down op-
eration. During yearly maintenance shutdowns, however, the sectors of the
LHC not requiring interventions stay idle and remain cold, thus alleviating
the liquid nitrogen requirement for re-cooling.

In order to build the LHC, it was necessary to conceive, design and build the
most advanced low-temperature refrigeration system in the world. Although
the basic technology and thermodynamics behind the conception of the in-
stallation were well known, the successful construction of the refrigeration
stages brought significant technical progress in the field, with some major
technological extrapolation from previous experiments and installations. The
result is a feat of modern technology on a scale that would have been unimag-
inable only a few years ago, which will benefit other large cryogenic projects
such as the ITER tokamak, as well as the ESS, FAIR and XFEL supercon-
ducting accelerators.
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58. 250 m3 storage vessels for gaseous
helium at medium pressure (2 MPa).

59. 120 m3 vacuum-insulated storage
reservoirs for liquid helium.



THE TECHNOLOGY OF THE LHC
Moving the Beam into and out of the LHC
Volker Mertens and Brennan Goddard
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In this chapter, the reader will learn about proton transfer and injection into
the LHC, and about the ultimate fate of the high-energy particles, i.e., the
“dumping” of the 7 TeV proton packets at the end of the experimental cycle.
The story of what happens between these two points in time is told in other
chapters. Our description is divided in three basic parts. The first considers the
transfer of the 450 GeV beam from the SPS to the LHC injection facility; then,
the injection system itself is described in some detail, stressing the mechani-
cal and technical challenges that the team faced; the final part describes the el-
egant concept and implementation of the remarkably complex system required
for the safe disposal of the high-energy proton beams.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the protons are first accelerated to 450 GeV in the
Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS); their subsequent transfer to the LHC is a
complicated three-dimensional problem. With the relative positions of the SPS
and the LHC, it is necessary for the beams to travel many kilometers through
beamlines in new tunnels before reaching their destination, where they have
to be precisely injected into the LHC ring. The challenges include:
. precisely transferring the beam and placing it onto a nominal orbit inside

the LHC ring, taking all possible sources of errors into account;
. maintaining the small beam emittance – meaning that the particles are con-

fined to a small volume and are characterized by the same energy and di-
rection – by an accurate matching of the optics at the injection point;

. designing flexible transfer optics in order to accommodate future LHC de-
sign modifications;

. avoiding beam contact with LHC elements which could lead to damage or
a quench;

. designing, testing and constructing a 450 GeV injection system, including
the injection kickers;

. reusing, for budgetary reasons, as much existing material as possible from
the LEP accelerator.

The beam transfer lines
Studies on how to best transport the beam from the SPS to the LHC began in
the mid 1980s. The former LEP beam transfer lines TI12 and TI18, originally
built for electrons and positrons with an energy of 20 GeV, could not be re-used
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because the bending radius of the 450 GeV beam
was too large to fit their geometry. Various transfer-
line configurations were investigated in the early
design phase, one of them even implying a polarity
reversal of the SPS between the filling of the two
LHC rings. The use of cryogenic magnets in the
transfer lines was also considered, but, in the end,
room-temperature magnets were selected for rea-
sons of lower operational complexity and overall
greater economy, since the transfer lines have to
operate only during the short periods of LHC fill-
ing, about twice daily.

The final configuration meant the construc-
tion of two new beam transfer lines, TI 2 and TI 8
(Fig. 60). These are the longest beam transfer lines
ever built, with a combined length of 5.6 km, 80%
of the circumference of the SPS itself. A significant
fraction of beam line components and other equip-
ment was recovered from earlier, closed-down in-
stallations.

Geometrical layout and design constraints
The source protons for the clockwise beam of the LHC ring leave the SPS
through a fast extraction system before entering the new TI 2 tunnel, which
joins the LHC tunnel about 2.6 km later and some 200 m upstream of the
ALICE experiment at Point 2. One design requirement for TI 2 was to pass
below the end of CERN’s above-ground lab “Site de Meyrin”, where the access
shaft PMI2 was built. This hole, some 60 m deep and 18 m wide, was not only
used to excavate the TI 2 tunnel, but also to lower most of the LHC machine
components, including the 15-m-long main dipoles (seen earlier in Fig. 23a).

During the test borings along the future path of TI 2, an underground
river bed was found below today’s “Le Lion” river, now covered with several
tens of meters of rubble (moraine) left after the last Ice Age. To avoid civil 
engineering complications and long-term problems with water ingress, a 
Z-shaped vertical profile (Fig. 61) was adopted for this tunnel to remain in the
more solid molasse. This is why TI 2 has significant vertical bending, even
though the SPS extraction and the LHC injection at Point 2 are nearly at the
same height above sea-level.

The beam delivered to the counter-clockwise LHC ring is extracted from
the SPS through a transfer line used in common with the primary proton beam
line to the CNGS (CERN Neutrinos to San Grasso) target, used to produce
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60. Situation of the LHC injection transfer
lines TI 2 and TI 8 (red lines; sketch).

61. Vertical profile of TI 2 (left) and TI 8
(right; in green the CNGS tunnel).



neutrinos which are directed towards the Gran Sasso Laboratory in Italy. After
the branching point the TI 8 line continues over 2.4 km to the LHC injection
point near the LHCb experiment at Point 8. The TI 8 tunnel is also entirely
lodged in the molasse. Most of it has a slope of 3.5%, as the injection at Point
8 is some 70 m lower in altitude than the SPS, due to the inclination of the
LHC.

Civil engineering
In total, the beam transfer to LHC required the excavation of more than 5 km
of new tunnels and enlargements, involving 60,000 m3 of material, and the
use of 21,000 m3 of concrete. Excavation for TI 8 began in autumn 1998
with a civil engineering shaft near the SPS. The first enlarged part of the tun-
nel and some adjacent underground works were excavated using machines
known as “road headers”, while for drilling through the 2.3 km towards the
LHC, a tunnel-boring machine was used. Excavation finished in June 2000
and was followed by lining with concrete, leaving a finished tunnel 3 meters
in diameter. By contrast, TI 2 was entirely excavated by road headers. More
details about the civil engineering are found in Chapter 3. 

Transfer line elements
To build TI 2 and TI 8, over 700 magnets were required. The 348 dipoles
forming the main horizontal bends, the 178 main quadrupoles and the 98
corrector magnets were all built by the Budker Institute for Nuclear Physics at
Novosibirsk (BINP), in the framework of the contribution of the Russian Fed-
eration to the LHC, and transported by lorry over 6,000 km to CERN. The
main quadrupoles are 1.4 m long and have an inner diameter of 32 mm. One
of the design criteria for the 6.3 m-long main dipoles was to be able to re-use
the main high-current LEP power supplies. At a nominal current of 5340 A
and a gap height of 25 mm they reach a magnetic field of 1.81 tesla. All the
upper coils of the main arc are connected in series; thus, the current flows
from one coil to the next, thus avoiding massive individual cables. The dipoles

are interconnected by short copper
braids, while the quadrupoles are
bridged by water-cooled busbars.

The various magnets are sup-
plied with power from either the SPS
end or the LHC end, to reduce cable
length and cost, and to best use the
space available in the surface build-
ings to house the voluminous power
converters. Most of the converters
(and even some of the power cables)
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62. Start of works on TI 2, in direction of
the SPS, at the bottom of the PMI2 shaft.

63. LHC Project Leader Lyn Evans
and CERN Director General at the time
Luciano Maiani at the breakthrough
from the TI 2 tunnel into the LHC.

64. From left to right: LHC Project Leader
Lyn Evans, CERN Director General at the
time Luciano Maiani, BINP Director
Alexander N. Skrinsky, and CERN Director
for Accelerators at the time Kurt Hübner,
on the last dipoles received (June 2001).



were recovered from LEP, overhauled and fitted with modern electronics.
With the exception of the small correctors, all magnets are pulsed together
with the SPS cycle. The total reactive power of TI 2 and TI 8 is about 30 MVA
(megavolt-amperes). In addition to the main magnets, the bulk of the vacuum
system is also provided by BINP, while the ion pumps have been recovered
from LEP. Every second quadrupole is fitted with a pump, which provides for
a beam vacuum of about 10–10 atm.

Because of the small emittance of the beam, and the fact that it only
makes a single pass, the mechanical apertures of the lines could be relatively
small – sometimes no bigger than a postage stamp. These small apertures and
the length of the lines require careful control of the trajectory and appropri-
ate beam instrumentation, in particular near the injection region.

On average, every second quadrupole is equipped with beam position
monitors and correctors, one each for the horizontal and vertical planes. A
number of beam screens, thin sheets made of alumina (Al2O3; for low-inten-
sity beam) or titanium (for higher intensities), with observation by a CCD
camera, allow the transverse profile and size of the beam to be measured,
from which the beam emittance and local optics values can be calculated. The
data from the screens also complement the position monitoring. At regular in-
tervals along the lines and at strategic points, ionization chambers detect beam
losses. Beam current transformers at the beginning and the end of each line
measure the flux of particles.

Various protection devices are placed along the lines, like beam dumps,
safety stoppers and collimators. The beam dumps consist of graphite cylinders
in a copper housing, surrounded by 21-ton cast-iron shielding. They are used
firstly as safety equipment – in conjunction with other safety measures – to block
the beam during the stage when the transfer lines or the LHC is not ready to be
accessed. In addition, they serve to set up precise SPS extractions and transfer-
line positioning before the beam is permitted to enter the LHC. To protect the
elements at the end of the lines and in the LHC against damage from a poten-
tially poorly steered beam, each line includes a system of six collimators with
1.2-m-long graphite jaws closed to gaps of only a few millimeters.

An important amount of infrastructure and ancillary hardware compo-
nents, like lighting, general electricity distribution, water cooling, ventilation,
emergency cut-off, evacuation alarms, telephone, control cabling, etc., com-
pletes the transfer line equipment.

From the outset we aimed to set up and commission the LHC beam-transfer
equipment in stages. The first installation began on February 19, 2003 with

the first magnet put onto its supports, just downstream
of the new SPS extraction. Some 100 meters of tunnel
were already fully equipped and commissioned before
the SPS closed for operation, and this stretch was suc-
cessfully commissioned with beam on September 8,
2003.

Maneuvering space in the transfer lines was tight,
with a variety of installation situations and magnet types.
To cope with this, a completely new transport system
was conceived, based on compact “buggies” with a max-
imum payload of 9 tons each, driven by in-wheel motors
able to turn on the spot. Up to 4 buggies can be coupled
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Installation

65. Installation of the first magnet
in the enlarged transfer tunnel TT40 
on February 19, 2003. Günther Kouba 
(green helmet) explains to Lyn Evans the
functioning of the new installation convoys.



together and equipped with additional accessories like a small crane. An aux-
iliary vehicle accompanying the buggy train carries the control and power elec-
tronics, the backup and buffer batteries and the driver seats. All vehicles can
be optically guided by following a line on the tunnel floor, a prerequisite to
move such a convoy along the narrow transfer tunnels with reasonable speed
(about 3.5 km/h). Once the convoy has arrived in front of the magnet posi-
tion the buggies move laterally under the beam line in between the supports
feet and the magnet is put onto or lifted from its jacks using air cushions
mounted on top of the buggies. To ease the maneuver in the confined space
the whole convoy can also be remotely controlled from hand-held panels. Due
to its versatility this system has also been used extensively for the CNGS neu-
trino-line installation, as well as for many of the warm magnets in the LHC.

Installation of the magnet system in TI 8 was started in December 2003
and finished in May 2004, followed by installation of the other line elements
and performing the thousands of power, water and vacuum connections.

We were fortunate to have been able to carry out an early beam test of the new
long line, in particular as the SPS was scheduled to take a long break until
Spring 2006 to free resources for the installation of the LHC. This served,
firstly, as large-scale test-bed for the hardware components and the control
concepts to be used later on in the LHC; secondly, it allowed us to gain ex-
perience about the behavior of the line.

To minimize the impact on the ongoing LHC installation work, the beam
tests were scheduled and spread over two weekends, on October 23/24, and
November 14/15, 2004. The excitement and relief in the control room was
great when, after the final preparation and checks, on October 23, 2004 at
13:39, a single bunch of 5 × 109 protons travelled down the whole line up to
the beam dump a few meters before the LHC tunnel, on the first attempt,
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First beam test

66. Installed section of TI 8 consisting 
of a main quadrupole (blue), followed by 
a corrector (green) and a series of main
dipoles (dark red), all built by the Budker
Institute for Nuclear Physics (BINP) in
Novosibirsk, Russia (photo V. Mertens).



without the need for any steering (Figs. 67 and 68). During the measurement
program that followed, the basic optics model of the line was well confirmed.
The trajectory stability was found to be very good and the layout of the beam
diagnostics, which performed well, was shown to be appropriate. The new
control system, with its extensive array of applications, performed excellently
and greatly facilitated the tests.

Installation of the upstream part of TI 2, up to PMI2, was performed be-
tween the end of 2004 and late spring 2005, followed by a preliminary hard-
ware commissioning phase. The downstream part had to remain empty of
line elements to ease the transport of LHC magnets. Installation resumed in
April 2007 and was finished in early August 2007. After final preparation the
first beam passed down TI 2 on October 28, 2007, again without any need
for specific steering.

In both injections, the beam approaches the LHC from outside and below the
machine plane (Fig. 69). The beam is deflected by a last series of dipoles, 
already located in the LHC tunnel, towards a series of five septum magnets
(MSI) which deflect the beam horizontally by 12 mrad under the outer ring.
A series of four fast kicker magnets (MKI) then deflects the beam vertically by
0.85 mrad onto the orbit.

The injection area is fitted with several different items of dedicated equip-
ment.
. In order to set up the injection with low-intensity beam and to protect the

LHC against the high-intensity nominal beam in case of the malfunctioning
of the injection kickers, an injection beam stopper (TDI) is placed 15 me-
ters upstream of the superconducting recombination dipole D1, supple-
mented by an additional shielding element.

. The protection against injection errors is further complemented by two col-
limators, near the quadrupole Q6 on the other side of the interaction point.

. To allow precision steering in this aperture-critical area, and to position the
beam optimally inside the main elements and to control their correct func-
tioning, the injection area is fitted by appropriate beam instrumentation
equipment, such as beam screens (before and after the septa and the kickers
and in front of the TDI), beam-loss detectors and beam-position monitors.

Injection septa
The septum magnets are designed to deflect the beam horizontally, as men-
tioned above. The magnets chosen for this function are normal-conducting
Lambertson septa, where the iron of the magnet yoke separates the zero-field
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67. Computer image of the first beam,
which arrived on October 23, 2004, at
12:15, at the last screen monitor in TI 8, 
a few meters away from the LHC tunnel.

68. Director General Robert Aymar and
the LHC project leader, Lyn Evans, joined
some of the people involved in the
completion and testing of the LHC beam
transfer lines in the old SPS/LEP control
room, during the first beam tests of TI 8
on October 23, 2004.



region from the high-field region. Each magnet is about 4.5 m long, and a
total of 5 are required per beam. The full series of 12 magnets (including
spares) together with the 33 septa required for the dump system (described in
the next Section) were completed and transported overland from Russia by
truck in an epic journey, and delivered safe and sound to CERN between 2002
and 2003 at the rate of about one per week.

Another challenge was the construction of the vacuum chambers that
carry the circulating beam through two small 64-mm-diameter holes in the
iron of the septum yoke. The chambers had to be built to very precise toler-
ances and then baked in-situ to 250°C in order to reach the vacuum levels
needed. The chamber had to shield the circulating beam from stray magnetic
field in the septum hole. The chambers were built from mu-metal, which has
the correct magnetic properties but is difficult to handle mechanically. This
material had to be rolled into shape, carefully welded into cylinders, coated
with a thick layer of copper to reduce the impedance seen by the beam and fi-
nally coated again with the NEG material used for vacuum purposes on all
warm sections of the LHC (Chap. 4.3). A special thin heating system devel-
oped at CERN and a thermal insulation layer were then added to the outside
of the tube, and the chamber then had to be inserted into the septum for the
final assembly and welding of the end flange. At all stages of the process, the
highest quality standards had to be maintained, and it was a great relief to the
vacuum group after 50 of these delicate objects had been successfully installed
into the injection and beam dump septa.

Injection kickers
After passing the septa and the superconducting quadrupole Q5, the beam
arrives at the injection kickers, consisting of four fast-pulsed magnets per in-
jection, whose role is to vertically deflect the beam to its final orbit. The con-
struction of the injection kickers was one of the major challenges of the
injection system, with many of the components specially developed for the
purpose. A long prototyping phase was required. The synchronization, gen-
eration and control of the duration of the magnetic pulses represented a tech-
nological breakthrough – almost perfect rectangular pulses with almost no
ripple are required in order for the kickers to carry out their function satisfac-
torily. The magnets are each housed in separate vacuum tanks, through which
both beam pipes pass. The high-voltage pulse generators and part of the
power and control electronics are located in the adjacent underground gallery.

To give the reader an idea of the time scales involved, during its opera-
tion, the LHC will be filled with 12 batches of either 5.84 µs or 7.86 µs du-
ration, to be deposited successively on the machine circumference, with 11
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69. Near its end, TI 2 (to the right)
passes very close to the cryostat of 
the quadrupole Q6, which was slightly
modified (photo V. Mertens).



gaps of 0.94 µs between the batches, during which the kicker field has to rise
to its nominal value. To limit the loss of beam coherence (emittance blow-up)
at injection, reflections and ripple of the field pulse must stay below ± 0.5%,
which constitutes a very stringent requirement. One final gap of 3.0 µs in the
LHC beam distribution leaves time to reduce the kicker field back to zero; it
also provides the time needed for the rise time of the beam dump kickers.

Each kicker magnet is about 3 meters in length and consists of a series
of 33 cells (Fig. 70). The cells are designed to achieve the characteristic im-
pedance within the space constraint imposed by the 540-mm-diameter tanks;
each cell consists of two ceramic plate capacitors, 210 mm in diameter, with
a contoured rim, fitted between high-voltage and ground plates, electro-pol-
ished to provide good voltage holding capabilities. The plates are spaced by
ceramic-metal insulators. Figure 71 shows one of the cells during assembly.

The selection of materials for these components was critical. The viabil-
ity of using ceramic capacitors in ultra high vacuum had been demonstrated
with out-gassing tests. Good vacuum quality of some 10–13 atm during oper-
ation was ensured by bake-out at 300°C and vacuum firing or heat treatment
in air of most of the magnet components. To permit baking, the magnet and
current conductors have to be made of stainless steel, because aluminum is un-
suitable for such temperature cycles. Low inductance damping resistors are
connected in parallel with the cells; these were specially developed for UHV
compatibility and consist of two counter-wound Kanthal® wires on a ceramic
rod. The ferrite cores are made from high-permeability and high-resistivity
NiZn, with magnetic properties specially adapted to this application.

In order to reduce beam impedance while allowing the fast field rise, the
injected beam passes through a 3-m-long extruded ceramic pipe with resistive
wires lodged in grooves in the 4-mm-thick pipe wall (Fig. 72). The grooves are
produced directly during the extrusion process. The wires provide a path for
the image current and thus screen the ferrite yoke against beam-induced heat-
ing. They are directly connected to the standard vacuum chambers of the ma-
chine at one end and via a decoupling capacitor of 300 pF at the other, using
the ceramic pipe itself as the dielectric.
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70. Sequence of four injection kickers 
at Point 8 (photo V. Mertens).



The kickers are fired by thyratrons of three-gap type, chosen for mini-
mum size and easy maintenance, installed in independent tanks with isolating
transformers for heaters, reservoirs and grid biasing. Because thyratron
switches are gas tubes, they may self-fire (“erratic pulses”) or skip a cycle (“miss-
ing pulses”). In these cases the beam to be injected receives the wrong deflec-
tion angle, and is then absorbed by the injection beam stopper, described
below. 

Injection beam stopper
The injection beam stopper (TDI) is normally used to set up the injection tim-
ing and steering with a low-intensity beam, but must also be able to protect
the LHC in case of malfunctioning of the injection kickers. It is located about
70 meters downstream of the injection kickers. The active part of the TDI con-
sists of two 4.2-m-long absorber jaws, the position of which can be accurately
adjusted around the circulating beam, such that particles with small injection
errors will be caught. Two additional collimators, positioned near Q6 on the
other side of the insertion, extend the protection of the TDI.

Each TDI jaw consists of a sequence of segments of absorbing materials
mounted in an aluminum frame. Eighteen boron nitride blocks (hBN) with a
combined length of 2.9 m are followed by 600 mm of aluminum and 700 mm
of copper. Heat deposited by the beam is conducted to the tank by flexible
copper strands. To reduce beam impedance, the hBN blocks are coated with
3 µm of titanium. Due to the proximity to the ALICE and LHCb experiments,
the background from residual gas scattering in the TDI must be kept low, re-
quiring a special design for the vacuum and bakeout systems. In case the full
beam is absorbed by the TDI, the maximum temperature rise is 640°C in the
hBN, 150°C in the aluminum block and 190°C in the copper. Extensive sim-
ulations showed that this construction could absorb full-intensity batches with-
out causing damage, and in most cases without causing a quench of the
downstream superconducting magnets.

Once past the TDI jaws, the protons are placed on their nominal orbit
within the LHC. So far we have seen how, after the proton packets are pro-
vided with initial energy in the SPS, these are then transferred by tunnel to the
injection system, which accomplishes the delicate task of adequately placing
the protons into the LHC ring. Later in this book, in Chapter 4.5, we will dis-
cuss how these proton packets are accelerated to their final experimental en-
ergy; but to complete the story of the proton transfer into and out of the LHC,
we now turn our attention to a critical aspect of the LHC, namely, its beam
dump system.
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71. Assembly of a high voltage cell
(photo N.Garrel).

72. Technicians adjusting RF contacts 
at the end of the ceramic beam tube,
before closing the vacuum tank 
(photo V. Mertens).



Removing the beam from the LHC is a task both delicate and forceful. The
beam must be steered with great precision out of the accelerator, but the de-
flection of the proton beam at the LHC energies requires very strong pulsed
magnetic fields.

The LHC stored-beam energy presents a major challenge in the design of
the accelerator. At 7 TeV/c with nominal intensity, the stored energy in each
of the LHC beams is 350 MJ, equivalent to the kinetic energy of a TGV train
travelling at 100 km/h, or the chemical energy contained in 35 kg of Bircher-
muesli. This is over one hundred times higher than the beam energy stored in
other high-energy proton accelerators such as the SPS, HERA and the TEVA-
TRON (Fig. 73).

The beam revolution time is less than 0.0001 second, so that the instan-
taneous power when the beam is stopped is 3.9 × 1012 Watt, 50 times higher
than the combined output of all the power stations in the United Kingdom.
The power density is also enormous, since the transverse beam dimensions are
sub-millimeter. The enormous power density would destroy any solid material
object placed in its path, and the accidental loss of even a small fraction of a per-
cent of the LHC beam has the potential to damage machine components.

The LHC relies on the correct functioning of interdependent systems like
magnets, cryogenics, beam control, vacuum, collimators, power supplies, ex-
periments and many other elements. In case of problems with any of the many
thousands of critical LHC sub-systems, the potentially destructive beam might
be lost within a small number of turns, on timescales down to a few millisec-
onds. The LHC does possess a collimation system designed to safely absorb
the continual low intensity flow of particles lost at the periphery of the circu-
lating beam, but this would be extensively damaged were the full beam to be
lost on a timescale of seconds. A reliable way is therefore needed to quickly re-
move the circulating beam from the accelerator and to dispose of it safely. For
this purpose the LHC has a dedicated beam dump system in Point 6 of the ma-
chine that can extract the beams, dilute their power density to a safe level and
deposit them on special absorber blocks. All this has to be performed within one
beam revolution period of the ring with an extremely high reliability.

Many other accelerators make use of an internal beam dump, which re-
quires only a fast pulsed kicker-magnet system to deflect the beam and a dump
absorber block placed outside the machine aperture. This concept is straight-
forward, compact and robust but is simply not possible for the LHC. The en-
ergy deposition would be orders of magnitude too high for any solid material
to resist, and it would be impossible to operate such an internal system with the
efficiency necessary to avoid quenches of nearby superconducting magnets.
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73. Stored beam energy for different
proton accelerators.

74. Original sketch of the early design 
for an external LHC beam dump, 1984
(courtesy E. Weisse). 



Initial thoughts on the dump
For the LHC it was therefore decided from the outset, in the early 1980s, that
a system would be built to transport the beam to an external dump (Fig. 74).
This would be placed far away from the LHC machine to provide enough in-
crease in the beam size and allow for the use of a solid dump absorber block,
and to be far enough from the superconducting magnets to minimize the risk
of quenches during the operation of the beam dump. 

Detailed studies of the LHC beam dump system started as early as 1983.
In 1984 the options for injection, beam transfer and beam dumping aspects
of the LHC and its injector chain were examined in more detail. The co-
existence in the same straight section of the beam dump system with an LHC
physics experiment was already excluded, and the difficulty of maintaining
the crossing between inner and outer rings with the beam dump system was
pointed out, with implications for the design of the rest of the ring.

The dump system design evolved over the following decade, in collabo-
ration with the designers of the SSC beam dump. The main design as late as
1993 still assumed crossing between inner and outer rings in the center of the
dump insertion, and used strong superconducting separation dipoles that had
the novelty of containing a field-free coil window through which the extracted
beams would pass. When the crossing between rings in the dump insertion
was abandoned, the dump design was simplified to a more conventional lay-
out using normal-conducting magnets.

At the very early stage of the LHC design it was envisaged to have two
straight sections dedicated to beam dumping, with the beam always being ex-
tracted from the outer ring. This was over-optimistic regarding the number of
available straight sections and the design soon converged to both systems
housed in a single straight section. This was initially foreseen to be around Point
3; however, this straight section is located under the Jura mountains with diffi-
cult conditions for civil engineering, not compatible with the extensive tunnel-
ing and excavations required for the beam dump system. A proposal to build a
combined dump/collimation insertion in Point 3 was evaluated but dropped,
and after further study in 1990, where Point 7 was also considered as a possi-
ble location, the LHC beam dump system settled in Point 6 as its home.

After all these iterations the concept and location of the LHC dump sys-
tem was essentially fixed in 1995, and since then the dump system concept
has changed only in small details.

Converging on a design
The actual LHC beam dump system comprises several different components
(Fig. 75). Fast kicker magnets deflect the beam in a very short time in the
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75. Main beam dump elements in LHC
Point 6 (courtesy M. Gyr).



horizontal direction by about 50 mm, enough to move it just outside of the
circulating beam aperture and into the high-field aperture of a septum magnet,
which remains permanently powered. This septum provides a strong vertical
deflection, which after several hundred meters is enough to lift the beam above
the superconducting magnets comprising the main LHC ring and into a ded-
icated extraction line.

During the passage of the extracted beam, additional pulsed kicker mag-
nets are used to dilute the beam. The beam is then transferred through a large
diameter, 700-meter-long evacuated vacuum line to increase the transverse
beam size to approximately 1.5 mm and to spread the bunches further apart.
Finally, the diluted beam impacts the dump block, where the energy can be
absorbed without damage. A variety of special beam instrumentation systems
allow the system to be set up and operated with beam.

The LHC beam dump system uses some leftover infrastructure from the
LEP, with the kicker generators housed in the service galleries parallel to the
main LHC tunnel. However, the drift distance required between the extraction
kickers and the absorber block is of the order of a kilometer. In addition, the
absorber block needs to be surrounded by a considerable volume of shielding
for radiological reasons, and it must be located away from the main LHC tun-
nel. For these reasons, two new 3-m-diameter transfer tunnels (Fig. 76), each
325 metres long, had to be constructed tangential to the existing tunnel in
Point 6. The new tunnels terminate in the dump caverns UD62 and UD68,
which are each 25 metres long and 9 metres in diameter. The caverns are
equipped with overhead cranes to allow remote handling of the beam dump
absorber and the shielding blocks.

To ensure that all particles can be extracted from the LHC without losses,
the succession of beam bunches contains a particle-free abort gap with a length
of 3 millionths of a second. The extraction kicker is triggered such that the field
increases from zero to the full value during this gap in the beam. This needs
an accurate synchronisation between the LHC radiofrequency system (de-
scribed in Chapter 4.5) and the beam dump kickers, to make sure that the
beam is deflected with exactly the required angle. Since the kicker can only be
triggered at the start of this gap, the delay between the request for beam dump-
ing arriving in Point 6 and the beam extraction can be up to two LHC turns.
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76. Layout of the new underground
excavations for the beam 2 dump.



The heart of the beam dump
The extraction kicker magnets and their generators are the heart of the beam
dump system; a photo is shown in Figure 77. Building the pulsed kicker mag-
nets and their power supplies involved a number of cutting-edge technologies
which were the result of long collaboration between CERN and high tech-
nology industry world-wide.

The 15 magnets which kick the beam into the septum have to be very re-
liable and robust, and strong enough to deflect the rigid 7 TeV proton beam.
The magnets are built from thin steel sheets, wound tightly into cylinders which
are impregnated with resin for mechanical stability and then cut to the precise
shape needed for the magnetic field. The magnet is air-insulated, and assem-
bled around a 1.6-meter-long ceramic chamber. The chambers were produced
in Japan and carefully shipped to CERN for internal coating with a thin layer
of titanium which serves to reduce the impedance seen by the circulating beam.

With the single-turn coil, a current of about 18,500 A is needed to reach
the nominal magnetic field of 0.34 T. This would be difficult even for a nor-
mal magnet, where the current is slowly increased over seconds to the required
value. However, here the technical challenge is multiplied by the fact that the
field has to increase from zero to its full value in less than 3 millionths of a
second, in close synchronism with the other magnets. The magnet current
then has to stay at the required value for at least one turn of the accelerator,
while all the particles are extracted.

Although the LHC beam dump kicker magnets have been designed with
a very low inductance, 30,000 volts are still needed to reach the nominal cur-
rent. This voltage needs to be switched on in less than a millionth of a second
after a request to perform a beam dump is received. This places a heavy bur-
den on the switches used to turn on the magnets, and the switch technology is
one of the key parts of the beam dump system. The switches need to hold-off
tens of thousands of volts for many hours. Then, when they are energised, they
have to immediately start conducting tens of thousands of amperes in less than
a millionth of a second. In addition, for the LHC, it is very important that the
switches do not spontaneously trigger, since this would provoke an unwanted
beam dump which would not be synchronised with the abort gap.

Designing performing switches
To meet these requirements the switches had to be developed exclusively for the
LHC. The solution chosen was to use a stack of solid-state switches built of sil-
icon wafers. Each wafer was specially treated to reduce the turn-on time, and
is able to conduct the tens of thousands of amps needed. However, since a sin-
gle wafer can only hold-off about 3,500 volts, a stack of ten wafers arranged
in series (but triggered in parallel) is needed to make up a single switch. 
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77. The 15 extraction kicker magnets
for the beam 1 dump, installed in the LHC
tunnel.

78. CERN engineer M. Mayer measures
one of the ceramic vacuum chambers 
for the beam dump extraction kickers.



A magnet is energised by two switches, each of which can conduct the full
current in case the other fails.

With the beam deflected out of the LHC aperture, the next job of the
dump system is to extract it from the plane of the LHC ring, lifting it clear of
the bulky superconducting magnets forming the LHC arc. This is done with
Lambertson septa, of very similar design to those used for the injection system
(described earlier in this Section) and built under the same contract, with a
total of 15 required per beam. The septa for the two LHC beams had to be
installed alongside each other in a back-to-back configuration because of the
limited space between the beams of only 194 mm.

After the beam is safely out of the LHC ring there is still one final active
task to perform, since even with a drift of around 700 meters the beam would
still be intense enough to damage the absorber block. To reduce the energy
density the beam is diluted by sweeping it across the face of the absorber, in
much the same way that an electron beam in a cathode-ray TV set was scanned
across the screen to produce the image. In the case of the LHC the scanning is
done by two sets of kicker magnets, using very similar design and technology
to the extraction kickers, but providing sinusoidal pulses which combine to
sweep the beam in an “e” shaped Lissajous figure (Fig. 82). The trace is about
100 cm long, which dilutes the peak energy density deposited in the dump ab-
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79. A dilution kicker magnet being
inserted into its highly polished vacuum
tank, previously used in LEP. 

80. The passage of the beam dump
vacuum tube between the Q5 magnet and
its cryogenic and powering feedthroughs.

81. The beam 2 vacuum tube for the
dumped beam passes above the main
LHC ring and into its own tunnel.



sorber by a factor of 50. The diluter magnets are contained in the large vacuum
tanks which originally housed the LEP high voltage separators.

Once past the dilution kickers the expanding beam is transported to the
absorber inside a large diameter vacuum chamber. This pipe, built from in-
dustrial-standard tubing with a diameter up to 600 mm, has to pass through
the LHC tunnel very close to the complicated cryogenic and power
feedthoughs for the superconducting magnets (Fig. 80). Threading the line
through this zone was a big job for the integration teams, who had to model
every detail of the tunnel, the services and the installed equipment in three di-
mensions to make sure that everything could be accommodated. The size and
weight of the vacuum chamber posed its own problems, especially for sup-
porting and handling the objects.

The vacuum line ends in a 15-mm-thick entrance window made of car-
bon composite with a 0.2 mm steel backing sheet, thin enough to allow the
diluted beam to pass without damage, but which can maintain the static one-
bar pressure difference between the vacuum line and the dump block which
is kept at atmospheric pressure of nitrogen. The design and fabrication of this
unusual window was done at CERN, including the assembly and final weld-
ing of the 600-mm-diameter pieces.

The end of the line
For the absorber block the material choice is paramount. Beam impact in ma-
terial produces particle cascades due to nuclear and electromagnetic interac-
tions, and the energy deposition of a particle distribution is a function of
material and geometry. This can be calculated with computer programs, and
the temperature increase in the material can be estimated.

The choice of material for the dump absorber was a critical one for the
project, and was one of the main system design choices from the beginning.
Alternatives which were evaluated over the course of the project included
lithium, for its low density and large enthalpy; H2O either in the form of liq-
uid water or as a large block of ice; and also more exotic substances such as
high-temperature ceramic NbC or beryllium. The final choice of carbon (in the
form of graphite) as absorber material was made on thermo-mechanical crite-
ria, cost and practical grounds. The low density of carbon means that the nu-
clear and electromagnetic particle cascades spread out over a longer distance
in the beam direction, reducing the peak energy deposition and resulting in
lower temperatures. Carbon also has an extremely high melting point, in ex-
cess of 4,000 K. Finally, composite carbon materials can be produced which
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82. Simulated sweep shape and
temperature increase in the central part
of the carbon beam dump absorber after
full beam impact. 

exhibit excellent mechanical
properties, with good thermal
shock resistance.

Under normal beam-dilu-
tion conditions at nominal beam
intensity the maximum tempera-
ture increase in the block is lim-
ited to 750°C. Each beam dump
core comprises a segmented car-
bon cylinder of 700 mm diame-
ter and 7,700 mm length,
shrink-fitted in a stainless steel
jacket with 12 mm-wall thickness
(Fig. 83). The core assembly is



connected upstream to the beam dump vacuum line by a quick-disconnect
flange, while a leak-tight titanium window closes the downstream end.

Beam dump security
For radiological reasons the inner absorber needs to be surrounded by around
900 tons of shielding. An imaginative solution was found by reusing the old
ISR magnets (from the Intersecting Storage Ring facility, decommissioned in
1984) which were filled with concrete and equipped with handling lugs. Each
block weighs 24 tons and a total of 35 are arranged beneath, around and
above each dump absorber block, leaving just the entrance free for the in-
coming vacuum chamber. It is appropriate that components from the ISR, the
world’s first hadron collider, are still being used in the LHC (Fig. 84).

The beam dump system also has to be protected against itself! Synchro-
nisation errors between the extraction kick and the abort gap are not impos-
sible, and another risk is that the extraction kickers might spontaneously
trigger. Also some of the beam might find its way into the abort gap, for ex-
ample due to losses during the RF capture process. In these cases, firing the
dump kickers would risk damage to other components around the machine, as
the beam is swept across the aperture. In particular the extraction septa would
be hit by about 20 bunches if the beam were to be dumped asynchronously.

To protect against such scenarios, the beam dump insertion is equipped
with dedicated devices which intercept particles mis-steered by the extraction
kickers. A 6-meter-long fixed graphite and titanium absorber protects the ex-
traction septum magnets, sitting squarely in front of the exposed iron septum,
between the circulating and extracted beam vacuum chambers (Fig. 85). An-
other 6-meter-long graphite absorber is installed in front of the first super-
conducting quadrupole, to intercept any particles that could leak into the arc
of the LHC or beyond. This large object can be moved in and out of the beam
to adjust the protection as a function of the beam energy, which is not constant
during the acceleration phase. It is supplemented by a double-jawed carbon-
composite collimator, which allows the beam position to be accurately con-
strained between the jaw faces. These mobile devices must be positioned with
respect to the beam axis with an accuracy of better than ±0.3 mm at 7 TeV. 

In the event of an unsynchronised abort, these two protection devices
must safely absorb several tens of undiluted 7 TeV bunches, and must suffi-
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83. Left: Installation of one of the dump
absorber blocks into the shielding. The
front face of the graphite block is visible.
Right: The configuration of the installed
absorber blocks.



ciently attenuate the shower of particles that constitute the secondary cascade,
such that the downstream accelerator components are not damaged. They are
subject to severe thermal loading, which provides difficult engineering chal-
lenges, in particular regarding the dynamic mechanical stresses. These ele-
ments have had to be designed on the limits of technical feasibility –
simultaneously absorbing as much energy as possible to protect the elements
beyond them, while limiting the energy deposition to a level below their own
damage threshold (Fig. 86). The conceptual and mechanical designs have
been the subject of extensive energy deposition and finite-element dynamic-
stress simulations, requiring several iterations in the design. 

Monitoring operations
The beam dump also has its own nervous system, which monitors the state
and controls the different elements. This uses a combination of industrial and
CERN-built controls, optimized to provide an extremely reliable way of 
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84. LHC beam dump shielding blocks
made from recuperated ISR dipole
magnets filled with concrete.

85. Beam dump protection device
installed in front of the extraction septum.
The 3-cm-wide gap for the extracted
beam is seen at the right.

86. Mechanical thermally-induced
stresses in horizontal (left), vertical
(middle) and longitudinal (right) planes,
vertical and longitudinal planes in a beam
dump protection device, calculated 
10 millionths of a second after impact 
of 20 LHC bunches.



generating the triggers for the different magnets with the correct delays, and
of making sure that the system parameters are all within the required toler-
ances (Fig. 87). The LHC energy changes over the course of its acceleration
cycle but the geometry of the dump line is fixed. Therefore the active elements
(extraction kickers, extraction septa and dilution kickers) must change in
strength in proportion to the beam energy. A beam-energy tracking system
takes the energy reference from two main LHC dipole circuits in the adjacent
arcs and distributes the reference settings to the dump elements. It also makes
continuous checks of the measured settings of these elements against a differ-
ent reference, since an error with the energy tracking could result in the full
LHC beam being deflected at a totally wrong angle. Many other important
functions are performed by the dump controls, including the synchronization
of the trigger pulse with the abort gap and the distribution of all the trigger
signals. The system also monitors the switches and the currents measured in
the magnets, to make sure that all the magnets operate correctly. It also en-
sures that the system can be armed, which involves an intricate choreography
with the beam interlock system and the LHC injection systems.

The complexity and criticality of the dump system mean that most of its
functionality cannot be modified by the machine operators. The different set-
tings are coded into the logic circuits which control the equipment, and only
a small range of general functions can be executed from the control room, for
instance to arm the system or to perform a beam dump at a specific time. A
lot of development of high-level software was nevertheless needed, since there
are many interfaces with other LHC systems. The dump must be able to fire
in close synchronization with the injection of a beam into the LHC, and the
web of connections to and from the other parts of the LHC had to be carefully
defined, implemented in cable, fiber-optic or software, and then painstakingly
tested during the LHC commissioning.

To set up the dump with beam and to monitor the performance of the
components, the system also includes different types of beam instrumenta-
tion. Some of this is standard equipment replicated around the LHC ring, like
the many hundreds of beam-loss monitors placed along the dump lines. Other
instruments are more special – the luminescent screens placed along the ex-
tracted beam line are all individually tailored to their particular location, with
different screen sizes and shapes. At the end of the dump line, just before the
entrance window, sits a huge beam screen, 600 mm in diameter, which stays
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87. The two beam dump-trigger
synchronization pulses locked to the
incoming radio frequency signal for the
first time, with a stability of better than 
10 nanoseconds.



permanently in place (Fig. 88). A camera pointed at the screen will allow the
LHC operators to see the passage of the protons, and a few months after the
startup the “e” shape of the dumped LHC beam was a familiar sight on the
computer consoles in the CERN Control Centre.

In this chapter, we have seen how the hadron beams get into the LHC from
the SPS, and also how they are disposed of safely after the operational cycle
has ended. By treating each of the transfer, injection and beam dump system
elements in some detail, the authors hope to impress upon the reader the mix
of physics, electrical engineering and materials science that has been required
to reach our goals of providing high-quality packets of protons into a stable
orbit inside the LHC, and of then being able to remove this huge stored beam
energy in a controlled way.

A mention must be made of the many hundreds of people who have con-
tributed to the design, construction and commissioning of the LHC transfer
lines, injection systems and beam dump. They came from across CERN, from
European industry and beyond, and from accelerator and research institutes
world-wide, and provided a unique confluence of expertise in engineering 
disciplines as diverse as nuclear, high voltage, materials, thermo-mechanical,
vacuum, beam dynamics, electro-magnetism, controls and software. Their
marvelous contributions have ensured that these critical components of the
LHC are now ready for the new challenge of operation with beam.
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Success thanks to international collaboration

88. The 60-cm-diameter alumina screen
at the end of the dump line, which will
allow the trace of the extracted beam
to be seen by the LHC operators.

89. A young Eberhard Weisse, head 
of the CERN Beam Transfer group from
1981 until 2001, who designed the LHC
beam dump system. Here he is at 
the controls of the SPS accelerator 
in the late 1970s.
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THE TECHNOLOGY OF THE LHC
Capturing, Accelerating 
and Holding the Beam
Trevor Linnecar

4 .5



Particle beams, from the point of view of a physicist, must be as “bright” as
possible with the maximum number of particles in the smallest volume, to
maximize the particle collision rate and give the best chance of observing rare
particles, possibly from new physics. The characteristics of the two counter-
rotating beams – such as intensity, bunch spacing and size – are defined in the
injector chain, and these properties must be maintained and controlled as far
as possible in the LHC both during acceleration and during the long time “in
store” at high energy. Proton beams, unlike beams of lighter electrons, are not
strongly damped by synchrotron radiation and can become unstable when in-
teracting with the surrounding equipment. In this Chapter, we discuss in some
detail the radio-frequency (RF) technology that has been developed to accel-
erate and stabilize the beam. The RF systems installed at Point 4 are used to
capture the beam from the moment of injection, accelerate the beam to top en-
ergy, confine it in store, and, perhaps most importantly, to control its stabil-
ity and general characteristics.

Our ability to master these packets of high-energy protons is a triumph
of modern engineering [1-3]. The technology described in this chapter can
best be appreciated in the context of the orders of magnitude involved in the
manipulation of the circulating protons.
. We use electric fields, oscillating at radio frequencies up to 400 MHz, to

create stable volumes of space to confine individual packets of 1011 pro-
tons.

. In the beams there are 2,808 packets of protons to manage when the LHC
is operating, each separated by a distance of about 7.5 m.

. These protons are moving at a speed close to the speed of light.

. The position and stability of each packet are maintained to high precision
by using finely controlled feedback loops.

. During acceleration the energy of each beam has to increase by 6.55 * 1012 eV,
approximately 300 MJ, in 20 minutes, during which time the particles travel
a distance further than the round trip to the Sun.

. Detectors have been developed to precisely determine the position of each
of these packets in space as they speed through the LHC.

. All the complex equipment must remain working faultlessly for many hours
at a time.
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The basic concept is to use RF structures and their associated systems to pro-
vide the electric fields that accelerate the particles. This is a well-established art,
and over the years many clever devices and techniques have been developed.
The RF system of the LHC builds on this past but pushes the design beyond
previous limits. Below, we summarize the main challenges in terms of the par-
ticle-beam dynamics.
. Beam at injection – the beam, which may be injected into the machine off-

center and at the wrong energy, must quickly be brought under control in
all three dimensions, before it loses its density.

. Beam stability – the very intense proton beam induces voltages both in the
RF cavities themselves and in the vacuum chambers and other equipment.
We have to prevent these induced voltages from acting back on the beam,
thereby rendering it unstable.

. Beam loading – the voltage induced in the RF cavities by the intense beam
can greatly exceed the accelerating voltage. As mentioned, this can lead to
a loss of stability, and it also poses a risk of severe damage to the RF equip-
ment if uncontrolled; a large amount of RF power is required to keep beam
loading under control.

. Beam lifetime – mastery of beam size is very important to obtain the highest
luminosity. If the particle bunch is too long, the beam density decreases and
luminosity is lost. If it is too tight, then collisions between particles in the
bunch (intra-beam scattering) will blow up each bunch transversely and again
reduce luminosity. In addition, a sufficiently noise-free RF system is needed
so that it does not excite the beam. Noise can then be artificially introduced
to tailor the dimensions as required. Long lifetime also implies extremely
high reliability. If only one cavity (out of the eight for each beam) becomes
unavailable during store, for any reason, then the beam must be dumped.

These challenges, along with the basic acceleration and storage require-
ments, provide the parameters upon which the design of the cavity structure
and RF power systems are based. As we will see, there is a broad range of
feedback control systems, both slow and fast, that must be incorporated to en-
sure that it all works.

Before discussing the technology in more detail, we will provide some of the
basic concepts behind the use of radio frequency in particle acceleration
(Fig. 90). The beam of charged particles is accelerated by an electric field.
Radio frequency power, at a frequency Frf, (e.g., 400 MHz for the case of the
LHC) is fed into the RF cavity and creates an alternating electric field along the
particle path. The cavity itself is basically a sphere with two openings to allow
the beam to pass through. Particles that pass through when this alternating
field is zero remain unaffected; otherwise they are accelerated or decelerated.
If the RF frequency is an exact multiple, h, of the revolution frequency, then the
particle always arrives at the same amplitude of electric field. Earlier particles
will see a higher electric field which kicks them onto a longer orbit around the
ring and makes them arrive later on the next revolution, while those that are
later will see the opposite field and will come back earlier. As a result, a bunch
of particles forms around the central point, with the particles moving around
this point at the quite slow (e.g., 20 Hz) synchrotron frequency. The maximum
distance that particles can be from the center and still be held in this bunch de-
fines the bucket. Particles outside this bucket are lost. The maximum bucket
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length is 1/Frf. By displacing the RF field slightly in time with respect to the
bunch, all particles receive on average a positive kick and are accelerated, the
bucket length shrinking slightly in the process. Since the electric field repeats
at the RF frequency, a maximum of h bunches can be placed around the ring.

From the injection point, the beam is accelerated from the energy of 450 GeV
to 7 Tev within the time of 20 minutes. Bearing in mind that, each second,
the beam rotates about 11,245 times, the average increase in energy each time
it passes the RF system is 485 keV. The 2,808 bunches of 1011 protons will
have acquired a total energy of approximately 340 MJ, and the power needed
to carry this out will have been about 275 kW [4].

Just providing a high electric field (i.e., the accelerating voltage) in a cop-
per cavity at room temperature would require significant power, far higher
than the power required for the acceleration itself. For example, if we con-
sider the typical value of an accelerating voltage of 2 MV, in a room-temper-
ature cavity this would typically require about 250 kW, even in a cavity of
optimum shape, with the power all being lost in the resistance of the copper
in the cavity walls. At superconducting (SC) temperatures, this resistance is
lowered enormously, and the lost power can be as low as 15 W! There are
still considerable savings in power, even though the cryogenic plant liquefy-
ing the helium at the rate necessary to keep the cavity cold requires of the
order of 100 kW for this operation. However, the big advantage of going to
SC temperatures is the design of the cavity; because we no longer have to deal
with the power deposited in the cavity, we can relax on the design parameters
defining voltage in order to optimize the cavity in other ways.

A particular example of one of these design parameters is the stored en-
ergy. The SC temperatures of the cavities allow us to work at high stored en-
ergy, which is favorable for beam stability. It is true that, as the stored energy
of the electric field in the cavity increases, more power is required for a given
voltage; but, under these conditions, we have far more resistance to transients
induced by the high-beam current. These transients come about because the
beam consists of trains of bunches (high current) followed by gaps (no current).
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These voltage changes are extreme and can perturb the individual bunch po-
sitioning and the collision points of the experiments. Indeed, the control of
these transients is very power demanding; this is why it is favorable to work at
high stored energy: high energy minimizes both the relative transient and the
power required to control it. High stored energy is achieved by having a large
aperture cavity, which also provides more room for the beam to pass through.

Careful consideration was taken to select the operating RF frequency. As
mentioned above, the frequency determines the length of the bucket, and this
must be sufficiently long to capture the injected bunches without losing par-
ticles, even in the presence of phase and energy errors. Operating at lower fre-
quency would result in longer buckets, but this would require larger cavities
and would thus present more difficulty in applying superconducting technol-
ogy. The design team settled on 400 MHz, with the corresponding bucket
length of 2.5 ns (twice the frequency of the injector RF system).

Having fixed the frequency, the dimensions – in particular the diameter
– of the cavity become fairly well defined. We want each cavity to control
only one beam, the other should be far enough away horizontally to avoid the
cavity. This means that the spacing of the two beams in Point 4 had to be in-
creased to 420 mm from the standard 194 mm in the rest of the machine.
Special magnets to separate the beams and then bring them back together
again have been installed on either side of Point 4.

As the energy of the beam is increased during acceleration, the frequency
must be slightly adjusted. Fortunately, the particles injected at 450 GeV are
already travelling close to the velocity of light; thus, during the large change
in energy that occurs during acceleration, the speed of the beam particles
changes only slightly. To follow the acceleration, the RF frequency need only
be modified by about 1 kHz. However, much broader tuning is an important
tactic in the struggle to control other parameters, such as beam-loading effects
and the minimization of cavity power. Because of this, the LHC maintains the
far bigger tuning range of approximately 100 kHz.

Another design parameter is the maximum RF voltage. As we have seen,
only 485 kV is required for acceleration, but much higher RF voltages are needed
to achieve the minimum bunch length during storage mode to maximize beam
luminosity, as well as to cover the needs for beam capture at injection. For these
reasons, a much larger maximum value of 16 MV per beam is required.

Based on this value, the number of RF cavities can be determined. To
minimize the cost of the RF system, this number is preferably small, but the
lower limit is set by the operation of the high-power coupler, the delicate de-
vice that provides the means of transferring the RF power from the transmis-
sion line into the cold, vacuum environment of the cavity (described below).
As we have seen, the losses in the SC cavity itself are negligible, but it is not
possible to escape the high powers needed to control beam loading and the
damping of beam errors as it enters the machine (requiring 16 MV per beam).
After years of intricate development, a coupler capable of handling a power
of approximately 300 kW, which means 1.2 MW in full reflection, was made.
With the beam current of about 1.1 A flowing in the LHC, this power can
maintain control only up to the level of 2 MV in each cavity. Hence we need
eight cavities per beam.

So, in summary, the use of superconducting RF cavities frees us from the
energy loss to the copper cavity itself, thus allowing more flexibility in the op-
timization of other design considerations. Now we turn our attention to the var-
ious parts of the RF system, looking in more detail at their design and function.
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Providing the accelerating voltage – the SC cavities
As mentioned in the previous section, the individual cavities are quasi-spher-
ical with large beam apertures. Spherical cavities are employed to minimize a
phenomenon called multipactoring. This occurs when an electron is dragged
from the cavity wall by the high electric field and accelerated to a nearby sur-
face where it may have sufficient energy to knock out more than one electron.
If the time taken to do this is half an RF period, then the new electrons are in
turn accelerated; this cumulative process can continue until an arc is formed,
which would lead to catastrophic failure of the cavity.

The technology to produce the cavities is based on that developed for the
LEP machine, a lepton accelerator which had much lower beam currents but
needed exceptionally high accelerating voltages. Bare copper cavities (Fig. 92)
are produced by spinning half-shells from 3-mm copper sheets, sufficient to
withstand the buckling forces when the cavity is under vacuum but not too stiff
to prevent tuning. The half cavities are then electron-beam welded together
and coated with a niobium film, of 1-2 µm thickness, by magnetron sputter-
ing. Niobium films, easily cooled by contact with the copper, are less suscep-
tible to quenching (the loss of the superconducting state due to warming) than
solid niobium, which is a poor heat conductor. Films are also insensitive to
the earth’s magnetic field, while thick superconductors trap magnetic fields
when cooled; thus the use of films eliminates the need for magnetic shielding.
Niobium attains its superconducting properties at 4.5 K, easily supplied by the
cryogenic plants that cool the magnets to 1.7 K.

Cavity surface quality is of primary importance, any speck of dust can be
an electron emitter and lead to multipactoring and a quench. Careful cleaning
under stringently controlled conditions is essential. The cavities, welded inside
a helium tank consisting of 2-mm-thick stainless steel, are rinsed with jets of
ultra-pure water and are then transferred to Class-100 clean rooms (less than
100 particles with diameter > 0.5 microns per cubic foot!) for assembly in se-
ries of four. This is achieved with vacuum bellows which allow a small move-
ment, without danger of vacuum leak, to take place as the ensemble shrinks
during cooling. The helium tanks are designed to limit the amount of liquid
helium to that strictly needed to take away the heat dissipated in the cavity.
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The super-conducting RF modules: the technology that interacts with the beam

91. Final touches to a superconducting
RF module after assembly in the clean-
room (in the background).

92. A view of the bare RF copper
cavities.



Tuning the cavity
Tuning is achieved by compressing the cavity along its length.
With its helium tank, the cavity is very stiff – in fact, a 20-kN
force is needed to change the length by 0.08 mm, the dis-
tance needed to cover the full tuning range. This means a very
rigid cradle is needed around the cavity within which the cav-
ity can be compressed (Fig. 93). The cradle also allows move-
ment during cool-down while, at the same time, providing
low-heat conductance to minimize heat loss. A specially de-
signed lever system providing frictionless movement and elim-
inating backlash is moved by stepping motors.

Getting the power into the cavity – the High Power Coupler
This coupler is certainly the most delicate single element of the cavity and was
one of the most challenging to make [5,6]. It provides the interface between
atmospheric pressure and cavity vacuum, and a second interface between room
and cryogenic temperatures. It must pass the 300 kW of power at 400 MHz
(which under certain matching conditions is equivalent to 1.2 MW) and it
must be moveable. The conditions at injection (where we want quick beam
control and need the full available power) and in collision mode (where we
want high voltages just to hold the beam lightly) require very different cou-
pling values. These are selected by adjusting the distance that the coupler tip
protrudes into the cavity. Views of the coupler are provided in Figure 94.

The heart of the coupler is a cylindrical ceramic window, brazed onto
two copper rings, which provides the path for the power into the cavity. Cop-
per is used to minimize the heating due to the high RF powers but brazing this
combination of copper and ceramic is technically very challenging. The design
of the copper rings themselves is critical to lowering the stresses during braz-
ing and preventing cracking. Over 250 separate components are used in this
coupler and it typically takes nine months to complete the manufacture – all
items have to be made to very high tolerances. Couplers also have to be de-
signed to prevent multipactoring; a complex conditioning procedure is em-
ployed to prevent destruction of the coupler by arcing, during which the
power is raised using the vacuum pressure.
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93. The cavity is held at its ends by the
two square plates. A system of lever arms
allows the two “blades” to be bent,
compressing or stretching the cavity.

94. A schematic view of the high power
coupler and the coupler waiting on the
bench for installation in a cavity.



Making the cavity transparent – the HOM couplers
RF cavities resonate not only at the desired frequency, but also at higher fre-
quencies, the higher-order modes (HOMs) [7]. High voltages can be devel-
oped at these frequencies as the beam passes through the cavities, leading to
beam instability and heating of the cavities. The impedance of these HOMs
has to be reduced; this is done by inserting helium cooled coupling devices
matching the field configurations of these modes. Of course, the HOM cou-
plers must not couple to the main accelerating mode. Four of these devices per
cavity are necessary to cover all modes, and two are shown in Figure 95.

Keeping the cavity cold – the cryo-module
The cryo-module is a stainless steel cylinder with aluminum panels in its sides
for easy access (Fig. 96). An assembly of four cavities with their helium tanks
is rolled into the cryostat on rails and all connections to the outside world are
then put in place. These connections are designed to minimize thermal losses.
The power couplers are mounted last of all in a clean room. The whole cryo-
stat is evacuated, again to reduce thermal losses. These static losses amount
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95. The two HOM couplers, broad band
(left) and narrow band (right).

96. The cryo-module without its
aluminum panels.



to 150 W per cryo-module, measured at 4.5 K. They increase by the dynamic
losses of 100 W with nominal field. The total liquid helium needed to fill one
module is about 320 liters.

As stated above, it is critical to keep RF noise to extremely low levels, and
this is especially true for the cryo-modules. Important noise contributions
come from cavity vibrations, microphonics (induced by the vacuum pumps)
water cooling, helium flow and tuner movement. The design has to take ac-
count of this and to reduce the sources wherever possible. For these cryo-mod-
ules the resultant phase noise at the critical synchrotron frequency is entirely
adequate for good beam-lifetime.

Safety
The pressure in the helium tank can rise dramatically in the event of a quench
or in the case of a sudden loss of cavity vacuum. The helium distribution line,
referred to as the QRL, is also connected to the magnets; large transient-pres-
sure rises are possible if one or more of the main dipoles quench. To protect the
RF equipment, while allowing them to quickly return to operation, non-return
valves and pressure release valves are used (Fig. 97). As a final safety measure,
rupture disks are placed on the He tanks. If these blow they must be replaced.

As we have seen, each cavity requires up to 300 kW of power at 400 MHz.
To provide optimum control of the beam, we use a separate power source for
each cavity, with the power supplied by 16 klystrons [8]. A klystron is a spe-
cialized linear-beam vacuum tube that functions as a high-gain power ampli-
fier at radio frequencies. These devices are quite efficient with a gain of about
37 dB. Although klystrons are readily available, the LHC – in order to allow
the use of fast feedback loops – had particular requirements in addition to
placing the center frequency at 400 MHz; specifically, the delay through the
klystron has to be less than 120 ns, and a reproducible response at higher fre-
quencies was required. Each klystron needs approximately 54 kV with a max-
imum cathode current of 9 A to provide the 300 kW. Four klystrons are
connected to one power converter, and all high-voltage equipment is placed
in fireproof concrete bunkers. The RF conversion efficiency is about 62%, so
with all other ancillary equipment included, about 8 MW of wall-plug power
is required. All “excess” power has to be removed by a complex water-cooling
system. A klystron can be seen in Figure 98.
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97. Safety for the cavities. The safety
valve, first line of defense, and the rupture
disk protect the cavity against
overpressure.

98. The klystron inside its cage with 
the circulator and high power load in 
the background.



The klystrons are attached to the cavities via ferrite circulators which protect
the klystrons from the reflected power emanating from the cavity, each circu-
lator having a high power RF load capable of taking full power. Waveguides
connect the circulator to the cavity about 22 meters away on the other side of
the tunnel wall. As the klystrons are on the floor of the cavern, the waveguides
have to first rise to a platform on the level of the tunnel (Fig. 99). They then
pass through rectangular holes in the double tunnel wall, there to protect the
electronics in the cavern from radiation when the machine is operating and the
personnel in the cavern when equipment is being tested, and arrive just above
the cavities. Although the path is convoluted, care is taken to minimize the
number of bends as these can be sources of breakdown in the waveguide.

Use of multi-nested loops
The beam is controlled through the careful use of feedback loops [9]. A feed-
back loop operates by first measuring a parameter somewhere in the equip-
ment or on the beam, then the measured quantity is compared to a reference
value, and the system reacts by “feeding back” a correction signal to minimize
the difference. The higher the gain of the loop, the better the correction be-
comes, but at the increased risk that the loop is more likely to become unsta-
ble. A simplified feedback loop is shown in Figure 100.
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Getting the power to the cavity

Controlling the cavity and beam, system behavior

99. In the underground cavern, the
waveguides rise from the ground floor,
where the klystrons will be placed, onto
the platform and then go towards the rear
of the cavern passing through a double
wall into the tunnel. Prior to the RF
installation this point was used to bring
magnets into the tunnel – a short magnet
section can just be seen in the
background as it is lowered onto 
the bridge.

100. An example of the nested loops
of the control systems, showing the one 
that controls the cavity parameters. Input
signals are compared with references,
and feedback signals are used to make
and required correction.



The first feedback loop we consider is the one that controls the RF volt-
age in the cavity. Indeed, the RF voltage is monitored at a number of strate-
gic points, including at the input to the RF coupler and in the cavity itself via
a set-up of small probes. The feedback loop has to be particularly fast because
it must be able to react to voltages induced in the cavity by the beam current.
When working ideally, the loop provides an environment through which the
passing beam does not “see” any induced voltage and for which the cavity will
be “invisible”. In addition, it helps to tightly define the amplitude and phase
of the desired RF voltage. This loop also plays an important role in reducing
the noise coming from the different RF components. The speed of the loop is
limited by its total delay – of the order of 750 ns – which is minimized by the
careful selection of components and by housing all equipment as close to the
cavities as possible.

Some other feedback loops are critical to the LHC performance. One of
these, with smaller gain, partially overcomes this bandwidth limitation by
making corrections exactly one turn later than the measurement. This is pos-
sible as the beam reacts at its synchrotron frequency (the frequency at which
the particles move back and forth within the bunch), which is much smaller
than the revolution frequency.

A slow loop is used to control the cavity frequency via the tuning system
by comparing the RF phases at the power-coupler input and in the cavities.
The klystron loop compares the output of the klystron with its input and ap-
plies a correction via a modulator placed at the input, thus compensating
against slow drifts in phase which could drive other loops towards instability.
It also provides a significant reduction in noise. Since klystrons generate a lot
of phase noise, the klystron loop is essential for good beam lifetime.

The loops described above do not look at the beam itself; a variety of ad-
ditional loops take signals from pick-ups in the vacuum chamber and react to
keep the beam stable. Two most important are the beam-phase loop and the
frequency loop. The first keeps the beam stable by damping movement relative
to the RF and, in the process, by reducing noise; the second keeps the beam
on-orbit by ensuring that the RF frequency is correct for the magnetic field in
the dipole. Close behind in importance is a longitudinal damping loop – this
loop measures any large beam oscillations at injection and helps to damp them.
These are supplemented by a loop to ensure synchronization with the injector.

More exotic loops
All those just mentioned above are referred to as nested feedback loops; in ad-
dition to these, we have a feed-forward loop which measures the beam current,
calculates the effect on the cavity and preemptively corrects the reference sig-
nal – this improves the stability of all the nested feedback loops.
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101. The longitudinal pick-up with, left,
the center cylinder (beam-tube) removed
to show the ferrites and, right, the
completed pick-up with four of the eight
connectors visible on the left-hand end
and the pumping port in the middle.



To be sure that all this is working correctly, a vast number of signals are
acquired and monitored. In the event of a failure these signals are “frozen”
and then given a precise time stamp to allow a “post-mortem” of the event, dur-
ing which the engineers will attempt to find the cause of what went wrong.

Many of these signals come from a critical hardware element installed in
each beam-line, called the longitudinal pick-up. This device detects the posi-
tion of the beam longitudinally, and thus directly determines the shape and
length of the bunch (Fig. 101). This measurement requires the large band-
width of about 2 GHz, and it must be sensitive enough to supply large signals, 
even at low intensity, to provide noise-free references for all the loops. It works
by measuring the beam current induced in the vacuum chamber walls with
strip-lines placed across a cut in the chamber. These elements are placed in-
side a ferrite-filled vacuum-tight cylinder. Leads are fed through from the strip-
lines to the exterior of the outer cylinder to allow the signals to be summed in
special wide-band networks. The ferrite filling prevents the outer cylinder from
shorting the gap, except at very low frequencies. The detailed shape of these
ferrite components is carefully designed to provide maximum frequency re-
sponse.

Up to now we have been concerned mainly with the longitudinal plane, but we
also have to worry about keeping the beam stable in the transverse plane, hor-
izontally and vertically, and damping any unwanted motion, in particular at in-
jection, that may occur [10]. Four sets of transverse dampers are installed next
to the cryo-modules, two to provide a transverse electric field that acts on the
two beams in the vertical direction and two others for the horizontal direction
(Fig. 102). These dampers operate over a wide bandwidth, working over a fre-
quency range of instability from about 3 kHz to approximately 20 MHz. 
To damp injection oscillations quickly before the beam size can increase, a
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102. The transverse damping systems
installed in the tunnel. The amplifiers 
sit beneath the kickers through which 
the proton beam passes.



strong kick is applied if needed directly at the injection phase.
This is the role of the transverse dampers, which can provide
± 7 kV across a gap of 52 mm and over a length of 6 m for each
plane and beam.

Kickers
The 6-m length of the transverse damper is divided among 4
kickers. A kicker consists of two parallel copper electrodes, 1.5 m
in length and shaped as 90° arcs, that are held 52 mm apart by
brazing to three ceramic rings (Fig. 103). The ceramic elements
provide both support and insulation. This rigid assembly is
placed inside a machined stainless steel vacuum chamber to en-
sure the required electrode-positioning accuracy of ± 50 µm.

Flexible copper pins connect the two electrodes to the outside world via vac-
uum tight connectors. The electrodes are made of copper to limit the heat rise
from the beam-induced currents. Radiation and conduction cooling through
the copper pins limit this temperature rise to 50 K. Although stainless steel
would have been more rigid, water cooling would have been required, and
this is to be avoided whenever possible in a vacuum environment.

Amplifiers and electronics
To provide the high voltages and bandwidth required to operate the trans-
verse dampers, power amplifiers are placed under the kickers as close as pos-
sible to the electrodes. Tetrode vacuum tubes with 12 kV on the anode, one
per electrode, amplify the signals to the required amplitude (Fig. 104). To get
the bandwidth it is essential to reduce the stray capacitance and inductance
where possible, and this is achieved by careful mechanical design of the leads,
which are kept as short and as separate as possible.
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103. Looking inside the kicker as the
beam sees it. In this case the two
electrodes, supported on ceramic rings
(pink) are at the top and bottom of the
pipe to kick the beam vertically.

104. The high power tetrodes glowing
red-hot as they are tested before
installation.



The instabilities and position errors are detected in beam position mon-
itors placed at strategic points along the vacuum chamber. The signals are
then treated digitally, with suitably adapted transfer functions, in much the
same way as for the longitudinal loops, and then applied to the kicker am-
plifiers.

As mentioned above, all the RF equipment is concentrated at Point 4, to
take advantage of a large cavern, 70-m long, 16.6-m wide and 18.5-m high,
that previously housed a large physics experiment, called ALEPH, in the
time of the LEP machine (Fig. 105). The tunnel extends into and across the
cavern on a concrete bridge built out of old LEP magnets. The bridge be-
comes very crowded where the RF equipment extends into the machine tun-
nel; at this position, all the waveguides, cryogenic piping, water cooling and
related machinery have to co-exist. To protect equipment elsewhere in the
cavern from radiation, the bridge was modified to include walls and a roof
of 120 cm thick concrete. Waveguides and cables pass through this wall and
a second shielding wall through carefully positioned holes. The roof can be
removed with a crane to take out and replace a cryo-module in the event of
a failure.

All the RF equipment which has to be close to the tunnel equipment,
but not actually in the tunnel, is placed in the cavern. Steel platforms support
the waveguide systems above the klystrons with their circulators and loads.
The four high-voltage concrete bunkers are placed further into the cavern.
Faraday cages (metal rooms providing shielding against external electromag-
netic interference) house the sensitive electronics which work down to µW
with 4 MW of power nearby. Control racks and uninterruptable power sup-
plies are at the far end of the cavern near the lift. A second wall, 80-cm thick,
was built between the tunnel wall and the equipment to provide protection
from gamma radiation during cavity conditioning, so that people can remain
close to the equipment during commissioning. It also gives equipment pro-
tection from radiation produced by beam-gas collisions when the machine is
running. This can cause single event upsets in the high-density electronics that
do the signal processing.
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Fitting it all in the tunnel and the cave

105. The UX45 cavern in 2004 (left).
The bridge across the cavern to carry the
beam-lines and the RF system from the
tunnel on the left to the continuation on
the right was built – out of old LEP
magnets! On the right, the UX45 cavern
in June 2006 after installation of the
infrastructure and cabling. The bridge,
now with its walls and roof, is hidden
behind the klystron platforms (green at
the back) and a second shielding wall.



The power supplies and high-voltage transformers are not
located in the tunnel but rather housed, with the beam-control
electronics, in a surface building. Hundreds of kilometers of
coaxial, multi-wire and fibre-optic cables connect the under-
ground areas to the surface.

The RF equipment is located far from the main control
room, with a large part of it underground and inaccessible when
the beam is circulating, and the complexity of the control pro-
cedures precludes direct manual intervention. Remote control is
therefore essential. Switching equipment on and off, and en-
suring that all parameters – cooling water flows, temperatures, 
powers, He-liquid pressures and levels, etc. – remain within
their defined limits requires considerable computing power. Ap-
proximately 3,400 signals, 1,000 interlocks and 1,100 alarms
from the RF system alone have to be treated. At the equipment
level, programmable logic controllers (PLCs) are used. These
PLCs talk together and communicate to the supervisor level via
an Ethernet link. The data in both these levels is treated and re-

duced by specific software packages before being sent to the highest level –
the workstation – where high-level application programs provide the interface
to the user.

This has been a 20-year project. Preliminary thoughts on the radio-frequency
system for the LHC began in the late 1980s, and detailed system design got
underway in the first half of the 1990s. Apart from a few research-related
items, which were already needed at the earliest stages, real hardware build-
ing – and thus spending significant amounts of money – only began around
1997. At the time of writing, the last few francs of the total cost of 44 MCHF
are being spent.

During this 20-year project, the work force has been continually chang-
ing. We are not the same group of physicists, engineers and technicians that
started the project. Many staff from all over Europe joined an expanding
CERN in the 1960s and 1970s, and many of these reached retirement age
during the LHC project. There is also a natural turnover of staff but this has
been fairly restricted in comparison. A constant supply of Fellows and Asso-
ciates from many different countries, not necessarily those of the CERN mem-
ber states, come for short periods of time, contribute to the project and then
leave. There are also strong contributions from other accelerator laboratories,
for example, the transverse damping system described above was largely built
by the JINR laboratory in Dubna, Russia. Working with industry to build this
high-tech equipment also involves close personal contact and exchange of
ideas. This changing workforce, and especially contacts with different labo-
ratories and industries, is very enriching, and new ideas are constantly avail-
able. But, at the same time, and particularly due to retirement, there is a loss
of knowledge. Training and documentation ease this problem but there is usu-
ally something that was “obvious” that is not found in the books and is lost.
When you finally assemble a superconducting RF cavity, only to find its fre-
quency changes every time you cool it down, you look around for the expert!
And if he has left, you have to struggle to understand the events.

During the project, RF design has become more and more exact – less
of a black art – with new numerical analysis software, profiting from the ever-
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The project, people and skills

106. The RF modules after final
installation in the tunnel.



increasing computer power. This allows, for example, electro-magnetic design
to be linked to thermal analysis and material structural behavior. Far more
sophistication and certainty in the design is now possible, but this does not
eliminate the need for flair and know-how, two qualities that depend on edu-
cation and experience. Education in RF techniques, and especially power tech-
niques, has diminished significantly at the university level over the past
decade, and it is only recently that these gaps in the curriculum have been rec-
ognized and somewhat corrected by the offering of new courses. Finding RF
engineers is difficult. Indeed, some areas in RF technology remain more of an
art and rely almost exclusively on experience. For example, only certain firms
can braze together unusual combinations of materials. Looking closely, one
usually finds that the difference is determined by the presence of one particu-
lar technical expert who knows the tricks. Electronics design has also changed
radically with the advent of digital technology. The power of digital techniques
is irresistible, but to profit from this rapidly advancing technology, continual
training is required. Graduates of universities and technical schools have an
excellent background in these techniques, but paradoxically they lack knowl-
edge of analog techniques. Soon, this will be an area where action will be re-
quired.
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5.1
THE EXPERIMENTS

Particle Detection 
at the LHC: an Introduction
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In July 2012 the ATLAS and CMS experiments announced the discovery of
the long-awaited Higgs boson [1,2], constituting the most striking result so far
to come out of the LHC program.

The installation of a hadron collider in the LEP tunnel was first foreseen
by CERN in the early 1980s. A Long-Range Planning Committee, set up in
1985, under the chairmanship of Carlo Rubbia, recommended that a high-en-
ergy large hadron collider, with a sufficiently large proton-collision interac-
tion rate, was the right choice for CERN’s future. To be competitive with the
proposed Superconducting Super Collider in the US, the Committee proposed
running at a center-of-mass energy of 7 TeV with a design luminosity of the
CERN accelerator increased by an order of magnitude to 1034 cm–2 s–1 (lead-
ing to about one billion pairs of protons interacting per second at the heart of
the ATLAS and CMS detectors). The design posed a great challenge, requir-
ing, within a ten-year period, the development of advanced high-field super-
conducting dipole magnets, as well as the development of detectors capable
of handling such high interaction rates. CERN established an extensive de-
tector research-and-development program that triggered a wide range of stud-
ies, from properties of new materials to prototype readout systems.

The experimental program for the LHC began in earnest in March
1992 with a meeting in Evian-les-Bains, on the French shores of Lake
Geneva, during which several nascent experiment collaborations pre-
sented Expressions of Interest. After a process of peer-review, ATLAS and
CMS were selected in 1993 by the Large Hadron Collider Committee to
proceed towards technical proposals. These proposals were requested for
November 1993 and approved in 1994. ALICE, a dedicated heavy-ion
experiment to search for and study the quark-gluon plasma, was approved
in 1997; and LHCb, a dedicated experiment to study B physics in general,
and CP violation in particular, was approved in 1998. The construction
of these experiments began during the late 1990s.

LHC and its experiments are arguably the most complex scientific in-
struments ever built. The detectors are an order of magnitude more complex
than previous experiments. ATLAS and CMS operate in a very harsh envi-
ronment created by the hundreds of billions of particles produced every sec-
ond, and they accurately register the passage and energies of all these particles,
thus demanding huge amounts of data to be collected, with the transfer and
processing rates on a scale greater than ever previously attempted.



The construction of the experiments presented formidable challenges that
were, at the same time, technological, engineering, organizational and finan-
cial [3-6]. Many of the technologies deployed simply did not exist when the
experiments were conceived in the early 1990s, and have been the result of
intensive research and development work carried out in collaboration with in-
dustry. The construction of the experiments also required the pooling of the
resources and the talent of a very large number of scientists and engineers.
For example, each of the ATLAS and CMS collaborations comprise over
3,000 scientists and engineers from about 180 institutions in over 40 coun-
tries; ALICE and LHCb are each about a factor three smaller. The experiments
started collecting collision data in November 2009.

All the LHC experiments have performed very well and according to the
design specifications during the Run 1 of the LHC (2009-2012). Two exam-
ples substantiating this are given: Table 1 shows that the fraction of fully-func-
tioning channels, at the end of 3-year run of Run 1, is very high for all of the
subparts of the ATLAS detector; Fig. 1 shows the distribution of the invariant
mass of dimuons from data taken by CMS in the first few months of Run 1 –
the width of the measured dimuon invariant mass distribution (69 MeV/c2)
matches closely the design value (70 MeV/c2).

The prime motivation for the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is to elucidate the
nature of electroweak symmetry breaking for which the Higgs mechanism is
presumed to be responsible (see Chap. 2). There are hopes for discoveries that
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1. The distribution of the invariant mass
for di-muon events, shown here from
CMS, displays the various well-known
resonant states of the SM. The inset
illustrates the excellent mass resolution
for the three states of the Y family. 
The mass resolutions in the central
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dominated by instrumental resolution 
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Table 1. Luminosity weighted relative
detector uptime and good quality data
delivery during 2012 stable beams in pp
collisions at s=8TeV between April 4
and December 6 (in %) – corresponding 
to 21.6 fb–1 of recorded data.

ATLAS p-p run: April-December 2012
Inner Tracker         Calorimeters       Muon Spectrometer          Magnets

Pixel    SCT    TRT   LAr     Tile   MDT     RPC     CSC     TGC     Solenoid  Toroid
99.9    99.4    99.8  99.1   99.6   99.6      99.8     100.     99.6       99.8       99.5

All good for physics analysis: 95.8%



might reveal physics beyond the predictions of the present theory; for instance,
we might observe signs of supersymmetry or extra dimensions, the latter po-
tentially requiring the modification of gravity at the Tera-electron-volt (TeV)
scale. Overall, the TeV energy scale appears to have a special significance; each
of the LHC experiments is designed to study physics at these energies.

This Chapter 5 is organized into six parts. The four following this brief
introduction discuss the LHC detectors in some detail; indeed, the reader will
find a number of common concepts among the basic measuring capabilities
of the LHC detectors. This is not an accident – the selection of technology
has been driven by the physics goals, and this introductory chapter will show
how the requirements defined by the physics can be related to a corresponding
set of experimental criteria. After presenting each of the four experiments in
more detail in the subsequent chapters, the final one of this section will pres-
ent some of the aspects of data handling, which, due to the magnitude of this
challenge has been referred to as the “fifth experiment.”

One of the first high-energy colliders to come into operation was the CERN
Intersecting Storage Rings (ISR) in the early 1970s. The experiments at the
ISR aimed at studying only small regions of solid angle with respect to the col-
lision point, rather than completely surrounding the collision with a fully in-
strumented device, as is the case with many modern detectors. The luminosity
at the ISR eventually reached 1032 cm–2 s–1 (corresponding to about 5 million
inelastic interactions per second), and much was learnt about experimenta-
tion at hadron colliders. Following this, in each successive generation of col-
lider experiments, innovative instrumentation has had to be introduced. In
the UA1 detector of the ISR, the hermetic geometry around the interaction
point was introduced for the first time in hadron colliders; this configuration
is now the standard. It also pioneered on-line triggering using the full event
information in order to decide which events to keep for future analysis. An-
other feature was the gaseous central tracking detector, immersed in a mag-
netic field, which gave electronic “bubble-chamber-like” images. The
technological concept of high-granularity calorimetry was introduced by UA2.

Later, starting in 1989, the LEP collider at CERN was built with combi-
nations of superconducting solenoids; micro-vertex detectors to detect b-quarks;
bubble-chamber-like tracking chambers such as time-projection chambers
(TPC); high-granularity electromagnetic (EM) calorimeters; and ring-imaging
Cerenkov counters (RICH) for particle identification. In the following pages,
these ground-breaking techniques will be presented in terms of their role in
LHC detection, for which the harsh conditions in a high-luminosity environ-
ment required these different detector technologies to be further developed
and modified to meet the additional challenge of increased radiation stresses.

The LHC is performing close to its design parameters: currently (2016)
the centre of mass energy is 13 TeV and the instantaneous luminosity is
0.8 × 1034 cm–2s–1. The general-purpose detectors (ATLAS and CMS) are ob-
serving 7 × 108 inelastic proton-proton collisions per second. This leads to a
number of formidable experimental challenges [3].

The event selection process (called the trigger) must reduce the billion in-
teractions that occur each second to no more than a few hundreds of events
for storage and subsequent analysis. The short time between bunch crossings,
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25 nanoseconds (1 ns = 10–9 s), has major implications for the design of the
readout and trigger systems. It is not feasible to make a trigger decision dur-
ing these 25 ns, yet new events occur in every crossing and a trigger decision
must therefore be made for every crossing; the solution is to split the decision
into two or three levels and to store events that are good candidates for in-
teresting physics in a temporary memory during the decision process. The first
of these is the Level-1 trigger decision, which takes about 3 µs. During this
time the data must be stored in pipelines.

At the design operation, superposed on top of the selected event of inter-
est are an average of ~20 other proton-proton events (in Run 1 this number
reached around 40 as operation took place at a bunch spacing of 50 ns). These
20 or so events are referred to as minimum-bias events, because no selection is
made, i.e., no bias is introduced for these events. However, this implies that
around 1,000 charged particles will emerge from the interaction region every
25 ns. The products of an interaction under study may be confused with those
from other interactions in the same bunch crossing. This problem, known as
pile-up, clearly becomes more severe when the response time of a detector ele-
ment and its electronic signal is longer than 25 ns. The effect of pile-up can be
reduced by using highly granular detectors with good time resolution, giving
low occupancy (i.e., the probability that a detector will return a non-zero sig-
nal) at the expense of having large numbers of detector channels. The resulting
tens of millions of electronic channels require very good time synchronization.

To give the reader an idea of the magnitude of the task, the online trig-
ger system has to analyze information that is continuously generated at a rate
of 40,000 GB/s and reduce it to an order of one GB/s for storage. Even after
this tremendous reduction, tens of petabytes (1 PB = 1,000,000 GB) of data
will be generated annually by each experiment and distributed for off-line
analysis to scientists located around the globe. This data management prob-
lem motivated the development of the so-called “Computing Grid” (Chap. 5.6)
which has operated very successfully ever since the first collisions.

The large flux of particles emanating from the interaction region creates
a high-radiation environment requiring radiation-hard detectors and front-end
electronics. Access for maintenance is very difficult, time consuming and
highly restricted. Hence, a high degree of long-term operational reliability had
to be attained, comparable to that which is usually associated with instru-
ments flying on space missions.

The two “smaller” detectors face different but equally difficult problems.
The main challenges for LHCb detector are the efficient online selection of
events containing b-flavored hadrons; particle identification; and the precise
determination of the positions of particle interactions (vertexing). For ALICE,
which focuses on heavy-ion collisions, the main challenge is to handle ex-
tremely complicated events containing tens of thousands of tracks.

Thus, the LHC general-purpose detectors (ATLAS and CMS) and the
specialised detectors (LHCb and ALICE) couldn’t simply be larger versions of
the previous generation of HEP detectors. A major research-and-development
effort was required to develop detectors and electronics that could survive and
operate reliably in the harsh LHC environment.

Analogy of an HEP detector with a cylindrical onion
High energy physics detectors, such as ATLAS and CMS, comprise several lay-
ers (see Panel 1). Each layer is designed to perform a specific task, and together
they allow identification and precise measurement of the direction and energies
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of all of the particles produced in LHC proton-proton collisions. The layers of
the detector are arranged like a cylindrical onion around the collision point. A
transverse section of the CMS detector illustrates this in Figure 2 of Panel 1.

A particle emerging from the collision and travelling outwards will first en-
counter the tracking system immersed in a strong solenoidal field. The system
consists of silicon pixels and silicon microstrips, or gaseous straw-tube detectors.
These detectors precisely measure the paths of charged particles, allowing physi-
cists to reconstruct their trajectories. Charged particles follow spiraling trajec-
tories in the magnetic field, and the curvature of their trajectories reveals their
momenta, from which a first measurement of the energy of the charged parti-
cles can be derived. The energies of all the particles, including the neutrals, will
be measured in the next layer of the detector – the so-called calorimeters.

The first calorimeter layer is designed to measure the energies of electrons
and photons with great precision. Since these particles interact mainly electro-
magnetically, it is called an electromagnetic calorimeter. Particles that mostly in-
teract by the strong interaction, called hadrons, deposit most of their energy in
the next layer, in the hadron calorimeter. The only particles to penetrate beyond
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2. A schematic of a slice of the
transverse cut through CMS illustrating
how the identity of particles produced in
proton-proton collisions is ascertained.

Panel 1 
Pattern recognition: Identity of particles
New particles discovered at the LHC will typically
be unstable and rapidly transform into a cascade
of lighter, more stable and familiar particles.
Particles traveling through the LHC detectors leave
behind characteristic patterns, or “signatures”, in
the different layers, allowing them to be identified.
We now look at some of the typical signatures 
that we expect using a cross-section of the CMS
detector in the illustration above. Muons are
penetrating charged particles that leave “hits”, that
are linked up to create “tracks” in the inner tracker
and the muon tracking system but little energy in
the calorimeters. Electrons are charged particles
that leave tracks in the inner tracker and deposit

all their energy in the electromagnetic calorimeter
and nothing beyond. Photons are neutral particles
and hence leave no tracks in the inner tracker but
otherwise behave like electrons when coming in
contact with the calorimeters. Charged hadrons
such as pions leave tracks in the inner tracker,
some energy in the electromagnetic calorimeter
and the rest in the hadron calorimeter and 
nothing beyond. Neutral hadrons do not leave
tracks in the inner tracker but otherwise behave
like charged hadrons upon contact with the
calorimeters. Neutrinos are highly penetrating
neutral particles, even capable of traversing 
the earth, whose presence is inferred from the
mismatch of momenta in the transverse plane
(perpendicular to the beamline).



the hadron calorimeter are muons and neutrinos. Muons are charged particles
that are tracked in the outermost dedicated muon chambers, also immersed in
a magnetic field so that their momenta can be measured from the curvature of
their trajectories. Neutrinos, however, are neutral; since they hardly interact at
all they will escape direct detection. Their presence can nevertheless be inferred
in the following manner: since the total vector sum of the momenta of the par-
ticles is conserved during the collision, the total momentum transverse to the
beam has to be zero. By adding up the (transverse) momenta of all the detected
particles, physicists are able to tell roughly where the neutrinos went and how
much momentum or energy (labeled transverse energy) they took away.

The experimental magnets
The single most important aspect of the overall detector design is the choice of
the magnetic field configuration for the measurement of muons, as this decision
strongly influences the rest of the detector design. The two basic configurations
are solenoidal or toroidal, characterized by magnetic field with direction paral-
lel or perpendicular to the beam axis, respectively. Large bending power is
needed to precisely measure high momentum muons or other charged tracks.
CMS chose a superconducting high-field solenoid, with a large length-bore ratio;
whereas ATLAS chose a superconducting air-core toroid. The CMS solenoid, in
addition, provides the magnetic field for the inner tracking system whilst ATLAS
has an additional solenoid magnet to carry out the same function. The very dif-
ferent basic structures of these two magnets can be seen in Figures 3 and 4.

Inner tracking system
The clearest way to “see” the event topology is by using the inner tracker. The
inner tracking systems are designed to provide a precise and efficient meas-
urement of the trajectories of charged particles emerging from the LHC colli-
sions, as well as a precise reconstruction of secondary vertices (i.e., the position
at which a particle, produced in a collision, decays into a new set of particles).

The ATLAS (Fig. 5) and CMS tracking detectors at the LHC have to
deal with very high particle fluxes (about 2 × 1010 particles per second emerg-
ing from the interaction point) and a very short time between bunch cross-
ings. In addition, we need to measure the momentum of energetic charged
particles (100 GeV/c) with a resolution of approximately 1% at 100 GeV/c;
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3. Photograph of the CMS solenoid
magnet during construction. Additional
views of the solenoid are found in 
Fig. 17.

4. Image of three of the ATLAS toroids
during the construction phase of the
experiment. The completed toroidal
magnet is seen in Fig. 29.



this represents an order-of-magnitude improvement over the LEP experiment.
The very precise silicon-pixel and microstrip detectors, along with short drift-
time gaseous detectors (straw tubes) are the technology of choice.

The particle flux decreases as the observer moves away from the collision
vertex, varying from 108 cm–2 s–1 at a radius of r = 4 cm; to 5 × 106 cm–2 s–1

at r = 25 cm; and 5 × 105 at 100 cm. Thus, three basic regions can be defined.
. At radii between 4 and 20 centimeters, there are several layers of “hybrid”

pixel detectors. The typical area of a pixel is 104 µm2 giving an average oc-
cupancy (the probability/bunch crossing of a particle traversing a detecting
cell) of about 10–4 per cell (pixel) per LHC bunch crossing. 
. In the intermediate regions (at radii between 20 and 60 cm) the particle flux

is low enough to enable use of silicon microstrip detectors with a typical cell
size of 10 cm × 75 µm leading to an occupancy of 1% per LHC crossing.
. In the outermost regions of the inner tracker, the particle flux drops suffi-

ciently to allow use of larger pitch silicon microstrip (CMS) or gaseous straw
tube detectors (ATLAS). The typical cell size in CMS is 25 cm × 180 µm,
which results in an occupancy of a few percent per crossing.

Electromagnetic calorimeter
The electromagnetic calorimeters in ATLAS and CMS were designed to face
one of the greatest scientific challenges of the LHC, namely the detection of
the two-photon decay of an intermediate-mass (mZ < mH < 2mZ) Higgs boson.
Indeed in July 2012 the Higgs boson was found in this very same mass region
at mH ~125 GeV/c2. The signal was observed as a peak in the reconstructed
mass of the object that decayed into the two photons or two ZZ* bosons. In
the two photon decay mode the background is large, and the surest way of
finding the Higgs signal was through precise determination of the two-pho-
ton invariant mass in an electromagnetic calorimeter with a very good di-pho-
ton mass resolution, so the signal peak would be sharp, high and narrow.
For its electromagnetic calorimeters ATLAS uses liquid argon as the active
medium. Calorimeters using liquid-filled ionization chambers as detection el-
ements have several important advantages. The absence of internal amplifi-
cation of charge results in a stable calibration over long periods of time. 
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5. Two views of the inner tracking
systems used at the LHC: (a) a
schematic diagram of the inner tracking
system of the ATLAS experiment showing
the pixel detectors close to the beam
axis, followed by layers of the silicon
microstrip detectors (SCT) and finally 
the straw-tube detectors of the TRT
(described in Chap. 5.3); and (b) a
photograph of the inner tracking system
of CMS showing three layers of silicon
modules. Positioned close to the
interaction point of the proton-proton
collisions, the silicon used here must be
able to survive high doses of radiation
and a 4-T magnetic field without damage.

a      b



The considerable flexibility in the size and the shape of the charge-collecting
electrodes allows high granularity both longitudinally and laterally. ATLAS in-
troduced a novel absorber-electrode configuration, known as the “accordion”
in which the particles traverse the chambers at angles around 45°.

CMS chose lead tungstate scintillating crystals (PbWO4) for its electro-
magnetic calorimeter because active calorimeters (such as these inorganic scin-
tillating crystals) provide the best possible performance in terms of energy
resolution. These crystals (Fig. 6) offer several advantages for operation in CMS,
including compactness; a length of only 23 cm is sufficient to absorb the energy
of the high-energy electrons and photons produced during the proton collisions.

The hadron calorimeter
Hadron calorimeters, in conjunction with the electromagnetic calorimeters, are
primarily used to measure the energies of jets, which are collimated bunches
of particles originating from the fragmentation of quarks and gluons. The most
important characteristics for the performance of hadron calorimeters are
. jet-energy resolution and energy linearity;
. hermetic coverage for estimating the (transverse) energy carried by weakly

interacting particles, such as neutrinos, by measuring the energy of all other
produced particles.

The ATLAS hadron calorimeter uses alternating layers of steel “absorber”
and plastic scintillator (in the barrel region) and ionization detectors using liq-
uid argon as active medium (in the endcap region). When a hadron (e.g., a
proton or charged pion) hits an iron nucleus, numerous secondary particles
are created which in turn strike further iron nuclei. A cascade of particles thus
develops. The charged particles traversing the scintillator generate light in the
scintillator, or free charges in the liquid, the amount of which is proportional
to the deposited energy and hence also to the energy of the incident hadron.

The CMS hadron calorimeter (Fig. 7) uses plastic scintillator as active
medium. It consists of a brass/scintillator-tile sampling calorimeter with fine
lateral granularity. The scintillation light is observed by wavelength shifting
fibers, with the light channeled on clear fibers to hybrid photo-diodes placed
axially to the 4-tesla magnetic field.
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6. A technician places a lead tun state
scintillating crystal in place for the ALICE
calorimeter, which uses the same crystal
technology as the CMS experiment for 
its electromagnetic calorimeter. 
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The muon system
High momenta muons are produced in the decays of Higgs bosons or can be
by certain as-of-yet-undetected particles such as Z’ (heavier versions of Z boson
predicted by some theories of physics beyond the SM). For example, the newly
found Higgs boson can decay into two Z bosons; each of these can, in turn,
decay into a pair of muons, leading to four muons traversing the detectors. A
powerful muon system was therefore needed to identify, trigger and accurately
measure the momentum of such muons. Good muon-momentum resolution
and triggering capability are aided by a high magnetic field, either in air (as
in ATLAS) or in a thick flux-return iron yoke (as for CMS (Fig. 8)). The latter
also serves as a hadron filter that improves the identification of muons.

Two kinds of complementary muon detectors are used at LHC. These are
the gaseous drift chambers (GDC) that provide accurate measurement in space

7. View of the CMS end-cap hadron
calorimeter before testing and
installation.

8. Installation of the barrel muon
detector of the CMS showing how 
the muon system is structured with
alternating layers of iron return yoke
(red) and muon detection chambers.
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(position) needed for accurate determination of momentum; and the “trigger”
chambers, such as resistive plate chambers (RPCs) or thin-gap chambers
(TGCs), that provide an accurate measurement of the time of passage of the
muon. This enables the muons to be assigned to the correct event. At the
LHC, the number of hits recorded in the end-cap chambers (≈ 1 kHz/cm2) is
two orders of magnitude larger than in the barrel region. Therefore, drift-
chambers are replaced by detectors with a faster response, such as cathode
strip chambers (CSCs).

A very substantial part of the material cost of the LHC experiments is invested
in electronics, some of which has to be radiation hard, previously a require-
ment typically found only in military and space applications.

The features that differentiate the electronics of the LHC experiments
from previous ones are the need for high-speed signal processing; the presence
of large pile-up (mentioned above); the ability to function in high radiation en-
vironments; the far larger number of channels (larger data volume); and the ap-
plication of in-house designed electronics using state of the art technologies.

A generic LHC readout system is illustrated in Figure 9. Indeed, there are
a number of functions that are common to almost all systems:
. amplification;
. analog to digital conversion;
. association to beam crossing;
. storage prior to trigger;
. dead-time-free transmission via optical links;
. data reduction via removal of empty cells (zero-suppression); and
. formatted storage prior to access by the data acquisition, calibration, con-

trol and monitoring systems.
All the electronics inside the experiment cavern have to be radiation tol-

erant whereas those in the high radiation environment (inner tracker, ECAL
etc.) have to be radiation hard. This has meant that an unusually large frac-
tion of the electronics had to be custom-designed – a new challenge in high-
energy physics. As the minimum feature size for electronics has become
smaller, the cost per chip and the cost per channel has decreased. In the last
decade considerable effort has gone into designing high-performance, low-
power-consumption, low-cost-per-channel and radiation-hard electronics.

Selection and acquisition of interesting events: ATLAS and CMS 
as 100 megapixel 3-D digital cameras taking 40 million shots per second!
ATLAS and CMS each have about 100 million electronics channels, with a tim-
ing resolution of ~ 1 nanosecond, and hence the amount of data produced will
be enormous. It is interesting to think of each of these detectors as a 100-mega-

9. A generic readout system for 
a detector at the LHC.

Electronics chains for LHC experiments



pixel 3-D digital camera. These are of course no ordinary cameras – to start
with, the CMS weighs around 14,000 tons – and each one takes 40 million pic-
tures per second, representing roughly the number of times bunches of protons
cross each other in the heart of the experiments. We anticipate that about 20
pairs of protons will interact during each crossing, of which one will contribute
to the picture of interest (particle physicists call these “events”). Each event pro-
duces around 1 MB of data, leading to a generation of around 40 Terabytes 
(1 TB = 1,000 GB) of data each second. However it is not possible to transfer,
analyze and store this much data. Hence a small subset of this information, with
coarse granularity, is sent out of the detector on optical fibers to an adjacent un-
derground cavern for analysis by the off-detector electronics. Custom ASICs se-
lect about 100,000 of the most interesting events on the basis of large energy
deposits in cells transverse to the beamline. The data from these selected events,
amounting to 100 GB per second, are transferred to the computing facilities on
the surface via about 1,000 optical fibers. The data from each event is sent to
the next free CPU in a farm of about 30,000 CPU cores. The same physics soft-
ware code runs in each one of these cores to select about one thousand events,
using the full granularity and resolution event information, as well as the de-
sired physics quantities and signatures. These data, amounting up to one GB per
second (~1,000 events), are sent out to the CERN central computing facilities;
the story of what happens to the data at this point is the subject of Chapter 5.6.
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Panel 2
Two general purpose experiments
Down the ages the scientific method has relied
on scientific observation and independent
confirmation. Hence when searching for any
new phenomena, especially in such complex
environments as at the LHC, applying two
independent experiments, based on different
approaches, is invaluable. Each of the LHC
experiments uses cutting-edge technologies; 
it is also important to point out that these
technologies are also complementary. For
example, the detection and measurement of
muons in one experiment relies on a magnetic

field generated by superconducting toroids,
whilst the other one uses a superconducting
solenoid; for the inner tracking, one experiment
uses a combination of silicon and gas detectors
whilst the other one uses only silicon detectors;
for the measurement of the energies of electrons
and photons one experiment uses a technology
based on liquid argon whilst the other one uses
scintillating crystals, etc. The differing
technologies have quite different systematic
errors (a quantity that encapsulates any lack of
understanding of the response of an instrument)
so that if both ATLAS and CMS “see” a signal
then we can be confident that it is truly there.

Future developments at the LHC: towards the High Luminosity-LHC (HL-LHC)
Thoughts are already turning to the long-term future of the LHC and to ways
of expanding the range of experimental conditions that might lead to new in-
sights in physics. The highest priority in the global strategy for particle physic
is the exploitation of the full potential of the LHC, including the high-lumi-
nosity upgrade of the machine and detectors with a view to collecting ten times
more data than in the initial design, by around 2035. The work towards this
goal is proceeding well. Foreseen are increases in instantaneous luminosity,
from 1034 cm–2 s–1 to a leveled one of 5 × 1034 cm–2 s–1, and in integrated lu-
minosity, from 300 fb–1 to 3000 fb–1. Considerable and fresh detector R&D
is being carried out to build new inner trackers and forward calorimeter, as
well as extensive upgrades of electronics to allow selection of approximately
one million events at the first level of triggering. Introduction of information
from the inner tracker also is envisaged at this first level of triggering.
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Much research, development and prototyping was carried out during the
1990s to develop detectors that would be able to cope with the harsh condi-
tions anticipated in the LHC proton-proton experiments. These are not just
bigger versions of the previous generation of detectors but are substantially dif-
ferent, innovative and at the frontier of various technologies. Their construc-
tion has taken place on a scale previously unseen in experimental science, with
the integration of industrial production techniques for certain aspects of the
individual sub-detectors. The LHC detectors are performing well and a great
scientific discovery, namely of the Higgs boson, has been made. There are
two decades of further data taking and exploitation of these unique instru-
ments. LHC experiments should be capable of discovering whatever Nature
has in store at the TeV energy scale and are likely to provide answers to some
of the most important open questions in physics.

The construction of such large and complex experiments such as those at the
LHC would not have been possible without the effort and the dedication of
thousands of scientists, engineers and technicians worldwide. This paper is
dedicated to the efforts of all these people and the agencies that funded them.
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5.2
THE EXPERIMENTS

The Compact Muon Solenoid 
Detector at LHC
Tejinder S. Virdee



In several of the earlier chapters of this book, we presented the strong moti-
vation for the exploration of the Tera-electron-volt (TeV) energy scale, as well
as the role that the Large Hadron Collider will play in this grand scientific ad-
venture. The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) is one of the two general-pur-
pose experiments built to explore the physics at this scale.

The construction of CMS [1, 2] presented formidable challenges that
were at the same time technological, engineering, organizational and financial.
Many of the technologies employed in CMS simply did not exist when CMS
was conceived; their development was the result of intensive research and de-
velopment carried out in collaboration with industry.

The CMS Collaboration involves over 3,000 scientists and engineers
from over 180 institutions in 38 countries. It took almost two decades from
the first ideas to CMS being ready for beam in the last quarter of 2008. It also
required the pooling of the resources and talents of a very large number of sci-
entists.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the single most important aspect of the
overall detector design is the choice of the magnetic field configuration for the
measurement of muons, as this aspect strongly influences the rest of the de-
tector design. The two basic configurations are solenoidal or toroidal. Large
bending power is needed to precisely measure high momentum muons or
other charged particle tracks. As its name implies, CMS chose a supercon-
ducting high-field solenoid.

CMS has the classical form of a high-energy particle detector; its overall
layout is shown in Figure 10. At the heart of CMS sits a 13-m-long, 5.9-m-
wide, 4-tesla superconducting solenoid. In order to achieve good momentum
resolution within a “compact” spectrometer, without making overly stringent
demands on muon-chamber resolution and alignment, we decided to operate
under a high magnetic field. The field is returned through 1.5 meters of iron
structure, which houses four muon stations to ensure robustness and full geo-
metric coverage. Each muon station consists of several layers of aluminum
drift tubes (DT) in the barrel region and cathode strip chambers (CSCs) in the
endcap region, complemented by resistive plate chambers (RPCs). These ele-
ments are discussed in more detail below.
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The design of the CMS



Figure 10 shows the overall structure of CMS, with the bore of the mag-
net coil designed to accommodate the inner tracker and the calorimeters. The
cylindrical inner-tracking volume is 6 m in length and 2.6 m in diameter. In
order to deal with high-track multiplicities, the CMS inner tracker employs
ten layers of silicon microstrip detectors which provide the required granular-
ity and precision. Silicon pixel detectors placed close to the interaction region
improve the measurement of the impact parameter of charged-particle tracks
as well as the position of secondary vertices. The particles then encounter the
calorimeters, firstly the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), which uses lead
tungstate (PbWO4) crystals for the measurement of the energy of photons and
electrons. The ECAL in turn is surrounded by a brass/scintillator-sampling
hadron calorimeter. The forward calorimeters ensure full geometric coverage
for the measurement of the transverse energy in the event.

Before discussing the instrument itself in detail, we present some of the re-
markable challenges overcome during the construction of this massive detec-
tor, which was built in modules and subsequently assembled inside a cavern
located 100 meters below the surface of the Franco-Swiss plain in the region
known as the Pays de Gex.

At the conceptual design stage, in the early 1990s, it was decided to di-
vide the massive flux-return iron yoke of the solenoid into sections. This de-
cision allowed construction and assembly in stages. The yoke was sectioned
into five barrel-wheels and four endcap-disks on each side, visible in Figure 2.
The strategy called for the assembly of the yoke in a large surface building
specially conceived for this purpose (Fig. 11). It is of interest to note that the
muon chambers and the hadron calorimeter were also installed and tested in
the same surface building (Fig. 12).

One of the more remarkable pieces of construction-site equipment was
the large gantry crane constructed on the outside of the surface building to
lower the heavy elements of the CMS detector in 15 pieces. The largest ele-
ment was the central wheel that housed the solenoid, a piece that weighed in
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10. Overall layout of the CMS.

The construction of CMS
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11. Aerial view of the CMS construction
site, showing the building used for the
construction of the yoke.

12. A inside view of the surface
assembly hall of CMS in 2006 during the
assembly of CMS. The sectioned structure
of the yoke is apparent.

13. The lowering of an element 
of the CMS using the gantry.



at 1,920 tons (Fig. 13). For the lowering operation, elements were suspended
by four massive cables, each with 55 strands, and attached to a step-by-step hy-
draulic jacking system, with sophisticated monitoring to ensure the object did
not sway or tilt. Each lowering operation took around 10 hours. The first heavy
element was lowered in November 2006 and the final fifteenth one in January
2008.

Indeed, the CMS experiment is the first of its kind to be constructed
above ground and then lowered, piece by piece, 100 meters below. There are
many advantages to planning an experiment in this way; time is saved by
working simultaneously on the detector while the experimental cavern is being
excavated. There also are fewer risks working at the surface in a more spa-
cious environment. The various elements of detector can be tested together be-
fore lowering. When safely positioned in the cavern, the complex
instrumentation was connected to its service sources (cooling power, optical
fibers, etc.) and to the other elements of CMS; Figure 14 illustrates the enor-
mity of the task, showing the many cables, optical fibers, cooling pipes, etc.,
for detector elements that are housed inside the solenoid (namely the barrel
hadron calorimeter, the barrel electromagnetic calorimeter and the inner
tracker).

Once the CMS is closed in its final position for data-taking, access for
maintenance is very difficult, time consuming and highly restricted. Hence, a
high degree of long-term operational reliability – usually associated with space-
bound systems – has had to be attained. Nevertheless, maintenance will un-
doubtedly be required, in which case the modular design of CMS will be an
advantage.

The following sections describe the layers of CMS particle detection, plac-
ing an accent on the particular challenges that had to be overcome, as well as
on the innovative technology employed by the CMS team.
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14. Inner view of the CMS showing 
the complexity of the equipment housed
inside the solenoid.



As mentioned above, the choice of magnet is the driving feature of a particle de-
tector; the CMS team chose to employ a superconducting solenoid magnet.
With its maximum magnetic field of 4 tesla, and its coil design sectioned into
five “modules” each of a length of 2.5 meters, the solenoid is a marvel of mod-

ern technology. For this magnet, the
magnetic flux is returned through a
12,000-ton yoke consisting of five
wheels and two endcaps, the latter
composed of four disks each; the com-
pleted yoke is shown in Figure 15.

The construction of a supercon-
ducting solenoid magnet presented a
number of major challenges. Specifi-
cally, several key parameters – such
as the magnetic field, the number of
Ampere-turns, the forces generated,
and the stored energy (Fig. 16) – ne-
cessitated major changes from earlier
designs. The distinctive feature of the
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Panel 1 
Construction of the coil modules
The construction of the CMS solenoid was the
fruit of an impressive international collaboration;
the radial size of the coil was limited by European
regulations of transport. The NbTi superconducting
wire was made in Finland, braided into
superconducting “Rutherford cable” in Brugg,
Switzerland and co-extruded with pure aluminum
near Neuchatel, Switzerland. This “insert” was
then electron-beam welded, in France, onto two
plates made of the high-strength aluminum alloy
that enabled the conductor to support the massive

outward pressure exerted by the magnetic field.
The cable, the insert, and the final conductor 
were made in continuous and perfect lengths of 
2.6 km, a remarkable feat of engineering. The five
coil-modules were wound in Italy and individually
shipped from Genoa to Marseille, transported up
the Rhone river and finally by truck from Macon 
to CERN. The 7.2-m outer diameter of the coil 
for CMS was chosen specifically to be small
enough that it could be transported from the
manufacturing site to CERN without having 
to widen roads or pull down and then rebuild 
any bridges!

, ,

15. The magnetic yoke before descent
into the CMS cavern.

16. The magnetic-field energy stored 
in the CMS

The CMS superconducting solenoid magnet



220-ton cold mass is the 4-layer winding (Fig. 17a) made from a reinforced
Nb-Ti superconductor through which some 20,000 Amperes of current flow.
This novel conductor has to withstand an outward pressure of 60 atmos-
pheres! The stored energy is very large, inducing significant mechanical de-
formation during energizing, well beyond the values for solenoids in previous
experiments.

CMS magnet construction began in 1998, and by 2002 the fabrication
of the superconducting wire was complete. The winding of the five modules
of the solenoid coil began in 2000 and took five years to accomplish. The
coil-modules were assembled in the vertical position and connected in the sur-
face assembly building of CMS. After being brought to the horizontal position
using a swiveling tool (Fig. 17b), the cold mass was inserted inside the outer
vacuum tank from which it is suspended by titanium tie-bars. After swiveling,
using the same tooling, the inner vacuum tank was inserted inside the coil
(Fig. 17c), and the two flanges welded to complete the vacuum enclosure. By
the end of 2005, the solenoid (Fig. 17d) was ready for testing, and in Febru-
ary 2006, it was cooled down to its operating temperature of approximately
–267°C. The cool-down, from room to operating temperature, takes about
one month. In mid-2006, the installation of muon chambers was interrupted,
and the experiment closed to test the magnet and the sections of the already
installed detectors.

The world’s largest superconducting solenoid magnet reached the full
field in September 2006. Based on cryogenic, electrical and mechanical tests,
the coil fulfills all the specifications and is, at present, fully operable.
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17. Some views of the solenoid coil: 
(a) a cross-section through the prototype
coil module showing reinforced conductor 
and the 4-layer winding; (b) the five coil
modules connected in the surface hall of
CMS; (c) the rotating of the coil before
insertion; and (d) the completed coil
ready for the summer 2006 test.
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As discussed in the previous chapter, the first line of detection surrounding the col-
liding protons is a tracking system for charged particles. The inner tracking sys-
tem of CMS is designed to provide a precise and efficient measurement of the
trajectories of the charged particles emerging from these collisions, and it precisely
reconstructs the positions of the secondary vertices. The momentum of 100 GeV/c
charged particles is measured to a precision( pT/pT ~ 1% at =0) that is improved
by an order of magnitude compared to the previous generation of detectors.

The CMS tracker, with a length of 5.8 m and a diameter of 2.5 m, is
bathed in the 4-T homogeneous magnetic field provided by the solenoid. At
the LHC design luminosity, there will be on average 1,000 particles, from
more than 20 overlapping proton-proton interactions, traversing the tracker
for every bunch crossing (about every 25 ns). Detector technology featuring
high granularity and fast response to the passage of the charged particles is re-
quired, such that the particle trajectories can be identified reliably and attrib-
uted to the correct bunch crossing. These features require fast response and
lead to a high number of channels, implying detection electronics with a high
power density, which in turn require efficient cooling. These specifications
have to be balanced against the aim of keeping the amount of tracker mate-
rial to a minimum in order to limit a number of undesirable phenomena, such
as multiple scattering (i.e., interaction with detector materials), bremstrahlung,
photon conversion and nuclear interactions. The intense particle flux leads to
high radiation levels in the tracking-system environment.

With this in mind, the main challenge in the design of the tracking sys-
tem was to develop detector components and service systems able to operate
in this harsh environment for a lifetime of over ten years. These requirements
on granularity, speed and radiation hardness led to a tracker design entirely
based on silicon detector technology.

The final design of the CMS tracker consists of a pixel detector with three
“barrel” layers at radii between 4.4 cm and 10.2 cm, and a silicon-strip tracker
with 10 barrel-detection layers extending outwards to a radius of 1.1 m.
(Fig. 18). The barrel system is completed by end caps also relying on silicon
pixel detectors and strip trackers on each side, extending the detection of the
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18. One “shell” of the tracker inner barrel
with silicon modules in the process of
being mounted.

Silicon-strip inner-tracking system



tracker to very small solid angles relative to the beam axis. With about 200 m2

of active silicon area, the CMS tracker is by far the largest silicon tracker ever
built.

The construction of the CMS tracker, composed of 1,440 pixel- and
15,200 microstrip-detector modules, required the development of production
methods and quality control procedures that are new to the field of particle
physics. Indeed, these developments are so critical to the operating concept of
CMS that we will now take a closer look at their development and assembly.

A late change of sensor technology – silicon microstrip detectors
Silicon microstrip detectors are perhaps the ideal tracking detectors for proton-
proton experiments at the LHC. They are fast (the charge can be collected
within the inter-bunch crossing time of 25 ns) and can give very good spatial
resolution and a fine two-track resolution (i.e., the ability to separate individ-
ual tracks inside jets of particles). At the design stage of the general-purpose
proton-proton detectors (early 1990s), radiation damage of silicon was poorly
understood, and the cost of sensors and electronics appeared to be prohibi-
tively large.

Considerable research and development took place to 
i. improve the understanding of the damage mechanisms; 
ii. work out strategies to prolong the useful lifetime of irradiated detectors;
iii. improve the high-voltage behavior of the sensors. 
With careful processing and use of multi-guard-rings it is now possible

to produce sensors that can withstand very high bias voltages. Upon irradi-
ation at levels anticipated at the LHC, a sizeable leakage current is induced,
but more seriously, the effective doping of the bulk changes, leading to type-
inversion (n-type material becomes p-type) requiring the use of progressively
higher bias voltage to keep the detector operational. It was found that these
doping changes continue even after termination of irradiation when the de-
tectors operate at room temperature (referred to as reverse annealing). The
CMS silicon tracker is run at –20°C to arrest the reverse annealing.

Following these developments, along with improvements in fabrication
and automation, the CMS collaboration made a bold decision to change the
design of its inner tracker in 1999. Originally, it had included both microstrip
gas chambers (MSGCs) and silicon sensors; as the cost per square centimeter
of silicon detectors in the early 1990s was very high, the plan was to use sil-
icon detectors close to the interaction point, and then to use low-cost MSGCs
further away. In a space of 20 years, silicon microstrip detectors have gone
from covering areas of tens of square centimeters to hundreds of square me-
ters.

Road to assembly – silicon microstrip detectors
The detailed design of each of the subdetector units took several years, in-
cluding extensive testing of prototype sensors and modules (consisting of one
or two sensors and electronics), as well as the readout, cooling and power
systems. After further testing and thermal cycling, modules were mounted
onto low-mass carbon-fiber sub-structures with pre-assembled cooling circuits.

This project, just as many others in CMS, became a massive international
logistical operation, involving work in industry as well as in CMS institutes
based around the globe. In particular, CMS has pioneered the use of auto-
mated assembly, thus allowing for the timely construction of thousands of
modules, required to deliver the 15,200 units on time. Just the requirements
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for circuit interconnection represented a logistical challenge, as each module
was assembled from one or two microstrip sensors that had to be connected
together to the readout chip. By intensive use of automatic wire bonders, these
units were manufactured on time and with few delays, occasional variations
in bond quality and rejection of a few sub-optimal modules.

New facilities were constructed in many institutions within the collabo-
ration for assembling the sub-detectors as well as expanding and utilizing large
laboratories. On the main CERN site, CMS built a facility (a 350-m2 class-
100,000 clean room) to assemble the final detector, and to provide an envi-
ronment where a substantial fraction of the detection elements could be fully
commissioned before installation into CMS.

As each sub-detector was assembled, it was re-tested to ensure that it 
continued to achieve the required performance. The integration facility was
provided with rack-mounted electronics, cooling and air-conditioning infra-
structure that allowed the tracker to observe cosmic-ray events before under-
ground installation.

Between March and August 2007 all aspects of the tracker – including
safety, control and monitoring systems – were tested. Several million cosmic
ray muon events were recorded at five operating temperatures between –15°C
and +15°C. These data were reconstructed using the CMS distributed com-
puting grid and analyzed throughout the tracker community. During this five-
month period all systems operated reliably and verified that the assembled
detector fully met performance specifications.

During Run 1 (2010-2012) the performance met or exceeded expecta-
tions; the number of inactive strips was below one part in 2000 and noisy
strips did not exceed 0.5%. Tracking efficiency was measured to be close to
99.8%. All of these results met or exceeded expectations of the designers.

The final installation of the tracker
At the CMS experimental area at Point 5 on the LHC, preparation for tracker
installation started even before the CMS solenoid magnet was lowered into the
cavern in February 2007. Cooling plants, power systems and off-detector read-
out electronics, control and data acquisition systems were all installed and
tested during 2007.

The massive task of installing cooling systems, the pipes for 450 cool-
ing loops, 2,300 power supply cables and 400 fiber-optic cables was com-

pleted and thoroughly checked by
late September 2007 (Fig. 14). The
microstrip tracker was transported
overnight to Point 5 on December
12, 2007, and was completely in-
stalled into CMS within two days
(Fig. 19).

The connection of the services
and the commissioning the tracker
with the rest of CMS was completed
in spring 2008. No degradation was
noted in the good performance ob-
served in the surface integration fa-
cility.
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19. Insertion of the tracker.



From prototype to calorimeter – striving for scintillating crystals
Between 1993 and 1998, much research-and-development work was carried
out to improve the transparency and the radiation hardness of the crystals. The
relative amounts of lead oxide and tungsten oxide in the crystals had to be op-
timized; an affordable means of ensuring adequate purity of the raw chemicals
had to be set up; and any remaining defects in the crystals structure had to be
compensated for by introducing specific dopants. Later tests in particle beams
revealed the need for a powerful laser-light monitoring system to precisely track

The inner tracker is surrounded by the next layer of detection – the electro-
magnetic calorimeter. CMS selected lead tungstate scintillating crystals
(PbWO4) as the material for this function; when a high-energy photon or 
electron strikes one of these crystals, the incident particle gives up its energy
to the crystal by creating a shower of secondary photons, electrons and
positrons. The electrons and positrons excite the atoms, which emit scintil-
lation light upon de-excitation, and this light is detected to determine the en-
ergy of the original particle. For this measurement, lead tungstate offers
several advantages. It is compact (a length of 23 cm is sufficient to absorb the
energy of high-energy electrons and photons); it is tolerant to high levels of
radiation; and its response is fast (90% of the scintillation light is emitted
within 10 nanoseconds). But it also has a number of drawbacks. The light
yield is low and highly temperature dependent; this low yield necessitates the
use of photodevices that can provide gain in high magnetic field. This ruled
out photomultipliers for the barrel region, and silicon avalanche photodiodes
(APDs) were eventually chosen because they could provide sufficient gain in
magnetic fields.

In 1994, tests of a small number of lead tungstate crystals coupled to
APDs yielded very encouraging results (see below). There remained, however,
the “small matter” of producing 75,000 lead tungstate crystals, 130,000 APDs
for detecting light from the barrel crystals, and 16,000 vacuum phototriodes
for the endcap crystals. 

184 Panel 2 
Changing economies
The procurement in Russia of lead tungstate
crystals represented the largest single contract 
in CMS, worth over 50 million Swiss francs. 
A major fraction of the order was negotiated in
the second half of the 1990s, when economic
conditions in Russia were difficult, and so the
contracts were negotiated in US dollars. Energy
represented an important part of the total cost;
other important expenses included raw materials
and platinum (used for lining the crucibles 
in which the crystals were grown). At first, the
unit cost of energy in Russia was low compared
to the cost in the West. Gradually, this and the 
other costs increased, particularly when Russia 
decided that it would like to join the World Trade
Organisation. Over this same period, the Russian

currency stabilized with respect to Western
currencies, leading to an inevitable increase 
in the US-dollar cost of producing the crystals.
Indeed, the economic conditions changed so
dramatically in Russia that the orders for the 
last 25% of the crystals were placed in Russian
rubles (even though the manufacturer was given 
a choice of Western currencies as well).
The CMS project, during its long period of
construction, faced several financial challenges
of this sort; in spite of these, we were able 
to keep costs under control and to maintain
schedules. This story of shifting international
economies highlights the importance of close
collaboration with industry, which was vitally
important in understanding how costs could 
be controlled without compromising instrument
performance.

Lead-tungstate scintillating crystal electromagnetic calorimeter
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changes in the transparency, and hence the performance, of crystals due to
radiation damage. Furthermore, it was found that the crystals show recovery
of transparency when the irradiation ceased, revealing a dynamic behavior
that has to be carefully monitored. The mass manufacture of crystals took
place between 1998 and 2008. The crystals were manufactured largely in
Russia with contributions from China. In Russia a high-volume crystal grow-
ing and processing capacity (Fig. 20b) had to be installed in a factory previ-
ously used by the military-industrial sector. The last crystals were delivered
in March 2008, and the full electromagnetic calorimeter was installed by mid-
August 2008.

The crystals were inserted into specially developed, lightweight carbon-
fiber mechanical structures and integrated with high performance electronics.
Lastly, a cooling system had to be developed that could maintain a constant
temperature for approximately 100 tons of the crystals to within 0.1ºC. Figure
19(b) shows the cut and polished crystals before installation in July 2007, and
Figure 19(a) shows the front of an endcap “Dee” with 5 × 5 crystals mounted
in “supercrystals”.

The electromagnetic calorimeter was commissioned for physics using pen-
etrating muons from cosmic rays and electron “test” beams. The electromag-
netic calorimeter performed to specification in terms of energy resolution
(approximately 0.5% at 100 GeV), noise (an energy equivalent of approxi-
mately 40 MeV per crystal) and the number of operating channels (above 99%).

a b

c

20. Some views of the lead-
tun state-crystal technology used 
for the electromagnetic calorimeter: 
(a) a view of one of four “Dees” with
around 3,700 endcap crystals mounted
on a backplate; (b) a lead tungstate
crystal ingot at the end of a 3-day
growing cycle; and (c) lead tun state
crystals under inspection at CERN 
(photo: Peter Ginter).



As discussed in the previous section and as seen in Figure 9, the hadron
calorimeter is located between the electromagnetic calorimeter and the inner ex-
tent of the magnet coil. The hadron calorimeter is a sampling calorimeter,
measuring the incident particle energy using alternate layers of passive brass ab-
sorber that sandwich fluorescent scintillator plates in which special wave-length
shifting optical fibers are embedded. The incoming hadron interacts with brass
nuclei, generating secondary particles, which in turn interact with other brass
nuclei to set up a shower of particles. The charged particles excite the scintil-
lator atoms, which then emit scintillation light when they de-excite. The fibers
convert the blue scintillation light to a longer wavelength which is then guided
via clear optical fibers to novel hybrid photo-detectors that can provide gain
when placed with their axes parallel to the field lines.

The barrel HCAL consists of two cylinders, each formed out of 18
“wedges” (Fig. 21). Each barrel-wedge module was assembled from staggered
individual brass, and inner and outer stainless steel flat plates that were bolted
together into a complete unit. The bolted design provided gaps into which
the scintillator plates were later inserted. The novel feature is the very small
clearance between the wedges (about 1 mm) to keep gaps to a minimum,
through which particles might otherwise pass undetected. 

The forward hadron calorimeter extends the geometric coverage to very
small angles with 0.8° < |θ| < 5.7°. A particular challenge for this detector is the
unprecedentedly high particle fluxes. On average about 1 TeV of energy per
proton-proton interaction is deposited into the two forward calorimeters, com-
pared to only 100 GeV in the rest of the detector. This leads to high radiation
levels, about 10 MGy over about 10 years of LHC operation at |θ| = 0.8°. The
design of the forward hadron calorimeter is first and foremost guided by the ne-
cessity to survive in these harsh conditions. This is the principal reason for the
choice of quartz fibers as the active medium. The principle of operation is the
following: Cherenkov light is generated when charged particles, with energy
above the Cherenkov threshold, traverse the fibers (discussed in more detail in
Chap. 5.5). The absorber is made by fusing 5-mm-thick steel plates that have
1-mm diameter grooves for the placement of fibers, in a square grid of a side
of 5 mm. Figure 22 illustrates the insertion of quartz fibres into the absorber
structure of the forward calorimeter.
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21. One half of the barrel HCAL in
position for insertion into the magnet
vacuum tank.

22. The insertion of quartz fibers in 
the absorber of the forward hadron
calorimeter.

The hadron calorimeter (HCAL)



The muon system
The largest part of the volume of CMS is taken up by the muon-detection system.
Due to the shape of the solenoid magnet, the muon system is naturally divided
into a cylindrical barrel section, completed by two planar end-cap regions. Be-
cause the muon system comprises approximately 25,000 m2 of detection area
and is positioned in relatively difficult-to-access places, the technological choices
made for the muon chambers had to be inexpensive, reliable and robust.
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Panel 3 
From artillery to absorbers
Russia and other member states working with the
Dubna Laboratory (near Moscow) participated in
the construction of the end-cap hadron calorimeter.
The absorber material is brass, and it must be of
sufficient quality so as to withstand high levels of
stress. Concerned about cost, one of the Russian
engineers remembered that artillery shell casings
had the required properties. In Russian military
storage, there were shells made of high-quality
brass that would fit the stringent requirements – 
all 50 years old, made for the Navy, and designed
to withstand the stresses associated with sea
storage aboard 1940-era vessels. It was decided
that the shell casings (Fig. 23a) would be melted
for use in the CMS calorimeter.

The shells were first disarmed in a plant in
northern Russia. The casings were then melted
and rolled into plates in St. Petersburg,
(Fig. 23b). In all, over one million WW2-vintage
brass shell casings were melted down. 
In Minsk, Belarus, the brass plates were
machined into absorber plates and pre-
assembled into end-cap parts, each weighing
300 tons. These pieces were then dismounted,
sent to CERN and re-mounted to form the
absorber for the end caps (Fig. 23c). This project
and others, including the manufacturing of 
the lead tungstate crystals, were part of an
international agreement to convert Russian
military infrastructure and know-how into
peaceful technology – from swords to scientific
instruments.

23. (a) Workers in Murmansk sitting 
on a pile of casings of decommissioned
shells from the Russian Northern Fleet;
(b) the rolled brass plates; and (c) the
finished brass plates mounted to form 
the absorber of the end-cap HCAL 
(photo: (a) and (b) Peter Ginter).

a b

c



Three types of gaseous particle
detectors
In the barrel region, the rate of pro-
duction of muons is relatively low.
With the uniform 4-tesla field, drift
chambers were selected and equipped
with standard rectangular drift cells.
These function according to the fol-
lowing principle: fast charged parti-
cles, such as muons, traversing the
gas inside a chamber ionize the
atoms of the gas. Electron-ion pairs
are created, and the electrons drift to-
wards a thin anode wire. Close to the
wire, the electric field is sufficiently
high for the electrons to gain enough
energy to ionize additional atoms.
Very close to the wire, an exponential
increase in the number of electron-ion
pairs takes place, generating the sig-
nal that is picked off the anode wires.
The Ar-CO2 mixture, at atmospheric
pressure, and the drift cell optics, pro-
vide a relatively linear relationship be-
tween the time elapsed after traversal
and the drift path length. A point po-
sition resolution of around 300 μm
can be attained in each of the eight
layers in any one station, yielding the
desired accuracy of 100 μm. The sig-
nal induced by the drifting charges is
picked up in the anode wires.

In the end-cap regions, where
the muon rate and background levels

are high, and where the magnetic field is large and non-uniform, cathode strip
chambers (CSC) are used (Fig. 24). Each six-layer CSC provides robust pattern
recognition for rejection of non-muon backgrounds and efficient matching of
hits to those in other stations and to the CMS inner tracker. A particle is de-
tected by the ionization it causes in the gas of the muon chambers during its
passage. The freed electrons drift towards a thin anode wire, close to which
an avalanche of further ionization electrons is created, resulting in the signal
being picked up by the electrodes.

In order to provide redundancy of measurement, especially for the trig-
ger where precise timing is important, a complementary trigger system con-
sisting of resistive plate chambers (RPC) is added to both the barrel and
end-cap regions. The RPCs are double-gap chambers, operated in avalanche
mode to ensure good operation at high rates. They produce a fast response,
with good time resolution but coarser position resolution than the drift cham-
bers or cathode strip chambers.
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24. The lowering of the first endcap disk
showing the endcap muon CSCs.



The trigger and data acquisition system usually consists of four parts, namely:
. the detector electronics;
. Level-1 trigger processors (the calorimeter, muon and global triggers); 
. the readout network; and 
. an on-line event-filter system (processor farm). 

The LHC provides proton-proton and heavy-ion collisions, the former at
high interaction rates. For protons, the beam-crossing interval is 25 ns, cor-
responding to a crossing frequency of 40 MHz. Since it is impossible to store
and process the large amount of data associated with the resulting high num-
ber of events, a drastic selection among the events has to be achieved. This
task is performed by the trigger system, which is the start of the physics event-
selection process. The rate is reduced by two steps, referred to as the Level-1
Trigger (L1T), which uses custom-designed ASIC processors, and High-Level
Trigger (HLT), built with commodity computer processors.
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Panel 4
An example electronics chain of CMS
All the electronics inside the experiment cavern
have to be radiation-tolerant, whereas those in the
high radiation environment (inner tracker, ECAL,
etc.) have to be radiation-hard. This meant that 
an unusually large fraction of the electronics had
to be custom-designed – a new challenge in high-
energy physics. As the minimum feature size 
for electronics has become smaller, the cost per
chip – and hence the cost per channel – has
decreased. In the last decade considerable effort
has gone into designing electronic components
that are high performance, low-power consuming,
low cost per channel, and radiation hard (Panel 5).
Initially the electronics designers worked with
foundries that traditionally supplied radiation-
hard electronics for military and space
applications. Unfortunately, the up-front costs
were high, and the long turn-around times
hampered rapid development.
To illustrate the importance of “in-house”
development, consider the electronics chain of
the CMS tracker (Fig. 25). Each microstrip of the
tracker is read out by a charge sensitive amplifier
with a time constant of approximately 50 ns. The
output voltage is sampled at the beam-crossing
rate of 40 MHz, and the samples are stored in
an analog pipeline for a duration corresponding
to the Level-1 trigger latency (3.2 μs). Following
a trigger, a weighted sum of three samples is
formed in an analog circuit, thus confining the

signal to a single bunch crossing and yielding
the pulse height. The buffered pulse height data
are multiplexed out on optical fibers, and the
pulse height in each strip is used to modulate
the output of a laser. The laser-light is
transported via 120-m-long optical fibers to the
underground control room, where the light signal
is converted into an electrical signal by silicon
photodiodes and digitized to give the pulse
height. After zero-suppression and formatting,
the data are stored in local memories ready for
access by the data-acquisition system. Unlike
most previous experiments, all of these functions
are carried out by custom-designed electronics
and most of the data will be transported out 
on optical fibers.

25. The schematic of the tracker
electronics chain also showing a silicon
module.

Event selection and acquisition



The combination of the L1T and the HLT filtering reduces the rate of
recorded events – by at least a factor of one million. The L1T, with its output
rate of 100 kHz, bases its event rejection on coarse granularity data (consist-
ing of combined channels from the calorimeters and the muon system), all
the while holding full granularity and high-resolution data in pipelined mem-
ories in the front-end electronics. For those events that pass the L1T, the HLT
has access to the complete read-out data and can therefore perform complex
calculations similar to those made in the analysis by off-line software.

The L1T decision is based on the presence of local “trigger objects” such
as photons, electrons, muons, jets with high transverse energy or momentum,
and missing transverse energy. Reduced-granularity and reduced-resolution
data are used to identify these trigger objects. For example, in the CMS elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter, information from groups of 25 crystals is combined
to form a single “trigger-tower”, for which 8-bit resolution is used instead of the
full 12-bits of information. With a suitable set of transverse energy or trans-
verse momentum thresholds, a very high acceptance rate for interesting physics
can be attained while rejecting a very large fraction of uninteresting events.

During the L1T decision-making period, all the high-resolution data is
held in pipelined memories. Commodity computer processors make subse-
quent decisions at the higher-trigger level (HLT), using more detailed infor-
mation from all of the detectors. Already at this stage, the information is
analyzed by sophisticated algorithms that are almost as powerful as those
used for the final event reconstruction.
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Panel 5
A mid-course correction – 
and a revolution in radiation-hard
electronics
The rapid evolution of the commercial electronics
market has had a major impact on the design of
CMS electronics. In 1997, the tracker front-end
chip had almost been finalized; it was found to
satisfy the radiation-hardness specification and was
ready to go into production. The vendor, however,
decided to produce the chip in a different foundry
than the one used for its development. It was soon
established that radiation hardness could no longer
be guaranteed. To respond to this force-majeure,
certain members of CMS investigated a modern,
mass-production 0.25 micron CMOS technology,

with the idea that the deep sub-micron processes
involved would be intrinsically more resistant 
to radiation. However, this was found to be true
only after a few subtle layout features (developed
in CERN and at the Rutherford Laboratory, UK) 
were incorporated into the transistor designs.
Many advantages flowed from the use of a high-
volume commercial process, namely lower cost,
lower intrinsic noise, lower power consumption
and faster turnaround between design iterations;
so much so that this class of electronics is now
the obvious choice even when radiation hardness
is not a requirement. Riding this technology wave
became the key to managing the significant risk
associated with the cost of procuring radiation-
hard electronics for the CMS detector.

HLT benefits from evolution in computing technologies
Since the CMS Letter of Intent (1992), the speed of central processing units
(CPUs) has increased by several orders of magnitude (and they now are avail-
able with multi-cores per PC “box”); memory chips hold two orders of magni-
tude more information; and network speeds have grown by more than a factor
of over a 1,000 – all this for a constant cost over the 25 years! The implica-
tions of this have been far reaching. It is now possible to make available the
full event data, from events selected by the L1 trigger system, to a large farm
of computer processors through high-bandwidth commercial switches.



Typically upon acceptance from an L1 trigger, after a fixed time interval
of about 3 μs, the data from the pipelines are transferred to front-end readout
buffers. After further signal processing, zero-suppression and/or data-com-
pression, the data are placed in dual-port memories for access by the data-ac-
quisition system. Each event, with a size of about 1 MB, is contained in
several hundreds of front-end readout buffers. The data from a given event are
transferred through a telecommunications switch to a single commercial com-
puter processor. Each processor runs a high-level trigger software code that
reduces the Level-1 output rate of 100 kHz to a final value of 100 Hz for
mass storage. 

The use of a processor farm for all selections beyond Level-1 takes full 
advantage of the evolution in computing technology. Flexibility is maximized
because there are no built-in limitations in the architecture or in the design of
the system; there is complete freedom in data access and selection; and soft-
ware algorithms can be updated and improved entirely free of data acquisition
concerns. 

Over the course of the year 2007, the in situ commissioning of the detector
took place in stages as the various elements were lowered into the site. Then,
in a month-long round-the-clock data-taking run prior to first LHC beams in
September 2008, the entire “startup” detector (Fig. 26 a,b) was commissioned.
Data were taken using cosmic-ray muons to understand the performance of
the installed detector elements. 

CMS was thus ready to record data when the LHC started circulating
beams in early September 2008. During the 40 hours of beam, we demon-
strated that we could adapt our trigger and data-taking conditions to rapidly
varying external conditions without losing efficiency. We were further able to
show that the inter-detector time synchronization, established by the many
months of running with cosmic ray triggers, worked according to plan (both
at the data pipelines and at the trigger primitive generation). In addition, we
found that we could further refine this synchronization using the “splashes” of
several hundred thousand particles impinging all over the surface of CMS
when a beam was dumped onto the last set of upstream collimators. The pre-
cision of the synchronization of the calorimeter cells was less than 2 ns. The
muons in the beam halo from the first captured LHC beam (which lasted nine
minutes) allowed an extraction of the alignment constants for the forward
CSC muon detectors. A precision of 270 μm was achieved, which compares
well with the 210 μm precision from photogrammetry.

Starting in mid-October 2008, a continuous month-long round-the-clock
exercise was run called the Cosmic Run at Four Tesla (CRAFT), with all of
CMS operational and the magnetic field at its nominal value (3.8 T). This ex-
ercise provided invaluable operational experience, permitting us to identify
sources of inefficiency and to test our calibration and alignment workflows
during the recording of data. We met our goal of collecting 300 million cos-
mic triggers with the field on, and this data provided a treasure-trove from
which we were able to assess the performance of the detectors in detail. Of this
number of events recorded, approximately 75 million showed muons cross-
ing the inner strip tracker, and 75,000 of these crossed the inner pixel detec-
tor. This allowed for the first detailed extraction of alignment constants from
the installed silicon tracking systems with the field on. The pixel barrel system
could be aligned to a precision of about 15 μm, and the 16,000 strip tracker
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Commissioning of the CMS detector
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modules could be aligned to a precision of about 10-30 μm. The response of
the calorimeter systems to muons was also measured to fine precision, with
excellent agreement to theoretical predictions for energy loss, and all this took
place without a single LHC collision.

The construction of such a large and complex experiment as CMS could not
have been carried out without the effort and the dedication of thousands of sci-
entists, engineers and technicians worldwide. By the time the first suite of re-
sults were published many of them already had spent a substantial fraction of
their professional lives on the CMS experiment. This paper is dedicated to the
efforts of all these people that designed, built and are now exploiting CMS and
the agencies that fund it. 

26. (a) The CMS detector after the
installation of the beam pipe in mid-2008;
(b) The CMS detector was closed 
on September 3, 2008 in anticipation 
of LHC beam.
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5.3
THE EXPERIMENTS

ATLAS
Peter Jenni



With its unprecedented collision energy and luminosity, the Large Hadron
Collider opens a new frontier in particle physics. Our team has worked from
the beginning to optimize the ATLAS experiment to best exploit this new ter-
ritory in physics. As the reader has learned in earlier chapters, and in Chap-
ter 2 in particular, the goal has been to maximize the discovery potential for
new physics such as the discovery of Higgs bosons, supersymmetric particles
and extra dimensions, while maintaining the capability to measure known ob-
jects with high accuracy, such as heavy quarks and gauge bosons. In other
words, ATLAS has developed a general-purpose detector to fully cover the
rich physics potential of the LHC. As briefly illustrated in Chapter 7 the prom-
ises for the first years of operation in 2009-2012 (called Run-1) have been
amply met: not only has the Higgs boson been discovered by ATLAS and
CMS, but a rich harvest of measurements have allowed unprecedented tests of
the standard model to be made and new, large parameter spaces for physics
to be explored beyond the standard model. The future operation now at high-
est energy will open further windows to new physics.

The ATLAS Collaboration was born of the merging of two so-called proto-col-
laborations, both of which presented detector concepts based on a toroidal muon-
magnet configuration at the famous CERN – ECFA workshop “Towards the LHC
Experimental Programme” held in March 1992. During the summer of 1992 the
new ATLAS Collaboration prepared its Letter of Intent (LoI) for a general-pur-
pose proton-proton experiment at the LHC, which was submitted in October
1992 to CERN’s newly formed LHC Experiments Committee (LHCC). This LoI
contained a number of conceptual and technical design options that still needed
to be narrowed down over the course of the following years; including the criti-
cal choice of the superconducting toroid magnet system for ATLAS. The detec-
tor concept was basically settled by the time of the submission of the ATLAS
Technical Proposal (TP) to the LHCC in December 1994. The project was ap-
proved in January 1996, and the budget for the full construction was established
with an expenditure ceiling set at 475 MCHF (1995 currency rate) in 1998.

ATLAS is an international collaboration, spanning the whole globe. As
of December 2015, there were about 3,000 scientists working on the proj-
ect as full authors, including some 1,000 graduate students, and additional
technical and administrative staff. The ATLAS Collaboration consists of 178
institutions from 39 countries, where the term “Institution” sometimes groups
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Historical overview and collaboration



together several universities or research institutions of a given country. 
Figure 27 shows the country map of all ATLAS Collaboration Institutions,
and the full list is provided in an annex at the end of this chapter.

A broad spectrum of detailed physics studies drove the concept and design of the
detector as described in the Technical Proposal at the end of 1994; this multi-
faceted scientific instrument is now installed and fully operational at Point 1 of
the LHC, having already provided a rich harvest of physics results during LHC’s
first run in 2009-2012 (see Chapter 7). ATLAS is a versatile high-energy parti-
cle detector, with the capability to discover new – and even unanticipated – phys-
ical phenomena. Of particular interest are those collisions that produce energetic
particles emerging roughly perpendicular to the axis of the colliding beams, the
so-called high transverse momentum (high-pT) phenomena. To summarize the
basic, initial design criteria as formulated in the early 1990s, ATLAS required
. very good electromagnetic calorimetry for electron and photon identification

and measurements, complemented by full-coverage hadronic calorimetry
for accurate jet and missing transverse energy (ETmiss) measurements;
. high-precision muon momentum measurements, with the capability to guar-

antee accuracy at the highest luminosity using the external muon spec-
trometer alone;
. efficient tracking at high luminosity for high-pT lepton-momentum meas-

urements, electron and photon identification, tau-lepton and heavy-flavor
identification, and full-event reconstruction capability at lower luminosity;
. detection capability in almost all directions, especially along the beam axis;

to express this capability, we say the detector has large acceptance in
pseudorapidity ( , a commonly used spatial coordinate to describe the angle
of a particle relative to the beam axis), with almost full azimuthal angle ( )
coverage everywhere. The azimuthal angle is measured around the beam
axis, and the pseudorapidity relates to the polar angle ( ) measured from
the direction of the beam axis (described below).
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. triggering and measurements of particles at low-pT thresholds, providing
high efficiencies for most physics processes of interest at the LHC;
. fast, radiation-hard electronics and sensor elements for the detectors due

to the experimental conditions at the LHC, and high detector granularity to
handle the particle fluxes and to reduce the influence of overlapping events.

The overall ATLAS detector layout is shown in Figure 28. A brief and acces-
sible description is given in [1], and a very comprehensive description, in-
cluding considerable technical details, is provided in [2], in a document that
includes a demonstration of its performance based on many years of test-beam
measurements with real detector components.

The ATLAS detector is forward-backward symmetric with respect to the
interaction point. The magnet configuration consists of a thin superconduct-
ing solenoid surrounding the inner-detector cavity, with three large super-
conducting toroids (one barrel and two end-caps) arranged with an eight-fold
azimuthal symmetry around the calorimeters. This fundamental choice has
driven the design of the rest of the detector. The powerful magnets bend the
trajectories of the charged particles, and the measurement of these trajectories
allows one to determine their momenta. The detector is constructed along the
basic “onion skin” concept described in Chapter 5.1, and we will briefly pres-
ent the role and function of each of the detection layers.

The inner detector is immersed in a 2-T solenoidal magnetic field. Its dif-
ficult task is to give a “picture” of the hundreds of charged particles emerging
from the collisions. Pattern recognition, momentum and vertex measurements,
and electron identification are achieved with a combination of discrete, high-
resolution semiconductor pixel and strip detectors in the inner part of the
tracking volume; the outer part is equipped with straw-tube tracking detectors,
which can generate and detect transition radiation.

Calorimeters located as the next layer of the detector just following the
solenoid absorb most of the particles produced in the LHC interactions and
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28. Cut-away view 
of the ATLAS detector.

Overview of the main detector components



measure their energy and geometrical impact position. High granularity liquid-
argon (LAr) electromagnetic sampling calorimeters, with excellent perform-
ance in terms of energy and position resolution, cover the pseudorapidity
range | | < 3.2 (i.e., a coverage down to an angle of about 5° from the beam
axis). The LAr technology requires the use of cryostats, as the argon has to be
cooled down to temperatures of about 85 K. The hadronic calorimetry in the
range | | < 1.7 (coverage down to about 20° from the beam axis) is provided
by a scintillator-tile calorimeter, which is separated into a large barrel and two
smaller extended barrel cylinders, one on either side of the central barrel. In
the end-caps (| | > 1.5), LAr technology is also used for the hadronic calorime-
ters, matching the outer | | limits of end-cap electromagnetic calorimeters. The
LAr forward calorimeters provide both electromagnetic and hadronic energy
measurements, and extend the pseudorapidity coverage to | | = 4.9 (i.e., as
close as 1° from the axis of the beam).

The calorimeter is surrounded by the muon spectrometer designed to
measure muon trajectories. The muons are the only charged particles that can
penetrate the massive calorimeter layer. The air-core toroid system, with a
long barrel and two inserted end-cap magnets, generates strong bending
power in a large volume within a light and open structure. Multiple-scattering
effects (the deviation of particles from their trajectory due to scattering on the
material of the detector) are thereby minimized, and excellent muon momen-
tum resolution is achieved with three layers of high precision tracking cham-
bers. The muon instrumentation includes trigger chambers with timing
resolution of the order of 1.5-4 ns. The muon spectrometer defines the over-
all dimensions of the ATLAS detector.

A series of detectors cover the forward regions on both sides of the ATLAS
detector very near the beam line, with the aim of measuring and monitoring the
LHC luminosity, as well as providing physics measurements in the very forward
regions. At 17 m from the interaction point, we have installed luminosity-mon-
itor detectors based on Cherenkov tubes (LUCID); a zero-degree calorimeter for
detecting photons and neutrons (mainly for heavy-ion collisions) is located at
140 m; and at 240 m, precision tracking detectors in Roman Pots measure elas-
tic scattering at very small angles for a total cross-section determination.

The proton-proton interaction rate at the design luminosity of 1034 cm–2s–1

is approximately 1 GHz (1 billion collisions per second), while the event-data
recording, based on technology and resource limitations, is limited to about
500 Hz (500 collisions per second). This requires an overall rejection factor
of 2 × 106 against minimum-bias processes (low-transverse-energy interactions
with high probability of production that can be mostly discarded) while main-
taining maximum efficiency for the new physics. The Level-1 (L1) trigger sys-
tem uses a subset of the total detector information to make a decision on
whether or not to continue processing an event, reducing the data rate to
below 100 kHz (limited by the bandwidth of the readout system). The sub-
sequent two levels, collectively known as the high-level trigger (HLT), are the
Level-2 (L2) trigger and the event filter. They provide a filtering of the data to
a final recording rate of up to 500 Hz.

A drawing of the ATLAS superconducting magnet system can be seen in Figure
29a. It is an arrangement of a central solenoid (CS, not visible in the Figure) pro-
viding the inner detector with magnetic field, surrounded by a system of three
large air-core toroids generating the magnetic field for the muon spectrometer.
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Overall, the magnet system is about 26 m in length and 22 m in diameter. The
two end-cap toroids (ECT) are inserted in the giant barrel toroid (BT) at each
end and are aligned with the central solenoid. As mentioned in Chapter 5.1,
the barrel toroid determines the overall dimensions of the entire experiment.
The ECT have a length of 5 m, an outer diameter of 10.7 m and an inner
bore of 1.65 m. The CS extends over a length of 5.8 m and has a bore of 2.4
m. The unusual configuration and large size made the magnet system a con-
siderable challenge requiring careful engineering.

The central solenoid provides a central field of 2 tesla, with a peak mag-
netic field of 2.6 T at the superconductor itself. The peak magnetic fields on the
superconductors in the barrel and endcap toroids are 3.9 and 4.1 Tesla, re-
spectively. The performance in terms of bending power is characterized by the
field integral ∫B × dl, where B is the azimuthal field component, and the inte-
gral is taken over the straight-line trajectory that the particle would have taken
in the absence of the field, from the inner to the outer radius of the toroids; the
appropriate unit for this entity is thus tesla-meters (Tm). The barrel toroid pro-
vides 2 to 6 Tm over the pseudorapidity range of 0.0-1.4; and the endcap
toroid contributes with 1 to 8 Tm in the 1.6-2.7 pseudorapidity range.
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29. (a) Schematic view of the toroid
magnet system including services
connections;
(b) insertion of the central solenoid 
into the barrel cryostat with the LAr
calorimeter; and 
(c) the barrel toroid installed in the
underground cavern, with the barrel
calorimeters including the central
solenoid in the common cryostat, with 
the barrel calorimeter in the background
before its insertion into the center of 
the detector.



When deciding to place the central solenoid in front of the electromag-
netic calorimeter, careful minimization of material was required in order to
achieve the desired calorimeter performance. The elegant solution was found
of placing the central solenoid (CS) and the LAr calorimeters into a single
common vacuum vessel, thereby eliminating two vacuum walls. The picture
in Figure 29b shows how the CS was inserted into the LAr calorimeter barrel
cryostat. The magnetic field of the CS has been mapped in situ with a relative
precision of better than 10–4 over the full tracking volume.

Each of the three toroids consists of eight coils, assembled radially and
symmetrically around the beam axis. The end-cap-toroid coil system is rotated
by 22.5° with respect to the barrel-toriod coil system in order to provide radial
overlap and to optimize the bending power in the regions between the coil sys-
tems. The barrel-toroid coils are of a flat racetrack type with two double-pancake
windings made of 20.5 kA aluminum-stabilised Nb-Ti superconductor. The
windings are housed in an aluminum alloy casing, with the magnetic forces trans-
ferred to the warm structure. Each of the eight coils are housed in an individual
cryostat; the toroidal structure consists therefore of these eight cryostats and their
linking elements, called voussoirs and struts, that provide mechanical stability.
Services are brought to the coils through a cryogenic ring linking the eight
cryostats to a separate service cryostat, which provides connections to the power
supply, the helium refrigerator, the vacuum systems and the control system. Fig-
ure 29c shows the barrel toroid after its installation in the underground cavern.

Each end-cap toroid (ECT) also consists of eight coils in an aluminum
alloy housing. In contrast to the barrel toroid, they are cold-linked and assem-
bled as a single cold mass, housed in one large cryostat. Therefore the internal
forces in the ECT toroids are taken up by the cold supporting structure between
the coils. Due to the magnetic forces, the ECT magnets are pulled into the bar-
rel toroid and the corresponding axial forces are transferred to the BT via axial
transfer points linking both magnet systems. The cryostats rest on a rail system
facilitating the pulling back and parking of the ECT magnets, thus providing ac-
cess to the detector center. The magnets are indirectly cooled by a forced flow
of helium at 4.5 K through tubes welded on the casing of the windings. The
cooling power is supplied by a central refrigeration plant located in the side
cavern and the services are distributed among the four magnets.

Electrically, the eight coils of the barrel toriod are connected in series,
as are the 16 coils in the two end-cap toroids. The toroid-coil systems have
a 21 kA power supply and are equipped with control systems for fast and
slow energy dumps. The central solenoid is energized by an 8 kA power sup-
ply. An adequate and proven quench protection system has been designed to
safely dissipate the total stored energy of 1.6 GJ without overheating the coil
windings. The full magnet system, including its fast safety-discharge proce-
dures, has been operational since the start-up of the experiment.

Some 1,000 particles emerge from the collision point every 25 ns within | | <
2.5, creating a very large track density in the detector. To achieve the momen-
tum and vertex resolution required to observe the anticipated physics processes,
high-precision measurements must be made along the trajectories of the particles
with fine detector granularity. Pixel and silicon microstrip (SCT) semiconductor
trackers, used in conjunction with the straw tubes of the transition radiation
tracker (TRT), offer these features. A view of these three elements and their po-
sitioning relative to the beam axis is found earlier in this Chapter in Figure 5(a).
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The layout of the Run-1 inner detector (ID) is illustrated in Figure 30(a).
The precision tracking detectors (pixels and silicon microstrip) cover the region
| | < 2.5. In the barrel region, they are arranged on concentric cylinders
around the beam axis while in the end-cap regions they are located on disks
perpendicular to the beam axis. 

The highest detection granularity is achieved around the vertex region
through the use of silicon pixel detectors. The pixel layers are segmented both
perpendicularly to the beam axis and in the direction parallel to the beam axis;
typically three pixel layers are crossed by each track. All pixel sensors of the ini-
tial configuration are identical and have a minimum pixel size of 50 × 400 μm2,
resulting in a total readout of approximately 80 million channels. The pixel
detector has been upgraded for the data taking starting in 2015 with a fourth
layer at a small radius to improve the measurements at high luminosity,
adding another 12 million channels. For the microstrip detectors, eight strip
layers (four space points) are crossed by each track. Located in both the bar-
rel and end-cap regions, the microstrip detectors provide a total of about 6.3
million readout channels.

A large number of hits (typically 36 per track) along the particle trajec-
tories are provided by the 4-mm-diameter straw tubes of the transition radia-
tion tracker (TRT), which can follow tracks up to a pseudorapidity of | | = 2.0.
The TRT consists of hundreds of thousands of “straws”; each straw is in real-
ity a small cylindrical gas-containing chamber, with an anode wire in the cen-
ter, and the wall of the straw acts as a cathode. Charged particles and photons
passing through the straw ionize the gas, producing a measurable current.
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30. (a) Cut-away view of the initial
ATLAS inner detector; (b) the barrel SCT
tracker in front of the barrel TRT detector,
just before integration into the surface 
clean room; and (c) the insertion of the
completely preassembled pixel detector
into the center of ATLAS.
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In particular, when relativistic electrons interact with gas-solid interfaces of
material near the straws, transition-radiation photons are generated and sub-
sequently detected by ionization of the TRT gas mixture.

The TRT only provides precise information in the azimuthal direction, for
which it has an intrinsic accuracy of 130 μm per straw. In the barrel region, the
straws run parallel to the beam axis and are 144 cm long, with their wires di-
vided into two halves at the point that corresponds to approximately at = 0
(perpendicular to beam line at the collision vertex). In the end-cap region, the
37-cm-long straws are radially arranged in wheels. There are approximately
351,000 TRT readout channels.

The combination of precision trackers at small radii with the TRT at a
larger radius gives very robust pattern recognition and high precision in all de-
tection directions. The signal from the TRT at the outer radius contributes sig-
nificantly to the momentum measurement; even if the straw detectors have
lower precision per point compared to the silicon detectors, the TRT has the
advantage of providing a large number of measurements at longer track length.

The inner-detector system tracks over a range matched by the precision
measurements of the electromagnetic calorimeter. The electron-identification ca-
pabilities are enhanced by the detection of transition-radiation photons in the
xenon-based gas mixture of the straw tubes. The semiconductor trackers also
measure the part of the track closest to the interaction point, allowing recon-
struction of the possible secondary vertices, originated by the decays of short-
lived particles – such as hadrons containing a heavy quark (b or c) or the tau
lepton – into more ordinary, long-lived particles. These particles are character-
ized by a measurable flight path of typically 0.1 to 1 millimeters, depending on
their energy, before the decay. The resulting secondary vertex, and the quality of
its measurement, is enhanced by the innermost layer of pixels, located after the
insertion of a fourth layer at a radius of about 3.3 cm from the collision point.

Figures 30(b) and (c) show pictures of the preassembly in a clean room
at the surface, and of the final insertion at the center of the ATLAS detector
in the underground cavern.

A view of the ATLAS sampling calorimeters (i.e., made of alternating layers of
passive and active materials) is presented in Figure 31(a). They cover the range
| | < 4.9 through the use of different techniques, suited to the widely varying
requirements of the physics processes of interest and of the radiation envi-
ronment over this large range of pseudorapidity. Over the region matched to
the inner detector, the fine granularity of the electromagnetic calorimeter is
used for precise measurement of electrons and photons. Outside this range,
the coarser granularity of the calorimeter is sufficient to satisfy the physics re-
quirements for jet reconstruction and measurement of missing transverse en-
ergy (as described in the first section of this Chapter).

The calorimeters must provide good containment for electromagnetic
and hadronic showers, and must also limit punch-through (i.e., particles leak-
ing out of the calorimeter) into the muon system. Thicker calorimeters im-
prove the punch-through effects of the detector; however this has to be
balanced against the increased weight and cost of the device. This is quanti-
fied through two parameters: the radiation length (X0), which is defined as a
characteristic distance travelled by an electron before encountering an elec-
tromagnetic interaction inside the colorimeter; and the interaction length ( ),
defined as the average distance for a hadron to undergo a hadronic interaction.
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The total thickness of the electromagnetic calorimeter is more than 22 X0 in
the barrel and exceeds 24 X0 in the end-caps. The approximate 9.7 interaction
lengths of active calorimeter in the barrel (10 in the end-caps) are adequate
to provide good resolution for high energy jets. The total thickness, including
1.3 from the outer support, is 11 at = 0; this has been shown, both by
measurements and simulations, to be sufficient to reduce punch-through well
below the irreducible level of prompt or decay muons.

Liquid argon (LAr) electromagnetic calorimeter
The electromagnetic calorimeter (EM) is the innermost of the calorimeters and
is divided into a barrel part (| | < 1.475) and two end-cap components (1.375
< | | < 3.2), each housed in their own cryostat. The barrel calorimeter consists
of two identical half-barrels, separated by a small gap (4 mm) at z = 0. Each
end-cap calorimeter is mechanically divided into two coaxial wheels: an outer
wheel covering the region 1.375 < | | < 2.5 and an inner wheel covering the
region 2.5 < | | < 3.2. The EM calorimeter is a lead/liquid-argon detector with
accordion-shaped kapton electrodes and lead absorber plates over its full cov-
erage. When high-energy electrons or photons pass through the lead, an elec-
tron shower is produced, with an intensity proportional to the incident energy.
Argon, as the active material, is ionized in the presence of the showers, pro-
ducing a current in the applied electrical field, also proportional to the energy
of the incoming particle, which can be measured. The accordion geometry
provides complete azimuthal coverage without cracks (i.e., full 360° coverage
around the beam axis). Figure 31(b) shows a barrel module during stacking
of the absorber and electrodes. The lead thickness in the absorber plates has
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31. (a) Cut-away view of the ATLAS
calorimetry; (b) the barrel module of the
LAr electromagnetic calorimeter during
stacking of absorbers and readout
electrodes; and (c) the fully installed 
end-cap calorimeter (LAr EM, HEC and
FCal in a common cryostat, surrounded 
by the tile calorimeter) partially inserted 
into the barrel toroid region.



been optimized as a function of pseudorapidity for the energy resolution ca-
pabilities of the EM calorimeter. Over the region devoted to precision physics
(| | < 2.5), the EM calorimeter is segmented into three sections in depth with
high granularity. For the end-cap inner wheel, the calorimeter is two sections
in depth, and it has a coarser lateral granularity compared to the other part of
the detection volume. In the region of | | < 1.8, a pre-sampling detector (an LAr
gap located in front of the calorimeter with a separate read-out) is used to cor-
rect for the energy lost by electrons and photons upstream of the calorimeter.
The EM calorimeter has, in total, about 175,000 readout channels.

Hadronic calorimeters
The hadronic calorimeters have two main functions. First, they measure the en-
ergies and directions of jets (i.e., clusters of particles) that result from the ejec-
tion of quarks or gluons. These elementary particles are not directly measurable,
but they appear in the form of particle sprays emerging from the collision point.
Secondly, the hadronic calorimeter is used to infer the production of one or
more escaping neutral particles by monitoring the total transverse momentum;
the detection of missing transverse energy (ETmiss) is a strong signal that such par-
ticles were produced in a collision. There are three types of hadronic calorime-
ters built into ATLAS: the tile calorimeter, the hadronic end-cap calorimeter
and the forward calorimeter, each discussed below in more detail.

The tile calorimeter is placed directly outside the EM calorimeter envelope
and consists of steel-plates as the absorber combined with scintillating tiles as
the active material. Its barrel covers the region | | < 1.0, and its two extended
barrels cover the range 0.8 < | | < 1.7. The barrel and extended barrels are di-
vided azimuthally into 64 modules. Radially, the tile calorimeter extends from
an inner radius of 2.28 m to an outer radius of 4.25 m. It is segmented in
depth in three layers, approximately 1.5, 4.1 and 1.8 interaction lengths ( )
thick for the barrel and 1.5, 2.6 and 3.3 for the extended barrel. Two sides
of the scintillating tiles are read out by wavelength shifting fibers into two sep-
arate photomultiplier tubes, providing roughly 10,000 readout channels.

The hadronic end-cap calorimeter (HEC) consists of two independent
wheels per end-cap, located directly behind the end-cap electromagnetic
calorimeter and sharing the same LAr cryostats; however, copper is used as the
absorber. To reduce the drop in material density at the transition between the
end-cap and the forward calorimeter (around | | = 3.1), the HEC extends out
to | | = 3.2, thereby overlapping with the forward calorimeter. Similarly, the
HEC range extends to | | = 1.5 and thus also slightly overlaps that of the
tile calorimeter (| | < 1.7). Each wheel is built from 32 identical wedge-shaped
modules, assembled with fixtures at the periphery and at the central bore.
Each wheel is divided into two segments in depth, for a total of four layers per
end-cap. The wheels closest to the interaction point are built from 25-mm par-
allel copper plates, while those further away use 50-mm copper plates (for all
wheels the first plate is half-thickness). The outer radius of the copper plates
is 2.03 m, while the inner radius is 0.475 m (except in the overlap region
with the forward calorimeter where this radius becomes 0.372 m). The cop-
per plates are interleaved with 8.5-mm liquid-argon gaps, providing the active
medium for this sampling calorimeter. The granularity decreases towards
larger | |, resulting in about 5,600 readout channels.

The forward calorimeter (FCal) is integrated into the end-cap cryostats, as
this provides clear benefits in terms of uniformity of the calorimetric coverage
as well as reduced radiation background levels in the muon spectrometer.
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The FCal is approximately 10 interaction lengths deep and consists of three
modules in each end-cap: the first, made of copper, is optimized for electro-
magnetic measurements, while the other two, made of tungsten, measure pre-
dominantly the energy of hadronic interactions. Each module consists of a
metal matrix, with regularly spaced longitudinal channels filled with the elec-
trode structure consisting of concentric rods and tubes parallel to the beam
axis. Liquid argon in the gap between the rod and the tube is the sensitive
medium. This geometry allows for excellent control of the gaps, which are as
small as 0.25 mm in the first section, in order to avoid problems due to ion
buildup. Rods are grouped for the readout totaling about 3,500 channels.

The photograph Figure 31(c) shows the fully installed end-cap calorime-
ter partially inserted into the barrel-toroid region of the ATLAS detector.

The conceptual layout of the muon spectrometer is shown in Figure 32. It is
based on the magnetic deflection of muon tracks in the large superconducting
air-core toroid magnets, instrumented with separate trigger and high-precision
tracking chambers. Over the range | | < 1.4, magnetic bending is provided by
the large barrel toroid. For 1.6 < | | < 2.7, muon tracks are bent by two
smaller end-cap magnets inserted into both ends of the barrel toroid. Over
1.4 < | | < 1.6, usually referred to as the transition region, magnetic deflec-
tion is provided by a combination of barrel and end-cap fields. This magnet
configuration provides a field mostly perpendicular to the muon trajectories,
while minimizing the degradation of resolution due to multiple scattering be-
cause, in this configuration, the muons will travel mainly through the air.

The anticipated high level of particle flux has had a major impact on the
choice and design of the spectrometer instrumentation, affecting performance
parameters such as rate capability, granularity, ageing properties, and radiation
hardness. In the barrel region, tracks are measured in chambers arranged in three
cylindrical layers around the beam axis; in the transition and end-cap regions, the
chambers are installed in planes perpendicular to the beam, also in three layers.

Over most of the -range, a precision measurement of the track coordi-
nates is made in one direction, specifically in the principal bending direction of
the magnetic field, and is provided by monitored drift tubes (MDTs). These sen-
sors are made of gas-filled tubes, each with a single wire running axially down
the centre. High voltage between the wire and the tube wall produces ioniza-
tion electron signals when muons pass through the tube volume, thus allowing
their trajectories to be tracked. The mechanical isolation in the drift tubes of
each sense wire from its neighbors guarantees a robust and reliable operation.
The muon spectrometer consists of about 350,000 tubes (each terminating in
an individual readout channel) grouped in 1,150 chambers. At angles close to
the beamline, 32 cathode strip chambers (CSCs, which are multiwire propor-
tional chambers with cathodes segmented into strips) with higher granularity
(31,000 readout channels) are used in the innermost plane over the range 2 <
| | < 2.7, to withstand the demanding rate and background conditions.

The stringent requirements on the relative alignment of the muon cham-
ber layers are met by the combination of precision mechanical-assembly tech-
niques and optical alignment systems both within and among muon chambers.

The trigger system to select events with muon candidates operates for | |
< 2.4. Resistive plate chambers (RPCs) are used in the barrel and thin gap
chambers (TGCs) in the end-cap regions. The trigger chambers for the muon
spectrometer serve a threefold purpose, namely they provide bunch-crossing
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identification and well-defined pT thresholds; and they measure the muon co-
ordinate in the direction perpendicular to that determined by the precision-
tracking chambers (which, as mentioned above, measures position only along
one direction). The total number of RPCs is about 600 (375,000 channels),
and the total number of TGCs is about 3,600 (320,000 channels).

The overall performance over the large areas involved, particularly at the
highest momenta, depends on the alignment of the muon chambers with re-
spect to one another as well as to the overall detector. The accuracy of the stand-
alone muon momentum measurement necessitates a precision of 30 μm on the
relative alignment of chambers both within each projective tower and between
consecutive layers in immediately adjacent towers. The internal deformations
and relative positions of the MDT chambers are monitored by approximately
12,000 precision-mounted alignment sensors, all based on the optical moni-
toring of deviations from straight lines. Because of geometrical constraints, the
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32. (a) Cut-away view of the ATLAS
muon spectrometer instrumentation; and
(b) the large assemblies (“Big Wheels”) 
of the ATLAS end-cap muon chambers,
TGCs on the left and MDTs on the right,
with the forward shielding around the
beam pipe visible in the center.
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reconstruction and/or monitoring of the chamber positions rely on somewhat
different strategies and sensor types in the end-cap and barrel regions.

The accuracy required for the relative positioning of non-adjacent tow-
ers to obtain adequate mass resolution for multi-muon final states, lies in the
few millimeter range. This initial positioning accuracy is approximately es-
tablished during the installation of the chambers. Ultimately, the relative align-
ment of the barrel and forward regions of the muon spectrometer, of the
calorimeters and of the inner detector relies on high-momentum muon trajec-
tories that produce almost straight tracks.

For magnetic field reconstruction, the goal is to determine the bending
power along the muon trajectory to within a few parts in a thousand. The field
is continuously monitored by a total of approximately 1,800 Hall sensors dis-
tributed throughout the spectrometer volume. Their readings are compared
with magnetic-field simulations and used for reconstructing the position of the
toroid coils in space, as well as to account for magnetic perturbations induced
by the tile calorimeter and other nearby metallic structures. Figure 32(b) shows
the large assemblies of the muon detectors in the end-cap regions of ATLAS.

The Trigger and Data Acquisition (TDAQ) systems, the timing- and trigger-
control logic, and the Detector Control System (DCS) are partitioned into sub-
systems, typically associated with sub-detectors, which are made of the same
logical components and building blocks. The Run-1 trigger system has three
distinct levels: L1, L2, and the event filter. Each trigger level refines the deci-
sions made at the previous level and, where necessary, applies additional se-
lection criteria. The data acquisition system receives and buffers the event data
from the detector-specific readout electronics, at the L1 trigger accept rate,
across 1,600 point-to-point readout links. The first level uses a limited amount
of the total detector information to make a decision in less than 2.5 μs, re-
ducing the rate to about 100 kHz. The two higher levels access more detector
information for a final rate of up to 500 Hz with an event size of about 2 MB.
A schematic view of the TDAQ system is given in Figure 33. One can note
that the TDAQ area is following the rapid progress in technologies. In fact for
the data taking starting in 2015 the second and third levels are merged into
a single High Level Trigger (HLT) farm.

Trigger system
The L1 trigger searches for high transverse-momentum muons, electrons, pho-
tons, jets, and tau-leptons decaying into hadrons, as well as for large missing
and total transverse energy. Its selection is based on information from a sub-
set of detectors. High transverse-momentum muons are identified using trig-
ger chambers in the barrel and end-cap regions of the spectrometer.
Calorimeter selections are based on reduced-granularity information from all
the calorimeters. Results from the L1 muon and calorimeter triggers are
processed by the central trigger processor, which implements a trigger “menu”
made up of combinations of trigger selections.

Events passing the L1 trigger selection are transferred to the next stages
of the detector-specific electronics, and subsequently to the data acquisition via
point-to-point links. In each event, the L1 trigger also defines one or more Re-
gions-of-Interest (RoIs), i.e., the geographical coordinates of those regions
within the detector where its selection process has identified interesting fea-
tures. The RoI data include information on the type of feature identified, and
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the criteria satisfied (e.g., a particular threshold). The high-level trigger sub-
sequently uses this information in the next stage of evaluation.

The high level selection is thus “seeded” by the RoI information provided
by the L1 trigger over a dedicated data path. It uses, at full granularity and pre-
cision, all the available detector data within the RoIs (approximately 2% of the
total event data). The L2 menus are designed to reduce the trigger rate to ap-
proximately 3.5 kHz, with an event processing time of about 40 ms, aver-
aged over all events. The final stage of the event selection is carried out by the
event filter, which reduces the event rate to below 500 Hz. Its selections are
implemented using off-line-analysis procedures within an average event pro-
cessing time on the order of four seconds.

Readout architecture and data acquisition
The Readout Drivers (RODs) are detector-specific functional elements of the
front-end electronics systems, which achieve a higher level of data concentra-
tion and multiplexing by gathering information from several front-end data
streams. Although each sub-detector uses specific front-end electronics and
RODs, these components are built from standardized blocks and are subject
to common requirements. The front-end electronics sub-system includes dif-
ferent functional components:
. the front-end analog processing or analog-to-digital processing;
. the L1 buffer in which the (analog or digital) information is retained for a

time long enough to accommodate the L1 trigger latency;
. the de-randomizing buffer, in which the data corresponding to a L1 trigger

are stored before being sent to the following level. This element is necessary
to accommodate the maximum instantaneous L1 rate without introducing
significant dead-time.

After an event is accepted by the L1 trigger, the data from the pipe-lines
are transferred off the detector to the RODs. Digitized signals are formatted
as raw data prior to being transferred to the DAQ system.
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TDAQ system, indicating also the
underground locations (UX15 and USA15)
for the detector and counting room with
the L1 trigger and the readout system 
as well as the HLT and DAQ farm on 
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The first stage of the DAQ – the readout system – receives and tem-
porarily stores the data in local buffers. It is subsequently solicited by the high
level triggers for the event data associated with the RoIs. Those events se-
lected are then transferred to the event-building system and subsequently to
the event filter for final selection. Events selected by the event filter are moved
to permanent storage at the CERN computer center for off-line data analysis
using the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) as the backbone (see
Chap. 5.6). In addition to the movement of data, the data acquisition also
provides for the configuration, control and monitoring of the hardware and
software components which together provide the data-taking functionality.

The detector control system (DCS) permits the coherent and safe opera-
tion of the ATLAS detector hardware, and serves as a homogeneous interface
to all sub-detectors and to the technical infrastructure of the experiment. It con-
trols, continuously monitors and archives the operational parameters; it signals
any abnormal behavior to the operator; and it allows automatic or manual cor-
rective actions to be taken. Typical examples are high- and low-voltage systems
for detector and electronics; gas and cooling systems; magnetic field, tempera-
tures and humidity. The DCS also enables bi-directional communication with
the data-acquisition system in order to synchronize the state of the detector
with data taking. It also handles the communication between the sub-detectors
and other independently controlled systems, such as the LHC accelerator, the
CERN technical services, the ATLAS magnets and the detector safety system.

Given its size and its magnetic structure, the ATLAS detector had to be as-
sembled directly in the underground cavern. The installation process began in
summer 2003 (after the completion of civil engineering work that started in
1998) and ended in summer 2008. The full installation and integration of the
detector was in itself an enormous technical challenge [2]. To give the reader
an idea of the magnitude of the task, it was necessary to pull more than
50,000 cables with a total length exceeding 3,000 kilometers, and to install
10,000 pipes and tubes for servicing the detector. Figure 34 shows one end
of the cylindrical barrel detector after 3.5 years of installation work, 1.5 years
before completion. The ends of four of the barrel toroid coils are visible, il-
lustrating the eightfold symmetry of the structure. 
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34. Photograph of one end of the
detector barrel with the calorimeter end
cap still retracted before its insertion 
into the barrel toroid magnet structure
(February 2007).



The individual detector components (e.g., chambers) were built and as-
sembled in a distributed way all around the globe in the numerous partici-
pating institutes and industries, and were typically first tested at their
production sites, then after delivery to CERN, and finally again after their in-
stallation in the underground cavern. The collaboration also invested enor-
mous efforts into testing representative samples of the detectors in test beams
at CERN and other accelerator laboratories around the world. These test beam
campaigns not only verified that performance criteria were met over the sev-
eral years of production of detector components, but were also used to pre-
pare the calibration and alignment data for LHC operation. Very important
were the so-called large combined test beam set-ups, which represented whole
“slices” of different detector layers of the final detectors.

During the progressing installation the experiment made extensive use of
the constant flow of cosmic rays impinging on Earth providing a reasonable
flux of muons even at a depth of 100 metres underground, typically a few
hundred per second traversing the detector. These muons were used to check
the whole chain from hardware to analysis programs, and to align the detec-
tor elements and calibrate their response prior to the pp collisions. In partic-
ular, after the LHC incident on September 19, 2008 the experiment used the
15 months LHC down time to run the full detector in very extensive cosmic
ray campaigns, collecting many hundreds of millions of muon events. These
runs allowed ATLAS to be ready for physics operation, with already accu-
rately pre-calibrated and pre-aligned detectors by the time of the first pp col-
lisions. Figure 35 shows the main ATLAS Control Room in summer 2008
where hectic around-the-clock activity had already begun to commission the
overall detector in view of the imminent start of the LHC operation. 

The first pp collisions (at an energy of 450 GeV per beam) were finally
recorded on November 23, 2009 and the first high-energy collisions (at 3.5
TeV per beam) followed on March 30, 2010. From then until the end of pp
Run-I in December 2012, the LHC operated very smoothly. ATLAS collected
data samples corresponding to about 5 fb–1 during 2011, and another 21 fb–1
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at the slightly higher energy of 4 TeV per beam in 2012. This corresponds to
data from about 2 × 1015 pp collisions inside the detector. Typically, there
were 20 overlapping pp interactions (called “pile-up”) occurring in the same
crossing of proton bunches as the interaction of interest, thereby demanding
the detector performances already close to the ultimate design limits. A very
high fraction, about 98-99%, of all the about 80 million electronics channels
were operational. The accumulated luminosity evolution over Run-1 is illus-
trated in Figure 36, showing also that the experiment was very efficient in
recording stably delivered luminosity as well as maintaining a high fraction
(about 90%) of data quality “good for physics”, a far from trivial achievement.
The LHC has also delivered, for dedicated periods during Run-1, lead ion-
lead ion collisions, as well as proton-lead ion collisions, which has allowed
ATLAS to record data in these specific fields of nuclear physics.

Figure 37 shows as an example an event display of a high-energy colli-
sion. It is beyond the scope of this Chapter to discuss physics results. The
reader is referred to Chapter 7 where a very brief summary of physics results,
including the historic discovery of the Higgs boson, is presented from the
ATLAS and CMS experiments.

In 2015 the LHC started operation at the collision energy of 13 TeV, and with
this Run-2, scheduled to last until the end of 2018, the ATLAS detector will be
challenged to reach initial design performance in all aspects. The experience
from the first years demonstrated that indeed a very successful data collection
period can be anticipated, with the promise of plenty of exciting physics results.

However, in order to match the medium and long term evolution of the
LHC with its large anticipated increase in luminosity, a substantial, phased up-
grade program has been initiated for the ATLAS detector. The Phase-0 up-
grades that have been implemented during the first long shut-down (LS1) in
2013 and 2014 have already been mentioned (a fourth layer of pixel detec-
tors and increased TDAQ performance). The Phase-1 upgrade is planned for

36. Integrated luminosity over the high-
energy running periods of Run-1 in 2011
and 2012, showing the stably delivered,
recorded and finally used data sets 
for physics.
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the next long shut-down (LS2) of 2019 and 2020. It will include a complete
replacement of the first muon stations in the end-caps, called New Small
Wheels (NSW). Both for the trigger and precision chambers improved tech-
nologies will be used in order to cope with the higher rates. This change will
go along with important changes in the first level trigger and some of the de-
tector system electronics, notably for the LAr calorimeters. 

A major upgrade, Phase-2, is foreseen for installation in LS3, planned for
2024 to 2026. By that time the collider will have implemented the many new
machine elements for the High Luminosity LHC project (HL-LHC) which will
bring a ten-fold increase in integrated luminosity over the following decade
after the anticipated HL-LHC start-up in the second half of 2026. The ATLAS
Phase-2 upgrade has been conceptually worked out, and is now in a phase of
R&D and prototyping, in preparation for detailed Technical Design Reports.
Its main elements are a complete replacement of the inner tracking detector
with an all semiconductor system with pixels and strip technology, a new trig-
ger system including fast tracking information, major upgrades and replace-
ments also of the calorimeter and muon electronics, and substantial upgrades
to the full data acquisition chain. 
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37. Event display of a high-energy
collision.
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ALICE, an acronym for A Large Ion Collider Experiment, is very different in
both design and purpose from the other experiments at the LHC. It aims to
study head-on collisions between heavy nuclei, at first mainly lead with lead
at the top energy of the LHC. In these reactions, the LHC’s enormous en-
ergy – collisions of lead nuclei are 100 times more energetic than those of
protons – will heat up the matter to a temperature 100,000 times higher than
the temperature in the core of our Sun. Nuclei and nucleons melt into their el-
ementary constituents, quarks and gluons, to form for a brief instant the pri-
mordial matter that filled the universe until a few microseconds after the Big
Bang. The hot reaction zone expands at almost the speed of light; during this
expansion it cools, breaks up and condenses back into a plethora of ordinary,
composite matter particles.

The ALICE detector has to measure as many of the escaping particles as
possible; several tens of thousands are produced in each of these “little bangs”.
The information concerning the quantity, type, mass, energy and direction of
all the particles will be required in order to infer the existence and properties of
matter under the extreme conditions created during the instant of the collision.

ALICE also takes data from proton-proton collisions. Comparing these
with the heavy-ion results will allow us to look for tell-tale changes between
the two types of beams and to characterize the global-event structure of pro-
ton reactions with its set of detectors, which are very different and comple-
mentary to the other LHC experiments.

The physics program of high-energy heavy-ion collisions and the search for
the quark-gluon plasma (QGP), the primordial matter of the Universe, started
in 1986 at the CERN SPS accelerator and, simultaneously, at the Brookhaven
Alternating Gradient Synchrotron in the USA. The first set of detectors, many
of them put together from equipment used in previous generations of exper-
iments, could actually only use rather light ion beams (from oxygen to silicon)
at what today would be considered as rather modest energy for these colli-
sions at fixed targets (5-20 GeV center-of-mass energy). Already the following
year, in 1987, during a workshop to choose CERN’s next accelerator project,
the possibility of using both heavy ions as well as protons was mentioned for
the machine which was to become the LHC. In 1990, when the Relativistic
Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) – the first heavy-ion collider, built in the USA –
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was approved and a call for experiments issued, the European community
faced the decision of either participating in the RHIC or focusing its resources
on the LHC. The schedules for RHIC and LHC were, at the time, quite com-
parable; a sequential exploitation of both machines seemed implausible. A se-
ries of workshops and discussions were held to look at the physics potential
of these machines and at different detector concepts. Then the Europeans
made the decision, correct as it turns out with hindsight, to participate at a
modest scale at RHIC and to start in parallel a dedicated design and research-
and-development effort for a large general-purpose heavy ion detector at LHC.
This left the community with a busy schedule and thinly stretched resources,
with commitments towards ongoing data analysis of the light-ion program;
construction of a new generation of experiments for the heavy-ion program
starting at CERN with lead (Pb) beams in 1994; designing and building de-
tectors for RHIC (in operation since 2000); and further research and devel-
opment for an ambitious new experiment at LHC. All this happened in
parallel and involved many of the same actors and groups, but it did pay off
handsomely in a rich program and fast progress.

Designing a dedicated heavy-ion experiment in the early 1990s for use
at the LHC some 15 years afterwards posed some daunting challenges: in a
field still in its infancy, it required extrapolating the conditions to be expected
by a factor of 300 in energy and a factor of 7 in beam mass. The detector
therefore had to be both “general purpose” – able to measure most signals of
potential interest, even if their relevance may only become apparent later –
and flexible, allowing additions and modifications along the way as new av-
enues of investigation would open up. In both respects ALICE did quite well,
as it included a number of observables in its initial menu, the importance of
which only became clear after results appeared from RHIC. Various major
detection systems where added over time to match the evolving physics, from
the muon spectrometer in 1995, the transition-radiation detector in 1999, to
a large-jet calorimeter added as late as 2007.

The anticipated experimental conditions for nucleus-nucleus collisions at
the LHC posed perhaps the greatest challenge, with the extreme number of par-
ticles produced in every single event. Particle production was expected to be
three orders of magnitude larger than in typical proton-proton interactions at the
same energy, and even a factor two to five above the highest multiplicities meas-
ured at RHIC. On the other hand, the time between collisions is four times
longer in the heavy-ion configuration relative to the proton-proton configura-
tion and the luminosity (i.e., the probability of actually having a collision) much
lower; this allows the use of “slower” detection techniques compared to ATLAS
and CMS. The tracking of these particles was therefore made particularly safe
and robust by using mostly three-dimensional hit information with many points
along each track (up to 150) in a moderate magnetic field. An overly strong field
would both mix up the particles and exclude the lowest energy ones from being
observed by imposing a small radius of curvature on the particle trajectory (the
paths become more curved at high magnetic field and low momentum).

In addition, a large dynamic range is required for momentum measure-
ment, spanning more than three orders of magnitude from tens of MeV to well
over 100 GeV. This is achieved with a combination of detectors built with
very low material thickness (to reduce scattering of low momentum particles)
and a large tracking lever arm of up to 3.5 m (resolution improves at high mo-
mentum with the square of the measurement length), thus achieving good res-
olution at both high and low momentum with a modest field. And finally,
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particle identification (PID) over much of this momentum range is essential,
as many phenomena depend critically on either particle mass or particle type.
ALICE therefore employs essentially all known PID techniques in a single ex-
periment, as discussed in some detail in the following sections.

The ALICE design evolved from the Expression of Interest (1992) via a
Letter of Intent (1993) to the Technical Proposal (1996) and was officially
approved in 1997. The first ten years were spent on design and an extensive
research and development effort. As for all other LHC experiments, it became
clear from the outset that also the challenges of heavy-ion physics at LHC
could not be really met (nor paid for) with existing technology. Significant
advances, and in some cases a technological break-through, would be required
to build on the ground what physicists had dreamed up on paper for their ex-
periments. The R&D effort started with broad goals but rapidly became more
focused, organized and supported over most of the 1990s, leading to many
evolutionary – and some revolutionary – advances in detectors, electronics
and computing.

ALICE is usually referred to as one of the small detectors, but the meaning of
“small” is very relative in the context of LHC: the detector stands 16 meters
tall, is 16-m wide and 26-m long, and weighs in at approximately 10,000
tons. It has been designed and built over almost two decades by a collabora-
tion of over 1,500 scientists and engineers from more than 150 institutes in
some 40 different countries. The experiment consists of 17 different detection
systems, each with its own specific technology choice and design constraints. 

A schematic view of ALICE is shown in Figure 38. It consists of a cen-
tral part, which measures hadrons, electrons, and photons, and a forward
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38. Computer model of the ALICE
detector. The different sub-detectors are
labelled with their acronyms, which are
not always explained but listed both in 
the figure and the text to help locating 
the various components of ALICE.

ALICE detector overview



single-arm spectrometer that focuses on muon detection. The central “barrel”
part covers the direction perpendicular to the beam from 45° to 135° and is
located inside a huge solenoid magnet, which was built in the 1980s for the
L3 experiment at CERN’s LEP accelerator. As a warm resistive magnet, the
maximum field at the nominal power of 4 MW reaches 0.5 T. The central
barrel contains a set of tracking detectors, which record the momentum of the
charged particles by measuring their curved path inside the magnetic field.
These tracks are then identified according to mass and particle type by a set
of particle identification detectors, followed by two types of electromagnetic
calorimeters for photon and jet measurements. The forward muon arm (2°-9°)
consists of a complex arrangement of absorbers, a large dipole magnet, and
fourteen planes of tracking and triggering chambers.

The ultimate goal of ALICE is to track the remnants of the primordial matter,
a task that requires the combination of four very challenging detection capa-
bilities:
. reconstruction of all the tracks of tens of thousands of particles;
. measurement of the momentum of these particles from very low (100 MeV/c)

to very high (≥ 100 GeV/c) values;
. identification of most particles through their specific interaction with dif-

ferent detectors;
. observation of the decay vertices, a fraction of a millimeter away from the

collision, of the tell-tale heavy charm and bottom quarks.
Figure 39 shows a typical example of how the primordial matter might

reveal itself in the ALICE tracker. The key to success is the combination of
state-of-the-art tracking with specially developed low-mass silicon detectors
and a very low-mass time-projection chamber optimized for this high multi-
plicity environment, followed by a suite of detectors specialized in identifying
the particles. The different technologies are described in the following sec-
tions, beginning with the detectors closest to the point of (inter)action.
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39. A Pb-Pb event at 5 TeV energy
recorded in November 2015 in
the ALICE detector.

Observing the “primordial matter” relics



Tracking in the central barrel is divided into the Inner Tracking System (ITS),
a six-layer, silicon vertex detector, and the Time-Projection Chamber (TPC).
The ITS locates the primary vertex (where the collision occurs) and secondary
vertices (where some of the unstable heavy particles decay after a flight dis-
tance of some hundreds of micrometers) with a precision of the order of a few
tens of micrometers. Because of the high particle density, the innermost four
layers need to be high-resolution devices, i.e., silicon pixel detectors and sili-
con drift detectors, which record x and y coordinates for each passing parti-
cle. The outer layers are equipped with double-sided silicon micro-strip
detectors. The total area covered with silicon detectors reaches 7 m2 and in-
cludes almost 13 million individual measurement channels.

The Silicon Pixel Detector (SPD)
The LHC experiments pioneered this novel detector technology. This is a
“checker-board” detector with tiny detection elements, typically 0.05 mm by
0.5 mm, resulting in a huge number (10 to 100 million) of detection channels.
These detectors offer the best particle tracking capability of all presently ex-
isting methods. A host of problems had to be solved: each pixel element was
individually connected to an equally tiny amplifier requiring the development
of novel connection techniques (“bump bonding”); dedicated electronic mi-
crochips were designed to amplify and digitize the signal and to serialize the
data; the detectors had to be cooled with the constraint of low mass; special
low-mass support structures had to be designed.

The ALICE SPD is assembled from ten interlocking carbon-fiber structures,
carrying two layers of pixels, cooling pipes and readout connections. In our al-
most obsessive efforts to minimize material, the pixel-detector wafers were man-
ufactured with a thickness of only 0.2 mm; the electronic readout chips were
mechanically thinned – after the bump bonding – from 0.3 mm to 0.15 mm;
novel readout buses were developed, replacing copper (the technology standard)
with aluminum for the readout tracks, again aiming to minimize the material of

the detector. The result has been the creation of the
world’s lowest-total-mass pixel detector!

The ALICE SPD has another unique feature,
not found in the other LHC pixel detectors: it pro-
vides a trigger on charged particles within less than
900 ns, in time for the next-level trigger decision. It
is being used as an interaction trigger, allowing us
to select very unusual multiplicity configurations.
One half of the installed SPD can be seen in Fig-
ure 40, predominantly showing the conical fan-out
of services to avoid occulting detectors near the
beam pipe.

The Silicon Drift Detector (SDD)
The particle density behind the SPD is still so high
that the subsequent tracker must also provide unam-
biguous two-dimensional space points with pixel-like
space resolution. Apart from the pixel technology,
the silicon drift chamber concept is the only one that
provides this feature; it was selected by the ALICE
collaboration as the best cost-performance option.
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40 Partial view of one half of the SPD
during installation. The service
connections dwarf the actual pixel
detector (photo: Antonio Saba).

Tracking detectors



This technology was never used on a large scale, although the original idea is
more than 20 years old. Research and development had to address three main
areas: the fabrication of suitable Si-drift detectors, the readout electronics and
connectivity, and stability of operation. The relatively large size (88 by 73 mm2)
of the 0.3 mm thick detector units contributed significantly to the production dif-
ficulties. A total of 260 such modules are installed in the completed detector.
The electrical and cooling connectivity posed again one of the major techno-
logical hurdles; low-mass cables were de rigeur, implying the development of
aluminum signal tracks on Kapton. This work, carried out in the Ukraine, was
almost “torpedoed” by over-zealous customs officials, who decided that the read-
out buses were highly sensitive military material! As drift detectors are very sen-
sitive to temperature variations, they are both thermo-stabilized to within a
fraction of a degree and (in a belt and suspenders approach) monitored by nu-
merous electronic structures distributed densely over the surface of the detectors. 

Time Projection Chamber (TPC)
The need for efficient and robust three-dimensional tracking was the main mo-
tivation for selecting the time-projection chamber as the main tracking instru-
ment. In spite of its drawbacks of slow recording speed and huge data volume,
the TPC offers the advantage of providing highly redundant information, thus
guaranteeing reliable performance with tens of thousands of charged particles
within the geometrical acceptance. 

A conceptual view of the TPC is shown in Figure 41. Charged particles
leave ionizing tracks in the huge cylinder filled only with gas, which is sepa-
rated into two halves by the central electrode. The electrons produced in the
ionization of the gas slowly drift in a strong electric field of 100 kV towards
the two ends of the TPC, where they are amplified and recorded in wire cham-
bers (only one out of 72 of these chambers is shown on the left side of the fig-
ure). The TPC measures the many space points along each track; the arrival
point in the chamber gives two coordinates, whereas the distance of the track
from the endplate is inferred from drift time. A TPC is thus ideally suited to
disentangle the dense web of particle tracks in heavy ion reactions.

This world’s biggest TPC is the “workhorse” of ALICE; even by itself,
the data it will provide will have a tremendous impact on our understand-
ing of physics. Again, ALICE aimed for an exceptionally low-mass detector
by making the appropriate choice of materials and gas, combined with tight
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41. Conceptual view of the TPC, showing
the dimensions and components. 



dimensional and environmental controls. The 5.6-m diameter and 5.4-m-long
field cage is built from two carbon-fiber honeycomb-composite cylinders, ma-
terials normally used for space-applications. Dimensional tolerances are crit-
ical for the performance, such as the uniformity of the drift field; these were
kept at the 10–4 level of precision.

The central drift electrode was built with a planarity and parallelism to
the readout chambers of better than 0.2 mm, see the artistic view of the 90 m3

volume of the inner chamber (Fig. 6). The second basic component to this ul-
tralow-mass TPC is the chamber gas: conventional argon was rejected as un-
acceptably massive in favor of the much lighter neon. The final TPC is the
lightest ever constructed, representing approximately the same amount of ma-
terial crossed by the particles as the ITS. 

We worked hard to develop innovative readout electronics: a preampli-
fier/signal shaper, operating at the fundamental thermal limit of noise, is fol-
lowed by a specially developed readout chip, the ALICE Tpc Read Out
(ALTRO) chip. It digitally processes the signals for optimized performance at
high collision rates. The electronics is miniaturized to a level that allows it to
be fully mounted on the end plates of the TPC, connected merely by 260 op-

tical fibers to the data-acquisition sys-
tem (Fig. 43). This readout has
become a  reference for gaseous de-
tectors.

The performance advantage of
neon as the drift gas is not for free:
environmental conditions (tempera-
ture and pressure) have to be con-
trolled tightly, given the strong
dependence of drift velocity on pres-
sure and temperature. The needed
10–4 control on drift velocity requires
a temperature stability of ~ 0.1°C
over the volume of 90 m3. Needless
to say that extreme thermal stabiliza-
tion measures were employed to
reach this goal. Figure 44 shows the
TPC during the installation.
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42. Inner tracking volume of the TPC. 
The layered structure provides a constant
electric field of 400 V/cm between 
the central electrode and the readout
chambers (photo: Michael Itoch, 
© CERN).

43. Installation of the TPC readout
electronics (photo: Antonio Saba).

44. View of the TPC during the
installation; the inner tracking system 
is seen in its operating position
(© CERN).



Particle identification over a large part of the phase space and for many dif-
ferent particles is an important design feature of ALICE, and several PID sys-
tems are now operative: 
. the Time-of-Flight (TOF) array measures the flight time of particles from

the collision point out to the detector; together with the momentum this
time determines particle mass;
. the High Momentum Particle Identification Detector (HMPID) uses

Cherenkov radiation to measure particle velocities very close to the speed
of light;
. the Transition Radiation Detector (TRD) identifies electrons above 1 GeV

to study production rates of heavy quarks (charm and beauty mesons). 
In addition to these dedicated detectors, the measurement of energy loss

provided by the tracking detectors ITS and TPC is also used to indirectly iden-
tify particles; the former is well adapted to low momentum measurements
(< 1 GeV/c), while the latter extends to very high momenta (> 60 GeV/c).

The Time-of-Flight System
The Time-of-Flight (TOF) System is designed to distinguish between pions,
kaons and protons, with energies up to several GeV/c. The PID performance
required a time resolution of the order of 50 picoseconds (1 ps = 10–12 s), in
the presence of the extreme particle multiplicities. Comparable performance
had been attained in small systems with scintillators, a solution that is neither
practical nor cost efficient for the 150 m2 of detector area and more than
150,000 detection channels. A quantum jump in technology was obviously
required. Initially, several different methods were explored, but none was re-
tained. Finally a breakthrough was reached with one venerable technique – the
resistive plate chamber – through careful study of the detection process, insight
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45. View of one of 18 TOF supermodules
during construction (photo: Antonio
Saba).

Particle identification detectors (PID)



and perseverance. The detector is made from 10 detection gaps of 0.25 mm
each, delivering a staggering performance for time resolution of 50 ps, a fac-
tor 50 improvement compared to conventional RPCs. The high channel num-
ber required the development of novel microelectronics for the amplification
and time measurement, with a precision of 25 ps. A new TOF standard was
born and has already begun to revolutionize particle identification (Fig. 45).

The High Momentum Particle Identification Detector (HMPID)
The evolution of another method, to which many groups have contributed
over the past 30 years, was pushed to new levels of performance: the
Cherenkov detector. If, while traversing a medium (e.g., a gas or liquid), par-
ticles move at a speed that exceeds the speed of light, the particles excite the
medium to emit Cherenkov light, named after the discoverer of this phenom-
enon. This light is emitted at a characteristic angle, determined by the veloc-
ity of the particle and the refractive index of the medium. By detecting the
very faint light and its direction, the velocity can be determined, which allows
deducing the mass, and hence the type, of the particle. This is the task of the
high momentum particle identifier. The concept is as beautifully simple as it
is fiendishly hard to turn it into a practical detector. The difficulty resides in
detecting the very few (20 to 30) emitted photons through the use of detec-
tors that can register the position of the photons with millimeter accuracy.
The HMPID collaboration solved this problem by perfecting the production
of large-area photocathodes, based on cesium iodide (CsI) films, evaporated
onto gas-detector electrode surfaces, each about a square meter in size. A pho-
ton impinging on the CsI surface will produce a detectable electron with high
probability (approx. 25%). This development provided the basic ingredient for
one of the world’s largest imaging Cherenkov detectors ever built for an ac-
celerator experiment, as seen in Figure 46.
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46. The HMPID prior to installation in 
the experiment (photo: Antonio Saba).



The Transition Radiation Detector
Surrounding the TPC are 18 modules of a novel Transition Radiation Detec-
tor (TRD) that has the capability of distinguishing between ultra-relativistic
particles (such as the very high-energy electrons) and the more conventional
ones, e.g., pions. This detector has to perform with collisions that produce up
to 20,000 particles; furthermore, ALICE must have a fast selection capability
(under 6 µs) for electron and pion candidates; this is ground-breaking tech-
nology for this type of detector.

The high multiplicity required a highly granular detector, and in this case
the TRD is constructed of detection elements (“pads”) of 6 cm2 on average.
The development phase addressed low-mass construction methods and the
understanding of complex detector physics. The second area of development
focused on improving the readout electronics, most of which had to be inte-
grated directly on the back of each of the 540 detector layers. This detector
comprises a staggering 1.2 million channels spread over 700 m2, by far the
largest TRD ever constructed and possibly one of the most complex LHC de-
tector systems (Fig. 47).

Photons, spanning the range from thermal radiation to hard quantum chro-
modynamic processes, as well as neutral mesons, are measured in the small 
single-arm, high-resolution and high-granularity PHOS electromagnetic
calorimeter. PHOS, which literally “takes the temperature” of the collision, is
located far from the vertex (4.6 m) and is made of dense scintillating crystals
(PbWO4) in order to cope with the large particle density. While otherwise
very similar in design to the CMS crystal calorimeter described earlier in this
Chapter, it is cooled to –25°C during operation to generate more light per in-
cident energy, and therefore to improve the energy resolution. A set of multi-
wire chambers in front of PHOS helps to separate charged particles from
photons (CPV).

High-energy partons kicked out by hard collisions “plow” through the
primordial matter, losing energy along the way, before fragmenting into a
spray of particles collectively called a jet; these modified jets therefore give in-
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47. View of one of 18 TRD detector 
units during installation (© CERN).

Calorimeters



formation about the density and composition of the hot reaction zone. In
order to enhance the capabilities for measuring jet properties, a second set of
electromagnetic calorimeters (EMCal) was installed in ALICE during a second
phase in 2008. The EMCal is a lead-scintillator sampling calorimeter with lon-
gitudinal wavelength-shifting fibers; the signals are read out via avalanche
photo diodes. Much larger than PHOS, but with lower granularity and en-
ergy resolution, it is optimized to measure jet production rates and jet char-
acteristics in conjunction with the charged particle tracking in the other barrel
detectors. 

A number of small and specialized detector systems are used for event selec-
tion or to measure global features of the reactions. Some of these detectors are
shown in Figures 45 and 46 and their location in ALICE can be traced in Fig-
ure 35 with the help of the acronyms provided below.
. The collision time is measured with extreme precision (< 2 × 10–11 s) by two

sets of 12 Cherenkov counters (fine mesh photomultipliers with fused quartz
radiator) mounted tightly around the beam pipe (T0).
. Two arrays of segmented scintillator counters (V0) are used to select inter-

actions and to reject beam-related background events.
. An array of 60 large scintillators (ACORDE) on top of the L3 magnet trig-

gers on cosmic rays for calibration and alignment purposes, as well as for
cosmic ray physics.
. The Forward Multiplicity Detector (FMD) provides information about the

number and distribution of charged particles emerging from the reaction
over an extended region, down to very small angles. These particles are
counted in rings of silicon strip detectors located at three different positions
along the beam pipe.
. The Photon Multiplicity Detector (PMD) measures the multiplicity and spa-

tial distribution of photons in each single heavy ion collision. It consists of
two planes of gas proportional counters with cellular honeycomb structure,
preceded by two lead plates to convert the photons into electron pairs.
. Two sets of small, very compact Zero Degree Calorimeters (ZDC) are lo-

cated far inside the LHC machine tunnel (> 100 m) and very close to the
beam direction to record neutral particles emerging from heavy ion colli-
sions in the forward direction.
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48. One of the eight sectors of the V0A
trigger hodoscope is shown here
illuminated with UV light. The light of 
the scintillator pieces is piped out to the
photomultipliers with wave-length shifting
fibers that glow blue-green in the picture.

49. A head-on view of the Zero Degree
Calorimeter (ZDC).

Forward and trigger detectors



Located at one side behind the central solenoid and at the small angles be-
tween 2° and 9° relative to the beam direction is a muon spectrometer with
its dipole magnet (4 MW power) generating a maximum field of 0.7 tesla.
Several passive absorber systems (a hadron absorber close to the interaction
point, a lead-steel-tungsten shield around the beam pipe and an iron wall)
shield the spectrometer from most of the reaction products. The penetrating
muons are measured in 10 planes of cathode pad tracking chambers, located
between 5 m and 14 m from the interaction, with a precision of better than
100 m. Again, the relatively low momentum of the muons of interest and the
high particle density are the main challenges; therefore each chamber has two
cathode planes, from which a double read-out provides two-dimensional space
information. The chambers are made extremely thin and without metallic
frames. The individual cathode pads range in size from 25 mm2 close to the
beam up to 5 cm2 further away and cover 100 m2 of active area with over 
1 million active channels. Four trigger chambers are located at the end of the
spectrometer, behind a 300-ton iron wall, to select and trigger on pairs of
muons from the decay of heavy quark particles. The chambers are made using
the resistive plate technology widely adopted by LHC experiments (Chaps.
5.2 and 5.3), and of modest granularity (20,000 channels covering 140 m2).
Figure 50 shows a “fish-eye” view of parts of the muon spectrometer in early
2008.

In order to select the few muons from the thousands of other particles
produced in each collision, an absorber is placed in front of the muon spec-
trometer. As the name implies, it should very effectively absorb hadrons, while
allowing muons to pass without much scattering (the usual task of such a
hadron absorber), but also at the same time minimize the sideways flux of
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50. Fish-eye view of the forward muon
spectrometer; visible are (from right 
to left) the main solenoid (red) and 
the muon dipole magnets (blue), 
one of the tracking chamber planes 
and one of the triggering stations.

Muon Spectrometer
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51. The conical hadron absorber slowly
being pushed through the magnet of 
the muon spectrometer towards its final
position.

shower debris (photons and neutrons in particular) which would harm the
TPC performance. This seemingly innocuous object, seen during installation
in Figure 51, is in reality the most complex and finely tuned particle absorber
ever built: it weighs 40 tons, has a length exceeding 4 meters and protrudes
into the TPC closely to the collision point. A composite structure was devel-
oped, consisting of an inner tungsten core surrounding the beam pipe, fol-
lowed by a conical high-density carbon absorber in the acceptance of the
spectrometer to minimize multiple scattering of muons, surrounded by a lead
layer absorbing photons and an outer mantle of boron-loaded polyethylene to
absorb neutrons. The whole assembly was literally “cast in concrete” by pour-
ing in mortar to fill out less critical spaces. From an engineering point of view,
performance-cost optimization was a key issue, with close attention paid to
sub-millimeter tolerances, fabrication and assembly procedures.

Designing and constructing novel particle detectors was only part of the prob-
lem; building the mechanical supports and tools, fitting in the services and
cables and, finally, assembling the pieces together was another critical chal-
lenge – and at first highly underestimated.

One example of sophisticated mechanical engineering in ALICE is the
“space frame”, a 9-m-diameter tubular stainless-steel structure that houses the
combined 80 tons of the ITS, TPC, TRD, TOF and HMPID (Fig. 52). The col-
laboration insisted on a “massless” structure maximizing active detector area
and minimizing particle showers created in the support. During six months of
optimization its weight was reduced by a factor of 2, while at the same time im-
proved understanding of the detectors raised their weight by 50%! The result-
ing, complex, welded tubular structure deforms by up to 12 mm when loaded.

Fitting the pieces together: engineering and detector integration



Laser and CCD camera angular monitors (36 in total) were specially devel-
oped and installed to permanently monitor deflection and feedback for ad-
justments.

Two features of ALICE, not found in the other LHC detectors, are at the
origin of several unusual installation challenges:
. the asymmetric layout with the large magnetic muon spectrometer con-

strains the installation of and access to the central detectors: the 200 tons
of “central” detectors can only be installed from the opposite side;
. these central detectors placed inside the L3 magnet can only be supported

from the mechanically rigid iron crowns at the ends of the magnet, sepa-
rated by a distance of 15 meters.

These seemingly innocent issues, discussed below, kept several brilliant
and creative engineers occupied for the better part of five years. 

The asymmetry imposed by the muon spectrometer on the overall de-
sign was not accepted lightly. The alternative implied, however, displacing
the 900-ton muon dipole magnet, the 300-ton muon filter, the muon detec-
tors together with a large section of the delicate Be-vacuum chamber. The
final verdict was rather clear: the complex, delicate one-sided installation rep-
resented the lesser evil.

First, the muon spectrometer was installed in its final, fixed position to-
gether with the hadron absorber. The installation of the inner tracking system
and time projection chamber required a “ballet” to be minutely orchestrated,
allowing the installation of the vacuum chamber, the independent pixel and
ITS detectors and, finally, the TPC. Connecting the detectors to cables, gas
and cooling lines required the team to place these detectors at various inter-
mediate positions. This was not only complex and delicate, it was potentially
dangerous: the movement of the detectors caused significant deformation of
the supports (up to 5 mm in the vertical), while the vacuum chamber, at-
tached to the detectors, was limited to excursions of less than 2.5 mm. This
installation scenario could literally “make or break” the ALICE experiment; it
was reviewed by many committees, dress-rehearsed on the surface with many
of the final components, monitored with strain gauges, feeler gauges, cross-
checked by survey teams, engineers and physicists, etc. It took the better part
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52. The space frame during installation.
This stainless steel skeleton supports 
80 tons of detectors, stressing its trusses
close to the elastic limit. The mechanical
integrity was load-tested on the surface
prior to final installation.
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53. Front view of the L3 magnet, with 
its doors partially open. A bridge guides
services, power cables, fluids and gases
into the central detector. The silicon
tracker is no longer visible and even 
the large TPC is mostly obscured. The
stainless steel space-frame structure
which supports most of the central
detectors is partially filled with TOF 
and TRD modules.

Further reading
[1] K. Aamodt et al. (ALICE Col-
laboration), “The ALICE Experi-
ment at the CERN LHC” JINST
3 (2008) S08002.

of nine months in 2007 to install these systems. Using a variety of tools from
the inevitable duct tape to a dentist’s drill for final dimensional adjustments,
the operation was completed successfully and on time, as can be seen in Fig-
ure 53 which shows the experiment in early 2008, essentially ready to accept
beams from the LHC.

New technology, skillful engineering and critical design decisions have led to
a state-of-the-art detector that was designed and built to be up to the task of
observing the primordial matter created by heavy ion collisions in the LHC.
ALICE is the first truly universal “general-purpose” heavy-ion experiment,
which combines in a single detector most of the capabilities assigned in the
past to several more specialized experiments. ALICE has incorporated the
fruits of many years of research and development, dedicated specifically to
meeting the numerous challenges posed by the physics of nuclear collisions at
the LHC. After close to 20 years of design and construction, it was ready and
well prepared to explore the “little bang” and enter ALICE’s wonderland when
the LHC started to operate in 2010, initially with proton-proton collisions
and later that same year with lead ions.

Ready for physics



5.5
THE EXPERIMENTS

LHCb Experiments
Tatsuya Nakada



In contrast to the two “all-purpose” particle detectors for proton collisions at
the LHC – ATLAS and CMS – the LHCb experiment was designed to answer
a particular set of important open questions in particle physics. In particular,
the experiment will explore the mechanisms behind the preponderance of mat-
ter over antimatter in the universe that already existed after the first millisec-
onds following the Big Bang.

The letter “b” in LHCb is a reference to beauty quarks (and their antipar-
ticles), which are constituent of particles referred to as B mesons. Already 20
years ago, it was apparent that the high energy proton-proton collisions of
the LHC would produce an unprecedented amount of B mesons, which would
allow us to look indirectly for “physics beyond the Standard Model,” as dis-
cussed earlier in the book (Chap. 2). For reasons that are beyond the scope
of this discussion, the “b-quark sector” holds particular promise for entering
into this domain of New Physics, through the careful study of phenomena
such as CP violation and rare decays of a variety of B mesons.

The energies of the LHC collisions will produce a pair of b and anti-b
quarks mostly emitted in a direction very close to the beam axis; thus, instead
of having a quasi-cylindircal geometry – such as ATLAS and CMS – which is
optimized for particle detection perpendicular to the beam axis, the geometry
of the LHCb resembles that of a reclined pyramid, with the apex located at the
collision point. The LHCb experiment’s 4,500-ton detector has been designed
to efficiently detect B mesons produced by those b and anti-b quarks and to
study the products of their decays. So instead of having the “onion-skin” struc-
ture of the other LHC particle detectors, the LHCb experiment stretches out
20 meters along the beam pipe, with its detectors spatially organized to effi-
ciently measure the particles of interest.

In this chapter, we will present a brief history of the LHCb collaboration,
followed by a description of the sub-detectors of the experiment. By taking
this tour of the LHCb, the reader will see some specific characteristics of the
detector optimized for flavor physics, so called because it mainly involves tran-
sitions between quark families, referred to as flavors.

The first achievements in the b-quark studies were largely achieved using
electron-positron storage rings, in particular those operating at energies near
10 GeV, where pairs consisting of the B meson and its antiparticle were
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Historical development of the LHCb experiment



produced exclusively. The most recent machines called PEP-II at SLAC (Stan-
ford, USA) and the KEKB at the Japanese KEK laboratories are even referred
to as “B factories” for their high running luminosities, which are capable of
producing 10 B anti-B pairs per second without any other particles in the event.

From the early stages, the potential of the LHC project in abundantly
producing b-quarks was clear. In fact, at the LHC energies, the production
cross-section is estimated to be many orders of magnitude larger than that at
the B factories. Success with B mesons achieved at the Collider Detector at the
Fermilab (CDF) experiment in 1992, also on a proton accelerator, increased
the interest to design a dedicated b-physics experiment at LHC, and three let-
ters of Interest (EoIs) were presented in March 1992. They adopted three dif-
ferent experimental approaches. COBEX was based on the colliding mode
and GAJET on the fixed-target mode using an internal gas jet target, where the
detector would be built at one of the straight sections of LHC. The third pro-
posal, LHB, also adopted the fixed-target mode but with an extracted beam
obtained from the LHC beam hallow. Hadron identification and trigger ca-
pabilities were the two most important issues in the designs of these experi-
ments. It should be noted that the SLAC and KEK B factories were approved
only in 1993; their physics goals were still focused on testing earlier premises
concerning the mechanism of CP violation. Since then, our understanding of
these processes have evolved.

After the EoI presentations, three Letters of Intent were submitted in Oc-
tober 1993. Although the construction of the two B-factories had started by
that time, the Large Hadron Collider Committee (LHCC) recommended in Jan-
uary 1994 providing for a dedicated b-physics detector at the LHC as one of
the basic experiments since the large statistics available at LHC would still pro-
duce physics beyond the B-factory experiments. For this reason, LHCC asked
the proponents of the three Letters of Intent to form a single collaboration in
order to design a detector fully exploiting the potential of LHC based on the
collider mode. By February 1998, a Technical Proposal of the LHCb experi-
ment was submitted and accepted a few months later by CERN management.

Since its approval, b physics has made a number of advances thanks to
the B factories and Tevatron. Now the physics goal of LHCb has shifted from
“testing of the Standard Model” to the “search for physics beyond the Standard
Model.” However, apart from the reduction of the number of tracking stations
in order to reduce the material budget, no major change has been made to the
detector design, and the LHCb experiment has successfully adjusted to this
shift in scientific focus. The large production cross-section of b quarks at the
collider mode remains the key feature. In addition, the trigger design evolved
to rely more on software algorithms, giving us additional flexibility in select-
ing our scientific goals.

Requirements
The choice of the subsystems for the LHCb spectrometer was optimized for
the physics goal. For example, it looks for a very rare process where a B meson
decays into two muons with branching fractions expected by the Standard
Model as small as 10–9. A manifestation of “new physics” could increase this
by a significant factor. In order to discover such rare decays, the detector must
have the capability, for example, to measure momentum of the particles with
extreme accuracy and to identify muons among the decay products. This re-
quires a very good tracking system and a muon system.
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Due to the finite lifetime of B mesons, their decay points, so called sec-
ondary vertices, are away from the proton-proton collision point, usually re-
ferred as a primary vertex, where they are produced. For LHCb physics, the
distance between the two vertices (on average about 7 mm) must be meas-
ured very accurately. For accurate reconstruction of vertices, trajectory of par-
ticles from those vertices must be measured carefully. This requirement calls
for a vertex detector surrounding the proton-proton interaction point.

Let us also consider the requirements for a CP-violation study case. As we
mentioned above, one of the main tasks of the LHCb will be the accurate meas-
urement of CP violation, which must be studied in many different B meson
decay channels. In some of these decay scenarios, the decay product contains
a particle called a kaon (a member of the hadron family) or a proton. Thus, for
identifying different decay channels, it will be essential to be able to identify
the individual hadrons. For the same reason, we need to identify electrons,
photons and muons. This requires a complex particle identification system.

Finally, as for the other experiments, we have strict requirements for the
trigger. The fraction of events containing a pair of b and anti-b hadrons in the
proton-proton interaction at the LHC energies is estimated to be an order of
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54. (a) A photograph of the LHCb
installation; and (b) view of the LHCb
beam pipe as it passes through 
the central part of the detectors.

a

b



a few out of every 1,000; our goal is to collect these efficiently out of the set
of collisions occurring every 25 ns. One of the signatures of b-hadron events
is the existence of particles whose transverse component of the momentum
with respect to the beam axis, the transverse momentum, pT, is greater than that
of particles produced in the majority of proton-proton interactions. A fast pT

measurement can be carried out by the muon system, where the number of
particles is small since most of the hadrons are absorbed by the hadron filter.
Another fast pT measurement can be done by the calorimeter system if the
granularity is small enough for a given particle density. For this purpose, in
addition to the electromagnetic calorimeter that measures the energy of elec-
trons and photons, a hadron calorimeter is needed.

Based on these scientific goals, the LHCb spectrometer should have a
vertex detector surrounding the interaction region, a tracking system with a
magnet, a hadron identification system, a calorimeter system consists of a elec-
tromagnetic and hadron calorimeter, and a muon system.

Detector layout
Although it is a proton-proton collider experiment, the layout of the LHCb de-
tector shown in Figure 55 resembles a typical fixed-target spectrometer with its
forward geometry. Here we will briefly mention the rather dense configuration
of detection components that will be discussed in more detail in the next sec-
tion. Starting from the proton-proton collision point and moving outwards
we find:
. the vertex detector (VELO) made of a fine pitch silicon micro-strip detectors; 
. the first Ring Imaging Cherenkov Counter (RICH-1) a particle detector

based on the generation of Cherenkov radiation;
. the first tracking station made of silicon strip sensors (TT);
. a large-aperture normal conductive dipole magnet;
. three tracking stations (T1 to T3) each consisting of a detector based on

straw drift chambers for most of the acceptance region (OT) and that based
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55. A scale drawing of the LHCb
experiment, showing the sequence of
detectors laid out along the beam axis.



on silicon strip sensors for the region around the beam pipe (IT) where the
track density is high;
. the second Ring Imaging Cherenkov Counter (RICH-2);
. the first tracking station for the muon (M1);
. a layer of scintillator pads (SPD) in front of a lead sheet and another set of

scintillator pads behind (PS);
. the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL);
. the hadron calorimeter (HCAL);
. the four remaining tracking stations for the muon (M2 to M5) interleaved

by iron absorbers.
As discussed previously, the choice of the detector geometry is based on

the fact that both b hadrons and their antiparticles are predominantly pro-
duced in the forward (or backward) direction. The spectrometer can be built
in an open geometry with an interaction region that is not surrounded by all
the detector elements, as is the case for the ATLAS and CMS experiments. This
allows a vertex detector system to be built with sensors that can be extracted
away from the beam during the injection using the so-called Roman Pot tech-
nique. During beam injection, acceleration and collimation, the sensors are
placed in a safe “rest” position away from the beam, while during the data tak-
ing, the sensors are moved much closer to the beam in order to achieve a good
vertex resolution. In the forward geometry, most of the particle momentum is
carried by the longitudinal component along the beam direction. The pT thresh-
old for the first level trigger can then be set to the value given by the trigger
performance rather than by some detector limitation. The open geometry also
allows easy installation, maintenance and possible upgrade of the experiment.

For the remainder of the chapter, we will consider in more detail the individ-
ual detectors of the LHCb experiment.

The magnet
We begin our discussion of the detector elements with the magnet that supplies
the field used to measure the momentum of charged particles. The LHCb mag-
net provides an integrated magnetic field path of 4 Tm for tracks going through
the spectrometer. It has saddle-shaped coils in a window-frame yoke with slop-
ing poles in order to match the required detector acceptance of 250 mrad verti-
cally and 300 mrad horizontally (300 mrad = 17°). The yoke was constructed

from relatively light slabs and coils
were divided into 10 pieces. They
were lowered down to the under-
ground experimental area and assem-
bled together at close to the final
position. The total weight of the yoke
is 1,500 tons and of the two coils is 54
tons. The electric power of the magnet
is 4.2 MW providing a peak field of
1.1 tesla with a current of 5.8 kA. The
magnet can be seen in Figure 56.

The vertex locator (VELO)
The vertex locator provides precise
measurements of track coordinates
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56. The leading members of the LHCb
magnet project, pictured in front of 
the installed magnet. 

The LHCb detectors



close to the interaction region, which are used to reconstruct the proton-pro-
ton interaction point, as well as the secondary vertices displaced from the pri-
mary vertex. As shown in Figures 57 and 58, the VELO consists of a series of
micro-strip silicon sensors arranged along the beam direction. For accurate
vertex reconstruction, the first measurement points of tracks must be as close
as possible to the vertex. Therefore, the detector elements are positioned only
seven millimeters away from the traversing proton beams.

Damage from the extremely energetic LHC proton beams is prevented
with VELO’s sensitive Roman Pot design feature. Its sensitive detector ele-
ments are mechanically retracted by 35 mm from the beam position while the
beams are being injected and stabilized. Once the beams become stable, the
silicon elements are moved back to the nominal position for data taking. This
protects the VELO from possible damage during critical beam injection and
dumping phases of the beam operation, and also permits the LHC operators
to inject the beam without interference from the VELO detector.

The detectors are mounted in a vessel that maintains vacuum around the
sensors and is separated from the machine vacuum by a thin aluminum sheet.
This is done to protect the machine vacuum from possible contamination and
to prevent the sensors picking up electric noises from the passing beams. The
structure of the sheet is designed to minimize the material traversed by a
charged particle before it crosses the sensors.
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57. A schematic overview of the VELO
detector.

58. (a) A photograph of the assembly of
the last module of the VELO system; and
(b) a view of the same during installation
into LHCb.



The silicon sensor has a half-moon shape and is 0.3 mm thick. A small
cutout in the center of the sensors allows the main LHC beam to pass through
unimpeded. Charged particles produced by proton collisions traverse the sili-
con and generate electron-hole pairs; these electrons are sensed using applica-
tion specific-electronics. The detectors and the read-out electronics are
constructed from radiation resistant components, and a CO2-based refrigeration
system keeps the electronics cool. Signals from the detector are transported
outside the vacuum system for analysis through 22,000 cables.

The Ring Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detectors
Ring Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detectors are used to identify a range of
hadrons that result from the decay of B-mesons, such as pions, kaons and pro-
tons. RICH detectors work by measuring emissions of Cherenkov radiation.
This phenomenon occurs when a charged particle passes through a certain
medium at a speed faster than that of light propagation in that medium. In fact,
while the speed of light in vacuum is a constant, limiting speed in nature, when
light enters a medium its speed is reduced by a factor known as the index of re-
fraction. So an energetic particle can travel faster than light does in that medium,
in which case a cone of light is produced, with a mechanism similar to the
“bang” of supersonic planes as they exceed the speed of sound in the atmos-
phere. The opening angle of the cone depends on the particle’s velocity, en-
abling the detector to determine its speed. Combining this information with the
momentum measurement, the mass is calculated, which provides the identity.

In both RICH detectors, the Cherenkov light is transported using a com-
bination of spherical and flat mirrors to the photon detectors placed outside

of the spectrometer acceptance (Fig. 59). Hybrid
Photon Detectors (HPDs) shown in Figure 60 are
used to detect the Cherenkov photons in the wave-
length range 200-600 nm. The HPDs are sur-
rounded by external iron shields and are placed in
mumetal cylinders to permit operation in magnetic
fields up to 50 mT.

The upstream detector, RICH1, covers the
low momentum charged particle range 1-60 GeV/c
using silica aerogel and C4F10 as the radiating
medium. Silica aerogel is a colloidal form of solid
quartz, but with an extremely low density and a
high refractive index (1.01-1.10), which makes it a
perfect radiator for the lowest-momentum particles.
The downstream detector, RICH2, covers the high
momentum range from 15 GeV/c up to and beyond
100 GeV/c and relies on CF4 as the radiating
medium. RICH1 covers the full LHCb acceptance
from 25 mrad (1.4°) to 300 mrad (17°) in the hor-
izontal direction, and up to 250 mrad (14°) in the
vertical. RICH2 focuses on the high-momentum
particles and covers the more limited angular ac-
ceptance of 15 mrad (0.9°) to 120 mrad (4.1°) in
the horizontal, and 100 mrad (5.7°) in the vertical.

Particles produced in the collisions in LHCb
will travel through the mirrors of RICH1 prior to
reaching the tracking system further downstream.
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59. The installation of the high-precision
spherical mirrors for the RICH detector.
These mirrors will focus Cherenkov light,
created by the charged particles that
traverse this detector, onto the photon
detectors.



To reduce the amount of scattering, RICH1 uses special lightweight spherical
mirrors constructed from a carbon-fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP), rather
than glass. There are four of these mirrors, each made from two CFRP sheets
molded into a spherical surface with a radius of 2,700 mm and separated by
a reinforcing matrix of CFRP cylinders. As RICH2 is located downstream of
the tracking system and magnet, glass could be used for its spherical mirrors,
which in this case are composed of hexagonal elements. 

Tracking system
The LHCb tracking system consists of one station (labeled TT in Fig. 55) in
front of the magnet, and three stations (T1 to T3) after the magnet. The prin-
cipal task of the tracking system is to reconstruct trajectories of charged parti-
cles and measure their momenta. Tracking information of the charged particles
is also useful for the reconstruction of Cherenkov rings in the RICH detectors.

The TT station, 150-cm wide and 130-cm high, surrounds the beam pipe
and consists of four layers of silicon micro-strip sensors along the beam axis.
The first and the last layer measure the track coordinate perpendicular to the
magnetic field direction (needed for the momentum measurement), and the
two other planes give a stereo view to obtain the other coordinate. All four lay-
ers are housed in a large light-tight detector volume that is both thermally and
electrically insulated. In total, TT has some 270,000 readout electrodes and
can measure the position of a particle to better than 0.05 mm.

The tracking layers T1 to T3 are made of the so-called straw-tube drift
chambers (OT) covering a surface of about 30 m2 per tracking station, except
a small region around the beam pipe where silicon micro-strip detectors (IT)
are employed because of the high particle density. Whenever a charged par-
ticle passes through the gas-filled straw tube, it ionizes the gas molecules, pro-
ducing electrons. The position of the track is found by timing how long the
electrons take to reach an anode wire situated in the center of each tube. Two
staggered layers of straw detectors are glued together forming a super-layer in
order to avoid the dead region between the two straws, and four super-layers
along the beam direction with the same coordinate measurement scheme as
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60. LHCb RICH2 test setup with 
a focusing mirror and the HPD 
(Hybrid Photodiode Detector).

61. (a) An engineer attaches
photomultiplier tubes to the
electromagnetic calorimeter on the LHCb
experiment. The electromagnetic
calorimeter will be used to detect
photons, electrons and positrons
produced by the decay of short-lived
quarks; (b) this huge 6 by 7 meter wall
consists of 3,300 blocks containing
scintillator, fiber optics and lead, which
measures the energy of particles
produced in proton-proton collisions.
Photons, electrons and positrons will pass
through the layers of material in these
modules and deposit their energy in the
detector through a shower of particles.

62 Scintillating tiles are carefully
mounted in the hadronic calorimeter for
the LHCb detector. These calorimeters
measure the energy of particles that
interact via the strong force, called
hadrons. The detectors are made in 
a sandwich-like structure where these
scintillator tiles are placed between 
metal sheets.



TT, constitute one station. The silicon micro-strip detectors consist of four de-
tector boxes per station covering 0.35 m2 of the surface surrounding the beam
pipe. Each box contains four layers of silicon micro-strip detectors, with the
same scheme of coordinate measurement as TT.

The calorimeter system
As mentioned above, the LHCb calorimeter system provides energy and po-
sition measurements of particles (electrons, photons and hadrons) produced
within its angular acceptance; this information is used for triggering and in off-
line event analysis. Furthermore, the electromagnetic calorimeter will be used
to reconstruct neutral pions which decay into two photons. 

The LHCb calorimeter system consists of several layers: the scintillating-
pad detector (SP), the pre-shower detector (PS), the electromagnetic calorime-
ter (ECAL) and the hadron calorimeter (HCAL). The SP and PS systems of
scintillator pads are used to distinguish the electron from the photon, by deter-
mining the presence or absence of electric charge, before the particle enters the
ECAL, where its energy measurement is performed. ECAL consists of many al-

ternating layers of thin lead plates and
scintillator plates. Its signal is generated
by particles colliding with its lead plates,
which produces a shower of particles
through electromagnetic interactions.
Those particles then produce scintillat-
ing lights when they traverse the scintil-
lator plates (Fig. 62). The amount of
light is proportional to the energy of the
incident particle. Scintillation light is
collected by optical fibers and read out
by photomultiplier tubes. The hadron
calorimeter operates under the same
principle, but is larger and more dense,
and uses iron plates as converters.
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The muon system
The muon system is composed of five charged-particle tracking stations (M1-
M5) of rectangular shape, interleaved by the hadron absorbers placed along
the beam axis. The calorimeter system is used as the first layer of absorber, fol-
lowed by the three iron block layers, each 80-cm thick, corresponding to a
total of 20 interaction lengths. Another iron layer is placed after the last track-
ing station to shield the muon system against particles coming from the LHC
tunnel. The minimum momentum of a muon required to cross the five sta-
tions is then approximately 6 GeV/c.

The muon system is used for two purposes: one is to provide a fast meas-
urement of muon transverse momentum for the first level trigger; and the other
is off-line muon identification for the physics analysis. For the first purpose,
the granularity of the five stations, M1 to M5, is projective, meaning that all
their transverse dimensions scale with the distance from the interaction point.
This speeds up the reconstruction and momentum determination of muon
tracks. Multi-wire proportional chambers are used to detect passing muons;
each station contains chambers filled with a combination of three gases (car-
bon dioxide, argon, and tetrafluoromethane), and the passing muons ionize
this mixture, producing electrons that can be detected by wire electrodes. The
full system consists of 1,380 chambers, covering a total area of 435 m2 (about
the size of a basketball court). The inner region around the beam pipe of sta-
tion M1, where the expected particle rate exceeds safety limits for radiation
damage of MWPC, is equipped with triple-gas electron-multiplier detectors.

The electronics is based on custom radiation-hard chips developed spe-
cially for the muon system. The detectors provide space-point measurements
of the tracks, by supplying data in a binary (yes/no) form. A total of 126,000
front-end readout channels are used. 

The LHCb trigger
The LHCb has adopted a two-level trigger system. The first level of the trig-
ger reduces the LHC bunch collision rate of 40 MHz to an event rate of about
1 MHz, based on the pT information as described earlier in this Chapter. The
system was built with custom-made electronics, but based on commercial com-
ponents. For those events resulting in a positive trigger decision, signals from
all the detector subsystems are readout and transferred to the memory of one
of the computers in the so-called event-filter farm, where 1,000 to 2,000 com-
mercially available PCs are housed. The final event selection is done with soft-
ware running on those PCs, and data for the selected events are written on a
permanent storage at a rate of 2 KHz, to be used subsequently for off-line
event reconstruction. The event rate reduction in the first level is rather mod-
est, and the efficiency to maintain events with b-hadron activity is rather high.
Since the second level is purely done by the software, the selection algorithms
can be easily adapted to evolving physics requirement.

The LHCb experiment is the result of almost 20 years of work of an interna-
tional team; this remarkable instrument – uniquely qualified to cast light on
some of the most mysterious physical processes as they occurred in the first
instants of the existence of our universe – is now installed and ready to take
data.
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63. An inside view of the LHCb muon
detection system, showing two stations
on either side and a green iron absorber
block in the back. 

Further reading
LHCb Collaboration Members,
“The LHCb Detector at the LHC”
JINST 3 (2008) S08005.



5.6
THE EXPERIMENTS

LHC Data Analysis and the Grid
John Harvey, Pere Mato,
and Les Robertson



When the LHC is operating it produces an enormous amount of data. If all
were recorded, it would amount to a data rate of 1 petabyte ( 1 PB = 1015 bytes
– equivalent to 200,000 DVDs) every second. Special electronics embedded
in the detectors and dedicated online computing systems will reduce this by
six orders of magnitude to a more manageable 1 gigabyte (1 GB = 109 bytes)
per second, which will then be recorded on magnetic storage for later pro-
cessing. Even with the online reduction, a huge quantity of new data, grow-
ing at a rate of nearly 15 PB each year, has to be carefully managed and made
readily accessible to the thousands of scientists around the world who are en-
gaged in LHC physics analysis.

The algorithms required for simulation and processing of the data are
very complex; these were developed by specialists working in the different
specialty areas of the physics being studied, as well as by experts in the ma-
terials and technologies of the different sub-detectors. But the factors that dif-
ferentiate LHC computing from previous high-energy physics experiments,
and from most other scientific experiments are
. the enormous number of physicists and engineers participating actively in

data analysis – the CMS experiment alone has more than three thousand
members – a large fraction of which are involved in algorithm and program
development;
. the widely distributed computing environment; about 100,000 processors

installed in 140 computer centers in 35 countries are integrated into the
LHC computing grid;
. the huge quantity of data that has to be distributed across the grid and

shared by all of the members of each experiment.
The design of all aspects of the computing system – frameworks, pro-

grams, data models, computing services – began more than ten years ago, and
all of these will continue to evolve over the many years of the operational life-
time of the LHC accelerator. Computing technologies have changed and will
continue to change throughout this period, requiring close attention to flexi-
bility of design and implementation. Effective collaboration between so many
independently minded researchers is itself a major challenge.

This chapter describes some of the technologies that are currently being
used, as well as some of the management and organizational approaches that
have been adopted. Although the feasibility of this approach is established,
many challenges remain to be confronted when the data begins to flow.
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To achieve the physics goals, sophisticated algorithms are applied successively
to the raw data collected by each experiment in order to extract physical quan-
tities and observables of interest that can be compared to theoretical predic-
tions. Figure 63 shows a high-level view of the data flow and the principal
processing stages involved in this process. As can be seen in the Figure, there
are stages of event selection and reconstruction, before the data are exploited
for physics analysis. Event simulation is also an essential part of any physics
experiment, since it provides a better understanding of the experimental con-
ditions and the performance of the detector, both in the design and opti-
mization phase, as well as during real taking of data. The stream of simulated
events is produced by simulating the passage of particles through the detector
material to produce “hits” in the detectors which are then reconstructed and
analyzed in exactly the same way as for real data. In this Chapter, we present
an overview of the data processing model.

Our discussion begins at the four experimental interaction regions, where
bunches of protons cross 40 million times per second. Each bunch contains
1011 protons and, in normal operation, the nominal rate of proton-proton col-
lisions seen by each of the ATLAS and CMS detectors will be about one bil-
lion per second (109 Hz). If all the data generated by these collisions were
recorded, this would amount to a data recording rate of 1 petabyte per second.
In fact only a tiny fraction of these collisions involve physics processes that are
of interest for further analysis. For example, a 100 GeV/c2 Higgs will be pro-
duced at 0.1 Hz and a heavier one of 600 GeV/c2 will be produced at 10–2 Hz.
In all, the selection needed is one event out of 1010-1011 events. This very
strong selection is realized by a number of successive steps: the first steps are
performed in real-time by the trigger and data acquisition systems, and the
later ones are performed “off-line” by sophisticated data processing programs.

In computing terms the online selection process must reduce the initial
data rate such that the storage and further processing of data off-line are both
manageable and affordable. In practice, online data are reduced by six orders
of magnitude and are passed to the off-line data handling system at an aver-
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processing stages.
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age rate of 320 MB per second (1.25 GB per second in the case of the ALICE
experiment when running with beams of lead ions). An initial off-line pro-
cessing stage, event reconstruction, transforms the raw data into a physics view
of the event, finding particle tracks and computing physical quantities such as
position, time, momentum and energy. Depending on the detection technique,
the transformation from the digital output of the electronics to physical quan-
tities can be as simple as applying a calibration, or it may involve sophisticated
signal processing followed by complex clustering and pattern recognition al-
gorithms. The raw data are also used to obtain a better understanding of the
alignment and calibration of the detector elements; the event reconstruction
is typically repeated several times to obtain improvements in the measure-
ments of the tracks and energy deposits. The final steps in event reconstruc-
tion involve identifying particles (electrons, muons, jets and missing energy)
and classifying the event according to its physics characteristics; in a way, this
stage transforms the information from the level “there was a hit in this point
of the detector” into “there is a likely electron with a certain energy pointing
in this angular direction.” The output from this stage, the event summary data
(ESD), forms the basis for further stages of analysis.

Physics analysis, shown in green in Figure 64, is an iterative process, in-
volving many passes through large numbers of events. A large fraction of the
collaboration – several hundred physicists – takes an active part in the analy-
sis, and so the data must be carefully organized to avoid access contention.
Two factors help in this: firstly, each event is independent, and so there is
ample scope for performing the processing in parallel; secondly the data are
read-only with updates applied only to new versions of the datasets, and so
replicas are easy to manage. File catalogs are maintained to allow analysis
tasks to pre-select the events of interest. Access to the ESD is usually organ-
ized as a production activity with large numbers of parallel batch jobs trawl-
ing through major subsets of the data, generating extracts for specific classes
of events according to the current analysis interests. These extracts are small
enough to be replicated many times and serve as an input for the analysis ac-
tivities of the large majority of the physicists, either interactively or in batch
mode. At this level, end-user analysis, i.e., the way in which the data will be
accessed, is hard to predict, as it will depend on the physics that emerges and
the novel ideas that emerge for analyzing the data.

Simulation of the performance of the detector, shown in pink in Figure
64, is also extremely important for the optimization of the design and for un-
derstanding inefficiencies and resolutions of the real detector under data-tak-
ing conditions. Monte Carlo techniques (so called because they are based on
random-number generation, like the roulette wheel at Monte Carlo) are used
to generate physics events following a given theoretical model, and to simu-
late the electromagnetic and nuclear interactions of the stable particles com-
posing the event in the active and passive materials of the detector. The
response of the readout electronics is also simulated in order to produce raw
data in a form that corresponds to the real data generated by the detector
during data recording. Simulation software requires accurate descriptions of
the geometry and material composition of the detectors and makes heavy use
of common software toolkits for simulation of primary physics interactions,
written by theoretical physicists according to the most recent models (e.g.,
Pythia and Herwig), and for detector simulation written by experts of parti-
cle interaction with matter (such as Geant4 and Fluka). Simulation programs
are very demanding in memory as well as in CPU resources. However from
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a computing service standpoint, simulation is relatively easy to manage as it
can be run as a background production activity and, being computationally in-
tensive, the data rates are relatively low.

Major challenges
Managing the scale and complexity of the data from the LHC experiments pro-
vides the biggest challenge for the software and computing systems. Figure 65
compares the event size and trigger rates for a number of large HEP experi-
ments that have been active over the last two decades. The LHC event size is
an order of magnitude larger than in previous experiments. This results from
the finer granularity of the detectors together with the complexity of the event

itself in terms of the number of particles produced in
collisions at the LHC energy scale. The trigger rate
is also significantly higher, as already explained,
and so the total data volume, which is the product
of the event size and the trigger rate, is orders of
magnitude greater than in previous experiments.

The complexity of the data processing and the
resulting computational requirements is also pro-
portional to the number of tracks in each collision.
Sophisticated algorithms, such as pattern recogni-
tion, are needed to provide the correct identifica-
tion and measurement of all particles with very
high efficiency. The processing time for this kind
of problem scales more than just linearly with the
number of real particles.

Another aspect that differentiates these new experiments from previous
ones is the number of collaborators that contribute to the development of the
software system. The programs for processing the event data are very specific
to each experiment and require developers with a deep understanding of the
detecting apparatus, their associated electronics and the physics. Several hun-
dred people from the LHC collaborations have developed a total of several
million lines of code for each experiment. These software developers are typi-
cally physicists and detector specialists from different institutions and labora-
tories distributed around the world who work only part-time on software
development and have a wide range of software engineering skills. Previous
experiments, such as those at the LEP accelerator at CERN, had much smaller
software systems produced by a few tens of developers working in much more
centralized teams. The challenge has been to integrate the contributions of
this diverse community of developers into a complete and coherent running
system. New software development methods and technologies have helped
enormously in meeting this challenge.

Software design and implementation
Software environments and technologies evolve over time and therefore soft-
ware design must take account of the lifetime of the LHC, which will exceed
10 years. The experiment software itself must also be able to evolve smoothly
with time as new requirements emerge. Accommodating change and long-
term maintainability implies paying special attention to software qualities
such as modularity and reusability, as well as the provision of documenta-
tion and training for the large communities of developers. At any given time
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and the current LHC experiments.
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the experiments must provide a fully functional set of software with imple-
mentations based on products that are the current best choice.

The main programming language selected for the development of physics
software applications in all four LHC experiments is C++, with some legacy al-
gorithms written in FORTRAN, and Python used in cases where a scripting lan-
guage is more appropriate. The object-oriented paradigm is ubiquitous. LHC
software must be able to run seamlessly in a highly distributed environment and
on a variety of platforms (hardware/operating system/compiler combinations),
in several flavors and versions. Platform dependencies are typically confined to
low-level system utilities. The set of supported platforms is reviewed periodi-
cally to take account of market trends and usage by the wider community.

The software development strategy follows an architecture-centric ap-
proach as a way of creating a resilient software framework that can withstand
changes in requirements and technology over the expected lifetime of the ex-
periment. The architecture consists of components with well-specified func-
tionality, and interfaces that describe the way these components interact.
Components can be reused in different configurations in order to support the
full range of event data-processing applications: trigger, reconstruction, sim-
ulation and analysis. These configurations include the production environ-
ments used for the prompt processing of data as they are collected (high-level
trigger and event reconstruction are examples), as well as the distributed com-
puting environments utilized by physicists performing their individual analy-
ses. The approach has proven to be very successful in hiding details of the
complexity of the underlying technologies and in facilitating understanding
and communication between developers.

Figure 67 shows a schematic view of the GAUDI architecture, which is
used by LHCb and ATLAS and which is similar in many respects to the frame-
works used by CMS (EDM) and ALICE (AliROOT). This architecture con-
siders the algorithmic part of any data processing as a set of objects that are
distinct from the objects holding the data of the event. This decoupling be-
tween the objects describing the data and those implementing the algorithms
allows programmers to concentrate separately on each. It also provides for
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66. Typical interactive environment for 
a physicist in one of the LHC experiments
in which he/she develops new data
analysis algorithms and shows the results
in terms of statistical distributions or the
event display.



longer stability of the data objects (the event model) as algorithms tend to
evolve much more rapidly, while the enormous volume of data dictates a more
conservative approach for the event model. A sequence of algorithms per-
forms the actual data transformations from the detector raw data to sophisti-
cated objects representing real particles.

These experiment frameworks are built on top of a number of more
general-purpose packages specialized in various software domains. There has
been a long tradition of developing libraries oriented towards the more gen-
eral needs of the world-wide HEP community as they foster the adoption of
common solutions between the different experiments and help to harmonize
the exploitation of the computing infrastructure worldwide. They typically
provide the functionality needed to handle and analyze large amounts of data
and include data persistency mechanisms, various database back-ends for ac-
cessing time varying detector data such as calibration or alignment constants,
mathematical and statistical libraries, and 3D graphics libraries for supporting
event visualization. They include many well-supported open source packages.
While the use of external packages has significantly reduced the overall de-
velopment effort for each experiment, there is also a down side – the increased
complexity of configuration management and system integration, as well as the
creation of dependencies on the communities developing these packages.

The software-development process
Quality requirements vary widely between the different software components,
depending on the criticality of the applications in which they will be used.
For example, algorithms developed for event selection in the online event fil-
ter farm must be very reliable, robust and error-free as there is no possibility
to repeat the process once the event has been discarded. Sophisticated real-
time monitoring is put in place to detect any malfunctioning of the trigger sys-
tems. On the other hand, applications that run on data stored off-line can be
rerun once imperfections are found and corrected, or after improved algo-
rithms become available.

In addition to the standard data processing steps organized by comput-
ing specialists within the experiments, scientists from the LHC collaborations
develop their own algorithms and programs to perform their own individual
research.

Integrating the contributions from the large number of developers to form
a complete working application, such as event reconstruction, has been a huge
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67. The Gaudi Architecture – An example
of a software framework used by LHC
experiments to provide the flexibility
needed as the requirements evolve and to
ensure independence of the underlying
computing technologies.



challenge. In the software industry strict software engineering practices are
usually employed to manage the activities of large software production units.
This approach is not easy to follow in the context of a scientific community
where the majority of the developers are physicists and detector specialists who
find writing code within the constraints of a formal software engineering en-
vironment to be irksome. Every experiment has therefore put in place a rather
light software process that permits developers to work more or less independ-
ently and, at the same time, facilitates the integration of their contributions
into the large programs. The bigger collaborations typically have more than
250 different developers committing code changes every week. The software
is organized in packages with sufficient granularity such that very few devel-
opers work on a given package at the same time. The total number of packages
has grown significantly with time and today each experiment has more than a
thousand, each containing the implementation of a number of related classes.
Once a certain level of functionality is reached, the package is tagged by the au-
thor and can be integrated into a given release of the software. A number of
tools are used to manage the code repository, the collection of tags, the de-
pendencies between packages, and the process used to build the release.

During the development phase it has been a major challenge to provide a
stable environment for developers to write their algorithms as well as a com-
prehensive set of simulated data on which to exercise them. Each experiment has
developed an automated system for integration and validation of new software
builds that runs at least once per day. This is essential during data recording in
the case that bugs are discovered and need to be fixed in a very short time. On
the other hand, experience has shown that to converge to a validated release for
the whole collaboration can take a very long time, illustrating the complexity of
both the software development activity and the community of independent de-
velopers that need to collaborate. Before the software is released for use by the
collaboration, it undergoes a series of regression tests, and validation tasks are
run to ensure that it is working correctly. In addition, the performance of the
code is measured in terms of its usage of memory, CPU time and data storage,
in order to map the applications to the resources available.

Experimental high-energy-physics programs perform well on the general-
purpose PCs designed for office and home use. A simple distributed archi-
tecture was developed around 1990, taking advantage of the parallel nature

of physics analysis, allowing the computing services to mi-
grate from specialized scientific computers to inexpensive
clusters that are today built from simple PC components.
High-energy physics has therefore been able to benefit for al-
most twenty years from the mass-market-driven growth in the
performance and capacity of processors, memories, disks and
local area networking equipment.

For the four experiments, the master data will grow at
around 15 PB per year, but with intermediate versions and
replicas the volume of disk storage that must be managed will
grow at about three times this rate, all of which will require
the computational capacity of about 100,000 processors in the
first full year of operation. The volume of data and the need to
share it across very large collaborations are the key computing
issue for LHC data analysis (Fig. 68).
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68. Processing and disk storage
requirements for the first few years 
of LHC data analysis.

Base technologies and capacity requirements



The LHC Computing Grid – a worldwide virtual computing center
When work began in 1999 on the design of the computing system for LHC
data analysis, it rapidly became clear that the overall capacity required for the
initial four experiments was far beyond the funding that would be available
at CERN. On the other hand most of the laboratories and universities that
were collaborating in the experiments had access to national or regional com-
puting facilities, and so the obvious question was “Could these facilities in
some way be integrated with CERN to provide a single LHC computing serv-
ice?” The easy parallelism inherent in the analysis, together with the rapid
evolution of wide-area networking – increasing capacity and bandwidth cou-
pled with falling costs – made it look possible and this was confirmed by a fea-
sibility study that developed the system architecture shown in Figure 69.
. CERN, as the “Tier-0”, performs initial processing of the data and main-

tains master copies of the raw and other key datasets, pushing the data out
rapidly to...
. ... eleven large data-intensive centers – with major investments in mass-stor-

age services, round the clock operation and excellent network connectivity.
These are called the “Tier-1” centers, and provide for long-term data preser-
vation, hold synchronized copies of the master catalogs, are used for the
data-intensive analysis tasks, and act as data servers for smaller centers.
. The end-user analysis tasks the heart of the physics discovery process, are

delegated to about 120 “Tier-2” centers, located close to the end user, i.e.,
in large universities or research centers. While they do not have to make the
same level of commitment in terms of data and storage management they
must adapt their configurations to support the evolving demands of their
client physics groups. The expectation is that diversity among the Tier-2s
will stimulate novel approaches to analysis.

Tying all of these centers together to provide a coherent service was a
major challenge. Rather than develop a special solution for LHC, it was de-
cided to implement the distributed system as a computational grid, based on
the ideas of two scientists working in the United States, Ian Foster and Carl
Kesselman. They had developed software that allowed computing centers to
inter-connect in a very general way, integrating their resources to offer a vir-
tual computing service. The physicist sees a single service, enabling her to
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concentrate on her analysis without being troubled by the details of where
the data is located, where the computational capacity is available, how to au-
thenticate and how to obtain resource allocations from more than a hundred
independently managed computer centers.

Grid technology
A site participates in a computing grid by running a set of services that enable
other sites to see the resources that are available (the information service), 
submit work (the compute element) and access data (the storage element). 
A security framework provides the basis for trust between the sites connected
to the grid, defining the rules for authentication of users and grid components
using digital certificates. Users of the grid are grouped into virtual organiza-
tions (VO), typically one per experiment. An individual user is registered 
with the VO, and is then able to use resources and services at any site that sup-
ports that VO. Some of the resources in the grid may be owned exclusively by
one VO, while others may be shared between several VOs. There is no cen-
tral control over the resources and the configuration – each site advertises its
resources and their VO affinity to grid users through the distributed informa-
tion service.

Figure 70 shows the set of services provided by the gLite package that is
used by sites that participate in the Enabling Grids for E-sciencE (EGEE) grid,
the majority of the sites serving LHC. The other major grid used by LHC sites
is the Open Science Grid (OSG), which uses a very similar toolkit. EGEE re-
ceives support from the European Commission and OSG is partly funded by the
Department of Energy and the National Science Foundation in the US. In ad-
dition to providing a grid software package these infrastructure grids also co-
ordinate the operation of their grids, providing services such as quality of service
monitoring, problem determination, resource accounting and user support.
High-energy-physics institutes were heavily involved in the predecessors of these
grids, and remain major users, but the grids also serve many other sciences.

LHC uses an application-level grid built on top of a small number of in-
frastructure grids (EGEE, OSG, Nordugrid in the Nordic countries, Westgrid in
Canada). LHC defines a set of baseline services that must be supported at all par-
ticipating sites. Some of these are simply services provided by the underlying
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provided by the gLite Toolkit.
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71. A Sun StorageTek L8500 Enterprise
Magnetic Tape Library, as used at CERN
and several of the Tier-1s, that can store
tens of petabytes of data. Magnetic tapes
are located all around the walls, and a
small robot, visible at the bottom center,
extracts and loads the tapes.

72. A view of the CERN computer center
during the installation of the servers.



infrastructure grids, others have been developed specifically for LHC, some
use proprietary software packages, and others are implemented in different
ways at different sites but adhere to agreed standards. The grid concept pro-
vides a great deal of flexibility to the application, which can pick and choose
the services that it requires. Flexibility of course also has a down side in terms
of complexity and maintenance cost.

Data and storage management
The biggest challenge in constructing and operating a grid for LHC is man-
aging the vast quantity of data – growing at about 45 PB per year – which has
to be moved reliably around the grid, whether as part of scheduled production
processes or driven dynamically by the needs of the analysis activities. CERN
alone must sustain a long-term data export rate of some two GB per second,
while the aggregate data rate at a Tier-1 may exceed one GB per second.

Distributed data management also involves managing the storage space
at each of the sites. Several different storage management systems are used, de-
pending on the specific requirements of each site (capacity, performance, func-
tionality), but all of them support a standard set of functions for manipulating
storage: specifying storage classes, allocating data spaces, naming files, initi-
ating archive and recall, etc. The Storage Resource Manager functions are ac-
cessible from the grid, enabling applications and administrators to manipulate
storage remotely using the same interfaces at all grid sites.

The most challenging part, however, is keeping track of the tens of mil-
lions of files generated by the applications, maintaining consistent distributed
catalogs that define their location, the location of replicas and the metadata
describing their status and physics content. Each of the experiments has in-
vested heavily in software systems to manage their data and the storage avail-
able to them at the grid sites, and make the data available transparently to
their users with the required performance. Figure 73 shows the architecture of
the ATLAS experiment’s distributed data management system. This is re-
sponsible for a wide range of functions including registering new files, creat-
ing replicas, managing metadata updates, ensuring consistency of catalogs,
keeping track of available storage resources and migrating data between sites.
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73. Architectural diagram of the ATLAS
experiment’s Distributed Data
Management (DDM) system.



International networking
Reliable high-bandwidth international networking is essential in order to
achieve the performance and reliability goals for LHC data transfer. For com-
munication between CERN and the Tier-1s, and for inter-Tier-1 traffic, an op-
tical private network (OPN) has been established. This provides point-to-point
connections between CERN and each of the sites, implemented as a wave-
length carried across an optical fiber and capable of transferring data at ten GB
per second. High-speed network routers at the sites enable data to be switched
between these and other inter-site links, providing redundant data paths that
can be used in the case of individual link failure. An important benefit of the
private nature of the OPN is that the bandwidth between sites is guaranteed,
ensuring that the required end-to-end data rates can always be achieved.

High-energy physics has long been a major user of long range networks
and has played a leading role in the development of the international research
networking infrastructure which, in the large majority of cases, provides suf-
ficient bandwidth for communication between Tier-1s and Tier-2s. CERN’s
data needs make it the largest single network user in Switzerland for research
and education. As the optical-fiber infrastructure was developed over the past
decade a great deal of fiber has been routed to the CERN site. This has en-
abled an exchange point for IP traffic and, more recently, an optical exchange
point for circuit switching to be established. This gives CERN a great deal of
flexibility to extend its network capability in a cost-effective manner as the
bandwidth requirements grow and as new centers join the LHC grid.

The user interface
To complete the task of masking the complexities of the grid from the end
user each experiment has designed its data management, resource scheduling
and job preparation systems to deal with the distributed environment.

For example, the Ganga data-analysis framework, used by two of the ex-
periments, enables the user to work in the same way whether running analy-
sis across limited data samples on a local system or in parallel mode across
very large datasets on the grid. The user specifies the algorithm and defines the
data to be analyzed (e.g., as a query on a catalog for a given set of data).
Ganga uses the experiment’s data management system to establish the files
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that are required and their locations. Using this information and various ap-
plication specific rules, it then splits the task into a number of independent
jobs. When the jobs are completed, Ganga merges the outputs and returns the
results to the user. In this way the user can move easily from testing an algo-
rithm on a small dataset to applying it to the full dataset and does not need
detailed knowledge of the configuration and status of the grid resources.

As we have seen, the computing service for LHC data analysis is implemented
as a geographically distributed computational grid. Each of the experiments
has developed a distributed computing model that maps the data and processes
to the architecture of the grid in such a way as to facilitate the efficient ex-
ploitation of the available resources. The computing model allows the collab-
oration to locate data where they can be most efficiently processed and to
manage the utilization of the resources available to the experiment at each grid
site according to the experiment’s priorities. This represents a departure from
the centralized model used by previous experiments, where the major part of
the resources was located at the accelerator laboratory located at CERN.

Complying with the computing model, the experiments have established
initial policies for locating bulk experiment-wide data at sites according to
static factors such as the classification of the event. This simplifies the sched-
uling of the workload, as jobs need only be steered to one of the locations at
which a copy of the data has been stored. It is expected that the models will
evolve to include a more dynamic movement of data in response to workload.
The data management systems are implemented as a set of loosely coupled
tools for describing datasets and their physical location (catalogs), for man-
aging data transfers and for providing access to collections of events stored in
files. The packaging of events into files is done in such a way that the average
file size is kept relatively large (on the order of or exceeding one GB) in order
to avoid practical scaling issues that arise with storage systems. Small files
that are generated by individual jobs are merged into files of adequate size
that can be tracked by the data management system.

Data processing is organized in terms of workflows that define the in-
teractions with all necessary systems and services. Production software tools
have been developed that manage the various phases involved in the execu-
tion of these workflows. Typically the user decides which application is to be
run (reconstruction, analysis etc.) and the required configuration such as
which input dataset to use. The experiment’s data catalogs are then queried
to find the location of data to be processed; portions of the dataset are as-
signed to different jobs and decisions are made as to where the jobs will be
dispatched. Once jobs are completed, output datasets are transferred to the re-
quired destination site – this may be local or the output may be passed to the
data transfer system for storage elsewhere on the grid.

One critical role of data management is to provide rapid feedback on
the quality of data and to assure optimal detector operation. For this reason,
the prompt reconstruction and calibration workflows typically run as soon
as data are provided by the high-level trigger. The process involves the
repacking of event data into different streams (primary datasets) according
to their trigger signatures (i.e., the class of event to which it belongs as de-
fined by the main particles present in the event). This procedure facilitates
the access to data during subsequent processing phases. Calibration also
uses dedicated streams of data taken with various special trigger sources.
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These and other latency critical workflows, such as express stream analyses, run
in their entirety at CERN. Typically one copy of the raw and reconstructed data
is stored at CERN and another copy is distributed amongst the Tier-1 centers.

The ultimate detector accuracy will be achieved by detailed studies and
precise calibration procedures that will require processing a large number of
events. These studies will use the results of the prompt reconstruction to pro-
duce calibration data for subsequent reconstruction passes, which can also
take advantage of improvements made to the reconstruction algorithms. This
workflow may be executed wherever raw data are located, i.e., either at the
Tier-1 centers or at CERN.

Analysis is typically organized according to the analysis topic and uses
datasets (skims) containing events with specific characteristics related to the
final state sought by the physicist. The skims are representative of all the sam-
ples required to carry out an analysis and are used for designing and opti-
mizing analysis procedures and code. They are stored close to the physicists
at the Tier-2 sites and in local analysis facilities in universities and laborato-
ries. Analyses requiring complete samples with high statistics can be run over
all the desired primary datasets at the Tier-1 sites at which they are stored.

Simulation is a computationally intensive activity with reduced data
bandwidth requirements, and can be executed at centers without mass storage
facilities. Large productions of simulated events (Monte-Carlo simulations) are
therefore run at Tier-2 centers and datasets of simulated events are transferred
to the associated Tier-1 for data archival and analysis. 

The computing model must evolve to take account of changes in the data
processing requirements with time. For example, initially event data will need
to include a substantial amount of extra information needed to understand
detector performance and to tune reconstruction algorithms. Event collection
procedures will also need to take account of the initial operation of the LHC
machine which is expected to provide short concentrated bursts of data-tak-
ing separated by longer periods devoted to machine studies. In the beginning
the total dataset will be small such that copies of the entire dataset of recon-
structed events can be placed at Tier-1 or Tier-2 centers to allow for easy ac-
cess by all members of the collaboration.

The LHC computing grid is organized as a collaboration of the participating
sites and the experiments, with agreements and decisions made by consensus.
A few months before the start-up of the LHC accelerator the grid services were
in operation with 140 active sites, handling over 300,000 new jobs per day,
each taking up to a day or more to complete, and demonstrating the data trans-
fer performance needed for the first year of operation. The workload was al-
ready widely distributed, with only 15% of the processing taking place at CERN
and more than 50% at the Tier-2 sites. There are some very large sites and a large
number of small sites, which fulfils the goal of enabling all sites, large and small,
wherever they may be located, to participate effectively in the LHC analysis.

The computing service will continue to evolve throughout the life of 
the accelerator, growing in capacity to meet the rising demands as more data is
collected each year. With the grid architecture that has been established funding
agencies have considerable flexibility in deciding how and where to 
provide future computing resources, and the community is well placed to 
take advantage of new technologies – hardware, software and services – that may
appear and that offer improved usability, cost effectiveness or energy efficiency.
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75. The sites participating in the LHC
Computing Grid.

The experiments started to collect data at 3.5 TeV from March 30, 2010 until
February 13, 2013 at which time the first physics run (Run 1) ended. After the
first year of data collection, the LHC experimental collaborations started to re-
lease their preliminary results concerning searches for new physics beyond the
Standard Model in proton-proton collisions. The experiment software and
computing systems worked very nicely to allow the experiments to produce ex-
cellent results very quickly. In the following sections we will give a few ex-
amples that illustrate how well the computing and software systems
performed. We will also give the outlook for the longer term, describing the
challenges that will be faced once high luminosity running starts. 

Performance of the LHC Computing Grid
The WLCG grid has been highly successful in providing the computing envi-
ronment and resources for the first physics run of the LHC from 2010 to
2013. It was instrumental, together with the LHC itself, and the LHC detec-
tors, in the successful hunt for the Higgs boson, the discovery of which was
announced in July 2012. The performance of the computing system by far ex-
ceeded the stated requirements of the experiments. 

Figure 76 shows the amounts of data written to tape during the three
years of the first LHC run, and the start of Run 2 in 2015, and the total
amount of data acquired during that time. We recall that the planned data
rate for a nominal year of data taking was anticipated to be 15 PB. This rate
was easily achieved even in the first year, and doubled by the end of the third
year. The LHC was also far from its nominal energy and intensity during this
time. It was thus very important that the system had been tested to ensure
that such data volumes were supportable.

By the end of the three year run, the Tier 0 data archive had reached
100 PB; this corresponds to nearly 0.5 billion files. The system has been
shown to be capable of handling the archiving of peak data rates of 600 TB
per day, corresponding to more than 10 GB/s of data from the experiments.
This can be compared to the approximately 1 GB/s of data originally planned.

The ability to transfer data worldwide at sufficient bandwidths was one
of the main points of concern for the original design of the LHC computing
project. The LHC Optical Private Network (LHCOPN) was put in place to en-
sure that data could be transferred from CERN to the Tier 1s at the anticipated

Data processing following LHC turn-on



nominal aggregate data rates of 650 MB/s with enough capacity to double that
in case a Tier 1 was down for some time and needed to catch up.

Figure 77a shows the actual rates of data export from CERN of well in
excess of 2 GB/s with peaks of much higher rates, showing not only that the
system was perfectly capable, but also that the experiments were taking far
more data than originally planned. Figure 77b shows the aggregate global
data transfer rates. Here this is independent of the LHC running or not, and
is fairly continuous at between 20-25 GB/s.

Figure 78 shows the continual growth in usage of the grid, in terms of
the CPU delivered. This continues to grow, and today corresponds to some
350,000 CPU cores of a modern type in continual use.

Even during this first LHC run, there were some very clear lessons that
became apparent with real LHC data, despite the extensive testing before-
hand. Although the networks were very capable, as noted above, it was clear
that the experiments were moving a lot of data around unnecessarily. In ad-
dition, the networks were observed to be extremely reliable, and the available
bandwidths much better than had been foreseen 10 years earlier. These fac-
tors meant that the computing models started to evolve and adapt even dur-
ing the first year of data taking. The strict hierarchical system of data
movement between Tier 0 to Tier 1, and then from Tier 1 to dependent Tier
2s only, was seen as too restrictive and inefficient. The desired model was
more of a mesh than the hierarchy, with data transfers between any Tiers
being more pragmatic. This meant that the need to pre-place many replicas of
important data sets could be avoided if they could be fetched when needed.
This actually had the effect of reducing the overall network traffic as it turned
out that many data sets were being replicated but then never used.

This changing model influenced the design of the National Research and
Education Networks (NRENs). The LHC Open Network Environment (LH-
CONE) [9] was born to provide a network infrastructure between Tier 2 and
Tier 1 sites, leaving the LHCOPN dedicated to priority Tier 0 - Tier 1 traffic.
The concept of LHCONE is a network to serve LHC sites, to share the cost
and use of network resources, and importantly to allow the NRENs to po-
tentially separate LHC traffic from other data, and to be able to provide a re-
source allocated and funded by HEP.
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76. Data acquired during LHC Run 1: 
total LHC data written: 2010 - 12.5 PB,
2011 - 19 PB, 2012 - 30 PB, and in 
the first year of Run 2, 2015 - 32 PB.
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During the first run of the LHC the global collaboration in computing
demonstrated that:
. the LHC community was able to solve its computing challenge and to make

effective use of the available distributed resources;
. the grid could be made to work at huge scale;
. it was extremely effective in enabling all collaborators worldwide to have

access to the LHC data and resources; every country no matter what size
of resources it is able to afford can both contribute and provide access to
LHC data to its physicists;
. networks became a significant resource that allowed more effective use of

other computer and storage resources;
. the federation of trust and policies was instrumental in building a truly

global federated computing infrastructure for science.
The scale of the global WLCG grid has continued to grow, with today

around 170 computer centres in 42 countries worldwide contributing to the
effort. That infrastructure provides access to some 600,000 computing cores,
around 500 PB of storage (50% on disk, 50% on tape), and network connec-
tivity that is frequently at 100 Gbps bandwidth for large sites, and at 10 Gbps
for many of the others.

The technology of this computing infrastructure is continually evolving,
and making use of appropriate technologies wherever possible. Today, many
of the grid sites are configured as private clouds, and there are many projects
underway to investigate the use of external (commercial) cloud providers to
supplement or potentially eventually replace some of the grid capacity. This
evolution of technology will of course continue, and in a few years will look
very different from the original concept, however it will still retain the key fea-
tures that enable successful global collaboration for LHC.

Deriving physics results from experimental data
There are several factors that influence the speed with which publishable
physics results can be produced once data-taking starts. A long chain of soft-
ware algorithms need to be prepared that gradually refine the raw data col-
lected from the detectors so that the underlying physics of the interactions can
be extracted. Calibration and alignment algorithms add information that is
used further along the processing chain in order to correct for changes in the
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detector response, or due to variations in environmental parameters (atmos-
pheric pressure, temperature) or to movements in the positioning of the de-
tectors. These data are then fed to algorithms that reconstruct and identify the
particles detected in the collision. These particles may be isolated, typically lep-
tons (e, μ, ), or bunched together such that they emerge together collimated
in the shape of a cone, so called “particle jets”. Finally physics algorithms are
used to categorize the signature of each event, e.g., by collecting all events
containing four leptons, or events with 2 leptons and 2 jets, etc. The entire
process is extremely complicated and it can take a long time to gain confi-
dence that the way the detector is performing is understood and that the re-
construction and selection algorithms are working correctly.

It is important to emphasize that simulation plays an important role in
extracting highly accurate measurements from high-energy physics experi-
ments [10]. At the LHC, simulation allowed the whole data processing chain
to be prepared in advance, i.e., before the LHC was turned on, by develop-
ing and optimizing algorithms on simulated data. Moreover, comparing the
results of simulation with the real experimental data proved to be an essential
step in order to interpret and better understand detector performance under
real experimental conditions. In fact, the detailed detector modelling and
physics accuracy of the CMS and ATLAS Geant4-based simulation applica-
tions was a determining factor allowing these collaborations to deliver physics
results of outstanding quality earlier than any hadron collider experiment in
the past. For example, the CMS experiment simulated, reconstructed and
stored more than 10 billion events during Run 1. This effort required ap-
proximately 50% of the total computing resources allocated to the experiment.
The quality and quantity of the simulation samples is an important factor in
the significant improvement in the accuracy of the final results and also short-
ened considerably the time between taking data and submission of physics
publications.

In the following we give some examples taken from the CMS experiment
that illustrate how detector simulation is used to improve the accuracy of the
physics results. Simulated samples are not only exploited to optimize recon-
struction and selection algorithms, but also to evaluate efficiencies and to com-
pute systematic uncertainties.

1. Measuring the jet energy scale. Jets are the experimental signatures
of quarks and gluons produced in high-energy proton-proton collisions. As
these jets of particles propagate through the CMS detector, they leave signals
in components such as the tracker and the electromagnetic and hadronic
calorimeters. These signals are combined using jet algorithms to form a re-
constructed jet. However, the energy of the reconstructed jets does not cor-
respond to the true particle-level energy, which is independent of detector
response. The jet energy corrections relate these two values. Detailed un-
derstanding of the jet energy scale is of crucial importance for many physics
analyses, and it is often an important component of their systematic uncer-
tainty. Since the same algorithms are used to reconstruct particles and ulti-
mately jets both in simulation and real data, the jet response should be the
same for both in the ideal case of perfect simulation modeling. Therefore,
when data-driven methods are used to measure the jet response from re-
constructed data, using no true level information, the values should be the
same to within the errors of the methods. Figure 79 shows the ratio of the
jet energy response in real and simulated data, measured with two different
data-driven methods applied to reconstructed events (circles and squares).
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The impressive agreement, 2% in normalization and <1% in pT-dependence,
allows us to reduce the jet energy calibration uncertainty, and to utilize jet
corrections of unprecedented accuracy in physics analyses [11].

2. Missing transverse energy. Neutrinos and hypothetical neutral weakly
interacting particles do not leave a signal in the detector. Their presence can be
inferred from the momentum imbalance in the plane perpendicular to the beam
direction, a quantity known as missing transverse energy (denoted by MET).
MET plays a critical role in many physics analyses at the LHC. It is a key vari-
able in Standard Model (SM) measurements of top quark and W/Z boson
properties (low MET), as well as in many searches for physics beyond the stan-
dard model, such as supersymmetry, extra dimensions and collider-based dark
matter searches (high MET). It also played an important role in studies con-
tributing to the discovery of the Higgs boson. The MET reconstruction is sen-
sitive to detector malfunctions and to various reconstruction effects that result
in the mismeasurement of particles or their misidentification. Precise calibration
of all reconstructed physics objects (e, μ , , , jets, etc.) is crucial for the MET
performance. It is therefore essential to study MET reconstruction in detail with
data. As illustrated in Figure 5, the MET distribution for dijet events passing
all cleaning algorithms agrees very well with the simulated distributions [12].
The excellent agreement of MC and data MET resolution (not shown) points
to a very accurate modeling of hadronic showers in the simulation.

These examples help to show how simulation samples are used to develop,
optimize, and validate the reconstruction and selection algorithms, to evaluate
reconstruction and identification efficiencies of measured particles, and to com-
pute systematic uncertainties of physics results. The excellent agreement between
simulated and real data for various reconstructed quantities gives confidence
that the performance of the detectors is well understood. It has contributed to
a significant reduction in systematic uncertainties of physics measurements, mak-
ing the publication process, from data-taking to journal submission, much faster.
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energy response in real and 
simulated data, measured with
two different data-driven methods
applied to reconstructed events
(circles and squares).
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Optimization of software performance
The resources needed to process data from each LHC experiment are im-
mense. In the first year of operation each experiment typically required ~3,000
of the most capable computer servers that were available at the time to re-
construct and analyse the data. It was therefore imperative to optimize the
data processing software to complete the tasks with the resources available.
This was a very challenging task due to the complexity of the software stack,
which as we have seen includes not only layers of algorithms developed by
physicists, but also a large number of external software libraries that are de-
veloped and used more widely in scientific computing applications. 

Optimizing the software is very challenging for several reasons. The code
base for each experiment comprises several million lines of code and each col-
laboration typically has several hundred developers submitting changes every
week. In fact, the community largely comprises non-professional software de-
velopers with limited practical experience of producing designs with high-per-
formance. Moreover, these C++ applications tend to run for a very long
elapsed time and dynamically load hundreds of shared libraries, and very few
tools exist that are capable of profiling software systems of this scale for
analysing CPU performance and memory usage patterns [13]. 

A pragmatic approach to code optimization has generally been taken in
which small teams of physicists with advanced programming skills undertake
a series of campaigns in order to improve overall performance. Essentially
everything is scrutinized, including the computational algorithms, processing
frameworks, data structures, as well as the performance of the computer sys-
tems themselves. One of the main initial findings was that a single dominant
factor was limiting the performance of the reconstruction application, namely
a staggering memory allocation and de-allocation rate of ~1M blocks/sec, or
~1 GB/event. Common causes for this dynamic memory churn originated
from the copying of large data structures, dynamic memory allocation in tight
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80. The MET distributions for
events passing the dijet selection
without cleaning algorithms 
applied (open markers), 
with cleaning algorithms applied
(filled markers) and simulated
events (filled histograms).
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loops, having multiple copies of objects in memory, and inappropriate usage
of standard libraries. One of the main culprits was traced to the use of a sin-
gle matrix and vector algebra package that is heavily used in reconstruction al-
gorithms. Migrating to a replacement package took quite some effort, since it
required making changes to some 50 core packages, and yet the benefits were
great since it resulted in an immediate factor 2 improvement in performance
of the application. 

The plot in Figure 81 shows the evolution of the CMS reconstruction
application during the 2012 memory reduction campaign. One hundred col-
lision events were considered and the behavior of the CMS software was stud-
ied in the time-memory footprint plane after the initialization phase. Each of
the three trends displayed corresponds to a different release of the CMS soft-
ware. After the processing of every single event, a snapshot was made of the
memory used by the application, as well as the time elapsed since the end of
the initialization phase. The more optimized the code, the less a line in the
time-memory plane will be “stretched” along the x-axis and the lower it will be
positioned along the y-axis. The later release could be made more than a fac-
tor of 2 faster than the first counterpart and it needed one third less memory
to process the same events. 

These performance improvements were achieved thanks to both techni-
cal changes to the implementation of the code and also to improvements in
the algorithms. The quality of the binaries generated by newer versions of the
gcc compiler also significantly improved execution speed (10% to 15% in this
campaign). Improvements to algorithms also had a big impact. For example,
in the track-finding, which is the most time-consuming part of the recon-
struction code, more than 100 MB memory were saved and more than an
overall factor of 2 in tracking runtime was gained by changes to the filtering
and iterative procedures used by the tracking algorithms. Further improve-
ments were made by exploiting auto-vectorization capabilities of the compiler
and by using mathematical libraries that make use of vectorization. 

Code optimizations do have an impact on the results of the data pro-
cessing and therefore their impact on physics performance must be carefully
assessed by experts. These changes described above resulted in a change in the
final tracks and vertices produced by the reconstruction. It was not possible
to naively compare bit by bit the produced output files but a collective effort
of several physicists was needed in order to assess the measured changes and
sign off the physics performance of the new software as equivalent to the pre-
vious one. The astonishing aspect of this performance improvement campaign
is that there was no degradation observed in the quality of the final physics
results produced by the CMS experiment.

Future outlook
As already mentioned, major efforts have already been deployed to measure
and improve existing HEP software in terms of improving CPU performance
and reducing memory and storage requirements. However, in the next 10 years
increases in instantaneous luminosity are expected that will greatly strain the
available resources and so efforts to improve performance need to be redoubled.
With each progressive increase in the luminosity of the LHC the number of ad-
ditional soft collisions per bunch crossing will increase, from the current level
of 20-30 at L = 7 × 1033/cm2/s to up to 140 during operation of the HL-LHC.
This will result in a sharp increase in the overall per-event processing time.
In general we expect that the High Level Trigger (HLT) and event recon-
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struction will become relatively more costly with increasing pile-up events.
For example, measurements made by CMS on modern CPUs with Intels
Hyper-Threading technology show that the HLT processing time increases
more than linearly with increasing instantaneous luminosity [12]. The cost of
simulation will scale to first order with the total number of events, whereas
data analysis is a mix of activities, some of which scale as the number of events
and some which scale as their complexity. Thus optimization in all software
domains can yield huge cost benefits in terms of overall computing resource
requirements.

In the past we have been able to rely on industry to deliver exponential
increases in performance per unit cost over time, as described by Moore’s
Law. However this is already impossible to achieve today since the current
technology limitations, in particular regarding power consumption, have led
to profound changes in the architecture of modern CPU chips. In the past
software could run unchanged on successive processor generations and
achieve performance gains that follow Moore’s Law. This has allowed soft-
ware designs based on simple, sequential programming models to scale eas-
ily in terms of obtaining steady increases in performance.

The era of scaling such sequential applications is now over. Changes in
CPU architecture imply significantly more software parallelism as well as ex-
ploitation of specialized floating point capabilities. Therefore it is timely to re-
view the structure and performance of our data processing software to ensure
that it can continue to be adapted and further developed in order to run effi-
ciently on new hardware. This represents a major paradigm-shift in software
design and implies large scale re-engineering of data structures and algo-
rithms.

A dedicated R&D and upgrade programme for software and computing
has been started in order to meet our future scientific goals at the LHC. A num-
ber of “demonstrators” are being developed for exercising different capabilities,
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with the goal being to identify the best tools, technologies (libraries) and mod-
els for use in all HEP application domains: simulation, reconstruction and
analysis.

To limit the power consumption, the power hungry x86-64 “large” cores
of yesterday are being replaced, wholly or in part, by simpler and less power
hungry “small” cores. These smaller cores effectively remove some of the com-
plexity added, at the expense of increased power, in the period when indus-
try was still making single core performance scale with Moore’s Law. The
result is expected to be ever-greater numbers of these smaller cores, perhaps
with specialized functions, such as large vector units, and typically with
smaller memory caches. Exploiting these devices fully will also push applica-
tions to make larger structural code changes to introduce significantly more
fine-grained parallelism.

Traditionally HEP experiments have exploited multiple cores by having
each core process in parallel different HEP “events”; this is an example of a so-
called embarrassingly parallel problem that results in speedup factors that
scale with the number of cores. However a trend towards many (100s) cores
on a single socket is expected in the near future, whilst technical limitations
on connecting them to shared memory could reduce the amount of memory
that can be accessed efficiently by a single core. This causes a major problem
for experiments running at the LHC, since planned increases in luminosity
are expected to result in more complex events with higher memory require-
ments. One is led to conclude that in future we will need to efficiently use
multiple cores to process a single event, i.e., move towards finer-grain paral-
lelism in our data processing applications. This needs to be done both to im-
prove throughput reducing memory requirements (footprint and bandwidth)
and to expose parallelism to the algorithms that can be then optimized on ad-
vanced CPUs (incorporating vectorization, instruction pipelining and so on),
or on GPUs.

It is also well known that projects with very long lifetimes pose signifi-
cant challenges for maintenance and sustainability of the related software sys-
tems. The lifespan of LHC software is more than 30 years and in that time it
is subjected to continuous change. Without constant attention software rap-
idly accumulates attributes that inevitably result in a significant degradation
in reliability and performance. Although the operational phase of the LHC
started relatively recently, the development of LHC software started more than
15 years ago. Our software packages have evolved greatly over time, growing
more complex in the process. A period of refactoring is now required in order
to ensure its future maintainability. This involves
. adapting to new requirements, in particular those relating to future opera-

tion of the LHC;
. evolving to use more powerful software standards (e.g., C++11) and tech-

nologies; 
. removal of obsolete functionality; 
. the further identification and removal of software defects so as to prevent

system failures.
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On the morning of September 10, 2008, almost every office at CERN was de-
serted. The staff was packed into the many lecture rooms around the site to
which images of the LHC control room were being transmitted. Little known
to the people working in the control room, the same images were being
beamed to TV stations all around the globe. The atmosphere was electric.

The LHC control center on the morning of September 10, 2008.
At precisely 9:30 in the morning, almost 15 years after approval, a beam

was injected into the LHC. A bright spot was registered on a thin fluorescent
screen at the entrance to the machine as the beam passed through it. An ab-
sorber block was moved into the machine aperture at the end of the first oc-
tant and the beam was observed to strike a second screen just upstream of the
block on the very first shot, a journey of a little over 3 km. Over the next hour,
the beam was coaxed around the ring from octant to octant. Finally, after the
last absorber was removed, the beam made its first full revolution, evidenced
by two small spots on the first screen, that of the injected beam and after it had
made the first full 27-km revolution. A collective sigh of relief around CERN
was almost audible. There were no obstructions in the vacuum chamber, as
had been the case for a previous machine, and the polarities of the magnets
guiding and focusing the beam seemed to be correct. This first step was fol-
lowed not only by the CERN staff responsible for building the machine but
also by an audience of millions of people around the world.

Two small spots signaled the completion of the first turn of a proton
beam around the LHC.

In the days that followed, rapid progress was made in getting a beam to
circulate with very good lifetime. The Radio Frequency system was tuned to
“capture” the beam, keeping it tightly bunched and it was centered in the vac-
uum chamber with remarkable precision. All bode well for a fast and smooth
commissioning.

Then disaster struck. Before the September 10 injection test, seven of the
eight octants had been tested up to the full energy of 5 TeV to be used for the
first year of operation. For lack of time, the eighth octant had only been tested
up to 4 TeV. As this last octant was being ramped up to its nominal energy,
a flurry of alarms reached the control consoles and the safety systems were ac-
tivated to protect the machine. Over the next few hours, it was found that the
root cause of the problem was a failure of one of 50,000 soldered joints,
which would have been a minor incident for a conventional machine but not



for the LHC. Just warming up the faulty sector for repair would take 5-6
weeks, but it was found that there had also been quite considerable collateral
damage due to overpressure in the helium circuits.

Once more, it was necessary to call on the resourcefulness and consid-
erable resilience of the CERN staff. The first priority was to understand the se-
quence of events and to develop methods sensitive enough to detect any small
anomaly elsewhere in the machine to avoid the possibility of such an event
ever happening again. The second was to initiate the repair.

After a period during which the temperature of the magnets in question
was allowed to rise close to room temperature, inspections started and the
amount of collateral damage was assessed. 

It quickly became clear that during the ramping-up of current in the main
dipole circuit at the nominal rate of 10 A/s, a resistive zone developed in one
of the soldered high-current joints leading in less than one second to a resistive
voltage of 1 V at 9 kA. The power supply, unable to maintain the current
ramp, tripped off and the energy discharge switch opened, inserting dump
resistors into the circuit to produce a fast current decrease. In this sequence of
events, the quench detection, power converter and energy discharge systems
behaved as expected. Prior to this fast discharge, it is certain that a magnet
quench can be excluded as the cause of the initial event. During the discharge,
many magnet quenches were triggered automatically in the arc and the helium
from their cold masses was recovered through the self-actuated relief valves.

In less than a second, an electrical arc developed, puncturing the helium
enclosure and leading to a release of helium into the insulation vacuum of the
cryostat. After 3 and 4 seconds, the beam vacuum also degraded in beam
pipes 2 and 1, respectively. Then the insulation vacuum started to degrade in
the two neighboring subsectors.

The spring-loaded relief discs on the vacuum enclosure opened when the
pressure exceeded atmospheric, thus releasing helium into the tunnel, but they
were unable to contain the pressure rise below the nominal 0.15 MPa in the
vacuum enclosure of the central subsector, thus resulting in large pressure
forces acting on the vacuum barriers separating the central subsector from the
neighboring subsectors.

After restoring power and services in the tunnel and ensuring mechanical
stability of the magnets, the investigation teams proceeded to open up the
cryostat sleeves in the interconnections between magnets, starting from the
central subsector. This confirmed the location of the electrical arc, showed
absence of electrical and mechanical damage in neighboring interconnections,
but revealed contamination by soot-like dust which propagated over some
distance in the beam pipes. It also showed damage to the multilayer insulation
blankets of the cryostats. The forces on the vacuum barriers attached to the
quadrupoles at the subsector ends were such that the cryostats housing these
quadrupoles broke their anchors in the concrete floor of the tunnel and were
moved away from their original positions, with the electric and fluid
connections pulling the dipole cold masses in the subsector from the cold
internal supports inside their un-displaced cryostats. The displacement of the
quadrupoles cryostats damaged “jumper” connections to the cryogenic
distribution line, but without rupturing its insulation vacuum.

The exact cause of the joint failure will never be known since the evidence
literally vaporized. The most plausible explanation is that the joint in question
was badly brazed and escaped the quality control procedure. It only requires
a few micro-Ohms of resistance in the joint to provoke such an incident and
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this is very difficult to measure in the noisy environment of the tunnel. Analysis
of the “post-mortem” data after the incident nevertheless revealed some telltale
signs that could be used to search for other weak joints. A few were found and
corrected.

It was established that the number of magnets to be repaired was 53,
including 14 quadrupoles and 39 dipoles. Fortunately sufficient spares were
available to make the exchange, 30 dipoles and 7 quadrupoles were replaced
by spares and 16 magnets were reused after minor intervention. In the
meantime all damaged magnets were repaired and the stock of spares
replenished.

After a herculean effort of CERN staff and contractors, protons were
once more injected into the LHC on October 23, 2009. In view of the
accident, it was decided to limit the LHC to the reduced energy of 3.5 GeV
per beam, later rising to 4 GeV until a full inspection of all the high-current
joints could be made during a 2-year shutdown scheduled for 2013-14. As it
turned out, this energy was totally sufficient for the discovery of the Higgs
boson!

During the first long shutdown, all joints were inspected and the green
light was given to take the machine to its full energy of 14 TeV, although a
decision was taken to operate for some time at 13 TeV in order to avoid too
many magnet quenches.

Setbacks are a part of life in any project of this size. The recovery from
this one is a tribute to the resilience and dedication of all concerned. The beam
was once again circulating by November 29, 2009, more than a year after
the accident, when full commissioning and operation could start in earnest. 
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6.2
COMMISSIONING AND OPERATION
Commissioning
Michael Lamont



The design beam parameters of the LHC are challenging and demand exquisite
levels of control backed with high-performing and reliable beam instrumenta-
tion. There is a huge amount of energy in the magnets and in the beam, and
the potential for serious damage means that machine protection must be taken
seriously at all times. The commissioning phase must therefore find a safe way
to boot-strap the machine in a reasonable time. With the beam, one enters new
commissioning territory; more-or-less everything must work at the same time. 

A key part of the approach was to work with a low number of bunches
with low bunch population and thus avoid any potential damage to the ma-
chine. This tactic was held in place during the initial commissioning in 2008
and 2009, and during the first half of 2010.

The main threads of the commissioning program are outlined below. 
. The nominal operational cycle which brings the beam through injection, the

energy ramp, the squeeze, and into collision was a prime driver. The
process involves tightly synchronized changes in settings of the vast ma-
jority of beam related hardware (RF, collimators, power converters, trans-
verse dampers, feedback systems) – all of which have to be at least partially
commissioned with the beam before their operational use.

. Hardware systems have to be commissioned iteratively throughout the
whole cycle with beam. These include: power converters, collimation, in-
jection protection devices, injection system, beam dump system, beam
dump protection devices, and the radio frequency system. All supercon-
ducting magnet circuits must be cold and qualified to the requisite energy.

. As a diagnostic, the beam naturally reveals any shortcomings in the con-
struction, alignment, polarity, and cabling of the machine. Indeed, many of
the first checks with the beam are designed to reveal any problems in these
areas. The aperture of the ring should be clear, which the beam immediately
confirms before highlighting any potential misalignment of the machine.
Polarity or cabling errors of magnets and instrumentation are systemati-
cally checked and corrected as required. Optics measurements reveal the
validity of the magnetic model and the machine settings.

. Beam instrumentation, beam synchronous timing and the machinery of trig-
gered measurement acquisition are important prerequisites for the whole
program and must be made available in the early stages. Key here are the
large distributed systems, i.e., the beam loss monitors (BLMs) and beam po-
sition monitors (BPMs). Also important are measurement and correction
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of the tune, chromaticity and coupling. Beam-size measurement via in-
struments such as wire-scanners and synchrotron light monitors also pro-
vide useful confirmation that things are in order.

. Beam-related machine protection systems all have to be commissioned and
rigorously tested with the beam. 

. Important high-level software agents have to be deployed and de-bugged.
These include: magnet model, machine optics, aperture model, injection
quality checks, beam quality checks, optics measurements and correction,
orbit measurement and correction. A huge swath of high-level application
software, related database configuration and operational tools such as the
sequencer again have to be deployed and de-bugged.

Historically the commissioning effort was clearly punctuated by the Septem-
ber 19, 2008 incident described above. Although the incident was a severe
blow to CERN and the LHC community, it did provide a hiatus of which full
use was made.

The initial commissioning phase in 2008 was made up of a compre-
hensive program of hardware commissioning of the cold circuits and associ-
ated systems, a series of transfer line and injection tests with beam, and a
program of dry runs leading into a machine checkout phase.

The hardware commissioning team performed rigorous tests of all mag-
net circuits designed to qualify them for high current operation. Here the cir-
cuits range from the main dipole circuits – 154 dipoles of given sector powered
in series at up to 12,000 A – to the small 55 A single orbit corrector circuits.
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For the powering of individual circuits, several cycles at different current levels
were performed to study the performance of the magnets, the efficiency of the
protection mechanisms (by provoking fast aborts and even quenches), and to
check the functionality of the powering interlock system and of the power con-
verters (via provoked powering failures). This was a huge job and the number
of individual tests counted in the thousands. It is worth noting that similar tests
to re-qualify the circuits are systematically performed before each year’s run.

Before commissioning the circuits in situ, valuable experience had been
gained on the full-scale magnet test stand. String 1 and 2 brought together cryo-
genics, magnet, quench protection, energy extraction, cold mass instrumenta-
tion, cold powering and distribution, and controls. Following on from this the
collaboration of the same teams continued in the massive magnet test program
during reception of the individual magnets. It is clear that the understanding
and teamwork established was to serve the LHC well in the years ahead.

The injection tests, dry runs and machine checkout program saw a full run
through and tests of a rather long list: extraction, transfer lines, injection, syn-
chronization, injection sequencing, timing, beam interlocks, collimators, high level
vacuum control, software interlocks, beam instrumentation, beam dumps, cold
circuits as available, magnet model, sequencer, alarms, controls infrastructure, log-
ging, databases, high level software, optics, orbit software, and so on. These ex-
ercises were an extremely valuable precursor to full beam commissioning and
certainly paved the way for rapid progress when the full machine became available.

Hardware commissioning, injection tests and dry runs were performed
from the CERN Control Centre (CCC) and this period can be considered as a
serious learning process as the various teams got to grips with the enormity and
complexity of the LHC. Teams had spent years developing their systems, some-
times in glorious isolation. This compartmentalization follows the natural de-
lineation of expertise, however, all systems have to work together at the same
time to operate a machine. While a significant effort had been made to ensure
compatibility, the required communication between systems and the necessary
high-level functionality, it was a real challenge to bring it all together for cen-
tralized operation from the control room.

Nonetheless things progressed well in 2008. The cold circuits were almost
fully commissioned to 5 TeV. The injection tests had gone well and the beam had
been threaded around a number of sectors of the machine. First circulating beams
were quickly established on September 10, 2008. Rapid progress was made in the
short time between September 10 and 19 when both beams were circulated and
captured, and beam-based commissioning of a number of system was started.

3. Circulating beam as seen by the RF
system on September 10, 2008. 
Each vertical yellow line presents one
turn of the bunch. 

4. Summary of the first two days 
of circulating beam. 
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This was a time of furious debugging of all systems from timing and syn-
chronization to beam instrumentation and high-level parameter control. In-
teresting shortcomings were revealed in a number of areas. If commissioning
had continued these would have been resolved online so to speak and progress
would have perhaps been held back.

One thing the September 19 event did do was to provide a chance to
feed-forward the lessons of 2008 across the board. This led to consolidation
and improvement to controls, hardware systems, instrumentation and soft-
ware, which meant that the LHC was in a good state of preparedness when
commissioning restarted in 2009. The machine was not alone in this regard
and the experiments also made good use of the recovery time to be fully pre-
pared by the time of the restart.

In 2009 the hardware commissioning program again saw systematic test-
ing of all cold circuits and protection systems, this time to a target energy of
3.5 TeV. Lessons had been learnt following the 2008 incident and the tests
were duly extended in tandem with the deployment of a new quench protec-
tion system. The resultant performance of the cold machine is testament to the
diligence that was brought to bear during this exercise.

The beam was circulated again on November 20, 2009. Once the
beam was back there was rapid progress in the three and a half weeks avail-
able in November to December, as key systems went through at least their
initial commissioning phases. Collisions with stable beam conditions were
established at 450 GeV, and the ramp to the maximum energy at the time
of 1.18 TeV was successfully attempted. All beam-based systems were at
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5. CCC: restart with beam 2009.

6. CCC: first ramp to 1.18 TeV.

7. CCC March 30, 2010 - first collisions
at 3.5 TeV.

8. CCC March 30, 2010 - first collisions
at 3.5 TeV – relief.
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Table 1. LHC milestones 2009-2010.

least partially commissioned and LHC operations managed to start to mas-
ter the control of a hugely complex machine.

After the 2009 Christmas technical stop, which saw continued consoli-
dation of the quench protection system, commissioning started again in the
New Year. Progress was rapid with first colliding beams at 3.5 TeV being es-
tablished under the watchful eye of the media on March 30, 2010. It was a
tense day in the control room with the scheduled collisions delayed by two un-
successful ramps. In the following days squeeze commissioning successfully re-
duced the * to 2.0 m in all four experiments. The main milestones from these
two intense commissioning periods are summarized in Table 1.

Date Milestone
20 November Injection of both beams, rough RF capture
21 November Circulating beam 1
22 November Circulating beam 2
23 November First pilot collisions at 450 GeV - first trial ramp
26 November Pre-cycle established - energy matching
29 November Ramp to 1.08 TeV and then 1.18 TeV
14 December Ramp 2 on 2 to 1.18 TeV - collisions in all four experiments
14 December 16 on 16 at 450 GeV - Stable Beams
16 December Ramped 4 on 4 to 1.18 TeV - collisions in all four experiments
27 February First injection of 2010
28 February Circulating beams
5 March Canonical two beam operation
8 March Collimation setup at 450 GeV
19 March Beams to 3.5 TeV
30 March 3.5 TeV collisions - Stable Beams
23 April Squeezed ( * = 2 m) - Stable Beams

Nominal cycle
Luminosity production is driven by repeated execution of the nominal cycle. A
clear goal of the commissioning program was to bed-in the complex sequence
of tasks required to safely inject, ramp, squeeze and collide the beams. Per-
forming this with low intensity with frequent manual intervention is one thing;
establishing it as a fully debugged semi-automatic operational sequence for use
with high intensity beams is another. The key here is to ensure full and proper
functioning of the machine protection and to ensure that potentially dangerous
situations are not accessible in case of operator error or hardware malfunction.
It took many iterations for full confidence to be established, and it wasn’t until
August 2010 that it was deemed acceptable to pass the 2 MJ per beam barrier.

Transfer and injection from the SPS into the LHC is a complex process
and a lot of work went into establishing clean and safe injection of the high
intensity beams from the SPS. A full program of beam-based checks was per-
formed and included: positioning of injection protection devices with respect
to the beam, positioning of transfer line collimators, aperture checks and kicker
waveform checks. Ensuring high quality injection requires close monitoring
and frequent optimization of a wide number of variables. Understanding of
the issues and development of the required tools started in earnest during this
period.

Beam commissioning – key results
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The full set of instrumentation and associated hardware and software
was commissioned and made more-or-less operational. Measurement and con-
trol of the key beam parameters (orbit, tune, chromaticity, coupling, disper-
sion) became routine. Within a short time, the critical BPM system was
returning the closed orbit at something like 10 Hz and turn-by-turn data was
available for optics measurements. The BLM system consists of around 4,000
monitors distributed around the ring and it performed impeccably. Beam sizes
were measured using the synchrotron light monitors and wire-scanners. 

Energy matching between the SPS and LHC revealed only small energy
differences between the two beams. The experiments’ solenoids were brought
on without fuss and the associated coupling and orbit perturbations corrected.
LHCb and ALICE’s dipoles were brought on at their operational values
throughout the cycle. 

Two-beam operation was established both with and without separation
bumps. Optics checks were performed and the beta beating measured and
corrections made. A full program of polarity checks of correctors and beam po-
sition monitors was executed; only a few errors were found.

A fully consistent set of machine settings was deployed at injection and
for the ramp. These incorporated the output of the LHC magnet model. For
the RF system the necessary parameter control was deployed (e.g., frequency
and voltage control in the ramp). Given some rigorous preparation the ramp
was commissioned remarkably easily. Reproducibility in the ramp looked very
good enabling tune feed-forward to be deployed successfully. Tune feedback
based on the continuous FFT mode of the tune measurement system worked
for the first ramps and was then used systematically. Real time acquisition of
the closed orbit in the ramp was immediately available. 

As of April 2010, the squeeze was commissioned to * = 2 m in all four
experiments. The squeeze mechanics took some sorting out and a phase of fu-
rious debugging took place. However, once the problems had been resolved
the squeeze proved to be smooth with excellent reproducibility and only slight
lifetime dips. 

When going into collisions at the end of the squeeze, the separation
bumps were collapsed in all four IPs simultaneously. The process took about
a minute. Lifetimes dips were observed but after some gentle working point
optimization the beam lifetime remained at over 25 hours during the process.

There was a rigorous program of measurements and tests to qualify the LHC
Beam Dump System (LBDS) with the beam. These included: beam-based
alignment of the protection devices in the vicinity of the beam dump, aperture
scans, extraction tests and asynchronous beam dump tests with de-bunched
beam. Commissioning of the various sub-systems also took place: e.g. the
beam energy tracking System (BETS), external post operation checks (XPOC),
internal post operation checks (IPOC), interaction with the timing system and
synchronization between RF and the abort gap. 

The collimation system saw excellent initial beam-based commissioning
following careful preparation and tests. The initial phase included a full pro-
gram of beam-based positioning during which the hierarchy was established.
Encouragingly this appeared to be respected in planned and unplanned beam-
loss tests provided the orbit had been corrected to the reference. The colli-
mation set-up remains valid over an extended period, relying on orbit
reproducibility and optics stability.
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The machine protection system (MPS) is mission critical
and is vitally important for LHC operation over the safe
beam limit. In essence it comprises the beam interlock system
(BIS) and the safe machine parameter system (SMP). The BIS
relies on inputs from a large multitude of users, and triggers
a beam abort on demand. The SMP distributes key data such
as energy and beam intensity to client systems. The commis-
sioning period saw a wide range of tests and thorough veri-
fication of all systems involved.

The beam drives a subtle interplay of the LBDS, the colli-
mation system and protection devices, which rely on a well-de-
fined aperture, orbit and optics for guaranteed safe operation.
The MPS itself has worked as advertised, always pulling a beam
abort when called upon to do so. The LBDS, orbit and colli-
mation have been demonstrated as safe for the given aperture
and optics. Guaranteeing this at all phases of operation is vital.

Superb performance of the power converters supplying
current to the magnets was anticipated in the design phase, and
there was excellent agreement between demanded and meas-

ured current and close to perfect tracking between the converters around the ring.
There was good performance from the key RF systems: power, beam

control, low level and diagnostics. Establishing capture was fast and efficient,
the frequency and voltage ramps worked on the first attempts. Cogging be-
tween the bunches of the counter-rotating beams was established with the in-
teraction point being re-positioned to the satisfaction of the experiments.

In general, the performance of beam instrumentation was excellent and
underpinned much of the subsequent progress.

Software and controls have benefited from a coherent approach and early
deployment on the injectors and transfer lines and have facilitated rather than
hampered commissioning – this is certainly not a given. After the inevitable
debugging, things have settled down and operations enjoys some excellent fa-
cilities and functionality.

These were exciting times with the culmination of years of work made manifest
in the process of establishing circulating beams, ramping, squeezing and pro-
ducing the first collisions. There was a huge amount of media attention and the
appearance of TV cameras and associated paraphernalia in the control room be-
came routine. The two major events of the commissioning era were first circu-
lating beams on September 10, 2008 and first collisions at 3.5 TeV on March 30,
2010. For both of these the press office saw fit to invite the world’s media, set
up satellite links, arrange numerous interviews and such. Combined with back-
ground attention engendered by firstly the “Can the LHC produce black holes?”
debate and secondly the LHC’s supporting role in Angels and Demons, the LHC
enjoyed a huge amount of coverage and in some ways became a global brand.

One particular anecdote illustrates the phenomenon. A group of jour-
nalists being showed around the control room had explained to them that a
power drop to part of the LHC had apparently been caused by a bird short-
ing out the busbars of an electrical compensator. The evidence was some
crumbs and a baguette lying under some busbars (see Fig. 5). One of the jour-
nalists who worked for The Register ran an article entitled “Large Hadron Col-
lider Scuttled by Birdy Baguette-Bomber”, and the story went global.
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9. The remains of a baguette 
that launched a media storm.

Media interest
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2010
Essentially 2010 was devoted to commissioning and then establishing confi-
dence in operational procedures and the machine protection system before
starting the process of ramping up the number of bunches in the beam.

In June the decision was taken to go for bunches with nominal popula-
tion (1.15 × 1011). Up to this point, in deference to machine protection con-
cerns, only around 1/5 of the nominal bunch population was used. The move
to nominal bunch population involved another extended commissioning pe-
riod which included the need to stabilize single beam instabilities using oc-
tupoles, and the suppression of coherent beam-beam modes in colliding
beams. There was a halting push through nominal intensity commissioning to
a total stored beam energy of around 1 to 3 MJ. The LHC then held at or
around this range for around 3 weeks. This period of steady running was used
to fully verify machine protection and operational procedures. 

To further increase the number of bunches, the move to 150 ns bunch
trains was made and the crossing angles spanning the experiments’ insertion
region brought on. This necessitated a re-set up of the tertiary collimators and
another full set of loss maps. A number of ramps and squeezes were necessary
and the exercise was used as an opportunity to bed in the operational sequence.

A phased increase in total intensity was then performed. Before each
step-up in number of bunches, an operational and machine protection vali-
dation was performed. Each step-up was followed by a few days running pe-
riod to check system performance. The proton run finished with beams of 368
bunches of around 1.2 × 1011 protons per bunch, and a peak luminosity of
2.1× 1032 cm–2s–1. The operational year ended with a successful 4-week lead-
lead ion run.

2011
The beam energy remained at 3.5 TeV in 2011 and the year saw combined
exploitation and the exploration of performance limits. Re-commissioning
with beam after the Christmas technical stop took around 3 weeks. There was
a ramp-up to around 200 bunches (75 ns bunch spacing) taking about 
2 weeks. Multi-bunch injection commissioning also took place during this phase.

There was then a scrubbing run of 10 days which included 50 ns bunch
train injection commissioning. After an encouraging performance the decision
was taken to operate with 50 ns bunch spacing. A staged ramp-up in the num-
ber of bunches then took place with 50 ns beam up to a maximum of 1,380
bunches.

Having raised the number of bunches to 1,380, performance was fur-
ther increased by reducing the transverse size of the beams delivered by the
injectors and by gently increasing the bunch population. The result was a
peak luminosity of 2.4 × 1033 cm–2s–1 and some healthy delivery rates which
topped 90 pb–1 in 24 hours.

The next step-up in peak luminosity followed a reduction in * in ATLAS
and CMS from 1.5 m to 1 m. This was made possible by careful measure-
ments of the available aperture in the interaction regions concerned. These
measurements revealed excellent aperture consistent with a very good align-
ment and close to design mechanical tolerances. The reduction in * and fur-
ther gentle increases in bunch population produced a peak luminosity of 3.8
× 1033 cm–2s–1, well beyond expectations at the start of the year. A total of
around 5.6 fb–1 was delivered to both ATLAS and CMS.
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2012/2013
2012 was a production year at an increased beam energy of 4 TeV. The choice
was made to continue to exploit 50 ns bunch spacing and to run with a total
number of bunches of around 1,380. Based on the experience of 2011, the
decision was taken to operate with tight collimator settings. The tighter colli-
mator hierarchy shadows the inner triplet magnets more effectively and al-
lowed a more aggressive squeeze to a *of 0.6 m.

The peak luminosity was quickly close to its maximum for the year. This
was followed by determined and long running attempts to improve peak per-
formance. These were successful to a certain extent, revealed some interesting
issues at high bunch and total beam intensity, but had little effect on inte-
grated rates. Beam instabilities, although never debilitating, were a reoccurring
problem and there were phases when they cut into operational efficiency.

By the middle of the year another 6 fb–1 had been delivered to both
ATLAS and CMS. Combined with the 2011 dataset, this paved the way for
the announcement of the Higgs discovery on July 4, 2012.

It was very long operational year and included the extension of the pro-
ton-proton run until December resulting in the shift of a four week proton-lead
run to 2013. Integrated rates were healthy at around the 1 fb–1 per week level
and this allowed a total for the year of about 23 fb–1 to be delivered to both
ATLAS and CMS.
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The primary aim of long shutdown 1 (LS1: 2013 to 2014) was the consoli-
dation of the superconducting splices in the magnet interconnects following
the incident of 2008. The successful completion of this work allowed the cur-
rent in the main dipole and quadrupole circuits to be increased to the 6.5 TeV
level in 2015. Besides this, a huge amount of maintenance and other consol-
idation work was performed. Key LS1 activities are outlined below. 
. All interconnect splices were measured and any suspect ones repaired. There

are approximately 1,700 interconnects in the machine each with 6 splices
(2 splices for the main dipoles and 4 for the 2 main quadrupole circuits). 

. The interconnect splices were consolidated with shunts and an insulation
box. 

. The installation of pressure release mechanisms on cryostats was com-
pleted. 

. Magnet consolidation included the exchange of a number of weak cryo-
magnets. 

. Consolidation of the current lead feed-boxes (DFBAs) was performed. 

. Measures to further reduce the effect of beam induced radiation to the tun-
nel electronics were deployed. These consisted of a combination of equip-
ment relocations at 4 LHC points, additional shielding and critical system
upgrades (QPS, power converter controls). 

. Collimators with integrated button BPMs (tertiary collimators and a few
secondary collimators) were installed. 

. The LHC experiments also saw extensive consolidation and upgrades. 

. There was a lot of other maintenance work covering cryogenics, quench
protection, electrical infrastructure, cooling and ventilation, Radio Fre-
quency system, beam dump absorbers and kickers, exchange of dump
switches, and electron cloud mitigation. 

The principle aims of 2015 were to re-commission the machine without the
beam following the major consolidation and upgrades that took place during
LS1, and from a beam perspective to safely establish operations at 6.5 TeV
with 25 ns bunch spacing.

The beam configuration targeted was close to nominal, i.e., 25 ns bunch
spacing with around 2,800 bunches of near nominal bunch intensity (1.15 ×
1011 protons per bunch). A lower * implies larger beams in the triplet mag-
nets on the either side of the high luminosity experiments and here aperture
concerns dictated caution. A relatively relaxed * of 80 cm in ATLAS and CMS
was chosen to provide some aperture margin in inner triplets and thereby less
rigorous demands on the collimator settings required to protect said aperture.
The ultimate * for Run 2 was envisaged at this stage to be around * = 40 cm
and this value was tested in machine development during the year.

Recommissioning at 6.5 TeV with a bunch spacing of 25 ns was antici-
pated to be more of a challenge than previous operations at 4 TeV with 50 ns
beams. The increased energy implies lower quench margins and thus lower
tolerance to beam loss. The hardware (beam dumps, power converters, mag-
nets) is pushed closer to maximum with potential knock-on effects to avail-
ability. The 25 ns beam was anticipated to have a significantly higher
electron-cloud than that experienced with 50 ns. It also implies higher total
beam current and also higher intensity per injection. All of these factors came
into play in 2015 making for a challenging year.
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Two scrubbing runs delivered good beam conditions for around 1,500
bunches per beam after a concerted campaign to re-condition the beam vac-
uum. However, electron cloud, anticipated to be more of a problem with the
nominal 25 ns bunch-spacing beam, was still significant at the end of the
scrubbing campaign. 

The initial 50 ns and 25 ns intensity ramp-up phase was tough going
and had to contend with a number of issues, including earth faults, unidenti-
fied falling objects (UFOs – see below), an unidentified aperture restriction in
a main dipole, and radiation affecting specific electronic components in the
tunnel. Combined, these problems made operations difficult during this phase
but nonetheless the LHC was able to operate with up to 460 bunches and to
deliver some luminosity to the experiments albeit with poor efficiency.

The second phase of the ramp-up following a technical stop at the start
of September was dominated by the electron cloud generated heat load and
the subsequent challenge for cryogenics, which had to wrestle with transients
and operation close to their cooling power limits. The ramp-up in number of
bunches was consequently slow but steady culminating in the final figure for
the year of 2,244 bunches per beam. 

Importantly, electron cloud generated during physics at 6.5 TeV served
to slowly condition the surface of the beam screens in the cold sectors and so
reduce the heat load at a given intensity. As time passed, this effect opened a
margin for the use of more bunches. Operations of the cryogenics was thus
kept close to the acceptable maximum heat-load and at the same time in the
most effective scrubbing regime. The number of bunches was maximized given
the limits from heat-load by exploiting the possibility of introducing gaps into
the bunch configuration.

12. Summary of 2015 performance
showing evolution of total number of
bunches, peak and integrated luminosity.
Image courtesy of Giovanni Iadarola.
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The overall machine availability is a critical factor in integrated lumi-
nosity delivery and remained respectable with around 32% of the scheduled
time spent in Stable Beams during the final period of proton-proton physics
from September to November. By the end of the 2015 proton run, 2,244
bunches per beam were giving peak luminosities of 5.5×1033 cm–2s–1 in the
high luminosity experiments with a total delivered integrated luminosity of
around 4 fb–1 delivered to both ATLAS and CMS. Leveled luminosity of 
3 × 1032 cm–2s–1 in LHCb and 5×1030 cm–2s–1 in ALICE was provided through-
out the run.

One of the LHC’s main operational priorities is the proton-proton physics
program and the delivery of high peak luminosity and high integrated lumi-
nosity to ATLAS and CMS. Simultaneously it must deliver luminosity at lower
rates to LHCb and ALICE respecting the experiments’ pile-up limitations.

Basic variations on the equation for the luminosity of a collider are
shown in equations (1) and (2). 

(1)

Assuming round beams and equal values of the beta function for both
beams in both planes, this may be expressed: 

(2)

Here: 
. N is the number of particles per bunch 
. kb is the number of bunches 
. f is the revolution frequency 
. is the usual relativistic factor 
. x* and y* are the horizontal and vertical beam sizes at the interaction

point 
. n is the normalized emittance 
. * is the value of the beta function at the interaction point 
. F is the geometrical reduction factor arising from the crossing angle .

The second variation (2) nicely illustrates the parameters that the LHC
exploited in Run 1 and the start of Run 2 in the search for instantaneous lu-
minosity performance. The approach in Run 1 was affected by the need to op-
erate at 3.5 and then 4 TeV. Because of the inherently bigger beams at lower
energy, there was the opportunity to exploit the injectors’ ability to produce
a high brightness, high intensity 50 ns beam without violating the pile-up ca-
pability of the experiments. Conditions in this regard were challenging but
the high luminosity experiments adapted well to the conditions.

Consequently, one of the main features of operations in 2011 and 2012
was the use of the high bunch population with 50 ns bunch spacing with
lower emittance than nominal. Happily, the LHC was capable of absorbing
these brighter beams, notably from a beam-beam perspective. In short, the
LHC achieved good luminosity performance between 2010 and 2012 via the
following.
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N2kb f

4πσx*σy*

L = F
N2kb fγ
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. Exploiting the important advantage that high bunch intensities bring (lu-
minosity is proportional to N2,b). Here the bunch intensity has been up to
150% of nominal with the 50 ns bunch spacing.

. The normalized emittance going into collisions has been around 70% of nom-
inal. This is thanks to very good injector performance and the ability to
conserve the emittance through the Booster, PS and SPS.

. It has proved possible to squeeze to a *of 60 cm thanks to the measure-
ment of good aperture in the interaction regions (credit is due to alignment,
respect of mechanical tolerances, optics measurement and correction, and
orbit correction and stability). 

As noted above, 2015 saw the move to 25 ns bunch spacing and the
use of nearer to nominal beam parameters, i.e., a target of 2,748 bunches per
beam and a bunch population of around 1.15 × 1011 protons per bunch. By
the end of the 2015 proton run, 2,244 bunches per beam were giving peak
luminosities of 5.0 × 1033 cm–2s–1 in the high luminosity experiments.

The corresponding values for the main peak luminosity related parame-
ters of the LHC from 2010 to 2015 are shown in Table 2. The design report
values are shown for comparison. Remembering that the beam size is natu-
rally larger at lower energy, it can be seen that in Run 1 the LHC achieved
77% of design luminosity at 4/7 of the design energy with a * of 0.6 m (cf.
design value of 0.55 m) with half the nominal number of bunches. The start
of Run 2 was encouraging with about 50% of design luminosity delivered
with 80% of the nominal number of bunches and a relaxed * of 0.8 m. 

The performance described above is on the back of some excellent system per-
formance and some fundamental operational characteristics of the LHC. Very
good understanding of the beam physics and a good level of operational con-
trol was established and the following features related to beam-based opera-
tion may be elucidated.
. The linear optics is well measured and remarkably close to the machine

model. The bare beta-beating is acceptable and has been corrected to ex-
cellent. The availability of multi-turn orbit measurements and impressive
analysis tools should be noted.
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Table 2. Evolution of key LHC
performance parameters during Run 1
and the start of Run 2.

Parameter 2010 2011 2012 2015 Design
Beam energy [TeV] 3.5 3.5 4 6.5 7
* in IP 1 and 5 [m] 2.0/3.5 1.5/1.0 0.6 80 0.55

Bunch spacing [ns] 150 75/50 50 25 25
Number of bunches 368 1380 1380 2244 2808
Protons per bunch 1.2×1011 1.45×1011 1.7×1011 1.2×1011 1.15×1011

Normalized emittance
[mm.mrad] ≈2.0 ≈2.4 ≈2.5 ≈3.5 3.75
Peak luminosity [cm–2s–1] 2.1×1032 3.7×1033 7.7×1033 5.0×1033 1×1034

Max. mean number of 
events per bunch crossing 4 17 37 16 19
Stored beam energy [MJ] ≈28 ≈110 ≈140 ≈270 362

Overview of LHC operational characteristics
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. There is excellent single beam lifetime and on the whole the LHC enjoys
very good vacuum conditions.

. Head-on beam-beam is not a limitation although long-range beam-beam
has to be taken seriously with enough separation at the long range en-
counters guaranteed by sufficiently large crossing angles. Better than nom-
inal beam intensity and beam emittance is delivered by the injectors and it
has proved possible to collide nominal bunch currents with smaller than
nominal emittances with no serious problems.

. Collective effects have been seen with high bunch intensities and with nom-
inal bunch intensities in the presence of electron cloud. Single and coupled
bunch instabilities have been suppressed using a range of tools (high chro-
maticity, Landau damping octupoles and transverse feedback).

. There is better than expected aperture due to good alignment and respect
of mechanical tolerances.

. There is excellent field quality, coupled with good correction of non lin-
earities. The magnetic machine is well understood and the modeling of all
magnet types has delivered an excellent field description at all energies.
This model includes persistent current effects which have been fully cor-
rected throughout the cycle. 

. A strict pre-cycling regime means the magnetic machine is remarkably re-
producible. This is reflected in the optics, orbit, collimator set-up, tune and
chromaticity. Importantly orbit stability (or the ability to consistently cor-
rect back to a reference) means that collimator set-up remains good for a
year’s run.

. There is low tune modulation, low power converter ripple, and low RF
noise. Power converters are delivering remarkably stable and accurate cur-
rents ranging from single digits to several thousand amps. Tracking be-
tween power converters in the ramp and squeeze is exceptional and whole
system is complemented by a very good front-end control system.

The nominal operation cycle provides the framework underpinning luminos-
ity production. Given the high stored beam energy, the nominal cycle must be
fully mastered for effective, safe operation. As of 2015, the operational cycle
is well established for 50 and 25 ns and bunch population exceeding nomi-
nal. A brief outline of the phases of the cycle follows. 
1. The working point of the various magnetic elements is reset by an appro-

priate magnetic cycle (“Precycle”). 
2. The machine settings are verified with the injection of a limited number of

bunches having a reduced population (pilot) or nominal population (inter-
mediate). This is the so-called “Set-up” phase.

3. The two LHC rings are progressively filled with trains of bunches trans-
ferred from the SPS to the LHC at a momentum of 450 GeV/c (“Injection”).

4. Once the machine is filled with the maximum number of bunches the beams
are accelerated to top momentum (up to 7 TeV/c) (“Ramp”).

5. The beam size at the interaction point is then reduced with the aim of max-
imizing the luminosity once the beams are brought into collision. This is ob-
tained by varying the current in the quadrupole magnet circuits either side
of the experiments according to pre-calculated functions (“Squeeze”).
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6. During the whole process of injection, ramp and squeeze the two counter-
rotating beams are separated to avoid collisions and the detectors are in a
safe state to avoid damage resulting from losses. At the end of the squeeze
the beams are brought in collision at the interaction points (“Adjust”).

7. Once all the above procedures are completed and no abnormal conditions
are detected, the conditions are met for safely switching on the detectors
and the start of data taking (“Stable Beams”).

The turnaround time is defined as the time taken to go from the dump
of a physics fill at top energy back into colliding beams following a refill. A
breakdown of the ideal turnaround time, circa 2015, is shown in Table 3. By
2017 a number of operational improvements had reduced the minimum turn-
around time to around 110 minutes. 

Phase Time [minutes]
Ramp down/precycle 60
Pre-injection checks and preparation 15
Checks with set-up beam 15
Nominal injection sequence 20
Ramp preparation 5
Ramp 20
Squeeze 20
Adjust/collisions 5
Total 160

Operations is underpinned by superb performance of machine protec-
tion and associated systems. This includes the beam interlock system, the
beam dump system, the beam loss monitors, and the collimation system.
There is rigorous machine protection follow-up, qualification and monitor-
ing; all non-conformities are examined rigorously. The importance of this to
the success of the LHC so far cannot be overstressed and there was a move
from commissioning to real confidence in under two years. 

Availability is defined as the overall percentage of the scheduled machine
time left to execute the planned physics program after removing the total time
dedicated to fault resolution. Faults cover an enormous range from a simple
front-end computer reboot to the loss of a cold compressor of the cryogenics
system with a corresponding loss of time to operations from 10 minutes to po-
tentially days.

Availability has, in general, been good considering the size, complexity
and operating principles of the LHC. The percentage of scheduled proton-
proton physics time spent delivering collisions to the experiments (“Stable
Beams”) was around 36% in 2012. Following consolidation and targeted sys-
tem improvements, the corresponding number in 2017 was 50%. The ma-
chine has performed well during the first 6 years of operation and a huge
amount of experience and understanding has been gained. There is good over-
all system performance and availability based on solid foundations and vig-
orous follow-up of problems.

Table 3. Breakdown of inter-fill
turnaround time with approximate
minimum times shown.
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There have inevitably been a number of challenges during the exploitation of
the LHC. 

Initially single event effects (SEEs) caused by beam-induced radiation to
tunnel electronics was a serious cause of inefficiency. However, this problem
had been foreseen and its impact was considerably reduced following a sus-
tained program of mitigation measures. There were several shielding campaigns
prior to the 2011 run including relocations “on the fly” and equipment upgrades.
The 2011/12 Christmas stop saw some “early” relocation and additional shield-
ing and further equipment upgrades. Further improvement followed an exten-
sive campaign of relocation, shielding and hardware upgrades during LS1.

UFOs (Unidentified Falling Objects) are microscopic particles of the
order of 10 microns across. These fall from the top of the vacuum chamber
or beam screen, become ionized by collisions with circulating protons and
are then repelled by the positively charged beam. While interacting with the
circulating protons they generate localized beam loss, which may be sufficient
to dump the beam or even cause a quench. They have now been very well
studied and simulated. There were occasional dumps in 2012 following ad-
justment of BLM thresholds at the appropriate time-scales (the beam loss spike
caused by a UFO is typically of order 1 ms). With the increase in energy to
6.5 TeV and the move to 25 ns the UFOs become harder (energy) and more
frequent (25 ns). Indeed, during the first half of 2015 they were a serious issue
but happily there was conditioning and the UFO rate fell to acceptable levels
as the year progressed.

Beam-induced heating has been an issue and essentially all cases have
been local and in some way due to non-conformities either in design or in-
stallation. The problem areas have been clearly identified. Design problems
have affected the injection protection devices and the mirror assemblies of the
synchrotron radiation telescopes. Installation problems have occurred in a
low number of vacuum assemblies. These singularities have all been addressed
and the issues are not expected to be a problem in the long term.

Beam instabilities were an interesting problem that dogged operations
through 2012. It should be noted that this problem paralleled a gentle push in
bunch intensity with the peak going into stable beams reaching around 1.7 ×
1011 protons per bunch, i.e., ultimate bunch intensity. In 2015 operations with
25 ns bunch spacing and lower bunch population meant that intrinsically in-
stabilities should have been less of an issue. However, high electron cloud proved
to be a driver and defence mechanisms were deployed in the form of high chro-
maticity, high octupole field strength and the transverse damper system.

The final issue to be discussed here is that of electron cloud. Electron
cloud is the result of an avalanche-like process in which electrons from gas
ionization or photoemission are accelerated in the electromagnetic field of the
beam and hit the beam chamber walls with energies of few hundreds of eV,
producing more electrons. The electron impact on the chamber wall causes gas
desorption as well as heat load for the cryogenic system in the cold regions.
High electron densities in the beam chamber can lead to beam oscillations
and blow-up of the particle bunches due to the electromagnetic interaction
between electrons and protons. Electron bombardment of a surface has been
proven to drastically reduce the secondary electron yield (SEY) of a material.
In a process known as scrubbing, deliberate invocation of high electron cloud
with beam thus provides a means to reduce or suppress subsequent electron
cloud build-up.
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Although electron cloud was not an issue with 50 ns beam, 25 ns oper-
ation proved to be a challenge in 2015, and extensive scrubbing – both ded-
icated at low energy and while delivering collisions to the experiments – was
required. Conditioning thereafter has been slow and the heat load from elec-
tron cloud to the cryogenics system remains a limitation in 2018.

Following an interesting 2015, 2016 was the first full year of exploitation at
6.5 TeV. The beam size at the interaction point was further reduced ( * = 40 cm)
and the design luminosity of 1 × 1034 cm–2s–1 was achieved. Reasonable ma-
chine availability allowed a total of 40 fb-1 to be delivered to both ATLAS
and CMS.

2017 saw a further reduction in beam size at the interaction point ( * =
30 cm), which, together with small beams from the injectors, gave a peak lu-
minosity of 2.2 × 1034 cm–2s–1. Despite the effects of an accidental ingress of
air into the beam vacuum during the winter technical stop, around 50 fb–1

was delivered to ATLAS and CMS.
Remarkably, not only can a 27-km superconducting collider work, it can

work well!

13. First two days of circulating 
beam – September 2008.
Delivered integrated luminosity 2011-2017
(average of ATLAS and CMS).
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7.0
DISCOVERY OF THE HIGGS
BOSON BY ATLAS AND CMS
Peter Jenni and Tejinder S. Virdee
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On July 4, 2012, the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations announced the dis-
covery of a scalar boson. Within the precision of the data collected by these
two Collaborations in the LHC Run-1 (2009-2012), the measured properties
of the boson are consistent with those expected for the Higgs boson of the
Standard Model (SM). The discovery of this “keystone” of the SM completes
its particle content and is a triumph of experimental and theoretical physics. 

The Standard Model of particle physics (see Chapter 2) is one of the re-
markable achievements of physics of the past 50 years. Its descriptive and pre-
dictive power has been experimentally validated with an unprecedented
accuracy in many generations of experiments ranging from low to high ener-
gies. The SM comprises the fundamental building blocks of all visible matter,
with the three fermion families of quarks and leptons, and their interactions
via three out of the four fundamental forces mediated by fundamental bosons,
namely the massless photon for the electromagnetism, the heavy W and Z
bosons for the weak force, these two interactions being unified in the elec-
troweak theory, and the massless gluons for the strong interaction. 

In order to solve the mystery of generation of mass, a spontaneous sym-
metry-breaking mechanism was proposed introducing a complex scalar field
that permeates the entire Universe. This mechanism, known as Brout-Englert-
Higgs (BEH) mechanism, gives the W and Z their large masses and leaves the
photon massless. Interaction with the scalar field endows masses to the quarks
and leptons in proportion to the strength of their couplings to it. This field
leads to a massive scalar boson, its quantum, called the Higgs boson. After the
discovery of the W and Z bosons in the early 1980s, the hunt for the Higgs
boson became a central theme in particle physics and also a primary motiva-
tion for the LHC. Finding the Higgs boson would establish the existence of
the postulated BEH field, thereby marking a crucial step in the understanding
of nature. 

There is a large body of literature “telling the story” of the discovery of
the Higgs boson at the LHC. Two examples are [1, 2] where the reader can
also find references to the seminal theoretical and experimental publications.
Here we sketch some of the highlights from the LHC Run-1 leading to the
Higgs Boson discovery. Up-to-date reference lists of publications can be found
for ATLAS and CMS in references 3 and 4, respectively.



The data collected in Run-1 have allowed ATLAS and CMS to make numer-
ous precise measurements of SM processes, including the production of bot-
tom and top quarks, W and Z bosons, singly and in pairs. In particular, very
detailed measurements of QCD processes have been made. The very diverse
measurements, probing cross-sections over a range of many orders of magni-
tude, confirm the predictions of the SM, within the measurement errors, in all
cases. Establishing this agreement is essential before any claims for discover-
ies can be made, i.e., to demonstrate on the one hand that the detector per-
formance is well understood, and on the other hand that known SM processes
are correctly observed in the experiments as they often constitute large back-
grounds to signatures of new physics, such as those expected for the Higgs
boson. 

An example from CMS of a very early measurement, illustrating the good
understanding of detector performance, is shown in Figure 1, produced only
a month or so after the first high-energy collisions in spring 2010. ATLAS
and CMS observed in such dimuon invariant mass distributions a “summary”
of decades of particle physics, with remarkable mass resolution, consistent
with the design values.

However, there is much more value to measuring SM processes. Never
before could the SM physics be studied at a hadron collider with such so-
phisticated and precise detectors allowing tests of diverse predictions of the SM
with an unprecedented precision and small instrumental systematic errors.
However, it is beyond the scope of this book to describe the sophisticated
analyses employed in the physics studies.

Studies of charged and neutral Intermediate Vector Bosons (IVB) W and
Z are the major benchmarks at the LHC for demonstrating the excellent de-
tector performance, as well as for testing SM predictions. W and Z production
are often referred to as “standard candles” for these experiments. The Z decays
into electron and muon pairs can be extracted almost free of backgrounds, as
shown in Figure 2. 
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1. The distribution of the invariant mass
for dimuon events, shown here from
CMS, displays the various well-known
resonant states of the SM. The inset
illustrates the excellent mass resolution
for the three states of the Y family.
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As an example, the good agreement between the measured and expected
W cross-sections times the leptonic decay branching ratios (which is the expected
rate for W bosons to be produced and then decay to leptons) is illustrated in Fig-
ure 3, including some preliminary measurements at the 13 TeV collision energy
of LHC Run-2 that began in mid-2015. With the presently available data sam-
ples the measurements are expected to already strongly constrain the theoreti-
cal model parameters. Figure 3 shows the cross-section measurements and
predictions as a function of the collision energy. Detailed measurements of prop-
erties for IVB production and decay at the LHC have been published from the
full Run-1 data samples. They include, for example, the lepton charge asym-
metry measurements for W decays, which were an important signature of the
electroweak nature of the W at the time of their discovery in the early 1980s.
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2. The electron-positron invariant mass
distribution on a linear (left, CMS) and
the dimuon invariant mass distribution 
on a logarithmic (right, ATLAS) vertical
scale, in the Z mass region. The
estimated small background contributions
are indicated, as well as the expected
signal shape from MC simulations.

3. W production cross-section times
leptonic branching ratio as a function 
of the collision energy; also shown are
previous measurements at lower energy
colliders.
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Hard collisions (characterized by having final state particles with large
transverse energy, ET) at the LHC are dominated by the production of high
transverse momentum jets, which are the collimated sprays of particles origi-
nating from the hadronization of the initially scattered partons (quarks, glu-
ons) in the colliding protons. At work is the strong interaction described by
Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD). Most commonly two jets emerge at op-
posite azimuthal angles with balanced transverse momenta, from an initially
lowest order parton-parton scattering process. However, higher order QCD
corrections alter this picture significantly, and detailed measurements of multi-
jet configurations are very important to constrain the QCD description of
hadronic processes. 

The heaviest known particle in the SM is the top quark with a mass of
roughly 175 GeV. It decays almost exclusively into a W and a bottom quark.
The measurement of top quark pair production typically uses at least one W
that decays leptonically (also needed to trigger the events), and therefore the
final states require one or two leptons (electrons or muons), ET

miss1, and jets.
Some of these jets arising from the b-quarks can be tagged by the displaced
secondary vertices due to the finite life times of b-hadrons. Clear top pair sig-
nals are observed in ATLAS and CMS, both in the single and two-lepton
channels, when considering the correct jet topologies. The resulting cross-
sections are shown in Figure 4 also illustrating the expected rapid rise of the
cross-section with increasing collision energy, from 2 TeV at the Tevatron to
13 TeV at the LHC. Good agreement with NLO QCD calculations is ob-
served within the present few % measurement errors. Both ATLAS and CMS
have also reported first measurements (events with just one top quark) of the
rare single top production with a rate in good agreement with QCD expec-
tations, as well as detailed studies of top properties such as the measurement
of its mass.

4.Top pair production cross-section 
as a function of the collision energy,
showing the Tevatron and LHC
measurements.
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The discovery of a heavy scalar boson was announced jointly by the ATLAS and
CMS Collaborations on July 4, 2012 with a partial data sample corresponding
to about 10 fb–1 in equal parts from the running at 7 TeV collision energy in
2011 and 8 TeV in 2012. The fantastic performance of the LHC during the sec-
ond half of 2012 allowed the experiments to more than double their data sets.
By the end of 2012 (LHC Run-1) the total amount of data that had been ex-
amined corresponded to ~5 fb–1 at √s = 7 TeV and ~20 fb–1 at √s = 8 TeV, equat-
ing to the examination of some 2,000 trillion proton-proton collisions. Using
these data first measurements of the properties of the new boson were also made.

Decays to bosons: the H γγ, H→ZZ→4 leptons and H WW 2l2ν decay modes
Two candidate events in the search for the Higgs boson are illustrated with
Figure 5, (a) for the H γγ event topology and (b) for the H ZZ 4 leptons
configuration, both recorded in 2012.

The invariant mass distributions for the full data sets are shown as ex-
amples from the ATLAS experiment for the H γγ decay mode (Fig. 6a) and
for the CMS experiment for the H ZZ 4l mode (Fig. 6b). The signal is un-
mistakable and the significances are summarized in Table 1. The data show a
clear excess of events, above the expected background, around 125 GeV. The
search for H WW is primarily based on the study of the final state in which
both W bosons decay leptonically, resulting in a signature with two isolated,
oppositely charged, high pT leptons (electrons or muons) and large ET

miss due
to the undetected neutrinos.
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5. (a) Candidate H→ event recorded
with the CMS detector. The event shows
characteristics expected from the decay
of the SM Higgs boson to a pair of
photons (dashed yellow lines and green
towers). (b) Candidate H→ZZ→4l
event recorded with the ATLAS detector.
The event shows characteristics expected
from the decay of the SM Higgs boson 
to a pair of Z bosons, which in turn decay
to a pair of electrons (green tracks and
towers) and a pair of muons (red lines).
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Discovery and measurements of the Higgs boson

6. (a) Invariant mass distribution of di-
photon candidates. A fit to the smooth
background and a signal component is
superimposed. The bottom inset displays
the residuals of the data with respect 
to the fitted background component.
(b) Invariant mass distribution of 4 leptons
(electrons, muons) in the CMS experiment
for selected candidates relative to the
background expectation. The expected
signal contribution is also shown.
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Table 1.The expected and observed
signals in ATLAS and CMS expressed 
as the corresponding number of standard
deviations of the observed excess from
the background-only hypothesis, for 
mH = 125 GeV, for various decay modes.

Decays to fermions: the H → ττ and H→ bb decay modes
It is important to establish whether this new particle also couples to fermi-
ons, and in particular to down-type fermions, since the measurements above
mainly constrain the couplings to the up-type top quark (indirectly from the
production). Determination of the couplings to down-type fermions requires
direct measurement of the Higgs boson decays to bottom quarks and τ lep-
tons. These analyses are complex and require a large amount of data. Evi-
dence of the Higgs boson decaying into two τ leptons is seen by both
experiments. The expected and observed significances for the and bb decay
modes are listed in Table 1. The two complementary detector designs adopted
by ATLAS and CMS have led to almost equivalent results.

Experiment ATLAS CMS
Decay mode Expected ( ) Observed ( ) Expected ( ) Observed ( )

4.6 5.2 5.3 5.6
ZZ 6.2 8.1 6.3 6.5
WW 5.8 6.1 5.4 4.7
bb 2.6 1.4 2.6 2.0

3.4 4.5 3.9 3.8

Higgs boson properties
Both ATLAS and CMS experiments have separately combined their measure-
ments of the mass of the Higgs boson from the two channels that have the best
mass resolution, namely H→γγ and H→ZZ→4l. The signal in all channels is
assumed to be due to a state with a unique mass. The obtained values are
from ATLAS mH = 125.36 ± 0.37 ± 0.18 GeV, where the first error is statis-
tical and the second represents systematic and theoretical uncertainties. The
result from CMS is mH = 125.02 ± 0.27 ± 0.14 GeV, in excellent agreement.
The two experiments have then combined, in a global analysis, their meas-
urements, and determined the Higgs boson mass to be mH = 125.09 ± 0.21
± 0.11 GeV, with a remarkable accuracy of 0.2%.

To establish whether or not the newly found state is the Higgs boson of
the SM, one needs to precisely measure its other properties and attributes. Sev-
eral tests of compatibility of the observed excesses with those expected from a
SM Higgs boson have been made. In one comparison, labeled as the signal
strength μ = / SM, the measured production times decay rate of the signal is
compared with the SM expectation, determined for each decay mode individ-
ually and for the overall combination of all channels. A signal strength of one
would be indicative of a SM Higgs boson. For all observed decay channels the
measurements are compatible with the SM predictions, and the combined re-
sult is μ = 1.09 ± 0.11, in good agreement with the expectation from the SM. 

Another characteristic fingerprint of the SM Higgs boson is its coupling
strength to other elementary particles (i.e., how strongly it interacts with them)
in proportion to their masses in a well-defined manner. The reduced coupling
modifiers ( F mF/v or √ V mV/v) can be expressed in a way such that in a dou-
ble logarithmic representation there should be linear proportionality, as
shown in Figure 7. Here mF, mV, v, are the masses of the fermion, vector
boson, the vacuum expectation value of the BEH field, and the effective cou-
pling modifiers of the Higgs boson. The results show the correct tendency,
within the errors, but much more data are needed to test the predicted be-
havior more accurately. The accuracy of these types of measurements are one
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of the strong motivations for future LHC operation and the intensity upgrade
planned over the next two decades. Predictions for theories Beyond the SM
(BSM, see Chapter 2) result in deviations that could be as small as 1% in this
representation.

Another key to the identity of the new boson is its quantum numbers
amongst which is the spin-parity (JP). The angular distributions of the decay
particles can be used to test various spin hypotheses. Detailed analyses show
that the expected spin-parity JP=0+ hypothesis for a SM Higgs boson is strongly
favored by both experiments, with the alternative hypotheses rejected with
confidence levels larger than 99.9%.

Besides the quest to elucidate the mechanism of the electroweak symmetry
breaking by searching for the Higgs boson, the major excitement for LHC
comes from the great potential of the exploration of uncharted territory of
physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM) due to the high collision energy,
the highest available in a laboratory so far (see Chapter 2). 

As we embarked upon the LHC adventure in the 1980s there were many
profound open questions in particle physics: what is the origin of mass, why
is there more matter than antimatter, what constitutes dark matter, what is the
path towards unification, do we live in a world with more space-time di-
mensions than the familiar four? The ATLAS and CMS experiments have
classified searches for BSM physics into two categories; searches for super-
symmetry and “Exotica”.

Since the beginning of the LHC project, the search for supersymmetry
(SUSY) has been a strong motivation, and besides the search for the Higgs
boson, it was the other main physics benchmark that guided detector design.
However, many other hypothetical new processes can be searched for, and in-
deed ATLAS and CMS have already reported, in many publications [3,4], a
very broad spectrum of searches for BSM signatures, labeled above as Exot-
ica. These searches look for peaks in mass distributions from new particles or

7. Couplings of the Higgs boson to other
elementary particles, as measured by 
a combined analysis of the ATLAS and
CMS Collaborations with their full data
set from LHC Run-1. The line is the
prediction from the SM, the lower panel
shows the ratio of the measurements 
to the SM prediction.
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kinematic distributions with deviations from the expectations from known
physics processes. No significant such effects have yet been found; the searches
have resulted in exclusion limits, often well beyond the 1-TeV scale already.

The most popular searches concern SUSY, which predicts many addi-
tional fundamental particles. The search for SUSY is motivated in part by the
prospect that the lightest stable neutral SUSY particle (LSP) could be an ex-
cellent candidate for explaining the dark matter (DM) in the Universe. The
mysterious existence of DM was postulated by Fritz Zwicky and convincingly
established by Vera Rubin, both astronomers, in the 1930s and 1970s re-
spectively.

The SUSY searches at LHC are very complex as they must be sensitive to
many (model-dependent) decay chains, leading to a large variety of possible
final state topologies. A common feature for most of them is the existence of sig-
nificant missing transverse energy, ET

miss, due to the escaping LSPs (an experi-
mental signature similar to that of the neutrinos in the W decays). Furthermore,
the SUSY signatures often include high transverse momentum jets, some tagged
as b-jets from third-generation squarks particularly motivated by so-called nat-
uralness arguments, and leptons. The expected topologies depend not only on
the model parameters, but also on the mass relations between various squarks
and gluinos (the SUSY partners of the SM quarks and the gluons). A summary
of 95% CL mass exclusion regions from many SUSY searches is shown in Fig-
ure 8 from ATLAS, with very similar results available from CMS as well.

“Exotica” include searches for compositeness (do the particles of the SM
have structure?), extra dimensions (some of these theories predict heavy res-
onances that may be observable at the LHC), new heavy gauge bosons, lep-
toquarks (quark and lepton bound states), excited fermions, black holes, dark
matter particles, and more. A summary of 95% CL mass exclusion regions
from many Exotica searches is shown in Figure 9 from CMS, with very simi-
lar results available from ATLAS as well.

The LHC started operation again in 2015 with Run-2 at the collision energy of
13 TeV, which should eventually increase to 14 TeV in the coming years. To-
gether with the increase in energy there will also be an increase in the luminos-
ity, bringing the LHC to its full design performance (14 TeV, 2 × 1034 cm–2s–1).
The projected integrated luminosity by 2022 is about 300 fb–1. The increased
energy means larger cross-sections, particularly for heavy objects. It is there-
fore with great expectation that the ATLAS and CMS experiments are looking
forward to collecting more data in the forthcoming Run-2 and Run-3 periods,
covering the initial LHC project planning.

The roadmap of physics at the LHC beyond its initial design phase, with
typically 300 fb–1 integrated luminosity until the early 2020s, has dramati-
cally changed with the discovery of the Higgs boson. Not only will there be
an unprecedented window to directly observe hypothetical heavy mass parti-
cles, messengers of new physics beyond the Standard Model, but also a clear
opportunity to investigate, in great detail, the properties of the new boson.
Needless to say, this basic scenario would be enormously enriched if the new
data in the current decade would reveal BSM physics, which would then of
course be best exploited with the highest available integrated luminosity. The
physics exploitation of the LHC has just started, a momentous discovery has
been made, and the expectation for further revolutionary discoveries is high
over the coming decades. 

8. A summary of 95% CL mass exclusion
limits from many SUSY searches obtained
by ATLAS (similar results are available
from CMS as well).

9. A summary of 95% CL mass exclusion
limits from many Exotica searches
obtained by CMS (similar results 
are available from ATLAS as well).
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These prospects have strongly motivated the launch of a major upgrade
campaign of both the experiments and the LHC accelerator, called the HL-
LHC, with the goal of integrating 3000 fb–1, a further tenfold increase in in-
tegrated luminosity, by the mid-2030s.
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Absolute zero
Absolute zero of temperature
corresponds to 0 K on the
Kelvin scale or –273.15°C
on the Centigrade scale. 
Absolute zero can only 
be reached asymptotically. 
The lowest temperature 
ever reached is a few micro-
Kelvin. The LHC operates 
at 1.9 K.

Accelerating cavity 
Accelerating cavities produce
the electric field that
accelerates the particles
inside particle accelerators.
Because the electric field
oscillates at radio frequency,
these cavities are also
referred to as radio-frequency
(RF) cavities.

Antimatter
Every kind of matter particle
has a corresponding
antiparticle. Charged
antiparticles have the
opposite electric charge of
their matter counterparts.
Although antiparticles are
extremely rare in the
Universe today, matter and
antimatter are believed to
have been created in equal
amounts at the Big Bang. 

Boson
The collective name given to
the particles that carry forces
between particles of matter.

Calorimeter
An instrument for measuring
the amount of energy carried
by a particle. In particular,
the electromagnetic
calorimeter measures 
the energy of electrons 
and photons, whereas 
the hadronic calorimeter
determines the energy 
of hadrons, that is, particles
such as protons, neutrons,
pions and kaons.

Center-of-mass energy
The center-of-mass energy 
is that energy available 
for producing new particles.
In fixed target mode the
centre-of-mass energy only
increases as the square root
of the energy of the
projectile. In collider mode,
it increases proportionally 
to the energy of the colliding
projectiles.

Cherenkov radiation
Light emitted by fast-moving
charged particles traversing 
a dense transparent medium
faster than the speed of light
in that medium.

Collider
Special type of accelerator
where counter-rotating
beams are accelerated 
and interact at designated
collision points. The collision
energy is twice that of an
individual beam, which
allows higher energies to be
reached than in fixed target
accelerators.  

CP violation
A subtle effect observed 
in the decays of certain
particles that betrays 
nature’s preference 
for matter over antimatter.

Cryogenic distribution
line (QRL)
The system used to transport
liquid helium around the
LHC at very low
temperatures. This is
necessary to maintain 
the superconducting state 
of the magnets that guide
the particle beam.

Cryostat
The cryostat is the thermally
insulating device that houses
the cold parts of the
accelerator. 

Dark matter / Dark energy
Only 4% of the matter in 
the Universe is visible. The
rest is known as dark matter
(26%), and dark energy
(70%). Finding out what
these consist of is a major
challenge for modern science
(Chap. 2).

Duoplasmatron
The source of all protons at
CERN. The duoplasmatron
ionizes hydrogen gas from
which the protons are
extracted by an electric field.

Glossary



Electronvolt (eV)
A unit of energy or mass
used in particle physics. One
eV is extremely small, 
and units of a million
electronvolts, MeV, 
or a thousand million
electronvolts, GeV, are more
common. The latest
generation of particle
accelerators reaches up to
several millions of million
electronvolts, the tera-
electron volt (TeV). One TeV
is about the energy of
motion of a flying mosquito.

Forces
There are four fundamental
forces in nature. Gravity 
is the most familiar to us,
but it is the weakest.
Electromagnetism is the force
responsible for
thunderstorms and carrying
electricity into our homes.
The two other forces, weak
and strong, are confined 
to the atomic nucleus. The
strong force binds the
nucleus together, whereas 
the weak force causes some
nuclei to break up. The weak
force is important in the
energy-generating processes
of stars, including the Sun.
Physicists would like to find
a theory that can explain all
these forces. A big step
forward was made in the
1960s when the electroweak
theory uniting the
electromagnetic and weak
forces was proposed. This
was later confirmed 
in a Nobel-prize-winning
experiment at CERN.

Gluon
The gluon is a special
particle, called a boson, that
carries the strong force, one
of the four fundamental
forces, or interactions,
between particles.

Hadron 
The hadron is a particle
made of quarks contained 
by the strong force (Fig. 10
of Chap. 2). The two sub-
families of hadrons are the
baryons and the mesons. 
The proton is a member
of the hadron family, thus
the name Large Hadron
Collider. 

Hermetic (detector)
A particle detector sensitive
to particles emitted at all
angles from the interaction
point (apart from the
beamline direction).

Hadronic calorimeter
A layer of the standard
particle detector, located
before the muon chambers;
it is used to absorb 
and measure the energy 
of particles mainly
undergoing a hadronic
interaction, such as pions,
kaons, protons and neutrons
(Fig. 1 of Chap. 5).

Heavy-flavor physics 
The study of properties 
of quarks with large mass
and their decay products is
called heavy-flavor physics,
with an emphasis on the
physics of the b and c
quarks.

Higgs boson
The “Holy Grail of particle
physics”, the Higgs boson 
is the particle needed 
to complete the unified
electroweak model. It is 
the particle corresponding 
to a field that permeates 
the universe, and, via its
interaction with fermions
and bosons, it allows them
to acquire a mass, breaking
the electroweak symmetry
(Chap. 2). The ATLAS and
CMS experiments were
designed with the goal of
detecting the Higgs boson.

High pT (transverse
momentum)
measurements
In a proton collider, 
the collisions come from
interactions of proton
constituents, i.e., the quarks
and gluons, each carrying
only a fraction of the total
proton energy. Most of the
interesting events arise when
the energy of the
constituents is high;
experimentally this results 
in the emission of particles
with large momentum
perpendicular to the
colliding beam (pT). High
momentum in the direction
parallel to the beam is not
necessarily an indication of 
a high-energy collision.

Injector
The injector refers to the
system that supplies particles
to an accelerator. The
injector complex for the
LHC consists of several
accelerators acting in
succession (Chap. 1).

Interaction length
The interaction length refers
to the average distance 
a hadron will travel before
interacting with a given
material. A large number
of interaction lengths means
that hadrons will be
effectively stopped or filtered
out by that material.

ISR
The Intersecting Storage
Rings, which was the first
proton-proton collider built
at CERN. It operated from
1971 to 1984.

Kaon
A meson containing a
strange quark (or antiquark).
Neutral kaons come in two
kinds, long-lived and short-
lived. The long-lived ones
occasionally decay into 
two pions, a CP-violating
process. (See also Particles.)
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Klystron
A klystron is a linear-beam
vacuum tube that functions
as a high-gain radio-
frequency amplifier. The
klystrons supply the radio
frequency that accelerates 
the LHC proton beam.

Lambda point
The temperature (2.17 K) 
at which liquid helium
makes the transition 
to the superfluid state.

LCG (LHC Computing
Grid)
The mission of the LCG 
is to build and maintain 
a data-storage and analysis
infrastructure for the entire
high-energy physics
community that will 
use the LHC.

LEP
The Large Electron–Positron
Collider, which ran at CERN
until 2000.

Luminosity
The luminosity refers to 
the average beam density 
at the collision point. It is
expressed as the number 
of particles per unit area per
unit of time, and thus has
the units cm–2 s–1. It is the
parameter of an accelerator
that indicates the production
rate of the processes to be
observed.

Magnetic fields (toroidal
and solenoidal)
A charged particle moving 
in a constant magnetic field
will undergo a screw-shaped
trajectory, with its radius of
curvature proportional to its
momentum. Modern particle
detectors are immersed 
in strong magnetic fields,
created by large electro-
magnets in the solenoid
or toroid configuration. 
A solenoid has a cylindrical
shape; the magnetic-field
generating current flows
along its side, perpendicular
to its axis, producing
uniform magnetic field lines

that run parallel to the axis.
(Fig. 14 of Chap. 5) 
The other approach is to 
use toroid magnets (more
“doughnut”shaped, see 
Fig. 28 of Chap. 5) through
which current is flown 
to create magnetic field lines
perpendicular to the beam
axis.

Minimum-bias processes
Most of the interactions 
in a hadron collider occur
between low-energy quarks
and gluons of the proton
and are lacking the energy 
to produce high-mass final
states (the outcome of
interest). The trigger and
data acquisition system of
the detectors is optimized to
filter out the data related to
these minimum-bias
processes by selecting final
states with large transverse
momentum.

Missing transverse energy
(or momentum)
In particle collisions,
momentum is conserved. In
proton-proton interactions,
the hard collision is
generated by quarks and
gluons, whose energy is
unknown for the single
event, and part of the energy
is emitted (and not
measured) in the direction 
of the beam. Thus, as seen
by the detectors, momentum
conservation is only
meaningful in the transverse
direction (perpendicular 
to the beam axis). Any
indication of missing
transverse momentum
indicates that undetectable
particles, such as neutrinos,
have been produced.

Multiple scattering
A charged particle passing
though material will be
influenced by the electric
field of the material’s 
atoms and undergo random
deviations from its original
trajectory, even in the
absence of hard collisions
with the nuclei of the
material. This multiple
scattering phenomenon
decreases the precision 
of the reconstruction of the
particle’s direction and initial
momentum.

Occupancy 
The occupancy of a detector
is the average fraction 
of readout channels that
produce a non-zero signal
following an event.

Particles
There are two groups of
elementary particles, quarks
and leptons (Chap. 2). The
quarks are up and down,
charm and strange, top 
and bottom. The leptons 
are electron and electron
neutrino, muon and muon
neutrino, tau and tau
neutrino. There are four
fundamental forces, or
interactions, between
particles, which are carried
by special particles called
bosons. Electromagnetism is
carried by the photon, the
weak force by the charged W
and neutral Z bosons, the
strong force by the gluon;
gravity is probably carried by
the graviton, which has not
yet been discovered.
Hadrons are particles that
feel the strong force. They
include mesons, which are
composite particles made 
up of a quark–antiquark 
pair and baryons, which are
particles containing three
quarks. Pions and kaons are
types of meson. Neutrons
and protons (the constituents
of ordinary matter) are
baryons; neutrons contain
one up and two down
quarks; protons two up 
and one down quark.
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Parton
A parton is any “point-like”
constituent of the hadrons;
known partons are quarks,
antiquarks and gluons.

Photon
The force carrier particle of
electromagnetic interactions.

Pion
The pion is a meson
composed of a quark-
antiquark pair of the first
family (up and down) and
are the least massive type 
of mesons. Pions can be
charged or neutral, and are
the most abundant particles
in hadronic jets.

Positron
The positron is the
antimatter partner of the
electron. It therefore shares
many of its properties (e.g.,
mass), but it is of opposite
electric charge.

PPBARS
The CERN Proton-
Antiproton collider that
discovered the W and Z
bosons in 1983.

PS
The Proton Synchrotron,
backbone of CERN’s
accelerator complex.

PSB
The PS Booster synchrotron
is the intermediate stage 
of acceleration between 
the Linac and the PS.

Pseudorapidity
A spatial coordinate
describing the deviation 
of a particle with respect 
to the axis of the beam pipe.
It is related to the polar
angle of the trajectory. 

Quadrupole magnet
A magnet with four poles,
used to focus particle beams
like glass lenses focus light.
There are 392 main
quadrupoles in the LHC.

Quantum electrodynamics
(QED)
The theory of the
electromagnetic interaction.

Quantum
chromodynamics (QCD)
The theory for the strong
interaction, analogous 
to QED.

Quark–gluon plasma
(QGP)
A new kind of plasma in
which protons and neutrons
are believed to break up into
their constituent parts. 
A QGP is believed to have
existed just after the Big
Bang.

Quench
A quench occurs when 
a small part of the magnet
superconductor is heated
above its transition
temperature. Having
acquired resistivity,
additional heating will take
place, leading to an event
during which a large part 
of the superconducting
magnet may quickly and
uncontrollably warm.
Damage is avoided with
equipment and procedures
that safely dissipate
the energy stored in the
magnet when a quench
occurs.

Radiation length
For particles that interact
mainly through
electromagnetic forces, 
the radiation length is the
average distance the particle
will travel in a given
material. This parameter 
is applied to photons 
and electrons.

Ring Imaging Cherenkov
(RICH) counter
A kind of particle detector
that uses the Cherenkov light
emitted by fast-moving
particles as a means 
of identifying them.

Roman-pot technique
The Roman-pot technique 
is used by certain detectors
that measure the scattering
of the beam protons 
at angles very close to 
the beam axis; to do this, 
the detection screen is
retracted during beam
injection, acceleration and
dumping (when the beam 
is broadest), and closed 
into its operational position
only once stable (and
narrow) colliding beams 
are obtained.

Scintillation
The flash of light emitted 
by an electron in an excited
atom falling back to its
ground state.

Sextupole
A magnet with six poles,
used to apply corrections 
to particle beams. At the
LHC, eight- and ten-pole
magnets will also be used 
for this purpose.

SPS
The Super Proton
Synchrotron. An accelerator
that provides beams for
experiments at CERN, 
as well as preparing beams
for the LHC.

Strong force
The strong force holds
quarks together within
protons, neutrons and other
particles. It also prevents the
protons in the nucleus from
flying apart under the
influence of the repulsive
electrical force between them
(because they all have
positive charge). Unlike 
the more familiar effects of
gravity and electromagnetism
where the forces become
weaker with distance, 
the strong force becomes
stronger with distance.
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Superconductivity
A property of some
materials, usually at very low
temperatures, that allows
them to carry electricity
without resistance. If you
start a current flowing in a
superconductor, it will keep
flowing forever – as long as
you keep it cold enough.

Superfluid
Superfluidity is a state of
some liquids, notably liquid
helium, that have been
cooled to the point that it
has lost its viscosity (i.e.,
mechanical resistance). The
LHC exploits the superfluid
properties of helium for the
cooling of the cryomagnets.

Supersymmetry
A theory that predicts the
existence of heavy
“superpartners” to all known
particles. It will be tested 
at the LHC.

Synchrotron radiation
The light emitted when
electrons or positrons (and
other charged particles) are
bent in a magnetic field.

Tesla
The unit of magnetic field
strength. A conventional
electromagnet operates 
at a maximum field of about
1.8 tesla. The LHC dipoles
operate at 8.3 tesla thanks 
to superconductivity 
and helium superfluidity.

Transfer line
Transfer lines carry beams 
of particles, e.g., protons,
from one accelerator 
to another using magnets 
to guide the beam.

Transition radiation 
When a charged particle
traveling close to the speed
of light crosses the boundary
between two media with
different indices of refraction,
electromagnetic radiation is
emitted (the transition
radiation). At LHC energies,
the presence of this radiation
helps discriminate between
very light (and fast) electrons
from other charged particles,
such as pions.

Trigger
Trigger refers to an electronic
system for spotting
potentially interesting
collisions in a particle
detector, which then signals
to the detector’s read-out
system that the data resulting
from the collision should be
recorded.

Vertex and secondary
vertex
The interaction point 
in space of each individual
collision is called the
primary vertex. Some 
of the particles created 
in the collision will have 
a very short lifetime, such 
as b mesons or tau leptons,
and these will in turn decay
after having flown a few
millimeters away from 
the vertex. A high-precision
tracker can distinguish 
the new particles produced
at this secondary vertex from
those produced at the
primary vertex. 

W and Z bosons
The W and Z bosons 
are the elementary particles
that mediate the weak force.
They were first discovered 
in the UA1 and UA2
detectors at the PPBAR
collider in 1983. The W
weighs 80.4 GeV and 
the Z weighs 91.2 GeV

Weak force
The weak force acts on all
matter particles and leads to,
among other phenomena,
the decay of neutrons (which
underlies many natural
occurrences of radioactivity)
and allows the conversion 
of a proton into a neutron
(responsible for hydrogen
burning in the centre 
of stars).

About this glossary:
Many of the terms have 
been adapted from CERN
sources (Copyright 
CERN 2008 - Web
Communications, DSU-CO),
with new or enriched entries
supplied by Dr. Mario
Campanelli.
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